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SUMMARY 
A proper requirements specification is paramount for achieving the quality of the 

developed software products. However, well-known Requirements Engineering (RE) 

techniques lack of enough expressiveness to model the requirements of CSCW systems 

(Computer Supported Collaborative Work). This is due to the inherent complexity of 

collaboration among users and their need of awareness. Moreover, the way in which users 

interact with CSCW systems have evolved greatly to more sophisticated interfaces, 

beyond the classical desktop computer environments, traditionally known as WIMP 

(Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointer), to those called Post-WIMP. Awareness is magnified 

in such a way that users have to be aware of their context: artifacts with which to interact, 

his/her own capabilities as well as those of the others. All this awareness is necessary to 

allow them to collaborate in virtual and/or augmented environments. This PhD thesis 

aims at solving this problem by developing a RE framework able to deal with the 

requirements of CSCW and Post-WIMP systems, making emphasis on the awareness 

requirements. 

RESUMEN 
Una especificación de requisitos adecuada es fundamental para alcanzar la calidad de los 

productos software a desarrollar. No obstante, cuando se va a desarrollar un sistema 

colaborativo, las técnicas de Ingeniería de Requisitos (IR) actuales no son suficientemente 

expresivas para especificar los requisitos de dichos sistemas. Esto es debido a la 

complejidad inherente de la colaboración entre usuarios, así como a la necesidad de 

consciencia (awareness). Además, la manera de interactuar con estos sistemas 

colaborativos ha evolucionado enormemente hacia el uso de interfaces más complejas, 

más allá de los clásicos sistemas de escritorio, conocidos como WIMP (Windows, Icons, 

Menus, Pointer), hacia las denominadas interface Post-WIMP. En ellas, el awareness 

cobra aún más importancia debido a la necesidad de los usuarios de ser conscientes de su 

contexto: los artefactos con los que interactuar, el posicionamiento del usuario en mundos 

virtuales, o las capacidades del usuario o las de los demás son elementos de los que el 

usuario ha de ser consciente. Así, esta tesis tiene como objetivo solventar este problema 

mediante el desarrollo de un framework de IR capaz de especificar los requisitos de los 

sistemas colaborativos y Post-WIMP, con especial interés en los requisitos de awareness.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This section will set this thesis in the context it was performed. Therefore, Section 1.1 

will present justification for the problem that has been tackled. Section 1.2 will briefly 

present the state of the art, as well as the research questions that have driven this work. 

Section 1.3 will present the methodology and work plan used to conduct this thesis. 

Finally, Section 1.4 presents the structure of the thesis. 

1.1 Justification 
Software is increasingly used as computers have become an essential part of our lives, 

either for working (e.g. text processors, spreadsheets or presentations) or leisure (e.g. 

chats, games or streaming). Moreover, software is like a living organism: it expands, 

evolves, and only the best pieces of it survive. In other words, it evolves thanks to new 

technological advances, but it can die out if it is not adapted to users’ current needs. 

We may appreciate this software evolution if we look back on computer applications from 

the last century and compare them with contemporary ones. Needless to say that the 

complexity and variety of such applications have exploded, so that we are able to find an 

application for almost everything. Indeed, if we had a look  at a 25-year-old computer, 

we would just find an office suite, a couple of single-player games and maybe some 

domain-specific application. As opposed, glancing over a contemporary “computer” (i.e. 

desktop, laptop, tablet, phone, watch, etc.) we may find an application for each 

contemporary need, namely banking, healthcare, socialization, learning, travelling and so 

on. 
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Nevertheless, not only the availability of applications has changed, but also the manner 

we use, mainly, in two aspects. First, these applications do not have to be used by just 

one person thanks to collaboration features that these applications already support. These 

collaborative systems, a.k.a. CSCW systems (Schmidt & Bannon, 1992), enable us to 

collaborate by using a computer regardless of the locations of the collaborators. And by 

collaboration, we mean working together, playing together, sharing ideas, coordinating 

actions, collaborative software development, or, simply, keeping in touch with our loved 

ones. As a matter of fact, collaboration is everywhere nowadays. By having a look at the 

Internet’s top 500 websites (Alexa Internet Inc., 2016), we may note that almost all of 

them provide some features of collaboration (e.g. social networks, forums, knowledge-

sharing sites, collaborative development platforms, etc.), that is, we, computer users, are 

not alone anymore. However, one of the main challenges when developing these 

collaborative applications is to provide users with awareness of what it is happening to 

their collaborators. In other words, to collaborate properly, users must be provided with 

awareness information about who is in the workspace, what the collaborators are doing, 

where they are, how and when certain action happened, who did it, etc. (Gutwin & 

Greenberg, 2002). 

Second, our interaction methods have also changed. Classical WIMP (Windows Icons 

Mouse Pointer) environments are being inexorably replaced by cutting-edge Post-WIMP 

systems (van Dam, 1997). Indeed, taking a look at the statistics, in 2014 the number of 

users of smartphones surpassed that of computer users (Chaffey, 2016). Our computers 

are leaving our desktops to be with us at any time thanks to the wearable computing 

(Mann, 1997). But smartphones are only the tip of the iceberg of this Post-WIMP trend. 

In fact, even more complex system can be found in the market. For instance, devices such 

a Kinect (Genest, Gutwin, Tang, Kalyn, & Ivkovic, 2013) enables us to interact with 

computers by using our body movements. Besides, what is called to be the new revolution 

in the next year, namely Virtual Reality (Teruel, Oliver, Montero, Navarro, & Gonzalez, 

2015) will change the interaction paradigm again, placing the user “inside” the computer. 

Consequently, new devices entail new interaction methods, and therefore new needs, 

especially when talking about awareness. Therefore, all the effort put on awareness 

research must be updated to be suitable with this Post-WIMP era. 

Moreover, when talking about collaboration and Post-WIMP interaction, we inevitably 

end up discussing about one of the most successful and complex software that can be 

found in the market nowadays: contemporary computer games. And these games are not 
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just for children. According to (Entertainment Software Association, 2015), the average 

age of a game players is 35 years old. Moreover, if we consider that the market 

capitalization of computer games was 15.2 million dollars in 2014 just for the U.S., it 

becomes unquestionable why game industry must be taken into account. Nowadays 

games combine advance collaboration features to play with / against a great deal of 

players at the same time with Post-WIMP interaction techniques and realistic and 

immersive graphics. As an example, console the Nintendo Wii (Wingrave et al., 2010) 

will, that features motion recognition and collaborative play has sold more than 100 

million units around the world. Moreover, Microsoft Kinect (Zhang, 2012) that features 

a complex body recognition engine aimed at interact with games sold 24 million units, 

being  the fastest selling consumer electronics device. Thanks to this device, several users 

can play together either locally (up to 4) or remotely. Consequently, the awareness needs 

of this type of system are far more complex than those of classical collaborative systems, 

being the game one the most complex collaborative Post-WIMP systems available 

nowadays. 

Needless to say that the methodology used to develop a piece of software will be 

paramount to achieve the quality on the final product. The problem is that when taking 

about collaborative systems (and especially Post-WIMP ones) current methodologies 

only focuses on the design stages, disregarding the Requirements Engineering stage or 

just considering it briefly in the best-case scenario as it will be detailed in Section 1.2. 

Moreover, this problem is magnified with games, in which development, RE is used 

seldom, and it used to be done in a non-formal manner (Daneva, Damian, Marchetto, & 

Pastor, 2014). This constitutes the main foundation of this thesis: the development of a 

Requirement Engineering framework for collaborative Post-WIMP systems in order to 

bridge the gap left by current methodologies. 

1.2 Brief State of the Art and Research Questions 
A collaborative system is a software product where several users work in a collaborative 

manner, thus performing collaboration, communication and coordination tasks (3C) 

(Ellis, Gibbs, & Rein, 1991). In order to perform such tasks, users must be aware of who 

is able to collaborate, where they are working, what they are doing, when they did certain 

action and so on. These and several other elements of which users of CSCW system must 

be aware of were identified in the Gutwin’s Workspace Awareness (WA) (Gutwin & 

Greenberg, 2002). 
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The problem arises when trying to specify the requirements of these CSCW systems by 

using well-known RE techniques such as Use Cases (Jacobson, 2004), Viewpoints 

(Finkelstein, Kramer, Nuseibeh, Finkelstein, & Goedicke, 1992) or Goal-Oriented (GO) 

(van Lamsweerde, 2001). That is because these techniques are not able to properly specify 

CSCW requirements due to the complexity of the 3C tasks and the user’s awareness needs 

(Teruel, Navarro, López-Jaquero, Montero, & González, 2011b). For this reason, well-

known RE techniques should be adapted in order to deal with requirements of CSCW 

systems properly.  

Moreover, awareness in Post-WIMP applications goes beyond the collaborators 

themselves, thus creating the need of being aware of the whole context that surrounds the 

user (García, Molina, Martínez, & González, 2008). As an example, in classical WIMP 

application, it could be relatively easy to know where the artifacts we are working with 

are (e.g. the paragraphs in a document or the items in a 2D classical game). However, 

when interacting with Post-WIMP systems, users must be aware of the system’s artifacts 

by using several senses. For instance, in a Virtual Reality (VR) environment, a user cannot 

see something that is behind him/her although it can be perceived by using the rear 

speakers of a surround sound system. Because of this need of context awareness, the set 

of awareness requirements needs to be enriched to properly specify the requirements of 

Post-WIMP applications (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. User interacting with a Post-WIMP game 

Finally, although there are several proposals for the development of Post-WIMP systems, 

they mainly focus on the design and implementation of their user-interface, not paying 

attention to early stages of such developments, i.e. the requirements specification 

(Garrido, Paderewski, Rodríguez-Almendros, Hornos, & Noguera, 2005; A. I. Molina, 

Redondo, Ortega, & Hoppe, 2008; Penichet, Lozano, Gallud, & Tesoriero, 2009). 
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Because of this lack of RE techniques for Post-WIMP systems, its requirements are 

usually specified by using any of the well-known techniques, in a similar way to CSCW 

systems. 

Therefore, the following shortcomings for the development of Collaborative & Post-

WIMP systems were identified: 

i. Different proposals for the development of CSCW systems (Garrido et al., 2005; 

A. I. Molina et al., 2008; Penichet et al., 2009) and Post-WIMP systems (Jacob et 

al., 2008; Jetter, Zöllner, Gerken, & Reiterer, 2012; J. P. Molina, 2008) were 

identified. Nevertheless, they only focus on design activities hardly dealing with 

the first stages of the development process itself.  

ii. For the development of CSCW systems, a critical issue is the identification of the 

user’s awareness (Gutwin & Greenberg, 1998, 1999, 2002), that is, the 

identification of artifacts to manipulate, users to interact with, etc. Such awareness 

concept is mainly associated to characteristics of the software product itself and 

accordingly, to awareness requirements. However, this awareness interpretation 

is focused on WIMP applications, so it must be upgraded to deal with the new 

features of Post-WIMP systems. 

Taking into account the previous shortcomings and needs, our research questions (RQ) 

were established as follows: 

 RQ1: What, if any, are the shortcomings of current RE techniques for specifying 

CSCW systems? If so, how can they be improved?  

 RQ2: What, if any, are the shortcomings of current RE techniques for specifying 

Post-WIMP systems? If so, how can they be improved? 

 RQ3: What awareness requirements can improve the user-perceived quality of 

CSCW & Post-WIMP systems? 

One of the main challenges that had to be faced while addressing these RQs, was related 

to the type of systems studied. On the one hand, CSCW systems have been widely dealt 

from the nineties. However, almost none effort have been put into their RE specification. 

On the other hand, Post-WIMP applications belong to the cutting-edge technologies, so 

that we had to deal with a not-very-mature family of emerging systems for which RE is 

just starting. 
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1.3 Methodology and Work Plan 
In order to perform this PhD thesis, the design science research method (Hevner, March, 

Park, & Ram, 2004) was applied. Hence, in order to be compliant with this method, its 

seven research guidelines were applied as follows: 

i. Design as an Artifact: The aim of this research is to produce a set of artifacts: a 

CSCW & Post-WIMP RE specification language (model), a methodology to apply 

it (method) and a CASE tool (construct). Moreover, several software artifacts 

were developed in order to put into practice and evaluate the previous artifacts.   

ii. Problem Relevance: The application domain of this PhD thesis is CSCW and Post-

WIMP systems. The former is becoming more and more popular since the 

nineties. The later constitutes the foundation of future (and even present) 

applications. Because of these reasons, the problem relevance is ensured.  

iii. Design Evaluation: Our research is led by empirical evaluations. In this sense, all 

the developed models, methods and constructs have been evaluated by means of 

controlled experiments and case studies in order to assess and improve them. 

iv. Research Contributions: As anticipated in the first guideline, the clear 

contribution of this research is a framework for the specification of CSCW and 

Post-WIMP systems including a modeling language, a supporting tool, a set of 

methodological guidelines, and a collection of user’s awareness requirements. 

v. Research Rigor: Throughout the research process, several Software Engineering 

methods (Linkman, Kitchenham, & Law, 1997; Wohlin et al., 2012), statistical 

techniques (Dieste, Fernández, García Martínez, & Juristo, 2011; Winer, Brown, 

& Michels, 1991) and international standards (ISO/IEC 25010, 2011; ISO/IEC 

25062, 2006; ISO/IEC 9126-1, 2001) were used in both the construction and 

evaluation of the artifacts.    

vi. Design as a Search: The research follows an iterative process whose goal is the 

quality improvement of CSCW and Post-WIMP systems by providing proper RE 

techniques. Then, the obtained results are iteratively evaluated and improved until 

the previous goal is fulfilled. 

vii. Communication of Research: The research results have been presented to a 

technologically-oriented audience. Articles related to the research artifacts have 

been published in relevant journals focused on RE practitioners. Moreover, 
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researchers were provided with the required documentation for further extension 

and evaluation of the research artifacts.  

 

Figure 2. Schedule of activities 

Within this PhD thesis, the PhD candidate along with the LoUISE group members, with 

whom this thesis has been conducted, carried out the next activities, whose timing is 

depicted in Figure 2 and explained in the following: 

 State of the art: Research issues related to RE, CSCW, Post-WIMP environments, 

awareness interpretations were identified. This activity was performed repeatedly 

throughout the whole PhD thesis. 

 RE for CSCW Systems: Development of a RE integrated proposal for the 

specification of CSCW systems, supported by Model-Driven Development 

(MDD) techniques taking advantage of previous experiences of the LoUISE group 

(Montero & Navarro, 2009; Navarro, Mocholi, Letelier, & Ramos, 2006). 

Moreover, modifications of processes described by existing CSCW methodologies 

were also considered. 

 RE for Post-WIMP Systems: The suitability of the developed CSCW proposal for 

Post-WIMP systems was assessed. Consequently, those modifications required to 

achieve its suitability were analyzed. 

 Awareness Requirements: Identification, development and assessment of an 

integrated awareness interpretation gathering the most important awareness 

requirements that a user participating in Post-WIMP environments (whether 

collaborative or not) may need or expect. 
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 Support: Throughout this PhD thesis, several tools were implemented in order to 

put into practice the developed proposal. 

 Validation: In order to validate the developed proposal, several prototypes were 

implemented focusing on different application domains such as e-learning,  

cognitive rehabilitation or Post-WIMP CSCW in which the LoUISE group has 

previous experience (Fardoun, Montero, & López-Jaquero, 2009; Martínez et al., 

2011; Montero, López-Jaquero, Navarro, & Sánchez, 2011). Moreover, the domain 

of collaborative computer games was also explored. 

 Diffusion: Throughout the whole process of this PhD thesis, different publications 

were submitted to both national and international conferences and journals in order 

to receive feedback. 

 Stay: In between the 3rd and 4th year, a research stay was performed at the VU 

University of Amsterdam (The Netherlands) with Dr. Patricia Lago and Dr. Nelly 

Condory-Fernandez. During this stay, an experiment was performed in order to 

assess the influence of awareness on collaborative games (Section 0).  

 Assessment: The participation in the Doctoral Cortortium of the 22nd IEEE 

International Requirements Engineering Conference held in Karlskrona (Sweden) 

was a milestone for this thesis. In this event, Dr. Camile Salinesi and Dr. Daniel 

M. Berry assessed positively the both the work performed and scheduled for RQ1, 

RQ2 and RQ3. Nevertheless, their advice led to the discontinuation of the 

previously arranged RQ4 (RE and context adaptation) [Section 8]. Moreover, the 

participation in the Doctoral Symposium of the Spanish Society of Software 

Engineering and Software Development Technologies not only provided us with 

valuable feedback but also granted us with the best doctoral thesis project award. 

1.4 Structure of the Thesis 
After this introduction that has presented the main motivation of this thesis as well as the 

methodology applied for its development, Section 2 will present its results regarding to 

the three research question stated in Section 1.2., as well as the outcomes of the 

collaborations with different research projects. Finally, Section 2 will conclude with a 

summary of each article published during this thesis. 

Next, the most relevant articles will be fully included in Sections 3 to 0. Along with this 

articles, their full citations, quality figures and current status for those that have not been 

published yet will be also presented.  
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Section 13 will conclude this by starting a summary of our results by presenting the 

conclusions of this dissertation (Section 13.1). Finally, Section 13.2 will introduce the 

on-going and future work. 
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2. RESULTS

This section will introduce the different results obtained during the performance of this 

thesis. The results related to the different research questions are presented in Sections 2.1, 

2.2 and 2.3. Next, Section 2.4 will introduce several publications related to collaborations 

in different research projects. Finally, Section 2.5 will enumerate all the articles published 

during the development of this thesis. It is worth noting that the three publications (Teruel, 

Navarro, González, López-Jaquero, & Montero, 2016a; Teruel, Navarro, López-Jaquero, 

Montero, & González, 2014a; Teruel, Navarro, López-Jaquero, Montero, Jaen, et al., 

2012) that endorse this dissertation answer the three research questions defined on Section 

1.2. Such articles, along with the rest of relevant ones published during this thesis will be 

fully included in Sections 3 to 0.  

2.1 RQ1 – RE for CSCW Systems 
The very first task carried out when this PhD thesis started was the study and comparison 

of the existing RE techniques when dealing with CSCW requirements. With this aim, Use 

Cases (Jacobson, 2004), Viewpoints (Finkelstein et al., 1992) and GO (van Lamsweerde, 

2001) were empirically evaluated by using DESMET (Linkman et al., 1997), concluding 

that GO approaches were the most appropriate to specify CSCW requirements (Teruel et 

al., 2011b) [Section 2]. This results led us to analyze the most widely adopted GO 

proposals, that is, NFR Framework (Cysneiros & Yu, 2004), KAOS (van Lamsweerde, 

2001), i* (Yu, 1997), in order to identify which one was the most suitable for CSCW 

systems [Section 4]. After a second empirical evaluation (Teruel, Navarro, López-

Jaquero, Montero, & González, 2011a, 2012a), i* was selected as the best alternative. 

However, it was also detected that i* suffers a lack of expressiveness to specify features 
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of mandatory for CSCW systems, such as to specify the collaboration among users as 

well as the need of awareness to perform such collaboration. These shortcomings led us 

to develop CSRML (Collaborative Systems Requirements Modeling Language), a GO 

approach based on i* to properly specify the requirements of complex CSCW system, 

able to deal with 3C tasks and awareness needs (Teruel, Navarro, López-Jaquero, 

Montero, & González, 2011c, 2011e) [Section 5]. Moreover, CSRML was empirically 

validated with regard to i* by means of a family of experiments (Teruel, Navarro, López-

Jaquero, Montero, & González, 2011d; Teruel, Navarro, López-Jaquero, Montero, Jaen, 

et al., 2012), showing that it is more understandable than i* when CSCW systems have 

to be specified [Section 6]. 

2.2 RQ2 – RE for Post-WIMP Systems 
This second RQ was based on the adaptation of CSRML to the special characteristics of 

Post-WIMP systems. It is worth noting that these Post-WIMP systems are also 

collaborative systems. However, the new interaction techniques used in Post-WIMP 

systems led us to improve CSRML, by adding new elements, relationships, diagrams and 

more-complex awareness support to make it suitable for such cutting-edge systems. 

Moreover, this new version of CSRML was put in into practice several times specify 

Post-WIMP applications such as rehabilitation systems, virtual reality simulators, or 

collaborative multiplayer games (Teruel, Oliver, Montero, Navarro, & Gonzalez, 2015; 

Teruel, Rodriguez, Montero, Navarro, Lopez-Jaquero, et al., 2015a). This shows that the 

improvements introduced in CSRML made it able to specify the requirements of complex 

Post-WIMP systems properly. 

Once this new version of CSRML was developed, a CASE tool, namely CSRML Tool, 

was developed in order to help RE practitioners to specify Post-WIMP CSCW 

requirements with CSRML. CSRML Tool was created as a Visual Studio extension to 

model and validate CSRML requirements specifications in a visual and straightforward 

manner (Teruel, Navarro, López-Jaquero, Montero, & González, 2013b). Moreover, the 

usability of the tool was empirically evaluated by means of a controlled experiment 

(Teruel, Navarro, et al., 2014a) that provided really positive results. Thanks to this 

evaluation, several usability flaws were detected and solved in the following release of 

the tool [Section 7]. Currently, CSRML Tool is on its fourth major release, being available 

as an extension for Visual Studio 2010, 2012, 2013 and 2015 (Teruel, 2015). Furthermore, 

it has been warmly welcome by the RE community, thus obtaining almost 2000 

downloads since its first release on September 2012. 
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Furthermore, the new version of CSRML and its supporting tool were combined to define 

CSRMF (Collaborative Systems Requirements Modeling Framework) (Teruel, Navarro, 

López-Jaquero, Montero, & González, 2016). This framework also includes a set of 

guidelines to help analysts to identify and model the whole set of requirements of Post-

WIMP collaborative systems. Hence, by using the CSRMF guidelines, a Post-WIMP 

CSCW system can be specified starting from the identifications of its (groups of) users 

and roles, and finishing with the collaboration, awareness and quality factors specification 

[Section 9]. Finally, the collaboration on several research project enabled us to delve into 

the specification of different Post-WIMP systems (see Section 2.4). 

2.3 RQ3 – Awareness Requirements 
As far as this RQ is concerned, based on WA, a design pattern was defined to provide 

CSCW designers with the scaffolding for their collaborative applications (Teruel, 

Navarro, López-Jaquero, Montero, & González, 2014c). This pattern includes elements 

that CSCW systems implementing Workspace Awareness (WA) must feature, such as 

collaborative actions among users, shared artifacts and views, common goals, etc. 

[Section 10]. 

Besides, the state of the art regarding of the existing awareness interpretations was 

analyzed. The first conclusion has been that WA, as defined by Gutwin et al. (Gutwin & 

Greenberg, 2002), is the most widely and applied interpretation when talking about 

CSCW. Nevertheless, when it is applied to Post-WIMP applications, such as Augmented 

Reality (AR) or VR environments, there are some awareness requirements that WA 

cannot identify. For instance, awareness of future facts or social characteristics cannot be 

identified by using WA. Because of that, a deeper analysis of the available awareness 

interpretations has been carried out by using a systematic technique, namely Thematic 

Synthesis (Cruzes & Dybå, 2011; Thomas & Harden, 2008). This thematic synthesis led 

us to develop an awareness interpretation for collaborative computer games (one of the 

most complex collaborative Post-WIMP systems available nowadays) by extending WA 

with new elements extracted from the synthetized awareness interpretations (Teruel, 

Navarro, González, et al., 2016a) [Section 0].  

This new awareness interpretation was empirically evaluated in two different manners. 

First, its awareness elements were evaluated positively by Computer Science students 

over game memories based on two well-known games, namely Call of Duty and Age of 

Empires (Teruel, Navarro, González, et al., 2016a). Second, a thorough evaluation was 

performed by conducting an experiment in Amsterdam and Albacete. In this work, a 
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collaborative action game was created, supporting most of the awareness elements 

identified in (Teruel, Navarro, González, et al., 2016a). It was evaluated the influence of 

the amount of these elements on the players’ efficiency, score, emotions and satisfaction. 

With this aim, different techniques were used such as subjective surveys, automated 

emotional analysis and eye tracking (Teruel, Condori-Fernandez, Navarro, González, & 

Lago, 2016). This experiment raised a considerable number of results, but one of them 

stood out: awareness positively influences the players’ gaming experience but, if too 

much awareness is implemented, it can be overwhelming for the players [Section 0]. 

2.4 Collaborations 
While this thesis was conducted, the candidate collaborated in several projects. First, 

CSRML was proven to be suitable for different application domains, as shown on its first 

extension called CSRML4BI (Teruel, Tardío, et al., 2014). By means of this extension, 

CSRML has been used to model collaboration in systems of Business Intelligence (BI) 

by specifying a clear view of the involved tasks, their participants, and the information to 

be shared between them. 

Second, a VR Post-WIMP game was developed to improve the cognitive rehabilitation 

process of patients suffering from hemispatial neglect (Teruel, Oliver, Montero, Navarro, 

& González, 2015). By creating this game, not only did the candidate contribute to a 

praiseworthy project, but also he took advantage of such opportunity to learn bleeding-

edge technologies such as Unity (Menard & Wagstaff, 2014) and Oculus (Oculus VR, 

2014) and delve into the study of Post-WIMP systems. 

Finally, CSRML was used as the core of a new proposal aimed at improving W3C’s task 

model for Post-WIMP systems (Teruel, Rodriguez, Montero, Navarro, Lopez-Jaquero, et 

al., 2015a). Moreover, this new task model was also extended with context adaptation 

support, to specify different execution contexts (i.e. user capabilities, available hardware, 

lighting conditions, etc.) (López-Jaquero et al., 2016). 

2.5 Summary of Publications 
Table 1 summarizes the articles published during this thesis. Note that along with the 

name of each publication, it can be found the research question they are related to, as well 

as the section where they are presented (only for the most relevant ones). Moreover, those 

publications related to collaboration with other research projects are denoted with a ‘C’ 

in the RQ column.  
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Table 1. Publications achieved during the thesis 

Publication RQ Section 

JCR Journals 

* Analyzing the Understandability of Requirements Engineering Languages for CSCW 

Systems: A Family of Experiments (Teruel, Navarro, López-Jaquero, Montero, Jaen, et 

al., 2012) (IST, Q1) 

1 6 

* A CSCW Requirements Engineering CASE Tool: Development and Usability 

Evaluation (Teruel, Navarro, et al., 2014a) (IST, Q2) 
1,2 7 

* Applying Thematic Analysis to Define an Awareness Interpretation for Collaborative 

Computer Games (Teruel, Navarro, González, et al., 2016a) (IST, Q1) 
3 11 

A Comprehensive Framework for Modeling Requirements of CSCW Systems (Teruel, 

Navarro, López-Jaquero, et al., 2016) (in press, SPE, Q3) 
1,2,3 9 

Assessing the Impact of the Awareness Level on Collaborative Games  (Teruel, 

Condori-Fernandez, et al., 2016) (submited, ESE, Q2) 
2,3 12 

A bio-inspired model-based approach for context-aware Post-WIMP tele-rehabilitation 

(López-Jaquero et al., 2016) (submited, Sensors, Q1) 
2,C - 

International CORE Conferences 

An Empirical Evaluation of Requirement Engineering Techniques for Collaborative 

Systems (Teruel et al., 2011b) (EASE, CORE A) 
1 2 

A Comparative of Goal-Oriented Approaches to Modelling Requirements for 

Collaborative Systems (Teruel et al., 2011a) (ENASE, CORE B) 
1 - 

CSRML: A Goal-Oriented Approach to Model Requirements for Collaborative Systems 

(Teruel et al., 2011e) (ER, CORE A) 
1 5 

Improving Collaborative and Post-WIMP Systems Through Requirements 

Specification (Teruel, 2014) (RE, CORE A) 
1,2,3 8 

A Design Pattern for Representing Workspace Awareness (Teruel, Navarro, et al., 

2014c) (CSCWD, CORE B) 
3 10 

CSRML4BI: A Goal-Oriented Requirements Approach for Collaborative Business 

Intelligence (Teruel, Tardío, et al., 2014) (ER, CORE A) 
1,C - 

Multisensory treatment of the Hemispatial Neglect by means of Virtual Reality and 

Haptic techniques (Teruel, Oliver, Montero, Navarro, & Gonzalez, 2015) (IWINAC) 
2,C - 

An Alternative to W3C Task Model for Post-WIMP (Teruel, Rodriguez, Montero, 

Navarro, Lopez-Jaquero, et al., 2015a) (UCAmI) 
2,C - 
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International Workshops 

An extension of i* to Model Requirements for CSCW Systems Applied to Conference 

Preparation System with Collaborative Reviews (Teruel et al., 2011c) 
1 - 

Assesing the Understandability of Collaborative Systems Requirements Notations: an 

Empirical Study (Teruel et al., 2011d) 
1 - 

CSRML Tool: a Visual Studio Extension for modeling CSCW Requirements (Teruel et 

al., 2013b) 
1,2 - 

Book Chapters 

Comparing Goal-Oriented Approaches to Model Requirements for Collaborative 

Systems (Teruel, Navarro, López-Jaquero, Montero, & González, 2012a) (selected 

paper from ENASE) 

1 4 

National Conferences 

Modelado de Requisitos de Sistemas Colaborativos con CSRML (Teruel, Navarro, 

López-Jaquero, Montero, & González, 2011f) 
1 - 

CSRML Tool: una Herramienta para el Modelado de Requisitos de Sistemas 

Colaborativos (Teruel, Navarro, López-Jaquero, Montero, & González, 2012b) 
1,2 - 

Analyzing the Understandability of Requirements Engineering Languages for CSCW 

Systems: A Family of Experiments (disclosure of relevant published papers) (Teruel, 

Navarro, López-Jaquero, Montero, & González, 2013a) 

1 - 

A CSCW Requirements Engineering CASE Tool: Development and Usability 

Evaluation (disclosure of relevant published papers) (Teruel, Navarro, López-Jaquero, 

Montero, & González, 2014b) 

1,2 - 

Mejorando los Sistemas Colaborativos y Post-WIMP mediante la Especificación de 

Requisitos (Teruel, González, & Navarro, 2014) 
1,2,3 - 

Herramienta Colaborativa Multidispositivo para la Edición de Modelos basada en EMF 

(Teruel, Rodriguez, Navarro, & González, 2014) 
2,C - 

Limitaciones del Modelo de Tareas del W3C para aplicaciones Post-WIMP (Teruel, 

Rodriguez, Montero, Navarro, Lopez-Jaquero, et al., 2015b)  
2,C - 

Applying Thematic Analysis to define an Awareness Interpretation for Collaborative 

Computer Games (disclosure of relevant published papers)  (Teruel, Navarro, González, 

López-Jaquero, & Montero, 2016b) 

3 - 

* These publications endorse this dissertation by compendium of publications 

To sum up, there have been 4 articles published in JCR journals (2 Q1, 1 Q2 and 1 Q3) 

and there are 2 more under review to date. In addition, the PhD candidate has published 

6 articles published in CORE conferences (4 CORE A and 2 CORE B). So far, there are 
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16 articles indexed by Scopus (ORCID: 0000-0003-0102-6918), that have been 

referenced 55 times, providing the PhD candidate an h-index: 5. Moreover, this thesis has 

been warmly welcome by the RE community thanks to his participation in both an 

international and a national Doctoral Symposium (Teruel, González, et al., 2014; Teruel, 

2014), obtaining their approval and the best PhD thesis project award in the later (see 

Section 1.3). 
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Abstract� A collaborative system is a distributed software 
which allows several users to work together and carry out 
collaboration, communication and coordination tasks. To 
��������	
����	�����	
��������
����	���������������	
����������
actions, usually by means of a set of awareness techniques. 
When we are defining a collaborative system, the awareness 
techniques can be considered as non-functional requirements 
bounded to some quality factors, such as usability. However, 
serious flaws can be found during the specification of these 
systems if we use the usual Requirement Engineering 
techniques available, because their expressiveness limitations 
when dealing with non-functional requirements. In this paper 
an empirical evaluation is introduced to determine if these 
techniques are really appropriate to model groupware 
requirements and which is the best approach to specify this 
kind of systems. With this aim, a collaborative text editor is 
used to evaluate whether the current techniques for 
Requirement Engineering are appropriated or not, exploiting 
the relation between awareness capabilities and standard 
quality factors. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
At the end of the eighties, Computer Supported 

Cooperative Work (CSCW) emerged as a new area of 
research that focuses on the study of the human behavior 
in the working context and also on the design of tools 
(groupware) that support workgroups (Garrido, 2002). 
The problem of this kind of systems is to maintain so 
called the workspace awareness. 

Workspace Awareness (WA) is the up-to-the-moment 
understandin�� ��� ����	
�� �
����� ���
�������� ���	in a 
shared workspace. Workspace awareness involves 
knowledge about where others are working, what they are 
doing now, and what they are going to do next (Gutwin & 
Greenberg, 2002). 

In a face-to-face workspace, awareness of someone 
else is relatively easy to maintain, and the mechanisms of 
collaboration are natural, spontaneous, and unforced. 
Unfortunately, workspace awareness is much harder to 

maintain in groupware workspaces than in face-to-face 
environments, and it is not a trivial issue to determine who 
else is in the workspace, where they are working, and what 
they are doing. 

Gutwin (Gutwin & Greenberg, 2002) presents a 
conceptual framework to establish what information 
makes up workspace awareness. The basic the elements is 
the set of questions ��	����	�����	
�
���	
�������	�����
That is, when we work with others in a physical shared 
space, we know who we are working with, what they are 
doing, where they are working, when various events 
happen, and how those events occur. 

TABLE 1: ELEMENTS OF WORKSPACE AWARENESS RELATED TO THE 
PRESENT 

Category E lement Specific questions 

Who Presence 
Identity 
Authorship 

Is anyone in the workspace? 
Who is participating? Who is that? 
Who is doing that? 

What Action 
Intention 
Artifact 

What are they doing? 
What goal is that action part of? 
What object are they working on? 

Where Location 
Gaze 
View 
Reach 

Where are they working? 
Where are they looking? 
Where can they see? 
Where can they reach? 

TABLE 2: ELEMENTS OF WORKSPACE AWARENESS RELATING TO THE 
PAST 

Category E lement Specific questions 

How Action history 

Artifact history 

How did that operation happen? 

How did this artifact come to be in 
this state? 

When Event history When did that event happen? 

Who Presence history Who was here, and when? 

Where Location history Where has a person been? 

What Action history What has a person been doing? 
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Tables 1 and 2 show these elements and list the 
questions that each element can answer. Table 1 contains 
those elements that relate to the present, and Table 2 
contains those that relate to the past. The elements are all 
commonsense things that deal with interactions between a 
person and the environment. 

The awareness requirements can be considered non-
functional requirements (NFR) or extra-functional 
requirements (EFR), because they are usually constraints 
regarding quality (e.g. reliability, usability) (Hochmuller, 
1999). However, the specification of this kind of 
requirements is not a trivial issue because of the high 
number and diversity of requirements they are related to, 
and their high impact in terms of the final architecture of 
the system. Therefore, the proper selection of the 
requirement specification technique becomes a 
challenging and important decision. Unfortunately, as far 
as we know there are no works aimed at assessing which 
Requirement Engineering approach best fits requirements 
for collaborative systems specification.  

In this paper, we study the applicability of three 
Requirement Engineering (RE) techniques (Use Cases 
(Cockburn, 2000), Viewpoints(Finkelsetin et al., 1992), 
and Goal-Oriented (Cysneiros & Yu, 2003)) for the 
specification of collaborative systems, paying special 
attention to the awareness requirements. In order to carry 
out this study, we have specified some awareness 
requirements of a real system (Google Docs (Google Inc., 
2010)). Once the system is modeled, an empirical analysis 
has been done in order to compare these different 
techniques. 

This paper is structured as follows. After this 
introduction, in section II, we analyze three RE 
techniques applicable to awareness requirements for 
CSCW systems. In section III, we present an example of a 
widely known collaborative system: Google Docs. In 
section IV, an empirical evaluation of the use of the 
previous techniques for modeling awareness requirements 
in Google Docs is presented. In section V, we propose our 
conclusions and future works.  

II. RE TECHNIQUES FOR COLLABORATIVE SYSTEMS 
In order to enhance the legibility of this work, in the 

following sections we describe briefly the main concepts 
underlying the three analyzed RE techniques, namely: 
Goal-Oriented, Use Cases and Viewpoints. 

A. Goal-Oriented requirement specification 

In the context of Requirements Engineering, the Goal-
Oriented Requirements Engineering approach (van 
Lamsweerde, 2001) has proven to be useful in eliciting 
and defining requirements. More traditional systems 
analysis techniques, such as Use Cases, only focus on 
establishing the features (i.e. activities and entities) that a 
system will support. Nevertheless, Goal-oriented 
proposals focus on why systems are being constructed by 
providing the motivation and rationale to justify the 

Software Requirements. They are not only useful for 
analyzing goals, but also for elaborating and refining 
them. 

A Goal Model is built as a directed graph by means of 
a refinement of the systems goals (see Figure 5). This 
refinement lasts until goals have enough granularity and 
detail so as to be assigned to an agent (software or 
environment) so that they are verifiable within the 
system-to-be. This refinement process is performed by 
using AND/OR/XOR refinement relationships. 

There are a wide number of proposals ranging from 
elicitation to validation activities in the RE process (see 
(Kavakli & Loucopoulos, 2005) for an exhaustive 
survey). However, some concepts are common to all of 
them: 

�� Goal describes why a system is being developed, or 
has been developed, from the point of view of the 
business, organization or the system itself. In order to 
specify it, both functional goals, i.e., expected services 
of the system, and softgoals related to the quality of 
service, constraints on the design, etc should be 
determined.  

� Agent is any active component, either from the system 
itself or from the environment, whose cooperation is 
needed to define the operationalization of a goal, that 
is, how the goal is going to be provided by the 
system-to-be. This operationalization of the goals is 
exploited to maintain the traceability throughout the 
process of software development. 

� Refinement Relationships: AND/OR/XOR 
relationships allow the construction of the goal model 
as a directed graph. These relationships are applied by 
means of a refinement process (from generic goals 
towards sub-goals) until they have enough granularity 
to be assigned to a specific operationalization. 

It must be pointed out that one of the main advantages 
exhibited by this approach is that it introduces 
mechanisms for reasoning about the specification. It 
facilitates the process of evaluating designs or alternative 
specifications of the system-to-be. One of them is the 
framework proposed by Giorgini et al. (Giorgini et al., 
2004) that includes AND/OR relationships among goals, 
but also allows one to define qualitative goal 
relationships, named contribution, to describe how much 
an operationalization contributes to meet a goal. In 
addition to this qualitative formalization, this framework 
consists in a label propagation algorithm and quantitative 
semantics for the new relationships. 

Cysneiros and Yu have also proposed (Cysneiros & 
Yu, 2003) a framework with high power expressive for 
dealing with NFRs working with them from the early 
stages of the software development. This framework 
considers NFR as goals that might conflict among each 
other and must be represented as softgoals to be satisfied. 
The softgoal concept was introduced to cope with the 
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abstract and informal nature of NFR. The softgoals 
decomposition and treatment are similar to the above 
mentioned goals. 

B. Use Cases 

They are perhaps one of the most popular approaches 
to requirements specification. They have been widely 
embraced by the industrial community due to their 
straightforward notation and application. These properties 
allow stakeholders to easily understand them, and this 
contributes to the elicitation and validation of the 
requirements. Another factor that denotes their popularity 
is that Use Cases are the only notation included in UML 
for requirement modeling. 

According to Cockburn (Cockburn, 2000), a use case 
captures a contract between the stakeholders of a system 
������ ��� �
	������� �	
� �
� ��
� �
����
� �	
� ��
���
behavior under various conditions as it responds to a 
request from one of the stakeholders, called the primary 
actor. The primary actor initiates an interaction with the 
system to accomplish a goal. The system responds, 
protecting the interests of all the stakeholders. Different 
sequences of behavior, or scenarios, can unfold, 
depending on the particular requests made and conditions 
surrounding the requests. The use case collects together 
those different scenarios. 

The relationships between different use cases and 
actors are shown in a UML use cases diagram (see Figure 
2) (Booch et al., 2005). In this kind of diagrams, we find 
four types of relationships: 

�� Include: a directed Relationship between two use 
cases, implying that the behavior of the included use 
case is inserted into the behavior of the including use 
case. 

� Extend: the behavior of the extension use case may be 
inserted into the extended use case under some 
conditions. 

� Generalization: a given use case may have common 
behaviors, requirements, constraints, and assumptions 
with a more general use case. 

� Association: an association exists whenever an actor is 
involved in an interaction described by a use case. 

Using these diagrams, we are able to represent 
functional requirements. Nevertheless, the use case 
diagram proposed by Booch et al (Booch et al., 2005) 
does not provide us with enough expressiveness for non-
functional requirements, being a text template called 
Supplementary Specification the only available 
alternative. This lack of expressiveness has several 
associated problems such as loss of traceability during the 
software development process because no automatic 
support is provided to establish the relation between use 
cases and NFR. 

C . Viewpoints 

In this approach, the system-to-be is defined according 
to the context where it is going to perform its main 
computation. With this aim, it is defined considering all 
the involved stakeholders and assigning a different 
viewpoint to each party.  Each viewpoint is a model that 
encapsulates a partial knowledge about the system-to-be 
and the domain, specified in a particular, suitable 
representation scheme (Finkelsetin et al., 1992). 
Therefore, the system requirements are described by 
means of a combination of viewpoints, each one created 
by a different person implicated in the design process. An 
example of a viewpoint represented by a Petri Net can be 
seen in Figure 7.   

There is not a standard notation that can be used to 
describe Viewpoints but every proposal identifies 
different concepts as relevant for the description of a 
Viewpoint. One of the most accepted proposals is the one 
presented by Nuseibeh et al. that entails five slots 
(Nuseibeh et al., 1994): 

� Style slot: description of the representation scheme 
used by the viewpoint. 

� Work plan slot: description of the development 
actions, process and strategy of the viewpoint. 

� Domain slot: identifies the area of concern of the 
viewpoint with respect to the overall system under 
development. 

� Specification slot: describes the viewpoint domain in 
the notation described in the style slot. 

� Work record: maintains the development state and 
history of the viewpoint specification (in terms of the 
work plan actions performed) 

One of the main problems of this approach is that it 
allows each stakeholder to use a different that notation 
more appropriate to the domain that the viewpoint 
belongs to. However, to avoid the great ambiguity 
inherent to this open representation, Finkelsetin et al. 
(Finkelsetin et al., 1992) propose the use of templates 
based on empty viewpoints that have some slots partially 
filled in. Specifically, they have defined the following 
templates: (i) Functional Hierarchy; (ii) System Block 
Diagram; (iii) Action Tables; (iv) Object Structure; (v) 
Petri Net. 

The main advantage this approach has is the facility to 
find out conflicts between requirements stated by 
different stakeholders. In addition, some notations provide 
support for bottom-up and top-down traceability. For 
instance, Nuseibeh et al. (Nuseibeh et al., 1994) use the 
work record (Figure 3) to document every action or 
process the viewpoint has suffered throughout its history. 
They also provide specific notation to deal with non-
functional requirements. 

III. CASE STUDY 
As case study to assess how these requirement 

specification techniques perform for collaborative system 
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Google Docs (Google Inc., 2010) (see Figure 1) was used. 
Google Docs is a free, Web-based word processor, 
spreadsheet, presentation, form, and data storage service 
provided by Google. It allows users to create and edit 
documents online collaborating in real-time with other 
users remotely located via the Internet. Google Docs 
serves as a collaborative tool for editing documents so 
that they can be shared, opened, and edited by multiple 
users at the same time. This system was selected for our 
analysis because it is widely-known and it features a clear 
collaborative focus as its main goal. 

 
Figure 1. Google Docs interface 

As a starting point for our evaluation of the 
requirements techniques, we identified those workspace 
awareness techniques implemented in Google Docs from 
the set of techniques proposed by Gutwin (Gutwin, 1996). 
These techniques, which are commented in the following 
subsections, can be found also as patterns for user 
collaboration in (Schümmer & Lukosch, 2007). 

A. Telepointers 

This technique allows us ����
�����
���� �	
���	
���
���
cursor position and whether they have selected a text 
fragment or not (see Figure 2). When a remote user is 
writing, we can realize it in real-time. Close to the cursor 
�	
��
����������
 appears overlapped with the text. In 
addition, if the user selects some text, it is highlighted by 
marking it with the user's color.  

 
Figure 2. Remote cursor and remotely selected text fragment 

B. Representing the users: Avatars 

Google Docs does not implement avatars (Gutwin et 
al., 1996) itself. Instead it shows a list of participants that 
are editing simultaneously the same document (see Figure 
3). By using this list, users can communicate with each 
other by using the chat, which can be shown or hidden at 
any time. In addition, by using this chat view, users can 
notice the color assigned to any of her/his collaborators. 

 
Figure 3. Two users chatting through the participant list 

C . Expressing information about authorship / about the 
past 
These two awareness techniques are used to make 

available to the users the history of changes carried out. 
They have been implanted by Google Docs using a 
revision history. It allows the system to keep track of all 
the changes made by the users to the different types of 
documents being edited (see Figure 4). This revision 
history provides a mean for users to review the changes 
made to the documents. In this revision history the 
changes made by each user are denoted by using different 
colors. In addition, if the change made is a deletion, then 
the text will be also in strikethrough style. This 
functionality can be activated or deactivated at anytime. 
This revision history has two levels of detail, depending 
on the amount of information shown in it. The user may 
switch between these two levels of detail at anytime.  

 
Figure 4. Revision story showing text elimination 

IV. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION 
To evaluate the different RE techniques mentioned in 

section III, we are going to model the above mentioned 
awareness features using each one of these techniques. 
First, we have to distinguish what Google Docs 
characteristics can be modeled by using a functional or 
non-functional requirement. The telepointer and avatar 
techniques result in NFRs because they contribute to 
increase some quality in use, such as usability. 
Nevertheless, the third characteristic (Expressing 
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information about authorship / about the past), despite 
contributing positively to the above mentioned quality 
features, it should be considered functional, due to the 
historical information storage and the rollback function. 
In addition, we have also associated the awareness 
functionalities both with the three characteristics of the 
CSCW systems (collaboration, communication and 
coordination) and, with the characteristics of the ISO/IEC 
25010, Software engineering-Software product Quality 
Requirements and Evaluation (SQuaRE) Quality model 
(ISO/IEC, 2010). This standard will help us to organize 

properly the specification of the system following the 
recommendations of Moreira et al.(Moreira et al., 2005). 
The evaluation is presented next following the 
chronological order it was carried out. First, in section 0 it 
is described how the case study was modeled applying the 
three approaches. Second, in section B the main results of 
the evaluation are presented. 

A. Modeling the  Case Study 

After analyzing the characteristics of Google docs 
described in section III, and according to the Gutwin's 
framework for collaborative systems, we have specified 
the systems FRs (Table 3 illustrates a partial description 
of the system).Next, as can be observed in Table 4, each 
awareness functionality detected in the system was related 
to some quality factors of the SQuaRE standard in order 
to identify the NFR of Google Docs. We would like to 
highlight that here we are describing partially the 
requirements of Google docs to facilitate the 
understandability of the evaluation. 

1) Goal-Oriented requirement specification 

In order to carry out the specification of Google Docs, 
the i* notation (Franch, 2005) was used, as it is the most 
widely known and accepted proposal in Goal-Oriented. 
Using this notation, we specified each one of the SQuaRE 
quality factors (ISO/IEC, 2010), previously identified in 
Table 4, as root softgoals of the system as shown in 
Figure 5. These softgoals were refined into other softgoals 
selecting those quality factors of SQuaRE standard more 

TABLE 4. RELATION BETWEEN QUALITY FACTORS AND AWARENESS 
FUNCTIONALITIES 

Quality Factor Awareness Functionality 

Functional Suitability Revision History 
Telepointers 
Participant List 

Reliability Revision History 
Performance Efficiency Telepointers 
Operability Telepointers 

Participant List 
Security Revision History 

TABLE 3. RELATION BETWEEN AWARENESS ELEMENTS AND FRS 

Category E lement Functional Requirement 

Who Presence Know who is participating 
What 
Where 

Action 
Location �

���	
���
��������� 

Who 
When 

Authorship 
Event history �

���	
��	���
�����	��	�� 

 
Figure 5. Goal-Oriented model 
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appropriate for the system. Each one of the awareness 
functionalities were specified as resources provided by 
the system that contribute positively to satisfy some of the 
softgoals, that is, some quality factors. However, it can be 
noticed that also some of them contribute negatively 
because the constraints they impose. This is the case of 
remote cursors, because they increase the resource 
utilization. Moreover, the ease of use depends, among 
other factors, on the user� experience with this kind of 
systems. In addition, the three FR identified in Table 3 
have been specified as goals of the system that have 
dependency relationships with the resources. We have 
also specified how the awareness techniques contribute 
positively to the functional aspects of collaborative 
systems specified as tasks in the goal model. 

2) Use Cases 

In order to represent the system using this RE 
technique, we have come up against a problem: the lack 
of expressiveness of use case diagrams (as defined in 
UML (Booch et al., 2005)) to describe NFR. Therefore, if 
this notation is used the only alternative is to describe the 
identified FR, as shown in Figure 6(a), and exploit a 
different document, such as the supplementary 
specification, for the NFR. As was stated above, this 
alternative presents some limitations, such as the poor 
support for traceability between FRs and NFRs.  

In order to overcome the lack of expressiveness of the 
Use Cases, we have decided to exploit the extension 
proposed by Moreira et al. (Moreira et al., 2002). This 
extension allows one to describe some stereotypes to 
describe quality factors such as security or reliability that 
can be applied to use cases to specify NFR. Using this 
extension the system requirements were specified as 
shown in Figure 6 (b). As can be observed, this alternative 
does allow us to describe NFR and trace them properly. 
As can be observed in Figure 6 (b), this consideration of 
SQuaRE quality factors is not as explicit as in the GO 
approach, illustrated in Figure 5. 

3) Viewpoints 

In order to apply this RE technique, it was necessary 
to define firstly the representation style to specify the 
viewpoints of the system. For its definition, it was 
considered a must that this style allows us to relate the 
awareness functionalities to the quality factors. The 
decision made was to define a viewpoint representation 
style formed by two objects (quality factors and 
awareness requirements) and two relations between that 
objects (compositions and contributions). In addition, it 
was necessary to define the domain for which to apply the 
technique, that is, awareness techniques and quality 
factors. 

 
Figure 7. Viewpoint for Awareness Requirements and Quality Factors 

(adapted from (Nuseibeh et al., 1994)) 

Taking into account the representation style, the 
!��"����
����

�����
�����������
���
�����""�����
�����
Figure 7. As can be observed, the quality factors were 
specified by means of a tree whose leaves are the 
awareness techniques of Google Docs. In this way, it can 
be established a direct relationships between the quality 
factors and the functionality of the system. 

B. Evaluating RE techniques 

Using as input the different specifications of the 
system, the evaluation of the different RE techniques was 
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Figure 6. Use Case Diagram with extension for NFRs 
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carried out by using DESMET (Kitchenham, 1996). It is a 
set of techniques applicable for evaluating both Software 
Engineering methods and tools. Specifically, we have 
used the method based on qualitative case study that 
describes a feature-based evaluation. To gather the data 
for the different RE techniques five people participated in 
the experiment. These five participants were all experts in 
RE, being all of them RE practitioners. Following the 
guidelines of this technique, we have prepared an initial 
list of features that a RE technique for collaborative 
systems must accomplish, as described in Table 5. As can 
be observed, some features are directly related to the 
specification of NFRs. 

TABLE 5. LIST OF FEATURES FOR MODELS EVALUATION 

Feature Description 

Awareness 
Representation 

The model should allow one to represent the 
awareness characteristics of the system 

Quality Factors 
Representation 

The model must represent the SQuaRE 
characteristics and sub-characteristics 

NFR 
Representation 

The model should be able to represent NFRs 
graphically 

Hierarchical 
Representation 

The relation between the model elements should 
be hierarchical 

Standard 
Representation 

The model must be based on a widely extended 
standard representation 

Model 
Complexity 

The model complexity should not be too high 

Quantitative 
Model 

The model must allow one to quantify the 
relations between represented elements 

Traceability The represented requirements should be traceable 
throughout the software development process 

 

Once Table 5 is filled in, DESMET establishes that an 
importance degree should be assigned to each identified 
feature. Specifically, the degrees to apply are: 

� M: Mandatory 
� HD: Highly Desirable 
� D: Desirable 
� N: Nice to have 

Using these degrees Table 6 was filled in. As can be 
noticed, the most important features to be supported are 

both the NFR representation and traceability required by 
collaborative systems. 

TABLE 6. IMPORTANCE OF THE FEATURES 

Feature Importance 

Awareness Representation M 
Quality Factors Representation M 
NFR Representation HD 
Traceability HD 
Quantitative Model D 
Hierarchical Representation D 
Standard Representation  D 
Model Complexity N 

 

Next, we have established a scale to evaluate each one 
of the described features. Specifically, we have used the 
scale proposed in DESMET that has been described in 
Table 7. This scale was employed to evaluate each feature 
according to the following factors:  

�� CAT: Conformance Acceptability Threshold. 

� CSO: Conformance score obtained for candidate 
method. 

Once each feature was evaluated, the difference 
between CAT and CSO factors was computed as shown in 
the column Difference (Dif) in Tables 8, 9, 10 and 11. 

Next, we should highlight that a variation of the 
DESMET method has been used. Specifically, the 
importance (Imp) of each feature has been weighted in a 
scale from 1 to 4 (Nice to have # 1, Desirable # 2, Highly 
Desirable# 3, Mandatory # 4).  The importance was used 
to compute the final score of each feature by multiplying 
the Importance by the Difference. These values were 
computed as the median value of the answers for each 
feature of the five participants in the experiment. This 
calculation is shown in the column Score (Sco) in Tables 
8, 9, 10 and 11. Lastly, the final score of each technique 
(Total) was obtained by adding the scores of all the 
features. This framework has been used to evaluate the 
different RE techniques studied. Note that two evaluations 
have been performed for the Use Case technique 

TABLE 7. JUDGEMENT SCALE TO ASSESS TOOL SUPPORT FOR A FEATURE 

Generic 

scale point 
Definition of Scale point 

Scale Point 

Mapping 

Makes things 
worse 

Cause Confusion. The way the feature is implemented makes it difficult to use and/or encouraged incorrect use of the 
feature 

-1 

No support Fails to recognize it. The feature is not supported nor referred to in the user manual 0 
Little support The feature is supported indirectly, for example by the use of other tool features in non-standard combinations. 1 
Some support The feature appears explicitly in the feature list of the tools and user manual. However, some aspects of feature use are 

not catered for. 
2 

Strong 
support 

The feature appears explicitly in the feature list of the tools and user manual. All aspects of the feature are covered but 
use of the feature depends on the expertise of the user 

3 

Very strong 
support 

The feature appears explicitly in the feature list of the tools and user manual. All aspects of the feature are covered and 
the tool provides tailored dialogue boxes to assist the user. 

4 

Full support The feature appears explicitly in the feature list of the tools and user manual. All aspects of the feature are covered and 
the tool ������
��
���
��������������	
��
����	����$�%����� 

5 
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depending on whether it is able to represent NFRs or not. 

TABLE 8. EVALUATION FOR GOAL-ORIENTED REQUIREMENT 
SPECIFICATION 

Feature Imp C A T CSO Dif Sco 

Awareness Representation 4 5 5 0 0 
Quality Factors 
Representation 

4 4 5 1 4 

NFR Representation 3 3 5 2 6 
Traceability 3 3 3 0 0 
Quantitative Model 2 2 1 -1 -2 
Hierarchical Representation 2 2 3 1 2 
Standard Representation  2 2 2 0 0 
Model Complexity 1 1 1 0 0 
Total     10 

TABLE 9. EVALUATION FOR USE CASE 

Feature Imp C A T CSO Dif Sco 

Awareness Representation 4 5 2 -3 -12 
Quality Factors 
Representation 

4 4 0 -4 -16 

NFR Representation 3 3 1 -2 -6 

Traceability 3 3 1 -2 -6 

Quantitative Model 2 2 0 -2 -4 

Hierarchical Representation 2 2 0 -2 -4 

Standard Representation  2 2 5 3 6 

Model Complexity 1 1 3 3 3 

Total     -39 

TABLE 10. EVALUATION FOR USE CASE WITH NFRS REPRESENTATION 

Feature Imp C A T CSO Dif Sco 

Awareness Representation 4 5 3 -2 -8 
Quality Factors 
Representation 

4 4 4 0 0 

NFR Representation 3 3 3 0 0 
Traceability 3 3 3 0 0 
Quantitative Model 2 2 0 -2 -4 
Hierarchical Representation 2 2 1 -1 -2 
Standard Representation  2 2 3 1 2 
Model Complexity 1 1 2 1 1 
Total     -11 

TABLE 11. EVALUATION FOR VIEWPOINTS 

Feature Imp C A T CSO Dif Sco 

Awareness Representation 4 5 1 -4 -16 
Quality Factors 
Representation 

4 4 1 -3 -12 

NFR Representation 3 3 0 -3 -9 
Traceability 3 3 1 -2 -6 
Quantitative Model 2 2 0 -2 -4 
Hierarchical Representation 2 2 2 0 0 
Standard Representation  2 2 0 -2 -4 
Model Complexity 1 1 1 0 0 
Total     -51 

 

 
Figure 8. Empirical analysis results 

Figure 8 shows graphically the scores obtained by 
each one of the RE techniques. As can be observed, the 
Goal-Oriented approach is the only one that has a positive 
score. Despite this positive score, it has been negatively 
evaluated for the Quantitative Model feature as i* only 
provides a partial support for quantifying the relations 
among requirements when using contribution links. The 
use case technique fails basically to describe the 
awareness model, since it does not support NFR. It also 
fails in the Quantitative model as it does not provide any 
assistance in this sense. Finally, it neither provides 
support for hierarchical representation. The limitation for 
NFR is overcome when UC-NFR is used, however, it 
does provide no improvement for the other two 
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Figure 9. Results relative to distinct features 
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shortcomings. Finally, the less suitable technique to this 
problem is the Viewpoint, as it lacks enough support for 
most of the analyzed features.  

In addition, as DESMET suggests, we have performed 
a comparative of the percentage of each feature satisfied 
by each RE technique analyzed as shown in Figure 9. It 
should be highlighted that the no one of the analyzed 
models is too complex what allows stakeholders to 
convey the information of the system in an easier and 
more intuitive way. Use Case technique stands out from 
the other techniques for the standardization of its notation. 
Regarding to the Hierarchical representation, it can be 
stated that the analyzed techniques, except for the Use 
Cases, provide some kind of support what helps to 
manage the complexity of the specification. It is worth 
noting that the Goal-Oriented technique is the only one 
that has some support for Quantitative Model, despite the 
relevance this feature should have, as it helps to analyze 
the requirement specification. Regarding traceability 
feature, Use Case technique is the most salient one 
because of its integration in the Rational Unified Process 
(Kruchten, 2000). Both Goal-Oriented and UC-NFR stand 
out in the representation of NFRs and quality factors. 
NFR representation is a must for the specification of 
collaborative systems. Unfortunately, Awareness 
representation is poorly supported by all the 
Requirements Engineering techniques analyzed, despite 
being the most important feature for the specification of 
collaborative systems. In the light of analysis of the 
results, Goal-Oriented technique seems to be the most 
promising approach to the specification of collaborative 
systems. 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 
After this empirical experiment, we can conclude that 

the analyzed techniques are not fully appropriate to model 
the awareness requirements for a collaborative system. In 
fact, the only technique that obtained a positive result in 
our empirical analysis was the Goal-Oriented requirement 
specification.  

These results support our initial hypothesis: a 
Requirement Engineering technique to address the 
problems detected during study is required. In this sense, 
the Goal-Oriented technique seems to be the most 
promising as it does provide support for NFR and a 
Quantitative Model, in addition to its facilities to trace 
properly both FR and NFR. However, it does exhibit 
some shortcomings for dealing with awareness 
representation that should be addressed before it is 
applied for the specification of collaborative systems. 
This constitutes one of our future and challenging works: 
to adapt/extend this notation for this kind of systems.  

In addition, another future work is the definition of 
techniques that allow us to check that the defined model 
can be used for validation purposes. That is, its 
conformance with the SQuaRE Quality in Use factors 
(usability, flexibility and safety) (ISO/IEC, 2010) should 

be evaluable in an easy and intuitive way, once the system 
is fully developed. 
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Abstract. Collaborative systems are becoming increasingly important, because 
they enable several users to work together and carry out collaboration, 
communication and coordination tasks. We have to highlight that, to perform 
these tasks, the users have to be aware of other users’ actions, usually by means 
of a set of awareness techniques. Usually, the specification of this set of 
techniques has to be done by means of Non-Functional Requirements, related to 
quality factors such as ease of use or helpfulness. Therefore, choosing a 
technique to model the requirements of this kind of systems is an important 
issue. In previous works, we analyzed different Requirements Engineering (RE) 
techniques, and we concluded that Goal-Oriented is the most promising one for 
modeling collaborative systems. Based on these conclusions, in this paper we 
compare three Goal-Oriented approaches, namely NFR framework, i* and 
KAOS, in order to determine which one is the most suitable to model CSCW 
stakeholder requirements. 

Keywords: Goal-oriented, KAOS, NFR, i*, Collaborative systems, CSCW, 
Awareness, Requirements engineering, Non-functional requirements, Quality. 

1 Introduction 

A collaborative system (a.k.a. Computer Supported Cooperative Work system, CSCW 
system) is software whose users can perform collaboration, communication and 
coordination tasks. Unlike conventional single-user systems, a CSCW system has to 
be specified by using a special set of requirements of a non-functional nature. These 
requirements usually result from the users' need of being aware of the presence and 
activity of other remote or local users with whom they perform the above mentioned 
tasks, that is, the Workspace Awareness (WA) [1]. 

Workspace Awareness is “the up-to-the-moment understanding of another 
person’s interaction within a shared workspace. Workspace awareness involves 
knowledge about where others are working, what they are doing now, and what they 
are going to do next” [1]. Gutwin et al. presented a conceptual framework to establish 
what information makes up workspace awareness. This information is obtained by 
answering the questions “who, what and, where” (see Table 1). That is, when we 
work with others users in a physical shared space, we know who we are working with, 
what they are doing, where they are working, when various events happen, and how 
those events happen. 
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Table 1. Elements of Workspace Awareness 

Category Element Specific questions 
Who Presence 

Identity 
Authorship 

Is anyone in the workspace? 
Who is participating? Who is that? 
Who is doing that? 

What Action 
Intention 
Artefact 

What are they doing? 
What goal is that action part of? 
What object are they working on? 

Where Location 
Gaze 
View 
Reach 

Where are they working? 
Where are they looking? 
Where can they see? 
Where can they reach? 

 
In this context, a proper specification of the system, identifying clearly the 

requirements of the system-to-be, specially the awareness requirements, is one of the 
first steps. The awareness requirements can be considered non-functional 
requirements (NFR) or extra-functional requirements (EFR), because they are usually 
constraints regarding quality (e.g. functionality, usability) [2]. However, the 
specification of this kind of requirements is not a trivial issue, because of the high 
number and diversity of requirements they are related to, and their high impact in 
terms of the final architecture of the system. Therefore, the proper selection of the 
requirement specification technique becomes a challenging and important decision. 

In a previous work [3] it was analyzed which technique, Goal-Oriented (GO), Use 
Cases or Viewpoints is more appropriate to specify the requirements of collaborative 
systems and it was determined that GO provides more facilities for this kind of systems. 
In this paper, we study the applicability of three Goal Oriented (GO) approaches (NFR 
Framework [4], i* Framework [5] and KAOS Methodology [6]) for the specification of 
collaborative systems, paying special attention to the awareness requirements. In order to 
carry out this study, the awareness requirements of a real system (Google Docs [7]) were 
specified. After modeling the system, an empirical analysis was conducted in order to 
compare these different techniques goal-oriented techniques. 

This paper is structured as follows. After this introduction, in Section 2, the 
selection of GO techniques for modeling this kind of systems is justified. In Section 3, 
three GO approaches applicable to awareness requirements for collaborative systems 
are analyzed. In Section 4, an example of a widely known collaborative system is 
presented: Google Docs. In Section 5, an empirical evaluation of the previous 
techniques for modeling awareness requirements in Google Docs is presented. 
Finally, some conclusions and future works round up this work. 

2 Related Works 

This paper is a follow-up of the work presented in [3], where we analyzed different 
Requirement Engineering techniques applied to collaborative systems. The main 
result of this evaluation was that the most appropriate technique for this kind of 
systems is Goal Oriented (GO). Nevertheless, in [3] the evaluation did not focus on a 
specific GO proposal. 
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In the context of Requirements Engineering, the GO approach [6] has proven its 
usefulness for eliciting and defining requirements. More traditional techniques, such 
as Use Cases [8], only focus on establishing the features (i.e. activities and entities) 
that the system-to-be should support. Nevertheless, GO proposals focus on why 
systems are being constructed by providing the motivation and rationale to justify the 
software requirements specification. They are not only useful for analyzing goals, but 
also for elaborating and refining them. 

A GO model can be specified in a variety of formats, by using a more or less 
formally defined notation. These notations can be informal, semi-informal or formal 
approaches. Informal approaches generally use natural language to specify goals; 
semi-formal use mostly box and arrow diagrams; finally, in formal approaches goals 
are expressed as logical assertions in some formal specification language [9]. No 
matter its formality, a goal model is built as a directed graph by means of a refinement 
of the systems goals. This refinement lasts until goals have enough granularity and 
detail so as to be assigned to an agent (software or environment) so that they are 
verifiable within the system-to-be. This refinement process is performed by using 
AND/OR/XOR refinement relationships. 

There are a wide number of proposals ranging from elicitation to validation 
activities in the RE process (see [9] for an exhaustive survey). However, some 
concepts are common to all of them: 

• Goal describes why a system is being developed, or has been developed, from the 
point of view of the business, organization or the system itself. In order to specify it, 
both functional goals, i.e., expected services of the system, and softgoals related to the 
quality of service, constraints on the design, etc should be determined. 
• Agent is any active component, either from the system itself or from the 
environment, whose cooperation is needed to define the operationalization of a goal, 
that is, how the goal is going to be provided by the system-to-be. This 
operationalization of the goals is exploited to maintain the traceability throughout the 
process of software development. 
• Refinement Relationships: AND/OR/XOR relationships allow the construction of 
the goal model as a directed graph. These relationships are applied by means of a 
refinement process (from generic goals towards sub-goals) until they have enough 
granularity to be assigned to a specific operationalization. 

It must be pointed out that one of the main advantages exhibited by this approach is 
that it introduces mechanisms for reasoning about the specification. It facilitates the 
process of evaluating designs or alternative specifications of the system-to-be [3,10]. 
In this work, three different GO proposals are used to model the requirements of a 
collaborative system: Google Docs. This system will allow us to evaluate which 
proposal is the most useful to describe the requirements of the so called workspace 
awareness. 

3 Goal-Oriented Proposals: An Analytical Background 

This Section presents briefly the GO proposals, NFR, i* and KAOS, analyzed to 
determine which one is the most appropriate for specifying collaborative systems. 
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They are used in Section 5 to describe the running example in order to perform the 
evaluation. 

3.1 NFR Framework 

This GO proposal was proposed by [4] and aims at dealing with Non-Functional 
Requirements (NFRs), also known as Quality Requirements. Unlike Functional 
Requirements, NFRs specify constraints for the system, as well as particular notions 
of quality factors a system should meet, such as, accuracy, usability, safety, 
performance, reliability or security. Hence, it can be stated that while functional 
requirements describe “what” the system will do, NFRs constraint “how” the system 
will accomplish the “what”. As a consequence, NFRs are always linked to a 
Functional Requirement. 

To elicit NFRs, the authors propose the use of a strategy anchored in Language 
Extended Lexicon (LEL) [11]. LEL is based on a controlled vocabulary system made 
up of symbols being each one of them an entry expressed in terms of notions and 
behavioural responses. A notion records the meaning of a symbol and its fundamental 
relationships to other entries. A behavioural response specifies the connotation of a 
symbol in the universe of discourse. Each symbol may also be represented by one or 
more aliases and will be classified as a subject, a verb or an object. Once the Lexicon 
is finished, it is enriched with NFRs by using a knowledge base, presented as 
catalogues, to guide the analyst to select the likely needed NFRs and their related 
operationalizations. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Elements of the NFR Framework model 

According to the NFR Framework, NFRs goals can conflict among them and must 
be represented as softgoals to be satisfied. Each softgoal is decomposed into sub-goals 
represented by a graph structure inspired by the And/Or trees used in problem solving. 
This decomposition is done by using contribution links. Contribution links can be 
categorized as either or contributions or and contributions. Contribution links allow 
one to decompose NFRs to the point that one can state that the operationalizations of 
the related NFR have been met. Operationalizations are decisions about the system to 
meet NFRs. The elements of the NFR GO model can be seen in Fig. 1. 

3.2 i* Framework 

The i* Framework [5] consists in an approach for dealing with requirements in 
various phases of the software development process (Early and Late Requirements 
Analysis, Architectural and Detailed Design). 

During early requirements analysis, the requirements engineer gathers and 
analyzes the intentions of stakeholders. These are modeled as goals which, through 
some form of a goal-oriented analysis, eventually lead to the functional and non-
functional requirements of the system-to-be. In i*, early requirements are assumed to 
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involve social actors who depend on each other for goals to be achieved, tasks to be 
performed, and resources to be furnished. The i* framework includes the strategic 
dependency model for describing the network of relationships among actors, as well 
as the strategic rationale model for describing and supporting the reasoning that each 
actor goes through concerning its relationships with other actors. The model elements 
can be seen in Fig. 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Elements of the i* Framework model 

Late Requirements Analysis results in a requirements specification which 
describes all functional and non-functional requirements for the system-to-be. In 
Tropos [12], a framework for requirements-driven software development, the 
information system is represented as one or more actors who participate in a strategic 
dependency model, along with other actors from the system’s operational 
environment. In other words, the system comes into the picture as one or more actors 
who contribute to the fulfillment of stakeholder’s goals. 

During architectural design we have to select among alternative architectural 
styles by using as criteria the desired qualities identified earlier in the process. The 
analysis involves refining these qualities, represented as softgoals, to sub-goals that 
are more specific and more precise and then evaluating alternative architectural styles 
against them. 

The detailed design phase is intended to introduce additional details for each 
architectural component of a system. To support this phase, the authors propose to 
adopt existing agent communication languages and message transportation 
mechanisms among other concepts and tools. 

3.3 KAOS Methodology 

The KAOS modelling language is part of the KAOS framework [6] for eliciting, 
specifying, and analysing goals, requirements, scenarios, and responsibility 
assignments. A KAOS model entails six complementary views or sub-models (goal, 
obstacle, object, agent, operation and behaviour model) all of them related via 
traceability links [13]. 

 

Fig. 3. Basic constructs of the KAOS framework 
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Fig. 3 depicts the basic constructors for documenting agents’ responsibilities for 
goals provided by the KAOS framework. KAOS has the following elements: 

• Goal: A goal describes a set of admissible system behaviors. Goals should be 
defined in a clear-cut manner so that one can verify whether the system satisfies a 
goal or not. 

• Softgoal: In KAOS, softgoals are used to document preferences among alternative 
system behaviors. In a similar way to i*, there is no clear-cut criterion for verifying 
the satisfaction of a softgoal. Softgoals are hence expected to be satisfied within 
acceptable limits. 

• While i* focuses primarily on agents within organizational structures, the agents 
defined in KAOS primarily relate to users and components of software-intensive 
systems. Therefore, an agent is defined as an active system component which has a 
specific role for satisfying a goal. An agent can be a human agent, a device or a 
software component. 

Dependencies between goals are represented in the KAOS goal model by using 
AND/OR-decompositions and conflict links. In KAOS, goals can be assigned to 
agents by means of responsibility assignment links. We briefly explain these goal 
dependencies: 

• AND/OR-decomposition: An AND-OR decomposition link relates a goal to a set 
of sub-goals, documenting that the goal is satisfied if all, or at least one sub-goal, is 
satisfied. 

• Potential conflict: This link documents that satisfying one goal may prevent the 
satisfaction of other goal under certain conditions. 

• Responsibility assignment: This link between a goal and an agent means that this 
agent is responsible for satisfying the goal. 

4 Running Example 

As running example to assess how these GO approaches perform for collaborative 
system, Google Docs [7] has been used from now on in this paper. Google Docs is a 
free, Web-based word processor, spreadsheet, presentation and form editor whose 
data storage service is provided by Google. Google Docs serves as a collaborative 
tool for editing documents so that they can be shared, opened, and edited by multiple 
users at the same time. This system was selected for our analysis because it is widely-
known and it features a clear collaborative focus as its main goal. 

As a starting point for our evaluation of the requirements techniques, we identified 
those design solutions for awareness requirements in Google Docs from the set of 
techniques proposed by Gutwin [14]. These techniques, which are commented in the 
following Subsections, can be found also as patterns for user collaboration in [15]. 

4.1 Remote Cursors 

This technique, based in Gutwin’s telepointers [14], allows us to be aware of the other 
user’s cursor position and whether they have selected a text fragment or not (see  
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5 Empirical Evaluation 

To evaluate the different GO approaches mentioned in Section 3, each one of the 
above mentioned awareness features is modeled in the following by using the 
different techniques. First, we have to distinguish what Google Docs characteristics 
can be modeled by using functional or non-functional requirements. The telepointer 
and avatar techniques result in NFRs because they contribute to increase some 
operability, such as ease of use and helpfulness. Nevertheless, the third characteristic 
(Expressing information about authorship / about the past), despite contributing 
positively to the above mentioned quality features, it should be considered functional, 
due to the historical information storage and the rollback function. In addition, we 
have also associated the awareness functionalities both with the three characteristics 
of the collaborative systems (collaboration, communication and coordination) and, 
with the characteristics of the ISO/IEC 25010 [16]. This standard has been used to 
organize properly the specification of the system following the recommendations of 
Moreira et al. [17]. Next, the evaluation is presented following the chronological 
order it was carried out. First, in Section 5.1 it is described how the case study was 
modeled by applying the three approaches. Second, in Section 5.2, the results of the 
evaluation are presented. 

5.1 Modeling the Running Example 

After analyzing the characteristics of Google docs described in Section 4, and 
according to Gutwin's framework for collaborative systems, we have specified the 
systems’ FRs (Table 2 illustrates a partial description of the system). Next, as can be 
observed in Table 3, each awareness functionality feature detected in the system has 
been related to some quality factors in the SQuaRE standard, in order to identify the 
NFRs of Google Docs. For the sake of clarity, and understanding of the evaluation, 
only some requirements of Google Docs are described. 

Table 2. Relation between awareness elements and FRs 

Category Element Functional Requirement 
Who Presence Know who is participating 

What 
Where 

Action 
Location 

See other user’s actions 

Who 
When 

Authorship 
Event history 

Keep the changes’ authorship 

Table 3. Relation between quality factors and awareness functionalities 

Quality Factor Awareness Functionality 
Functional Suitability Revision History, Telepointers, Participant List 

Reliability Revision History 

Performance Efficiency Telepointers 

Operability Telepointers, Participant List 

Security Revision History 
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NFR Framework. In this approach, the SQuaRE quality factors have been 
modelled by using softgoals. Nevertheless, the SQuaRE standard was used instead of 
the NFR collections proposed by [4] definition to create the NFR hierarchy. Thus, it 
can be observed the impact that the quality sub-characteristic has on main 
characteristic by means of contribution links. In the same way, each characteristic 
contributes to achieve the software product quality (see Fig.8 ). 

The problem here is that we are not able to represent the Functional Requirements 
(because this model aims only at non-functional ones), therefore the three general 
tasks of collaborative systems (collaboration, communication and coordination) 
cannot be defined. This lack of expressiveness led us to have an incomplete 
representation of system's requirements, so that we have to use additional models or 
extend this framework. 

 
i* Framework. In order to carry out the specification of Google Docs, the i* notation 
was used. Using this notation, we specified each one of the SQuaRE quality factors 
previously identified in Table 3, as root softgoals of the system as shown in Fig. 9. These 
softgoals were refined into other softgoals by selecting those SQuaRE quality factors 
more appropriate for the system. Each one of the awareness functionalities were specified 
as resources provided by the system that contribute positively to satisfy some of the 
softgoals, that is, some quality factors. However, it can be noticed that also some of them 
contribute negatively because the constraints they impose. This is the case of remote 
cursors, because they increase the resource utilization. Moreover, the ease of use 
depends, among other factors, on the user’s experience with this kind of systems. In 
addition, the three FR identified in Table 3 have been specified as goals of the system 
that have dependency relationships with the resources. It has been also specified how the 
awareness techniques contribute positively to the functional aspects of collaborative 
systems specified as tasks in the goal model. 

 

Fig. 6. NFR Goal-Oriented model 

KAOS Methodology. To model the system using this methodology, and unlike i*, 
the model was decomposed in three sub-models as can be seen in Fig. 6. Hence, the 
individual models represent (a) awareness goals, (b) collaborative systems goals and 
(c) software quality goals. 
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These diagrams (Fig. 6) show three main goals and its decomposition in its sub-
goals. The implemented awareness techniques have been represented here by using 
agents, because this element is used to represent responsibility assignment when using 
KAOS. 

In addition, Fig. 6c illustrates a potential conflict between two softgoals related to 
two quality sub-factors: avoid resource utilization and achieve attractiveness. 
Usually, a very attractive user interface will cause higher resource utilization. This 
conflict is denoted in the graph by using a red ray. 

5.2 Evaluating GO Approaches 

Using as input the different specifications of the system, the evaluation of the 
different RE techniques was carried out by using DESMET [18]. It is a set of 
techniques applicable to evaluate both Software Engineering methods and tools. We 
have used the method based on a qualitative case study that describes a feature-based 
evaluation. Following the guidelines of this technique, an initial list of features was 
prepared that a GO approach for collaborative systems should provide (see Table 4). 
As can be observed, some of those features are directly related to the specification of 
NFRs. 

Table 4. List of Features for approaches evaluation 

Feature Description
FR and NFR Representation The model should be able to represent graphically FR and NFRs and 

differentiate them 

Collaborative Systems 
Characteristics 

The model has to represent the collaboration, communication and 
coordination characteristics 

Awareness Representation The model should allow one to represent the awareness characteristics 
of the system 

Quality Factors 
Representation 

The model must represent the SQuaRE characteristics and sub-
characteristics 

Importance of Requirements The model should represent the importance and preference between 
requirements 

Hierarchical Representation The relation between the model elements should be hierarchical 

Model Complexity The model complexity should not be too high 

Quantitative Model The model must allow one to quantify the relations between 
represented elements 

Traceability The represented requirements should be traceable throughout the 
software development process 

Once Table 4 is filled in, DESMET establishes that an importance degree should 
be assigned to each identified feature. Specifically, the degrees to apply are 
Mandatory (M), Highly Desirable (HD), Desirable (D) and Nice to have (N) 

By using these degrees, Table 5 was filled in. As can be noticed, the most 
important features to be supported are both the NFR representation and the 
traceability required by collaborative systems. 
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Table 5. Importance of the features 

Feature Importance 
FR and NFR Representation (RR) M 

Collaborative Systems Characteristics (CSC) M 

Awareness Representation (AR) M 

Quality Factors Representation (QFR) HD 

Importance of Requirements (IR) HD 

Traceability (T) HD 

Quantitative Model (QM) D 

Hierarchical Representation (HR) D 

Model Complexity (MC) N 

 
Next, according to DESMET, a scale to evaluate each one of the described 

features should be provided. The scale proposed by DESMET (see Table 6) was 
applied to evaluate each feature according to the following factors: Conformance 
Acceptability Threshold (CAT) and Conformance score obtained for candidate 
method (CSO) 

Table 6. Judgement scale to assess support for a feature 

Generic 
scale point 

Definition of Scale point Scale Point 
Mapping 

Makes 
things worse 

Cause Confusion. The way the feature is represented makes 
difficult its modelling and/or encourage its incorrect use 

-1 

No support Fails to recognise it. The approach are not able to model a certain 
feature 

0 

Little 
support 

The feature is supported indirectly, for example by the use of other 
model/approach in a non-standard combination 

1 

Some 
support 

The feature is explicitly in the feature list of the model. However, 
some aspects of feature use are not catered for. 

2 

Strong 
support 

The feature is explicitly in the feature list of the model. All aspects 
of the feature are covered but its use depends on the expertise of the 
user 

3 

Very strong 
support 

The feature is explicitly in the feature list of the model. All aspects 
of the feature are covered and the approach provides a guide to 
assist the user 

4 

Full support The feature appears explicitly in the feature list of the model. All its 
aspects are covered and the approach provides a methodology to 
assist the user 

5 

 
Once each feature was evaluated, the difference between CAT and CSO factors 

was computed as shown in the column Difference (Dif) in Table 7 
Next, we should highlight that a variation of the DESMET method was used. The 

importance (Imp) of each feature has been weighted in a scale from 1 to 4 (Nice to 
have – 1, Desirable – 2, Highly Desirable – 3, Mandatory – 4).  The importance was 
used to compute the final score of each feature by multiplying the Importance by the 
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Difference. This computation is shown in the column Score (Sco) in Table 7. Lastly, 
the final score of each technique (Total) was obtained by adding the scores of all the 
features. This framework has been used to evaluate all the different GO approaches 
studied. 

Fig. 7 shows graphically the scores obtained by each one of the GO approaches. 
As can be observed, the i* approach is the only one that has a positive score. Despite 
this positive score, it has been negatively evaluated for the Quantitative Model 
feature, since i* only provides a partial support for quantifying the relations among 
requirements when using contribution links. The i* approach also fails in representing 
the requirements importance, giving no support to determine which requirements are 
more important than others. Nevertheless, the other two GO approaches also share 
this lack of representation of the importance of each requirement. KAOS also fails in 
the same features than i* but, unlike this approach, KAOS obtains a lower (or the 
same) score in almost all features except for the Hierarchical Representation feature, 
thanks to its tree-based representation. Finally, the NFR framework is the less suitable 
approach, obtaining a very low score, because of both the lack of expressiveness to 
specify FRs and its lack of adaptability to represent Collaborative Systems 
Characteristics. 

Table 7. Results of approaches evaluation 

Approach NFR Framework i* KAOS 
Feature Imp CAT CSO Dif Sco Imp CAT CSO Dif Sco Imp CAT CSO Dif Sco 
RR 4 5 3 -2 -8 4 5 5 0 0 4 5 5 0 0 
CSC 4 4 1 -3 -12 4 4 5 1 4 4 4 4 0 0 
AR 4 4 4 0 0 4 4 5 1 4 4 4 4 0 0 
QFR 3 3 5 2 6 3 3 5 2 6 3 3 4 1 3 
IR 3 3 0 -3 -9 3 3 0 -3 -9 3 3 0 -3 -9 
T 3 3 3 0 0 3 3 3 0 0 3 3 4 1 3 
QM 2 2 1 -1 -2 2 2 1 -1 -2 2 2 0 -2 -4 
HR 2 2 3 1 2 2 2 3 1 2 2 2 4 2 4 
MC 1 1 3 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 
Total     -21     5     -2 

 

 

Fig. 9. Empirical analysis results 

In addition, as DESMET suggests, we have performed a comparative of the 
percentage of each feature satisfied by each analyzed GO approach. Fig. 8 illustrates 
that the NFR approach only exceeds its competitors in the Model Complexity feature, 
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due to the simplicity their models have. Similarly, KAOS supersedes i* in this feature 
because i* has more modeling elements for the sake of expressiveness. In addition, 
the evaluation of Hierarchical Representation and Traceability features for KAOS is 
better than for i* because i* models are usually defined following a network structure 
and do not provide a sophisticated support for traceability. Other meaningful fact is 
that no approach is able to represent the importance of the requirements, something 
that should be considered in future works. Another significant result is that, despite i* 
and KAOS have the same score for the feature FR and NFR Representation, i* 
supersedes KAOS in the most important features (mandatory and high desirable ones) 
except for the Traceability feature. Nevertheless, KAOS obtains a better score in the 
less valuated features, like Hierarchical Representation and Model Complexity. 

 

 

Fig. 10. Results relative to distinct features 

6 Conclusions and Further Works 

Collaborative systems are highly demanding in terms of NFRs. Therefore, the 
selection of a RE technique with proper support for their successful specification is a 
must. In this sense, the exploitation of the GO approach emerges as the most 
appropriate proposal [3]. However, up-to-date several RE techniques have been 
proposed that follow this approach. In order to select the most suitable one, in this 
paper the results of an empirical experiment of several GO techniques considering the 
special needs of CSCW systems have been conducted. 

After this empirical experiment, we can conclude that the analyzed GO 
approaches are not fully appropriate to model collaborative system characteristics and 
its relationships with awareness and quality requirements. Among the analyzed GO 
techniques, the i* approach is the only one that has a positive score for the analyzed 
features related to CSCW systems. In addition, i* is the only one that provides 
(partial) support for quantifying the relations among requirements when using 
contribution links. However, this technique also exhibits some shortcomings, such as 
the lack of a hierarchical representation or support for specifying the importance of 
the requirements. But perhaps, the most significant shortcoming is that the 
comprehensibility of the awareness requirements is not appropriate. For instance, i* 
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does not provide support to specify when a task is carried out by several roles, what is 
very common in a CSCW system.  

These conclusions, along with the results shown in [3], support our initial 
hypothesis: current Requirement Engineering techniques should be enriched to 
address the issues identified during this study regarding CSCW systems. As was 
shown in this study, i* is the most promising technique to be used as the foundation 
for this improvement.  This constitutes one of our ongoing and challenging works: to 
adapt/extend i*for this kind of systems [19,20]. 

In addition, a future work is the definition of techniques that support that the 
defined models can be used for validation purposes. That is, its conformance with the 
SQuaRE Quality in Use factors (usability, flexibility and safety) should be evaluable 
in an easy and intuitive way, once the system is fully developed. 
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Abstract. A collaborative system is software which allows several users to 
work together and carry out collaboration, communication and coordination 
tasks. To perform these tasks, the users have to be aware of other user’s actions, 
usually by means of a set of awareness techniques. In previous works, we found 
by means of empirical studies that the most suitable Requirements Engineering 
approach to specify the requirements of this kind of systems is the Goal-
Oriented one, and more precisely i* approach. In this paper, CSRML 
(Collaborative Systems Requirements Modelling Language) is presented, an 
extension of i* to deal with the specification of the requirements of these 
systems in which the collaboration and the awareness of other users presence / 
actions are crucial. In order to validate this proposal, a case study has been 
carried out by modelling a jigsaw activity: a cooperative-learning technique in 
which students individually do some research in a proposed problem and then 
they teach each other what they have learned by sharing each individual view of 
the problem. 

Keywords: Collaborative systems, Awareness, Requirements Engineering, 
Goal-Oriented, i*, CSRML. 

1   Introduction 

Requirements elicitation is one of the first stages in the Software Development 
Process [1,2]. If this phase fails to properly capture the requirements of the 
application, it is very likely that the rest of the process will fail as well, hence 
entailing important time and monetary costs. Therefore, the generation of an accurate 
requirements model is a highly important issue for any kind of system. 

Collaborative Systems (a.k.a. Computer Supported Cooperative Work system, 
CSCW system) are not exempt from this need. They are a special kind of software 
whose users can perform collaboration, communication and coordination tasks. 
Unlike conventional single-user systems, CSCW systems have to be specified by 
using a special set of requirements, usually of a non-functional nature, which usually 
result from the users' need of being aware of the presence and activity of other remote 
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or local users with who to perform the above mentioned collaborative tasks, that is, 
the Workspace Awareness. 

Gutwin et al. [3] define Workspace Awareness (WA) as “the up-to-the-moment 
understanding of another person’s interaction within a shared workspace”. WA 
involves knowledge about where others are working, what they are doing now, and 
what they are going to do next. They presented a conceptual framework to establish 
what information makes up workspace awareness. This information is obtained by 
answering the questions “who, what and, where”. That is, when several users work 
jointly in a physical shared space, they know who they are working with, what they 
are doing, where they are working, when various events happen, and how these events 
happen. 

In this context, a proper specification of the system, identifying clearly the 
requirements of the system-to-be, specially the awareness requirements, is one of the 
first steps to overcome this problem. Awareness requirements can be considered as 
non-functional requirements (NFR) or extra-functional requirements (EFR), because 
they are usually constraints regarding quality (e.g. functionality, usability) [4]. 
However, the specification of this kind of requirements is not a trivial issue, because 
of the high number and diversity of requirements they are related to, and their high 
impact in terms of the final architecture of the system. Therefore, the proper selection 
of the requirements specification technique becomes a challenging and important 
decision. 

We can define our research methodology as follows: in a previous work [5], it was 
analyzed, by using the DESMET guidelines [6], which is the is more appropriate 
technique, Goal-Oriented (GO) [7], Use Cases [8,9] or Viewpoints [10], to specify the 
requirements of collaborative systems. It was found that GO provides more facilities 
to model the requirements of this kind of systems. Once we determined GO as the 
most suitable technique, we analyzed which GO approach deals with CSCW systems 
in a better way [11]. The analyzed approaches for the specification of collaborative 
systems were NFR Framework [12], i* Framework [13] and KAOS Methodology [7], 
paying special attention to awareness requirements. In order to carry out this study, 
the awareness requirements of a real system (Google Docs) [14] were specified. After 
modelling the system, an empirical analysis was conducted in order to compare these 
different GO techniques. As a result of this experiment we concluded that the 
analyzed GO approaches are not fully appropriate to model collaborative systems 
characteristics because of its lack of representation for the collaboration mechanisms 
between users and the awareness requirements, as well as the inappropriate actors and 
roles management for CSCW systems. 

These conclusions, together with the results of [5] support our initial hypothesis: a 
RE technique to address the problems detected during this study is required. This 
technique should adopt some features from the analyzed GO approaches and should 
cover the lack of expressiveness in certain aspects that current GO techniques present. 
This constitutes the main aim of this work: to adapt/extend a GO notation for this kind 
of systems. Concretely, and according to the conclusions of our previous study [11], 
the most appropriate approach to deal with this kind of systems is i*. Therefore, in 
this paper CSRML (Collaborative Systems Requirements Modelling Language) 
notation is described, as an extension of i* notation aiming at providing the necessary 
expressiveness to model the special characteristics of CSCW systems requirements. In 
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addition, a set of heuristics and restrictions are applied to the original i* approach 
aimed at improving the ease of use of the proposed graphical language and the 
understandability of the models created by using CSRML. 

This paper is structured as follows. After this introduction, in Section 2, we offer 
an analytical background about Goal-Oriented techniques and, specially, about the i* 
approach. In Section 3, we present CSRML, our proposal for dealing with 
Requirements Engineering in CSCW systems. In Section 4, we present our case 
study: a collaborative learning jigsaw activity that will be modelled in Section 5 by 
using CSRML. Finally, in Section 6, conclusions and future work are presented. 

2   Goal-Oriented Techniques and the i* Approach 

This section provides an analytical background about GO techniques, focusing on i* 
approach, which constitutes the main foundation of our proposal. 

2.1   Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering 

In the context of RE, GO approach [7] has been found useful for eliciting and 
defining requirements. Other techniques, such as Use Cases [8], only focus on 
establishing the features (i.e. activities and entities) that the system-to-be should 
support. Nevertheless, GO proposals focus on why systems are being constructed, by 
providing the motivation and rationale to justify the software requirements 
specification. Furthermore, they are not only useful for analyzing goals, but also for 
elaborating and refining them. 

A GO model can be specified in a variety of formats, by using a more or less 
formally defined notation. It is built as a directed graph by means of a refinement of 
the systems goals. This refinement is performed until goals have enough granularity 
and detail so as to be assigned to an agent (software or environment). Thus, they are 
verifiable within the system-to-be. This refinement process is performed by using 
AND/OR/XOR refinement relationships. There is a wide number of proposals ranging 
from elicitation to validation activities in the RE process (see [15] for an exhaustive 
survey). However, some concepts are common to all of them: 

• Goal describes why a system is being developed, or has been developed, from the 
point of view of the business, organization or the system itself. In order to specify 
it, both functional goals, i.e., expected services of the system, and softgoals, related 
to quality of service, constraints on the design, etc., should be determined. 

• Agent is any active component, either from the system itself or from the 
environment, whose cooperation is needed to define the operationalization of a 
goal, that is, how the goal is going to be provided by the system-to-be. This 
operationalization of the goals is exploited to maintain the traceability throughout 
the Software Development Process. 

• Refinement Relationships: AND/OR/XOR relationships enable the construction of 
the goal model as a directed graph. These relationships are applied by means of a 
refinement process (from generic goals towards sub-goals) until they have enough 
granularity to be assigned to a specific operationalization. 
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It must be pointed out that one of the main advantages exhibited by this approach is 
that it introduces mechanisms for reasoning about the specification. Thus, it facilitates 
the process of evaluating designs or alternative specifications of the system-to-be 
[16]. 

2.2   i* Framework 

 

Fig. 1. Objects of i* Framework 

The i* Framework [2,13] distinguishes between two kinds of elements: objects (Fig. 1) 
and relationships (Fig. 2). The objects considered in i* are: 

• An actor is a person or a system that has a relationship with the system to be 
developed. i* identifies three kinds of actors: 

 Agent is an actor who has a concrete physical representation, e.g. a person or a 
system. 

 Role defines the behaviour of an actor within a specific context. An actor can 
have several roles, and a role can be assigned to multiple actors. 

 Position is a set of roles that can be typically played by one agent. An agent can 
play several positions. 

• Goal: A goal answers “why?” questions. It describes a certain state in the world 
that an actor would like to achieve. However, a goal does no prescribe how it 
should be achieved. 

• Task: A task specifies a particular way of doing something. Typically a task 
consists of a number of steps (or sub-tasks) that an actor must perform to execute 
it. 

• Resource: A resource is a (physical or informational) entity that the actor needs to 
achieve a goal or perform a task. The main concern about a resource is whether it 
is available and from whom. 

• Softgoal: A softgoal is a condition in the world that the actor would like to achieve, 
but unlike the concept of (hard) goal, the condition to achieve it is not sharply 
defined. A softgoal is typically a quality attribute that constrains other element, 
such as a goal, a task or a resource. A softgoal is considered to be fulfilled if there 
is sufficient positive evidence for its fulfilment and little evidence against it. 
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Fig. 2. Relationships of the i* Framework 

The previous objects are related between them through this set of relationships: 

• Dependency: A dependency in i* documents a relationship between a depender and 
a dependee for a dependum. The depender and the dependee are actors. The 
depender depends on the dependee for achieving a goal, performing a task, or 
using a resource. The dependum is the object which the dependee must deliver and 
which the depender depends on. It can be a goal, a task, a resource, or a softgoal. If 
the dependee fails to deliver the required dependum, the depender’s ability to 
achieve its own goals is affected. In other words, it becomes difficult or impossible 
for the depender to achieve a goal, perform a task, or use a resource. Based on the 
type if dependum, i* distinguishes four types of dependencies: (i) Goal dependency 
determines that the depender assumes that the dependee achieves the goal, but does 
not prescribe how it should achieve the goal; (ii) Task dependency defines that the 
dependee must perform the assigned task to achieve a goal;  (iii) Resource 
dependency: expresses that the depender depends on the availability of a physical 
or informational resource that is provided by the dependee; (iv) Softgoal 
dependency expresses that the depender depends on the dependee to perform a task 
that leads to the achievement of a softgoal. The criteria to determine how to 
achieve the softgoal are not clearly defined. Typically, the dependee offers several 
alternatives for achieving the softgoal, and the judgement of whether the softgoal is 
achieved or not is up to the depender. 

• Means-end link: A means-end link documents which softgoals, tasks, and/or 
resources contribute to achieving a goal. A means-end link also facilitates the 
documentation and evaluation of alternative ways to satisfy a goal, i.e., different 
decompositions of goal into subgoals, tasks, and resources. 
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• Task decomposition link: A task decomposition link documents the essential 
elements of a task. A task decomposition link relates the task to its components, 
which can be any combination of sub-goals, sub-tasks, resources, or softgoals. The 
decomposition of a task can thus comprise sub-tasks that must be performed, sub-
goals that must be achieved, resources that are needed, and softgoals that typically 
define quality goals for the task. 

• Contribution link: A contribution link documents a positive (+) or negative (-) 
influence on softgoals from tasks or other softgoals. A contribution link describes 
whether a task or a softgoal contributes to satisfy a softgoal positively or 
negatively. It does not define precisely which kind of support is offered or the 
extent of the given support. 

3   CSRML: A Requirement Language for Collaborative Systems 

In order to deal with the special kind of requirements of CSCW systems, and based on 
the two studies aforementioned [5,11], CSRML has been developed (Collaborative 
Systems Requirements Modelling Language). This language consists in an extension 
of i* including some elements to model the special collaboration features of CSCW 
systems that can be applied to several domains that implies collaboration between 
users. CSRML elements (Fig. 3), excluding those whose meaning is the same as in i*, 
are: 

• Role: A role is a designator for a set of related tasks to be carried out. The 
difference between i* and CSRML is that an actor playing a role can participate in 
individual or collaborative tasks (through participation links) and can be the 
responsible for the accomplishment of a goal (through responsibility links). In 
addition, the graphical notation is also different from the i* role (the concept of 
role/actor boundary is not used in CSRML).Actor: An actor is a user, program, or 
entity with certain acquired capabilities (skills, category, and so forth) that can play 
a role in executing (using devices) or being responsible for actions [17]. An actor 
has to play a role (specified by means of a playing link, see Fig. 3) in order to 
participate in the system. 

• Task: The concept of task in CSRML is the same as in i*. They only differ in the 
introduced notation to define the importance of a task: one, two or three 
exclamation marks, depending on the importance of the task. Two kinds of 
CSRML tasks has been identified: 

 Abstract task: This kind of task consists in an abstraction of a set of concrete 
tasks and, possibly, other elements. We are not able to assign participation links 
directly to this kind of tasks. It helps in task decomposition. 

 Concrete task: These are the tasks the participants are involved in. The abstract 
tasks are refined in these ones. Participants will be assigned to the task through 
participation links. There are four types of these tasks: 
o Individual task is a task that an actor can perform without any kind of 

interaction with other actors. 
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o Collaboration / Communication / Coordination task two or more actors are 
involved in order to perform any kind of collaboration / communication / 
coordination among them. 

• Awareness softgoal: CSRML refines the i* concept of softgoal into a new 
specialization: awareness softgoal, that represents a special need of perception of 
other user’s presence / actions, without which the task the user wants to perform 
would be affected negatively or even could not be done. 

• Awareness resource: This special kind of resource corresponds to an 
implementation or a design solution to accomplish an awareness softgoal.  

• Playing link: A playing link is used to represent when an actor assumes a role. This 
link has a guard condition that represent when a role can be played by an actor. 

• Participation link: A participation link denotes who are involved in a task. This 
link has an attribute to specify its cardinality, i.e., the number of users that can be 
involved in a task.  

• Responsibility link: A responsibility link assigns a role (played by an actor) to a 
(soft)goal or task. This link represents who is the stakeholder responsible for a 
goal/task accomplishment. It is not necessary that this stakeholder is involved in 
the goal sub-tasks. Nevertheless, if the role is responsible for a goal or task, this 
role is also responsible for the elements it is divided into, unless a responsibility 
link reaches one of the elements it is divided into. 

 

Fig. 3. CSRML elements 

The reason to introduce these new elements was despite i* already had enough 
elements, these elements suffered an important expressivity overload, especially when 
dealing with CSCW systems. Due to this, we refined some elements and relationships 
into new ones. For example, based on i* softgoals, we defined our awareness 
softgoals to model those requirements related to the users need of be aware of others 
users with whom to perform collaboration tasks.  

It is worth noting an additional difference between CSRML and i*: CSRML is 
practically hierarchical (see Fig. 4 to Fig. 10). Thus, it fosters the scalability of the 
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model created by using this notation. In a first level, we have the Responsibility 
diagram, in which the system's main goal is decomposed into main tasks and quality 
softgoals. Also, in this diagram, the goals and tasks responsibilities are defined.  

In a second level appear Task refinement diagrams, in which the system's main 
tasks are decomposed into new goals, softgoals, tasks and resources, and roles are 
assigned to tasks. This constitutes another difference between CSRML and i*. 
Because CSRML has been thought for collaborative systems, i* boundaries for 
actors/roles were discarded, since they would not allow for assigning a task to more 
than one role. In addition, the Quality factors diagram completes the system 
specification showing the quality softgoals and the elements that contribute to their 
accomplishment. 

Some guidelines to model a collaborative system can be seen in Section 5, in 
which we model the case study defined in Section 4. Nevertheless, we consider as a 
further work to define more formal guidelines to model CSCW systems with CSRML. 

4   Case Study: Jigsaw Activity 

Classroom Assessment Techniques (CATs) can help students in developing problem 
solving and group work skills. There are many types of collaborative activities that 
students can carry out. One simple activity that can be put into practice in a wide 
range of contexts is the jigsaw activity [18]. This is a cooperative-learning technique 
in which students individually do some research in a proposed problem and then they 
teach each other what they have learned by sharing each individual view of the 
problem. 

Students are divided into small groups, usually of four or six students each. Each 
student is given a piece of the jigsaw to learn or to investigate. For example, a long 
reading assignment can be broken into six smaller pieces. Each student takes a piece 
and becomes an expert on that content. When the pieces of the jigsaw are put together 
or when the group comes back together, each student will share what he/she has 
learnt. There are a lot of jigsaw activity variants. In our study case, we are going to 
use the following one, based on an interactive and real-time e-learning approach. 
When this activity is carried out by means of a Computer Assisted Learning system, it 
entails five steps: 

1. Create teams: All the students should enter into the system. Then, the teacher 
creates the student's groups and assigns the students. The number of groups 
depends on the number of students who participate into the activity. To do this, the 
teacher has to be aware of connected student's status. When all the students become 
part of a team, we can proceed to the next step. 

2. Individual work: First, the group members have to designate a coordinator for the 
team. Then, each group member must select a jigsaw piece. In this step each 
member has to do research individually to explain what he/she has learnt to the rest 
of the group later. Each student has to make an individual work report describing 
what he/she has found out.  

3. Experts meeting: In this step, students with the same jigsaw piece have an "experts 
meeting". First, each experts group designates a coordinator. Then, each member 
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explains his/her individual work to the rest of the group in order to improve each 
member's work. Each expert group have to make an experts report in a 
collaborative manner. 

4. Team meeting: After the experts meeting, the work teams meet again to teach each 
other what they have learnt and improved thanks to the other expert’s knowledge. 
Similarly to the previous step, they have to elaborate a collaborative team report. 

5. Evaluate activity: The last step consists of the evaluation of the student’s individual 
and collaborative work. To do this, the teacher evaluates the individual, experts 
and team report. Finally, the teacher provides feedback to the students through an 
evaluation document. 

In addition, in order to ensure certain success level, the activity must pursue these 
educational quality factors: 

• Heterogeneous grouping: It is necessary that the students work together in 
heterogeneous groups in terms of gender, ethnicity, academic performance level, 
etc. Also, the group size must be between two and six students. 

• Positive interdependence: The student must be aware that he/she only will be 
successful if his/her partners are successful too. 

• Individual responsibility: passive students who take advantage of his/her partners' 
work to obtain his/her goals must be avoided. 

• Equal opportunities for success: All the students, regardless of his/her level, have 
to be able of making contributions to the improvement of the group results. 

• Promoter interaction: Students have to promote and facilitate the progress of 
his/her partners through mutual aid, support and encouragement of efforts to learn 
from all group members. 

• Cognitive information processing: The primary goal is to improve the academic 
performance of all students, promoting the construction of higher quality learning. 
The cognitive processing of information involves to balancing different points of 
view, explanations, interpretations, clarify doubts, formulating examples, etc. 

• Using cooperative skills: The teacher should pay the same attention and rigor to the 
treatment of interpersonal skills and group work practice, that to the content of the 
school syllabus. 

• Group evaluation: The effectiveness of cooperative learning depends largely on the 
establishment of group evaluation dynamics within the teams, which serve to 
regulate their own performance. 

5   The Jigsaw Activity with CSRML 

In this section, the previous case study is modelled by using the CSRML notation in 
order to illustrate its expressiveness capacity for CSCW systems. First, in Fig. 4, we 
can see the system goals diagram, in which the system main goals are defined. As can 
be seen, we are going to achieve the system goals by means of the realization of the 
system's main task: the Jigsaw activity 
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Fig. 4. System goals diagram 

Fig. 5 shows the responsibility diagram with the main system’s task and its 
decomposition in quality softgoals and tasks. In this figure, it can be observed that the 
use of responsibility links shows who is responsible for goals and tasks. Note that if a 
role is responsible for a goal or task, this role is also responsible for the elements it is 
divided into, unless a responsibility link is specified to one of the elements it is 
divided into. Also, the playing links are used to represent the condition that must be 
met for an actor to play a role. For the sake of model readability, task decomposition 
will be shown in subsequent figures. 

 

Fig. 5. Responsibility diagram 

Fig. 6 depicts Create teams task refinement diagram. In this figure, tasks are refined 
into more specific ones and into new goals until individual or collaborative 
(collaboration, coordination or communication) tasks are specified. It can be observed 
that for collaborative tasks, more than an actor (playing a role) is involved through 
participation links. Also, an awareness softgoal, namely Be aware of unassigned 
students, has been specified related to the Create student teams task. The rationale for 
include this awareness softgoal is that to perform Create student teams task, a teacher 
must be aware of what students are waiting to be assigned to a team. To achieve this, 
an awareness resource, namely Participant list with assignment status, has been 
introduced, that is, a likely implementation of the Be aware of unassigned students 
softgoal. 
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Fig. 6. Create teams task refinement diagram 

 

Fig. 7. Individual work task refinement diagram 

Next, Fig. 7 presents the decomposition of the Individual work task. In this figure 
different cardinalities for participation links are used. For example, to Distribute 
work, two or more (at most the team maximum number of components) must 
participate. This cardinality has been specified with 2..* in Fig. 7. 

Fig. 8 illustrates the four degrees of priority that can be assigned to tasks: normal, 
high ([!]), very high ([!!]) and highest ([!!!]). Additionally, this figure includes two 
awareness softgoals. One of them is similar to the one above mentioned, but the other 
awareness softgoal corresponds to the use of remote cursors (an implementation of 
Gutwin’s telepointers [19]). 

Fig. 9 shows another system tasks refinements. Do team work task refinement 
diagram is similar to that on Fig. 8. 

Do Experts work
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to an expert
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[!!] Attend
expert meeting 

[!!] Expose at
expert meeting

[!!!] Make
experts report
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expert group
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coordinator
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+
+

[Expert Coordination time]

[Expert work time]

1

1
1 2..*

[!] Designate
experts

coordinator
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Fig. 8. Do experts work task refinement diagram 
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Fig. 9. Do team work task refinement diagram 

Finally, Fig. 10 corresponds to the Quality factors diagram. In this model, the 
quality factors that contribute to achieve the jigsaw activity with a high quality level 
are shown. These factors are represented as softgoals and they are related to the main 
quality softgoal by means of contribution links with positive contributions. The 
achievement of all these quality softgoals is obtained in different ways. For instance, 
the Heterogeneous grouping softgoal is achieved by means of an awareness softgoal 
and its corresponding awareness resource consists of a students' video embodiment, 
and the Group evaluation softgoal is accomplished through the Evaluate team 
members of the Evaluate activity task refinement diagram. 

With this last diagram, we have defined the entire system, verifying the 
applicability of CSRML to the CSCW systems specification, trying to cover the 
deficiencies found in i* for this kind of systems. 

 

Fig. 10. Quality factors diagram 

6   Conclusions and Further Works 

In our previous works [5,11], we found out that GO techniques (and especially i*) can 
be used to deal with collaborative systems requirements modelling. Nevertheless, we 
also found out that this ilk of specifications suffer from an important lack of 
expressiveness for some characteristics related to user collaboration, awareness 
representation or quality factors. To address these shortcomings, we propose CSRML, 
an extension of i* Goal-Oriented specification to model CSCW systems requirements. 
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To illustrate the use of this language, we have modelled a collaborative system. For 
the sake of clarity, in this paper an excerpt of this system, consisting in a cooperative 
e-learning jigsaw activity, has been presented. This case study was modelled because 
it has a set of characteristics that were hard or impossible to be represented with the 
original i* notation. These characteristics were properly described by introducing a 
set of new elements and links into i* notation. The quality and awareness 
representation has been made possible by means of new awareness elements and the 
inclusion of a new set of diagrams in order to provide some structure to the 
specification.  

To sum up, CSRML helps in improving understandability and maintainability of 
requirements models for CSCW systems by adding new elements and relationships to 
i*. These new elements facilitate the specification of awareness requirements, which 
are paramount in the Software Development Process of any CSCW systems. 

One of our ongoing works is closely related to the development of e-learning 
systems. Since LoUISE research group [20] has been working during the last years in 
this kind of systems, several patterns have been described up to date. One of the main 
problems they have is that they have been specified in an informal way that cannot be 
easily reused for the specification of different systems. Therefore, we are studying 
how CSRML can be used to improve their specification. 

In addition we are currently working in the definition of formal guidelines to use 
our proposal. Finally, we are assessing the understandability of CSRML models by 
means of a family of empirical experiments. Its results are currently being analysed. 
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a b s t r a c t

Context: A collaborative system is a special kind of software whose users can perform collaboration, com-
munication and collaboration tasks. These systems usually have a high number of non-functional
requirements, resulting from the users’ need of being aware of other users with whom to collaborate, that
is, the workspace awareness.
Objective: This paper aims at evaluating two Requirements Engineering languages i� and CSRML (an
extension of i�) in order to determine which is the most suitable one to specify requirements of collab-
orative systems, taking into account their special characteristics regarding collaboration and awareness.
Method: We performed a family of experiments comprising an original experiment and two replicas.
They were performed by 30, 45 and 9 Computer Science students, respectively, from Spain and Argentina.
These subjects filled in two understandability questionnaires once they analyzed the requirements mod-
els of two systems: an e-learning collaborative system and a conference review system with some collab-
orative aspects support. Both models were specified by using the evaluated languages.
Results: The statistical analysis of the family of experiments showed that the understandability was
higher for the models specified with CSRML than for those specified with i�, especially for collaborative
aspects. This result was also confirmed by the meta-analysis conducted.
Conclusions: CSRML surpasses i� when modeling collaborative systems requirements models due to the
specific expressiveness introduced to represent collaboration between users and awareness and the
new resorts to manage actors and roles.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Internet is continuously evolving not only in the way it is devel-
oped, but also in the way it is browsed and exploited. Internet sites
have evolved from simple static sites created by a single developer,
which just enabled visitors to read their contents, to complex dy-
namic sites, which can be created and modified by users in a col-
laborative way. It is worth taking a look at the top 1000 most
visited pages in 2011 [1] and see that, except for search engines
and news websites, almost all of the top 100 ones are collaborative
webs. In addition, the just mentioned search engines and news
web sites are becoming also collaborative by including new social
features, such as the possibility of adding comments or recommen-
dations to news or search results.

Nowadays, even classic applications like text processors are col-
laborative. For instance, Google Docs [2] enables several users to
edit a text document simultaneously. These collaborative text pro-
cessors are a good example of CSCW (Computer Supported Coopera-
tive Work) systems [3], which are systems whose users can perform
collaboration, communication and coordination tasks (3C). Collabo-
rative systems, in a similar way to classical single-user systems,
have to be specified bymeans of a set of requirements, whose accu-
racy and suitability are key to achieve the quality of the developed
system. The main difference between the requirements of single-
user systems and CSCWsystems is the highly non-functional nature
of the latter, because of the users’ need of being aware of the pres-
ence of other users with whom to perform the above mentioned 3C
tasks, that is, the Workspace Awareness (WA).

WA was defined by Gutwin as ‘‘the up-to-the-moment under-
standing of another person’s interaction within a shared workspace’’
[4]. This WA involves knowledge about where others are working,
what they are doing now, when a user performed some action, and
what they are going to do next. Tables 1 and 2 show the WA ele-
ments related to the present and to the past, respectively.
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In order to deal with the specification of these special type of
systems, we conducted an initial test, by using DESMET [5], to
check which is the most adequate Requirements Engineering tech-
nique to model both awareness and quality requirements of CSCW
systems [6]. The analyzed techniques were Use Cases [7,8], Goal-
Oriented [9] and Viewpoints [10], and we concluded that Goal-Ori-
ented techniques were the most promising ones for specifying this
kind of requirements. Next, we conducted a second study compar-
ing the suitability of three Goal-Oriented approaches for modeling
CSCW systems requirements [11]. The compared proposals were
NFR Framework [12], i� Framework [13] and KAOS Methodology
[9]. The analysis of the results showed that i� was the most suitable
proposal.

Despite the previous studies that determined that i� was the
most promising technique, we identified several issues when mod-
eling collaborative systems with this language, such as the lack of
expressiveness for awareness requirements, imprecise 3C task rep-
resentation, and a not fully suitable management of roles and ac-
tors. Due to these problems, the original i� language was
extended to try to solve the above mentioned deficiencies by cre-
ating CSRML (Collaborative Systems Requirements Modeling Lan-
guage) [14].

As Basili et al. [15] claim, families of experiments can be used to
draw relevant conclusions that an experiment alone cannot pro-
vide. For this reason, in this paper, a family of experiments is pre-
sented whose general goal is to test which language, CSRML or i�,
has a better understandability when modeling requirements of
CSCW systems. This family of experiments has been conducted
by following the Wholin et al.’s guidelines [16] and it has consisted
of an experiment and two replicas, all of them carried out by stu-
dents of Computer Science from three different universities. These
students were asked to fill in two understandability questionnaires
once they had analyzed the requirements models of an e-learning
collaborative activity and a conference review system with collab-
orative aspects support. Both requirements models were specified
with the tested languages.

As aforementioned, understandability was the criteria analyzed
in the family of experiments. Understandability has been defined
by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) as
‘‘the capability of the software product to enable the user to under-
stand whether the software is suitable, and how it can be used for
particular tasks and conditions of use’’ [17]. Indeed, considering
the requirements specification as one of the products of the soft-
ware process, it becomes critical to provide a specification under-
standable by every stakeholder to develop a suitable software.
This fact is also supported by the IEEE830-1998 standard for
requirements specifications [18], since it considers an understand-
able specification as one of the means to decrease the development
effort by reducing later redesign, recoding, and retesting. More-
over, understandability has also been considered as a quality attri-
bute in several quality standards. For instance, it is one of the five

quality characteristics that an engineering model must have along
with abstraction, accuracy, predictiveness and inexpensiveness [19].
Furthermore, ISO includes understandability as one of the six
sub-characteristics of the usability quality factor. More precisely,
usability is defined as ‘‘the capability of the software product to
be understood, learned, used and attractive to the user, when used
under specified conditions’’ [17].

Based on these considerations, this paper is structured as
follows: Section 2 presents several works related to CSCW and
Empirical Software Engineering, focusing on the evaluation of
Requirements Engineering models. Next, in Section 3, i� and CSRML
are briefly introduced. In Section 4 the family of experiments is
presented by describing how it has been carried out and its main
results. Finally, some conclusions and future work are drawn in
Section 5.

2. Related works

In traditional software applications, only one user is able to
interact with the application. Therefore, there is no support for col-
laboration among users. Nevertheless, in the late eighties, Com-
puter Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW [3,20]) emerged as a
new discipline to study collaborative systems, a special kind of
software in which users can collaborate with each other by sharing
resources, chatting, etc.

One of the key elements for the construction of CSCW systems
is the proper application of a methodology that not only guides
their development, but also takes into account the peculiarities
that make them different from other systems. An example is AME-
NITIES [21], a methodology presented by Garrido, for the develop-
ment of cooperative systems based on behavior models and tasks.
This methodology pursues the development of a system model
from a requirements model by following a straightforward method
that allows stakeholders to represent tasks and relate them to both
the users responsible for their accomplishment (by means of roles)
and other relevant concepts of the problem’s domain (artifacts,
information, etc.). Despite being a complete development method-
ology, AMENITIES has an important lack of expressiveness for the
representation of the Workspace Awareness (WA), a cornerstone
for the development of this kind of systems, as aforementioned
in Section 1. This is due to the use of a classical RE technique,
Use Cases, that makes it difficult to represent non-functional
requirements related to the WA [6].

Based on the aforementioned methodology, Molina et al. pre-
sented CIAM [22], a methodological proposal for the development
of user interfaces for CSCW systems. This methodology improves
AMENITIES by combining interaction, collaboration and informa-
tion sharing aspects and supporting WA in a better way. Neverthe-
less, it also uses the same Requirements Engineering (RE) technique
than AMENITIES. Therefore, CSCW requirements cannot be properly
specified. Also based on Garrido’s proposal, Penichet et al. pre-
sented TOUCHE [23], a process model for the development of user
interfaces for CSCW systems, which is user-centered and driven
by tasks. This methodology does improve the requirements specifi-
cation by enriching the Use Case specification with information

Table 1
Elements of WA related to the present.

Category Element Specific questions

Who Presence Is anyone in the workspace?
Identity Who is participating? Who is that?
Authorship Who is doing that?

What Action What are they doing?
Intention What goal is that action part of?
Artifact What object are they working on?

Where Location Where are they working?
Gaze Where are they looking?
View Where can they see?
Reach Where can they reach?

Table 2
Elements of WA related to the past.

Category Element Specific questions

How Action history How did that operation happen?
Artifact history How did this artifact come to be in this state?

When Event history When did that event happen?
Who Presence history Who was here, and when?
Where Location history Where has a person been?
What Action history What has a person been doing?
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regarding the collaboration among users. Because awareness
requirements can be considered as non-functional requirements
[6], this proposal adds a perception needs textual slot to the Use
Cases specification to answer Gutwin’s questions about WA (listed
in Tables 1 and 2), instead of using a more non-functional oriented
technique such as the Goal-Oriented ones discussed in [11].

Some interesting works can be found regarding WA. For in-
stance, Dourish and Belloutti [24] identified awareness as a critical
issue that facilitates the group progress by providing users with the
shared feedback. Thanks to this awareness, cost of information pro-
duction can be reduced. In addition, users can both obtain more
easily information from other participants and find relevant infor-
mation about shared objects. Another interesting work about WA
is presented by Gutwin and Greenberg in [4]. In this work, as it
was introduced in the previous section, they presented a theoreti-
cal framework where WA elements are classified according to
when an awareness event happens (present, past) and which its cat-
egory is (who, what, where, how, when). In addition, several example
questions are presented to help one to identify WA elements. De-
spite describing WA in a clear-cut manner, these works provide
no guidelines about how to specify these elements in a require-
ments model. Therefore, it is necessary to create, or extend, an
existing RE technique to provide the expressiveness needed to
specify the awareness requirements.

In order to validate both existing and emerging proposals,
Empirical Software Engineering (ESE [16,25]) is currently getting
more and more attention from the Software Engineering commu-
nity. In fact, it has been applied to several processes, methods
and tools for stages of the development process such as design
[26], implementation [27] or testing [28]. For example, ESE has
been used lately to evaluate UML diagrams comprehension [29],
development methods [30] or software maintenance tasks [31].

The interest in ESE may also be noted in the area of RE. Several
works have been carried out to evaluate different RE techniques.
For instance, Karlsson et al. [32] evaluated six methods to establish
priorities of requirements specifications regarding some of their
inherent characteristics by using objective and subjective mea-
sures. They found out that Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)
was the most promising approach. In a more recent work [33], they
performed an experiment to compare the previous technique with
Planning Game (PG) by analyzing variables like time consumption,
ease of use or accuracy. They finally concluded that PG is the most
suitable for priority assignment. Another interesting work was car-
ried out by Kamsties et al. to evaluate the understandability of
black-box and white-box requirements models by means of a con-
trolled experiment [34]. By means of their results, they established
some guidelines to choose a requirements specification style
depending on both the kind of project to be carried out and the
phases to be done. In addition, Ricca et al. [35] carried out a family
of experiments to assess whether the adoption of table-based
acceptance tests affects the understandability of requirements.
They demonstrated that the use of these tables has a considerable
bearing on the understandability of the requirements regarding
those proposals that use only textual descriptions.

Furthermore, there are empirical evaluations of techniques of
software requirements inspections [36], techniques of negotiation
for distributed software process [37], techniques of prioritization
of requirements [33], assessments of how the introduction of
new specification elements improve the requirements understand-
ability [38], the introduction of metrics for evaluating the com-
pleteness and granularity of requirements [39], etc. As can be
observed, all these proposals are related to different techniques
that can be applied during the RE process.

However, the evaluation of languages for requirements specifi-
cation has not received enough attention. There are some works fo-
cused on this issue, such as the one presented by Celko et al. [40] or

Bente et al. [41], but as far as we know, only Al-subaie and Mai-
baum have carried out an empirical evaluation of Goal-Oriented
based methods [42], and more specifically, of KAOS [9] and its tool,
Objectiver [43]. They tried to detect possible problems while mod-
eling KAOS models with Objectiver, such as the difficulties with
completeness check and the traceability between requirements
and their sources.

In a similar way to RE, ESE has been also applied in the area of
CSCW systems [44,45]. For instance, Ali Babar et al. [46] presented
an empirical study about the application of CSCW for the evalua-
tion process of distributed Software Architectures (SA). They com-
pared face-to-face (F2F) meetings with distributed meetings,
concluding that distributed meetings for SA evaluation are as good
as F2F meetings, and even better under some conditions. Another
relevant work directly related to WA is the one presented by Gut-
win and Greenberg [47]. In this study, they conducted a usability
test of several user interfaces with different levels of WA, and they
concluded that users were able to carry out the experimental task
in a better way by using the highest level of WA. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there has been no work previously con-
ducted on the evaluation of RE techniques for the specification of
CSCW requirements. This constitutes the main aim of this work.

3. Languages overview

In this section the evaluated languages, namely CSRML and i�,
are presented in order to facilitate the comprehension of the family
of experiments. In Section 3.1, the i� language is briefly described
and later, in Section 3.2 CSRML is introduced highlighting which
concepts have been introduced to facilitate the modeling of
requirements of CSCW systems.

3.1. i� (iStar)

i� [13,48] is a language for modeling requirements of informa-
tion systems. It distinguishes between concepts (see Fig. 1) and
relationships (see Fig. 2). These concepts are:

� An actor is a person or a system that has a relationship with the
system-to-be. i� identifies three types of actors:
– Agent is an actor who has a physical representation, e.g. a

person or a system.
– Role defines the behavior of an actor in a specific context. An

actor can play several roles, and a role can be assigned to
multiple actors.

– Position is a set of roles that be typically played by one agent.
An agent can play several positions.

� Goal: A goal answers ‘‘why?’’ questions. It describes a certain
state of the world that an actor would like to achieve. However,
a goal does not prescribe how it should be achieved.

� Task: A task specifies a particular way of doing something. Usu-
ally, a task consists of a number of steps (or sub-tasks) that an
actor must perform to execute it.

Fig. 1. i� concepts.
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� Resource: A resource is a (physical or informational) entity that
the actor requires to achieve a goal or perform a task. The main
concern about a resource is whether it is available and from
whom.

� Softgoal: A softgoal is a condition in the world that the actor
would like to achieve, but unlike the concept of (hard) goal,
the condition to achieve it is not sharply defined. A softgoal is
typically a quality attribute that constrains other elements, such
as a goal, a task or a resource. A softgoal is considered to be ful-
filled if there is sufficient positive evidence for its fulfillment
and little evidence against it.

The previous concepts are related to each other by using this set
of relationships (see Fig. 2):

� Dependency: it is a relationship between a depender and a depen-
dee for a dependum. The depender and the dependee are actors
and the dependum can be a goal, a task, a resource, or a softgoal.
The depender depends on the dependee for achieving a goal,
performing a task, or using a resource. If the dependee fails to
provide the depender with the required dependum, it becomes
difficult or impossible for the depender to achieve the goal, per-
form the task, or use the resource. Based on the type of depen-
dum, i� distinguishes four types of dependencies: (i) Goal
dependency determines that the depender assumes that the
dependee achieves the goal, but does not prescribe how it
should achieve it; (ii) Task dependency defines that the depen-
dee must perform the assigned task; (iii) Resource dependency
determines that the depender depends on the availability of a
physical or informational resource that is provided by the
dependee; (iv) Softgoal dependency determines that the depend-
er depends on the dependee to achieve a softgoal. The criteria to
determine how to achieve the softgoal are not clearly defined.
Typically, the dependee offers several alternatives for achieving
the softgoal, and the judgment of whether the softgoal is
achieved or not is up to the depender.

� Means-end link: A means-end link documents which softgoals,
tasks, and/or resources contribute to achieve a goal. A means-
end link also facilitates the documentation and evaluation of
alternative ways to satisfy a goal, i.e., different decompositions
of goals into subgoals, tasks, or resources.

� Task decomposition link: A task decomposition link describes
the essential elements of a task. A task decomposition link
relates the task to its components, which can be any combina-
tion of sub-goals, sub-tasks, resources, or softgoals. The
decomposition of a task can thus comprise sub-tasks that must
be performed, sub-goals that must be achieved, resources that
are needed, and softgoals that typically define quality goals for
the task.

� Contribution link: A contribution link documents a positive (+)
or negative (�) influence from tasks or softgoals to another soft-
goal. A contribution link describes whether a task or a softgoal
contributes to satisfy a softgoal positively or negatively. It does
not define precisely which kind of support is offered or the
extent of the given support.

3.2. CSRML (Collaborative Systems Requirements Modeling Language)

In order to deal with the expressiveness needs for the specifica-
tion of requirements of CSCW systems, and based on the two stud-
ies aforementioned [6,11], CSRML [14] has been created
(Collaborative Systems Requirements Modelling Language). This
language is an extension of i� including some elements to model
the specific collaboration features of CSCW systems. Next, the
CSRML (Fig. 3) concepts and relationships are described, except
for those whose meaning is the same as in i�:

� Role: it is a designator for a set of related tasks to be carried out.
What makes i� roles different from CSRML ones is that the latter
can be played by an actor that participates in individual or col-
laborative tasks (through participation links) and that can be the
responsible for the accomplishment of a goal (through responsi-

Fig. 2. Relationships of the i� framework.
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bility links). In addition, the graphical notation is also different
from the i� role, as the concept of role/actor boundary is not
used in CSRML anymore.

� Actor: it is a user, program, or entity with certain acquired capa-
bilities (skills, category, and so forth) that can play a role while
it executes (uses devices) or is responsible for actions [49]. An
actor has to play a role (specified by means of a playing link,
see Fig. 3) in order to participate in the system.

� Task: The concept of task in CSRML is the same as in i�. They
only differ in the notation introduced to specify the importance
of a task: one, two or three exclamation marks, depending on
the importance of the task. In addition, two types of tasks have
been identified in CSRML:
– Abstract task: it is an abstraction of a set of concrete tasks

and, possibly, other elements. Participation links cannot be
directly assigned to this kind of tasks, as it is meant to be
used for task decomposition purposes.

– Concrete task: These are the tasks the participants are
involved in. The abstract tasks are refined into concrete
tasks. Participants are assigned to concrete tasks through
participation links. There are four types of concrete tasks:

Individual task is a task that an actor can perform without
any kind of interaction with other actors.
Collaboration / Communication / Coordination tasks require
two or more actors to be involved in order to perform any
kind of collaboration / communication / coordination
between them.

� Awareness softgoal: CSRML specializes i� softgoal into awareness
softgoal. It represents a specific need of perception of other
user’s presence / actions, so that the task the user wants to per-
form would be affected negatively or even could not be done if
it is not provided.

� Awareness resource: This special type of resource refers to an
implementation or a design solution to accomplish an aware-
ness softgoal.

� Playing link: A playing link is used to represent when an actor
can play a role. This link has a guard condition that determines
when a role can be played by an actor.

� Participation link: A participation link denotes who is involved
in a task. This link has an attribute to specify its cardinality,
i.e., the number of users that can be involved in a task.

� Responsibility link: A responsibility link assigns a role (played by
an actor) to a (soft) goal or a task. This link represents who is the
stakeholder responsible for a goal/task accomplishment. Never-

theless, if the role is responsible for a goal or task, this role is
also responsible for the elements it is decomposed into, unless
a responsibility link reaches one of its sub-elements. Although
a stakeholder is responsible for the accomplishment of a task
(or goal), it is not mandatory that the actor playing a role that
represents this stakeholder participates directly in this task
(or subtasks).

4. The family of experiments

In this section, we present the context (Section 4.1), design (Sec-
tion 4.2), conduction procedure (Section 4.3) and the analyzed re-
sults (Section 4.4) of the family of experiments (Fig. 4) performed
in order to assess the understandability of CSRML language with
regard to i�. As the three members of the family have been de-
signed in a similar way, only a single description will be provided
for all of them, presenting the results for each one in Section 4.4.

4.1. Experimental Context

As aforementioned, in order to test the understandability of
CSRML versus i� for modeling software requirements of CSCW sys-
tems, a family of controlled experiments has been carried out fol-
lowing the guidelines described in [25,16]. According to Bereiter
[50], understanding ‘‘is a psychological process related to an ab-
stract or physical object, such as a person, situation, or message
whereby one is able to think about it and use concepts to deal ade-
quately with that object’’. Consequently, the main aim of our fam-
ily of experiments is the evaluation of the ability of the subjects to
think and use concepts of CSRML/i� to properly deal with CSCW
software requirements.

The main goal of this family of experiments is defined by using
the GQM (Goal Question Metric) template [51] as follows: analyze
i� and CSRML requirements specification language for the purpose
of evaluating their understandability from the viewpoint of
Requirements Engineering researchers in the context of under-
graduate students. To address this goal, we defined our null
hypothesis as shown in Table 3.

As shown in Table 3 the subjects were Computer Science stu-
dents from both undergraduate and PhD levels. It must be high-
lighted that all of them had prior experience in Requirements
Engineering, but no experience in i� or CSCW modeling. Moreover,
there was no evidence about their previous knowledge regarding
the domains used in the evaluation.

Fig. 3. CSRML elements.
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It is worth noting that although this work presents the results of
a family of experiments, there is a previous background that has
led to its development:

� In an initial work, we performed an analysis of three Require-
ments Engineering techniques (Use Cases, Viewpoints and
Goal-Oriented) in order to assess which one is the most suitable
to model requirements of CSCW systems, concluding that Goal-
Oriented is the most promising technique for this task [6].

� Next, we analyzed three Goal Oriented approaches, NFR Frame-
work, KAOS and i�, to identify which one is the most suitable for
modeling CSCW system requirements [11]. Despite none of
them satisfied all the expressiveness needs of CSCW system
requirements, i� was found as the most powerful one to specify
this kind of systems.

� Although i� was selected as the best alternative to model CSCW
requirements, we found several problems, like the lack of
expressiveness to specify both the collaboration between users
and the awareness concept, as well as to manage actors/roles in
a proper way. To solve these expressiveness issues within the
scope of CSCW systems, an extension to i� was made by adding
a set of features related to collaborative task specification,
resulting in the CSRML language [14].

Indeed, the main aim of this family of experiments is to test
whether CSRML really accomplishes its objective of modeling
CSCW requirements by properly addressing the issues found in
the aforementioned works.

4.2. Experimental design

The main goal of the family of experiments is to measure the
variable understandability (Und) of CSRML requirements models
versus i⁄ ones. For this reason, the ability to understand the exper-
imental material properly was assessed by using the number of
correct answers divided by the total number of questions, being
Computer Science students our experimental units, and more spe-
cifically, their test results. These students had previous knowledge
about Software Engineering and Requirements Engineering. For
this reason, these students were familiar with requirements mod-
eling, but not with any Goal Oriented approach. Our dependent
variable was the understandability of requirements modeling lan-
guages, measured by Und, and the independent variables were the
domain which the diagrams were related to and the used language
i⁄ and CSRML. Then, the following null hypothesis was considered:
CSRML has the same score for understandability as i⁄ when mod-
eling CSCW systems requirements (H0A in Table 3). Two additional
hypotheses were also considered, H0B and H0AB, which are also
described in Table 3 related to the significance of the domain and
the interaction language ⁄ domain, respectively. More details
about the family of experiments can be found in Table 3.

Each conducted experiment consisted in understanding a piece
of a requirements model, specified by using either i⁄ or CSRML, of
two different CSCW systems. The first system was an e-learning
system [14]. Specifically, the jigsaw learning activity was selected,
also known as Experts meeting. It is a cooperative-learning tech-
nique where students individually do some research about a pro-

posed problem and then they teach each other what they have
learnt by sharing their individual view of the problem. The second
system was a collaborative conference review system. More con-
cretely, the part of the system related to the reviewing process
was selected. This process is carried out in collaboration between
three reviewers (see Appendix A). In order to test the understanding
of the requirements specifications, the students had to fill in a ques-
tionnaire for each system consisting of true or false answers. The
questions for each system were exactly the same, regardless the
particular language used to specify it. These questions were focused
on collaboration between users, with special emphasis on the
awareness techniques. One of the requirements specificationsmod-
el and its related questionnaire can be found in Appendix A (full
material can be found at [52]). In addition, the time the students re-
quired to finish the test was also gathered for statistical purposes.

In each performed experiment, the subjects were distributed
into two groups (G1 and G2) in order to assign the two different
system specifications to each one. This distribution of the subjects
into groups 1 and 2 was made so that two students belonging to
the same group were not side by side. After the division of students
into groups, they received an introductory session (about 60 min),
where the instructor introduced both languages and systems.
These explanations were neutral regarding the independent vari-
able (whether using i� or CSRML).

For each one of the above mentioned systems two models were
specified by using i� and CSRML, respectively. It was decided that
G1 performed the experiment first trying to understand the i� mod-
el of the jigsaw activity and then just after that, the CSRML model
of the reviewing process. G2 made exactly the opposite, to under-
stand the jigsaw activity modeled with CSRML, and later the
reviewing process specified by using i�. In addition, additional
experimental material was elaborated to provide the students with
a detailed description of both i� and CSRML, as well as a brief intro-
duction to the concept of workspace awareness. The experiment
design is summarized in Table 4. This process of assigning subjects
to four different treatments was derived by using a 2 � 2 factorial
design with confounded interaction [53] for the two dependent
variables (Domain and Language). Actually, within a domain, the
language variable changes together with the group of subjects.
Therefore, the learning effect is cancelled out.

The subjects were filtered out. We decided that they should
have some knowledge about Requirements Engineering, but not
about Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering. Finally, we tried
to keep a consistent population age. Therefore, we decided that
those subjects meeting at least one of the following criteria would
be dropped out from the experiment:

� The student age exceeds in five years the class mean age.
� The student is not familiar with Requirements Engineering.
� The student has some previous experience with i� or other
Goal-Oriented techniques.

It was also decided that if a student wanted to leave the exper-
iment without finishing it, he/she would be interviewed about the
cause and this fact would be noted in the experiment results.
Moreover, any possible interruption of the experiment would be
also recorded.

Experiment (E1) 1st Replication (R1) 2nd Replication (R2)

30 third year students
University of Castilla-La Mancha

Albacete (Spain)

45 second year students
Polytechnic University of Valencia,

Valencia (Spain)

9 PhD students
National University of La Plata

La Plata (Argentina)

Fig. 4. Chronology of the family of experiments.
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It is worth noting that both experimental design and analysis
was supervised by a statistician, as suggested in [25], due to some
possible issues in this family of experiments, such as the reduced
number of subjects of one of the replicas. It must be also high-
lighted that the questionnaires were elaborated by means of sev-
eral iterations thanks to the collaboration with the Software
Engineers of Symbia IT Corp, a Spin-off company with a long back-
ground in the development of collaborative systems. First of all,
these Software Engineers established the issues to be dealt with,
that is, the questions should be devoted to collaborative tasks,
roles-actors, importance and awareness. Later on, and according
to these issues, the questions were defined and refined based on
the two systems used to carry out the family of experiments.

4.3. Conducting the experiments

The experiment and replicas were performed in a single class-
room, where the subjects were properly located in order to avoid
any possible interaction between them. As aforementioned in the
experimental design, the students received the corresponding
introductory session about i� and CSRML. Additionally, the instruc-
tors were professors not related to the CSRML development to
avoid a potential bias in the explanation. Before providing the stu-
dents with the models, they were asked to provide the following
information (see Appendix A):

� Years of experience in Requirements Engineering.
� Years of experience with Goal-Oriented approaches.
� Average mark.
� Age.
� Gender.

With the aim of increasing subject’s interest andmotivation, the
instructors explained them that their final mark would be in-
creased by half of a point over ten of their final mark. They also ad-
vised them that their evaluation would not be related to their
performance in the experiment so that their answers would be
evaluated anonymously. Finally, they were also informed that
there was no time limit to carry out the task in order to avoid a
possible ceiling effect.

Only three students were dropped out from the replica R1: two
students belonging to G1 group, because they did not have previ-
ous knowledge about Requirements Engineering, and another stu-
dent belonging to G2 group, because he was familiar with Goal-
Oriented approaches. Moreover, only two students asked some
questions that were related to the specification of the jigsaw activ-
ity with i� during the original experiment (E1). During the experi-
ment (E1) and the replicas (R1 and R2), the time needed by each
student to carry out the tasks was also collected.

Table 5 summarizes these data by showing the maximum
(Max), minimum (Min) and average (l) times needed, along with
the number of students (N) for each group.

4.4. Results analysis

In this section, the results of each experiment and its corre-
sponding analysis are presented. First, the results of the original
experiment and the methodology used to analyze them are de-
scribed. Just after that, the replica’s results are depicted obviating
the analysis methodology as it is identical to the one used for the
original experiment.

4.4.1. Original experiment (E1)
Once the experiment concluded, the subjects’ data and re-

sponses were collected into an IBM SPSS Statistics v19 sheet and
they were analyzed to exclude any observation that was not com-
plete, or was stated by a subject who satisfied any of the criteria
described in Section 4.2, or had not written down some of the re-
quested data. All the data were properly written, therefore no
observation was discarded.

First, Table 6 illustrates that the subjects’ groups who were gi-
ven the CSRML models obtained a better score (mean values of

Table 3
Main features of the family of experiments.

Null hypothesis H0A: CSRML has the same average score for understandability as i� when modeling CSCW systems requirements. H1A: H0A

H0B: The average score for understandability is the same regardless the domain used in the experiment. H1B: H0B

H0AB: CSRML has the same average score for understandability as i� when modeling CSCW systems requirements, regardless the domain used in the
experiment and viceversa. H1AB: H0AB

Dependent
variable

Understandability of requirements modeling languages, measured by Und

Independent
Variables

The domain to which the models were related to and the language (i� and CSRML) used for modeling CSCW systems requirements

Location University of Castilla—La Mancha (Albacete,
Spain)

Polytechnic University of Valencia (Valencia,
Spain)

National University of La Plata (La Plata,
Argentina)

Date May 2011 May 2011 June 2011
Subjects 30 Computer Science students (15 Group 1;

15 Group 2)
45 Computer Science students (23 Group 1;
22 Group 2)

9 PhD in Computer Science students (4 Group 1;
5 Group 2)

Table 4
Experiments design.

Domain

Jigsaw Conference

Language
i� Group 1 Group 2
CSRML Group 2 Group 1

Table 5
Time spent (mm:ss) on experiment E1 and replicas R1 and R2.

Group – Languaje E1 R1 R2

N Max Min l N Max Min l N Max Min l

G1 – i� 15 12:00 06:00 09:53 21 13:00 05:13 08:50 4 20:00 07:00 12:30
G2 – CSRML 15 12:20 07:00 10:20 21 14:15 04:39 08:53 5 20:00 08:00 11:48
G1 – CSRML 15 11:10 04:09 07:29 21 08:55 02:43 05:50 4 20:00 10:00 14:15
G2 – i� 15 11:00 05:27 07:45 21 11:07 04:38 07:13 5 25:00 10:00 15:48
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0.793 and 0.820) than those who tried to understand the i� models
(0.573 and 0.593). Despite the clear difference between both sys-
tems, the results for the understandability were very similar be-
tween them (0.683 for the Jigsaw system vs. 0.707 for the
Conference system), that is, the system had no influence on the
understandability results.

Despite the previous results, an ANOVA test (Table 7) was also
performed to reject the null hypothesis H0A, which is the most
appropriate test for exploring the results of a 2 � 2 factorial de-
sign with interaction confounded [53,54]. We obtained a p-value
of 1.182E�06 for the independent variable Language. Then, the
null hypothesis H0A could be rejected with a = 0.05, because it
can be concluded that there is a statistically significant difference
between the results obtained for CSRML and i�. Nevertheless, the
obtained p-values were higher than a for Domain and Domain
� Language (these factors are not statistically significant), so we
are unable to reject both null hypothesis H0B and H0AB. This dif-
ference between both results has been graphically depicted in
Fig. 5a.

Next, once it has been shown that CSRML gets a better score, the
factors that contribute to this advantage are analyzed by examin-
ing the results grouped by question. For this aim, the global ques-
tions results are shown in two graphs, Fig. 5b and c, to describe the
results for each system.

The first notorious result that can be observed is that CSRML
gets higher marks than i� for the three first questions. It is espe-
cially relevant that, for the first question, CSRML gets a success
ratio of 100%. These three initial questions were related to collab-
oration tasks, so it can be stated that the collaboration representa-
tion is a clear strength of CSRML, being this a cornerstone for the
specification of CSCW systems.

Both languages and domains get the same results for question 4.
This question was related to a task that can be carried out by an
individual user. This can be easily represented with both
languages.

For questions related to roles (questions 5 and 6), CSRML super-
sedes i� one more time, because of its mechanisms to represent
when an actor can play a role, and its task’s cardinalities represen-
tation. The same happens to awareness questions (7–9) due to the
new awareness elements introduced in CSRML. From these results,

it can be concluded that the new awareness elements added to
CSRML help users to identify both, awareness softgoals and imple-
mentations/design solutions thanks to the clear-cut way of specify-
ing softgoals and resources as awareness elements.

The last question (10) was related to the understanding of the
level of importance of tasks. In this scope, both languages provided
similar facilities to the subjects.

Nevertheless, better results are obtained for the last question
(or the same in case of the Conference system) when using i�. For
this reason, in future experiments it will be analyzed the impact
of determining the task’s importance by using an alternative
representation.

4.4.2. First replica (R1)
As in the original experiment, an initial analysis of the collected

data was performed. In this case, two students, belonging to G1
group, were discarded because they did not have previous knowl-
edge about Requirements Engineering and another student,
belonging to G2 group, stated he was familiar with Goal-Oriented
approaches. For this reason, 42 subjects carried out the R1 replica,
21 for each group.

Once again, the subjects understood the CSRML models better
than the equivalent i� models (0.748 vs. 0.538 for jigsaw system
and 0.767 vs. 0.529 for Conference Review system), regardless of
the system given (see Table 8). Therefore, the system had no influ-
ence on the results one more time, as the total results show, 0.643
for the Jigsaw system vs. 0.648 for the Conference Review system.

As in the previous experiment, an ANOVA test was performed
(see Table 9) in order to reject the null hypothesis H0A. This time,
with an a of 0.05, a p-value of 5.598E�10 was obtained for the
independent variable Language. Then, with a p-value < a, it can
be concluded that there is a statistically significant difference be-
tween the results obtained with CSRML and i� again. In this replica,
as in the E1 experiment, Domain and Domain � Language p-values
are higher than a, thus there is not statistical difference between
domains, and there is no influence between domains and lan-
guages, so we cannot reject H0B and H0AB again. Fig. 6a shows this
difference by using a box-plot.

Before carrying out the ANOVA test, an analysis of the individ-
ual questions was performed by using the graphs shown in
Fig. 6b and c. In these graphs, it can observed that for the first
six questions, related to collaboration among users (questions 1
and 2) and actor/roles management (questions from 3 to 6), CSRML
surpasses i�, except for the third question related to the Conference
Review system. This result can be explained considering that the
students understood the review as a collaborative process.

Regarding the awareness concept evaluated in questions 7 and
8, which are related to the implementation of awareness tech-
niques, CSRML gets better results one more time, but to a lesser
degree than the previous questions. The results for question 9, re-
lated to awareness softgoals, is inconclusive, because i� super-
sedes CSRML for the Jigsaw system and it does the opposite for
the Conference Review system, having both a similar difference.
This can be explained because both of them use exactly the same

Table 6
E1 descriptive statistics for Und.

Domain Language Mean SD N

Jigsaw iStar 0.573 0.1163 15
CSRML 0.793 0.1335 15
Total 0.683 0.1663 30

Conference iStar 0.593 0.2154 15
CSRML 0.820 0.1521 15
Total 0.707 0.2164 30

Total iStar 0.583 0.1704 30
CSRML 0.807 0.1413 30
Total 0.695 0.1917 60

Table 7
E1 ANOVA results.

Source Type III SS df Mean square F p-Value

Domain 0.008 1 0.008 0.324 0.572
Language 0.748 1 0.748 29.672 1.182E�06
Domain � Language 1.6667E�04 1 1.667E�04 0.007 0.935
Error 1.412 56 0.025
Total 31.150 60
Corrected total 2.169 59

Dependent variable: Und a. R squared = 0.349 (adjusted R squared = 0.314).
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representation, and the same subjects did not understand this
question neither for the Jigsaw system nor the Conference Review
system. Regarding the last question, related to the understanding
of the importance degree of a task, on the contrary to the
E1experiment, CSRML gets better results this time. Because of this

contradictory result, more experiments will have to be carried out
to draw a conclusion about the representation of the importance
degree of tasks.

4.4.3. Second replica (R2)
In order to conduct a new experiment with a different kind of

subjects, a second replica was performed with PhD students. It
was carried out at the University of La Plata (Argentina), far away
from the first two experiments, in order to involve subjects with a
different educational background. Unfortunately, only nine sub-
jects could carry out this replica. Nevertheless, this experiment
provided us a new viewpoint about the previous results.

In order to analyze the obtained data, firstly a filtering process
was carried out to determine if any subject met any of the criteria
described in Section 4.2. Fortunately, no one had to be discarded.
For the third time, CSRML obtained better results than i�, with
mean values of 0.700 vs. 0.475 for the Jigsaw system and 0.825
vs. 0.520 for the Conference Review system (see Table 10).

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5. Graphical results for E1 (a) summary of results (b) results of each question for the Jigsaw system (c) results of each question for the Conference Review system.

Table 8
R1 descriptive statistics for Und.

Domain Language Mean SD N

Jigsaw iStar 0.538 0.1244 21
CSRML 0.748 0.1401 21
Total 0.643 0.1684 42

Conference iStar 0.529 0.1678 21
CSRML 0.767 0.1461 21
Total 0.648 0.1966 42

Total iStar 0.533 0.1459 42
CSRML 0.757 0.1417 42
Total 0.645 0.1820 84

Table 9
R1 ANOVA results.

Source Type III SS df Mean
square

F p-Value

Domain 4.762E�04 1 4.762E�04 0.023 0.881
Language 1.052 1 1.052 49.752 5.598E�10
Domain � Language 0.004 1 0.004 0.203 0.654
Error 1.691 80 0.021
Total 37.720 84
Corrected total 2.748 83

Dependent variable: Und. a. R squared = 0.385 (adjusted R squared = 0.361).

Table 10
R2 descriptive statistics for Und.

Domain Language Mean SD N

Jigsaw iStar 0.475 0.2217 4
CSRML 0.700 0.1000 5
Total 0.600 0.1936 9

Conference iStar 0.520 0.1789 5
CSRML 0.825 0.0957 4
Total 0.656 0.2128 9

Total iStar 0.500 0.1871 9
CSRML 0.756 0.1130 9
Total 0.628 0.1994 18

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 6. Graphical results for R1 (a) summary of results (b) results of each question for the Jigsaw system (c) results of each question for the Conference Review system.
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In this replica, due to the reduced number of subjects, the Und
results had to be analyzed to check if they had similar variance
and followed a normal distribution for both languages before car-
rying out an ANOVA test. In order to check the variance, a Levene
contrast was used [53] obtaining a p-value of 0.520 (a = 0.05). In
order to test the normal distribution, a Shapiro–Wilks normality
test [53] was performed and the p-values were 0.263 for i� results
and 0.248 for CSRML results. Therefore, the two requirements to
use ANOVA were satisfied.

With the previous conditions satisfied, the ANOVA test (see Ta-
ble 11) was carried out obtaining a p-value of 0.003 for the Lan-
guage independent variable, so that the null hypothesis H0A could
be rejected, that is, the average values for understandability are
significantly different. It is worth nothing that the results of this
experiment, on the contrary to the two previous ones, show a little
difference between the Jigsaw system (total value 0.600) and the
Conference Review system (total value 0.656). Nevertheless, as in
the two previous experiments, for Domain and Domain � Language
the obtained p-values were higher than a (0.05). Therefore, it en-
dorses that we cannot reject the null hypothesis H0B because the
domain has no influence in the understandability of this replica.
Furthermore, there is no interaction effect between the language
and the domain factors, preventing us from rejecting the null
hypothesis H0AB. Again, for the third time, CSRML widely surpassed
i� (see graphical results in Fig. 7a).

Fig. 7b and c shows the results of each question for the Jigsaw
system and the Conference Review system, respectively. As in the
previous experiments, for the six first questions CSRML obtained
better results, except for question number 5 of the Jigsaw ques-
tionnaire, related to guard conditions. Questions related to the
implementation of awareness techniques provide results that are
less conclusive than for the other two experiments. Although
CSRML still keeps its advantage for the Conference Review system,
the results are not so good for the Jigsaw system. This can be ex-
plained because, as evidenced by post-experimental informal con-
versations with the subjects, some students had not fully
understood some of the modeling of the awareness characteristic

in CSRML. This led us to the conclusion that additional work on
CSRML has to be done to improve the specification of awareness.
Finally, while the results of CSRML for question 9 (related to
awareness softgoals) surpasses widely those of i�, results for ques-
tion 10 are similar to those obtained in experiment E1, that is, the i�

results are slightly better. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
students did not understand the proposed way to assign impor-
tance to tasks.

4.5. Summarizing results: Meta-analysis

In this section the results of the original experiment and its rep-
licas are summarized. With this aim, first an ANOVA test was per-
formed considering the origin of students and, later a meta-
analysis was conducted like those performed in typical ESE studies
[55,56].

As aforementioned and considering the consulted statistician’s
suggestion, an analysis similar to that applied to the individual
experiments was performed that consisted in a preliminary
descriptive statistics analysis (see Table 12) and a three factors AN-
OVA test (see Table 13).

By means of these results, and due to the obtained p-value of
1.752E�17 for Language factor, the null hypothesis H0A can be re-
jected. Therefore, definitively there is a statistical significant differ-
ence between CSRML and i�. Additionally, as the obtained p-value
(see Table 13) for Domain was higher than the established a
(0.05), it can be stated that the systems used for the tests did not
have influence over the understandability. This can be also stated
for the combination of the two independent variables
(Domain � Language in Table 13). A box-plot summarizing these
results can be seen in Fig. 8a.

In order to get some final conclusions about how the features of
CSRML and i� influence characteristics such as collaboration be-
tween user, roles and actors management and awareness represen-
tation, an analysis was carried out similar to that performed for

Table 11
R2 ANOVA results.

Source Type III SS df Mean square F p-Value

Domain 0.032 1 0.032 1.311 0.271
Language 0.312 1 0.312 12.739 0.003
Domain � Language 0.007 1 0.007 0.290 0.599
Error 0.343 14 0.025
Total 7.770 18
Corrected total 0.676 17

Dependent variable: Und. a. R squared = 0.493 (adjusted R squared = 0.384).

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 7. Graphical results for R2 (a) summary of results (b) results of each question for the Jigsaw system (c) results of each question for the Conference Review system.

Table 12
Summarized descriptive statistics for Und.

Domain Language Mean SD N

Jigsaw iStar 0.545 0.1319 40
CSRML 0.759 0.1341 41
Total 0.653 0.1704 81

Conference iStar 0.551 0.1859 41
CSRML 0.793 0.1439 40
Total 0.670 0.2052 81

Total iStar 0.548 0.1606 81
CSRML 0.775 0.1392 81
Total 0.662 0.1882 162
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each experiment, analyzing the final results question by question
(see Fig. 8b and c). The most important results are that for ques-
tions related to collaboration and actors/roles management (1–6),
CSRML always gets better scores (and sometimes with a very high
difference) than i�. The same happens for questions 7, 8 and 9, re-
lated to the awareness concept, but this time the difference is not
so obvious. Nevertheless, for question 10, which is related to tasks
importance specification, CSRML has no significant difference (only
5% advantage for CSRML) versus i�. This confirms what was also in-
ferred after analyzing the individual experiments. Despite being a
positive result for CSRML, this fact could confirm our assumption;
CSRML’s mechanism for establishing the importance of a task may
be not fully understandable. Due to this conclusion, different ways
to set the importance of a task must be considered and evaluated in
future works.

Once the results were summarized by means of a three-factor
ANOVA test and the individual questions were analyzed, a meta-
analysis was carried out. It is a common practice in disciplines with
a strong experimental tradition, such as Medicine, Psychology or
Physics, and also, Software Engineering. According to Dieste et al.
[57], several experimental studies can be aggregated (or combined)

by means of meta-analysis (also known as quantitative synthesis or
research synthesis). Aggregated results are more reliable (and
potentially more generally applicable) than individual experimen-
tal results.

In order to perform this meta-analysis, the Biostat’s Compre-
hensive Meta-Analysis 2.2 tool [58] was used. First, the Hedges’ g
metric [59] had to be computed to standardize the measures of
each study, because they were taken in different environments.
This metric was used to estimate the Global Effect Size (Table 14)
of the evaluated factor, understandability of Requirements Engi-
neering languages for CSCW systems. In this case, it is relative to
the within group standard deviations. Moreover, the effect size of
each study was also classified according to the obtained Hedges’
g as small, medium and large [60]. The results of this computation
are presented in Table 14.

Next, the meta-analysis technique to be applied was selected by
following Dieste et al.’s guidelines [57]. For this reason, first, a
parametric alternative had to be selected. According to the tables
presented in [57], and the variances/effect sizes of the family,
two methods were found applicable: Weighted Mean Difference
(WMD) [59] and Pondered Response Ratio (PRR) [61]. As PRR is
not widely used in Software Engineering, WMD was finally used.
Considering the results shown in Fig. 9, it can be observed that
the p-value was �0.000 for the meta-analysis (row Overall/column
p-value in Fig. 9) and the WMD was �1.531 (row Overall/column
Std dif in means in Fig. 9), so that the null hypothesis H0 could be
rejected. Therefore, it can be definitively stated that there is a sig-
nificant difference between CSRML and i� for modeling CSCW
requirements. Fig. 9 illustrates the weight of each study by means
of the size of the rectangles. Note that some studies do not contrib-
ute equally to the overall results, being more accurate the estima-
tions of those studies with a larger sample size (represented by
means of the size of the squares).

Table 13
Family of experiments ANOVA results.

Source Type III
SS

df Mean
square

F p-Value

Domain 0.016 1 0.016 0.720 0.398
Language 2.094 1 2.094 65.056 1.752E�17
Domain � Language 0.008 1 0.008 0.426 0.559
Error 3.589 158 0.023
Total 76.640 162
Corrected total 5.703 161

Dependent variable: Und. a. R squared = 0.396 (adjusted R squared = 0.351).

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 8. Summarized graphical results (a) summary of results (b) results of each question for the Jigsaw system (c) results of each question for the Conference Review system.

Fig. 9. Understandability meta-analysis.
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4.6. Threats to the validity of the family of experiments

Next, the family of experiments is analyzed according to the
four types of threats to Validity proposed by Wohlin et al. [16].

4.6.1. Conclusion validity
In this family of experiments, as can be observed in both indi-

vidual and meta-analysis, the score obtained for the different AN-
OVA tests is statistically significant. Therefore, it supports rejecting
the initial null hypothesis with a large degree of certainty.

4.6.2. Internal validity
The number of subjects that participated in the two first exper-

iments was large enough (=30), according to the central limit the-
ory [62]. It is necessary to obtain a statistically significant set of
data. In R2, despite the number of participants was lesser than
30, it was successfully checked that the data followed a normal dis-
tribution and the variances between both data series were similar.
Therefore, the conditions were valid to carry out the ANOVA test. It
is worth noting that a statistician supervised all our statistical
analysis.

Moreover, in order to avoid a possible source of bias, the ques-
tionnaires given to the subjects were reviewed by several experts
in collaborative systems development not related to the CSRML
development, who work for Symbia IT Corp., a university spin-off
from Albacete (Spain). They helped us to elaborate the question-
naire taking into account the main features of CSCW systems.

Furthermore, we only used an excerpt of the models of the two
systems during the experiments to prevent the students from get-
ting tired or bored. In addition, with the aim of motivating the stu-
dents, they were given half a point on their final mark of their
respective subjects.

4.6.3. Construct validity
A measure based on correct answers divided by the total num-

ber of answers was used to quantify the understandability of the
models. Nevertheless, as future work, other guidelines such as
the one presented in CTML [63] will be used to use an approach
more closely related to learning from a sociological point of view.

4.6.4. External validity
The models presented in this experiment were relatively easy to

understand for the students. This issue could be noted as students
did not ask about the models during the experiments. These mod-
els are also realistic as they specify requirements for real-life
systems.

Moreover, the subjects had enough maturity level to participate
in the experiment due to their previous courses on Software Engi-
neering and Requirements Engineering. Students were selected to
perform this family of experiments because the task to be per-
formed did not require a high level of industrial experience so that,
according to [15,64], these experimental subjects can be consid-
ered appropriate in a similar way to other ESE studies [55,56].

5. Conclusions and further work

This family of experiments has its foundations in two previous
works [6,11] that helped us to identify which RE technique is more
suitable to model CSCW systems requirements. Nevertheless, these
previous experiments led us to find that this ilk of specifications
suffer from an important lack of expressiveness for some CSCW
characteristics, such as user collaboration or awareness represen-
tation. To address these shortcomings, CSRML was proposed [14],
an extension of i� to model CSCW systems requirements.

In order to test the understandability of CSRML versus i�, a fam-
ily of experiments was performed. The participants of the experi-

Table 14
Hedges’ g calculations.

i� CSRML

Study Domain Mean SD N Mean SD N Hedges’ g Std. err. Effect size

E1 Conf. 0.593 0.215 15 0.820 0.152 15 �1.185 0.387 Large
E1 Jigsaw 0.573 0.116 15 0.793 0.134 15 �1.710 0.418 Large

R1 Conf. 0.529 0.168 21 0.767 0.146 21 �1.484 0.343 Large

R1 Jigsaw 0.538 0.124 21 0.748 0.140 21 �1.555 0.347 Large

R2 Conf. 0.520 0.179 5 0.825 0.096 4 �1.819 0.734 Large
R2 Jigsaw 0.475 0.222 4 0.700 0.100 5 �1.222 0.662 Large

Global effect size �1.481 0.173 Large

Do Experts work

[!] Give
permission

to an expert
forexposing

[!!] Attend
expert meeting

[!!] Expose at
expert meeting

[!!!] Make
experts report

Be aware of
expertgroup

members

Participant list
with

exposition order

See the other
experts activity

Remote cursors
with user

identification

Experts report

Experts
coordinator

ExpertStudent

+
+

[Expert Coordination time]

[Expert work time]

1

1
1 2..*

[!] Designate
experts

coordinator

2..* 2..*

Fig. 10. Jigsaw learning activity.
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ment were 84 Computer Science students �30 second year stu-
dents from Albacete (Spain), 45 second year students from Valen-
cia (Spain) and 9 Ph.D. students from La Plata (Argentina). These
subjects filled in two understandability questionnaires once they
analyzed the requirements models of a collaborative e-learning
activity and a collaborative conference review system, both speci-
fied by using the evaluated languages.

The most important result shown in the analysis of these exper-
iments is that CSRML improves the understandability of CSCW
requirements model versus i�. Moreover, the domain of the models
and the origin of the participants had no influence in the results
obtained. Other important facts were detected while analyzing
the students’ answers. For example, it was found that CSRML mod-
els are more understandable due to its collaboration representa-
tion features, the new added awareness elements and the roles
management approach used. This fact is supported by the analysis
of the results of every question of the questionnaires (except for
the tenth question). Nevertheless, an important issue regarding
the expressiveness for establishing the importance of a task was
also found. This issue has to be solved in future versions of the lan-
guage, as it was not fully understandable in its current form by the
subjects of the experiment.

Several challenges emerge as future work. One of them is broad-
ening the scope of the evaluation already performed of CSRML vs. i�.
Although the use of students as subjects of experiments has been
proved suitable [15,64], we are planning new experiments that in-
volve Software Engineering practitioners as the subjects. In these
experiments they will be asked to analyze and modify some given
requirements models. These experiments will consist in the speci-
fication of a requirements model based on a given system textual
specification. Also, as a further work, we are planning additional
evaluations for other criteria, such as usefulness, correctness, com-
pleteness, efficiency or effectiveness, as in the experiments de-
scribed in [55,65,66]. In addition, we are considering also the use
of CTML [63] instead ratios of correct answers divided by total an-
swers with the aim of providing our evaluation with a more socio-
logical point of view.
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Appendix A. Experimental material – An example of an
understanding task (Test 1)1

The following CSRML diagram describes a jigsaw learning activ-
ity, a cooperative-learning technique where students individually
do some research about a proposed topic and then they teach each
other what they have learned by sharing their individual view of
the topic (see Fig. 10).

WRITE DOWN STARTING TIME (HH:MM:SS)
Answer the following true/false statements:

1. The task ‘‘Designate experts coordinator’’ is a collaborative
task _____

2. The task ‘‘Expose at team meeting’’ is a collaborative task
_____

3. Two different roles are required to perform the task ‘‘Give
permission to an expert for exposing’’ _____

4. Two different roles are required to perform the task ‘‘Attend
experts meeting’’ _____

5. A ‘‘Student’’ actor can play the ‘‘Expert’’ role at anytime
_____

6. Only an ‘‘Expert’’ is required to ‘‘Make experts report’’ _____
7. ‘‘Participant list with exposition order’’ is an implementation

of ‘‘Be aware of expert group member’’ softgoal _____
8. ‘‘Experts report’’ is an implementation of ‘‘Make experts

report’’ _____
9. ‘‘See the other users activity’’ is a softgoal related to aware-

ness _____
10. Designate experts coordinator’’ task is more important than

‘‘Expose at experts meeting ‘‘ task _____
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a b s t r a c t

Context: CSRML Tool 2012 is a Requirements Engineering CASE Tool for the Goal-Oriented Collaborative
Systems Requirements Modeling Language (CSRML).
Objective: This work aims at evaluating the usability of CSRML Tool 2012, thus identifying any possible
usability flaw to be solved in the next releases of the application, as well as giving a general overview on
how to develop a DSL tool similar to the one evaluated in this work by means of Visual Studio Modelling
SDK.
Method: In this evaluation, which was reported by following the ISO/IEC 25062:2006 Common Industry
Format for usability tests, 28 fourth-course Computer Science students took part. They were asked to
carry out a series of modifications to an incomplete CSRML requirements specification. Usability was
assessed by measuring the task’s completion rate, the elapsed time, number of accesses to the help sys-
tem of the tool and the instructor’s verbal assistance. The participants’ arousal and pleasantness were
assessed by analyzing both facial expressions and a USE questionnaire.
Results: In spite of obtaining high usability levels, the test outcome revealed some usability flaws that
should be addressed.
Conclusion: The important lessons learnt from this evaluation are also applicable to the success of other
usability tests as well as to the development of new CASE tools.
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1. Introduction

Usability is defined by the International Standard Organization
(ISO 9241-11 [36]) as ‘‘the extent to which a product can be used
by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use’’. That
means that if a product (a software application in our case) does
not provide effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction to its users,
it is not usable, and therefore will probably not be used. This was
the case of Google Wave [64], a web application that was part
email, part micro-blogging service, part instant messaging, part
collaborative discussion tool, and so on. Its creators said that ‘‘it
would set a new benchmark for interactivity’’, but the truth is that
this tool had too many features to allow it to be usable and so
forced Google to discontinue its development 2 years after its pub-
lic preview due to very low usage. Nevertheless, the Wave issue
can be considered an isolated failure among the large list of Google

successes. In fact, its search engine is the most widely used proba-
bly due to its usability [21]. When a user requests the Google
search engine to find webpages, images, videos, news or whatever,
it is very likely for him/her to find what he/she was looking for
(effectiveness) in a considerably short period of time (efficiency)
and finally being satisfied with the simple search procedure and
its results (satisfaction). Taking into account these three features,
we are able to deduce why almost everybody uses Google: it is
usable.

However, not only web applications need to achieve usability,
but every piece of software endowed with a user interface (UI)
must be usable. For this reason in this work we evaluate the usabil-
ity of a computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tool in the
form of a Requirements Engineering (RE) CASE tool. The object of
this assessment is the CSRML Tool 2012 (hereinafter abbreviated
to CT’12), the CASE tool supporting CSRML (Collaborative Systems
Requirements Modeling Language) [61] which is a Goal-Oriented
RE language [41] able to model the special sort of requirements
which are needed to specify a Computer Supported Cooperative
Work (CSCW) system. These requirements, which are based on
the management of the system participants and their capabilities,
the specification of the tasks they are supposed to perform, and the
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awareness of the other task participants (see Section 2), make
CSRML a really graphically complex language. The UI of the tool
must be complete enough to deal with all the CSRMLmodeling ele-
ments, including 5 different diagram editors with cross-referenc-
ing facilities. As the understandability of CSRML had already
been validated empirically by means a family of experiments
[62], in this work the usability of a tool supporting all CSRML fea-
tures is evaluated to assess the extent to which users are able to
specify CSCW requirements by using it. Thus, by evaluating the
usability of the CSRML CASE tool it will be possible to improve it
according to any usability flaws detected. Indeed, the more usable
the CT’12 is, the more likely it is that the requirements of CSCW
systems will be properly specified by it, thus avoiding several po-
tential sources of error, such as missed information and incorrect
translation of requirements to written natural language [66].

With this aim, a usability test was documented by using the
ISO/IEC Common Industry Format (CIF) for usability tests [38].
We also applied different evaluation techniques, one for the defini-
tion of the experimental tasks [15] and two others for evaluating
user satisfaction by measuring their emotions [20] and gathering
their opinion through a survey [43] to enrich this usability test.
28 fourth-course Computer Science students participated in this
test. They were asked to carry out a set of tasks on an incomplete
CSRML requirements specification corresponding to an on-line col-
laborative multiplayer game. The usability of the tool was mea-
sured by several variables such as tasks completion rate, elapsed
time, a satisfaction questionnaire and user pleasantness and arou-
sal when using the tool (gathered by analyzing video recordings of
their facial expressions). It is worth highlighting the importance of
carrying out usability evaluations [3] as part of the CT’12 develop-
ment process. As shown in this work, it has enabled us to find sev-
eral usability flaws that are being addressed in the next version of
CT’12 to be launched shortly. A general instructional overview of
how to develop a DSL tool like CT’12 is also included to be used
by the community as a guide to developing and evaluating new
DSL CASE tools.

This paper is structured as follows: after this introduction, in
Section 2 related work is discussed. In Section 3 the DSL tool devel-
opment process and the usability test report are presented in
accordance with the ISO/IEC CIF. In Section 4 the previously pre-
sented report results are analysed and Section 5 discusses the
threats to the validity of this evaluation. Section 6 summarizes
the lessons learnt from the test and finally Section 7 presents our
conclusions and further work.

2. Related work

CT’12 is a CASE tool that supports the specification of CSCW
(Computer Supported Cooperative Work) requirements using
CSRML language [61]. Hence, CSRML is a Goal-Oriented Require-
ments Engineering (RE) language inspired by the i� framework
[12,42], focusing on the specification of the special kind of require-
ments that collaborative systems usually have [59]. These special
kinds of software systems are studied under the CSCW discipline,
which addresses ‘‘how collaborative activities and their coordina-
tion can be supported by means of computer systems’’ [11]. Exam-
ples of collaborative systems are on-line games [56], social
networks [65], collaborative document editors [7,63] or virtual
reality applications [55,32] among many others. When specifying
a CSCW system, special kinds of requirements regarding collabora-
tion, communication and coordination among users (a.k.a. 3C)
must therefore be specified [23]. Another important consideration
when developing CSCW systems is the awareness of the other peo-
ple with whom the 3C tasks are performed. This awareness [6] im-
plies a knowledge of who is available to participate, where the

other people are working, when a certain artifact was modified,
etc. However, the problem here is that the awareness requirements
are difficult or even impossible to represent by using the classical
RE techniques [59]. In order to solve this issue CSRML was devel-
oped to support complete and detailed specifications of CSCW sys-
tems, by enriching i� with 3C and awareness capabilities.
Concretely, CSRML implements the Workspace Awareness (WA)
framework proposed by [30], which is the most widely accepted
awareness interpretation in the CSCW community.

A wide range of RE CASE tools are available [10]. For example,
some tools support the UML Use Cases RE technique [14], such
as Rational RequisitePro [69], a broadly industry-accepted com-
mercial tool which is able to manage requirements, and support
both traceability and team-work. Supporting Goal-Oriented RE,
the Organization Modeling Environment (OME) [68] is a graphical
tool for specifying and analyzing requirements by using the Goal-
Oriented techniques i� [12] and NFR [19]. Based on OME and imple-
mented as an open-source Eclipse plug-in [29], OpenOME was re-
leased to expand OME capabilities with some other new features
such as forward and backwards requirements analysis [33]. Closely
related to i�, J-PRiM [27] supports modeling and analyzing require-
ments by means of a reengineering process, analyzing an existing
system and representing it with several alternative hierarchies of
i� elements. However, as far as we are aware, there is no RE tech-
nique or tool able to deal with CSCW systems requirements [60].
For this reason, both CSRML and CT’12 were created in order to
make good this lack of CSCW RE support, enabling the specification
of collaborative systems and emphasizing WA requirements.

Continuing in a different vein, a considerable amount of work
has been done on usability measurement based on a wide range
of measures such as task completion, accuracy, error rates, preci-
sion and understanding, among many others [34,24]. For example,
the international standard ISO/IEC 25010:2011 Systems and soft-
ware Quality Requirements and Evaluation (SQuaRE, [37]) defines
a software quality model as a composition of five characteristics:
effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction, freedom from risk and con-
text coverage. This standard is applicable to the quality evaluation
of both systems and software products. Closely related to this qual-
ity standard is the ISO/IEC 25060:2010 [39], which provides a gen-
eral overview of the Common Industry Format (CIF) framework.
The ISO/IEC 25062:2006 defines the structure of a usability test re-
port [38] and standardizes the information that must be reported
when performing usability tests with users, replacing the indus-
try’s proprietary formats and providing several advantages, such
as the reduction of staff training times or the standardization of
test results documentation. From another point of view, and re-
lated to the usability evaluation of model-driven (MDD) tools, Con-
dori-Fernández et al. [15] presented a framework for usability
evaluation of MDD tools under similar conditions. In this frame-
work, the authors propose a combination of methods to measure
whether the test participants perform the tasks used to evaluate
the usability of the tool in an optimal way, as well as an example
of how user satisfaction can be measured by observing their facial
expressions. A different framework for the evaluation of CASE tools
is proposed in [53], which focuses on the evaluation of learnability,
considered as one of the usability sub-characteristics in [37]. This
framework makes the evaluation by means of a questionnaire on
the learnability of CASE tools based on several criteria, such as ease
of learning, familiarity, consistency and predictability.

Returning to the user satisfaction questionnaire issue, several of
these can be found in the usability literature [4]. The System
Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [8] is probably one of the most
commonly used surveys to gather user’s perceptions of usability.
The SUS questionnaire is based on 10 items with 5 response op-
tions (1 – strongly disagree, 5 – strongly agree). Nevertheless, in
spite of its massive usage, the items of this test did not map well
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with the ISO usability definition [26], namely effectiveness, effi-
ciency and satisfaction [36] and it also has some terms really hard
to understand by non-native English speakers, as for instance the
word ‘‘cumbersome’’ [25]. More recently, Lund presented the USE
questionnaire [43] in order to help user interface designers to find
usability errors. This survey, which has been used successfully by
many companies around the world, has 30 questions grouped in
four different categories (usefulness, ease of use, ease of learning
and satisfaction) that must be answered on a 7-point Likert scale.
It also encourages users to fill in a personal comment at the end
of the survey regarding the most positive and negative aspects they
found which could contribute to future design considerations of
the evaluated software.

There is also a great deal of usability evaluations applied to sev-
eral Computer Science sub-fields in the literature. For example, van
Mensvoort et al. [46] evaluated the usability of optically simulated
haptic feedback without using mechanical force feedback devices,
by measuring the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction (by
means of a non-standard questionnaire). The authors’ conclusion
was that in some aspects it works even better than mechanically
simulated haptics, resulting in lower error rates, more satisfaction,
and a higher index of performance. Edwards et al. [22] performed
an evaluation of the Electronic Health Records (systematic collec-
tion of electronic health information on individual patients or pop-
ulations) of a pediatric hospital system, by using the Heuristic
Walkthrough method (HW) [52] through three clinical tasks. They
proved that HW can be a useful tool for evaluating and improving
this kind of system and also, thanks to the test outcomes, they
made some changes in the system configuration and training
materials, which helped to avoid usability problems. Peevers
et al. [50] compared the usability of three different SMS (cell phone
messages) input formats when performing banking transactions by
measuring their efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction through a
non-standard 18-item questionnaire. The authors concluded that,
among the three evaluated SMS alternatives (abbreviations, num-
bers and free-form), the first two obtained almost the same result
in all metrics, the last one being the worst alternative regarding
both completion time and user satisfaction (especially for older
participants). In the Virtual Reality field, Martinez et al. [45] eval-
uated the usability of several novel interaction techniques for vir-
tual environments. On the basis of the three usability factors
(efficiency, effectiveness and user satisfaction) defined in [36], they
compare four different system prototypes by means of two exper-
imental tasks, finding some relevant evidence for the interaction
technique for adaptation features and user confusion when mixing
natural and non-natural techniques.

The work done by Gutwin et al. [31] has a direct relationship
to WA. In this study, they conducted a usability test on several
user interfaces with different WA levels, i.e. including a combina-
tion of miniature views, radar views, multi-user scrollbars, glance
functions and ‘‘what you see is what I do’’ views. By means of
observation, questionnaires, and interviews, they finally con-
cluded that the two widgets based on miniature overviews of
the workspace (miniature and radar displays) were particularly
useful in layout tasks, both for individual activities and for main-
taining WA. Condori-Fernández et al. [15] conducted a usability
evaluation using the above mentioned framework for the evalua-
tion of a CASE tool named INTEGRANOVA. Users with three differ-
ent levels of experience (novice, medium and expert) performing
easy, medium and hard tasks participated in the experiment.
Some of the evaluation outcomes were that there was no differ-
ence between novice and medium user’s efficiency and also that
novice and medium users could only complete the easier tasks.
Finally, they found by analyzing users’ facial expressions that
novice and medium users tended to get more stressed as task
complexity increased.

In this work, a usability test for evaluating CT’12 is presented
according to its efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction, similar
to the criteria presented in this section. Certain techniques are used,
such as measuring emotions, which proved to be highly successful
in other studies, as well as other more classical techniques which
focused on the measurement of elapsed time or completion rates.
Nevertheless, as far as we are aware, no studies exist in which the
usability testing of a CASE tool has been performed by combining
the ISO CIF standard with facial expression analysis. In this work
we therefore use both of these elements in order to take advantage
of the benefits that each one has shown when used in isolation.

3. Usability report

This section deals with our experimental method, the design of
the experiment, the procedure followed and the results obtained,
in accordance with the template provided by the ISO/IEC
25062:2006 international standard [38]. The method was designed
to comply with the ISO/IEC’s Common Industry Format (CIF) for
usability test reports. Hence, this section has been organized by fol-
lowing the ISO/IEC 25062:2006, which standardizes the types of
information to be captured in testswith users, so that the test proce-
dure can be replicated. The CIF includes some guidelines to specify
information on user demographics, task descriptions, the context
of the test (including the equipment used), the environment in
which the test is conducted, and the protocol by which the subjects
and the test administrator(s) interact, as well as the particular met-
rics chosen to code the findings of the study. Therefore, as recom-
mended by the ISO/IEC in the CIF, a test summary is presented in
Section 3.1 and continues with a brief description of the tool evalu-
ated in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 the usability test method is de-
scribed and the results obtained are given in Section 3.4.

3.1. Executive summary

CT’12 [57] is a RE tool developed in 2012 aimed at guiding users
through the requirements specification process of a CSCW system,
using the CSRML requirements modeling language [61]. A usability
test was conducted on using CT’12 to perform a series of modifica-
tions to the requirements specification of a collaborative multi-
player game.

Twenty-eight fourth-year Computer Science students partici-
pated in this study. Each participant performed 10 modeling tasks
using CT’12: four of the tasks were easy, three medium and three
were difficult. There were 6 dependent metrics: unassisted task
completion rate; time to task completion; number of assistances;
context-sensitive help accesses; the facial expression observed
while performing the tasks and the USE questionnaire [43] results,
which was filled in at the end to obtain qualitative exploratory
data. The mean task completion time of all 28 participants was
31 min for all the tasks, with an unassisted task completion rate
of 89.29% (see Table 1).

3.2. Introduction

This section briefly describes the object of the usability test as
well as our objectives. Section 3.2.1 describes a CT’12 walkthrough
test and Section 3.2.2 sums up our evaluations.

3.2.1. Full product description
This section describes the application evaluated in this work, to-

gether with the general process for developing a CASE tool for a do-
main-specific language (DSL) in Visual Studio as applied to
developing CT’12.
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3.2.1.1. CSRML Tool 2012. CSRML Tool 2012 [57] is a CASE tool
which deals with CSRML requirements models. This tool is able
to represent all the CSRML elements and relationships, as well as
support its diagram organization and validate the models created
by checking whether they conform to the CSRML metamodel
(among other design restrictions).

This tool, whose interface can be seen in Fig. 1, was developed
as a Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 extension by implementing the
CSRMLmetamodel using VMSDK [16] and coding the graphical ele-
ments and validation procedures. This tool enables a complete
CSCW system to be specified and validated by means of the 5 dif-
ferent types of CSRML diagrams (their interrelationships and pur-
poses are shown in Fig. 2), which are:

� Group Hierarchy Diagram (GHD): this diagram depicts the differ-
ent stakeholders (and their groups) involved in a CSCW system
by using actors and groupactors, respectively.

� System Goals Diagram (SGD): this diagram is used to identify the
goals of the CSCW system. Each one of these goals will be
assigned to the actors and groupactors involved in their
achievement.

� Responsibility Diagram (RDs): each one of these diagrams corre-
sponds to one of the goals identified in the SGD. In a RD dia-
gram, both the roles played by the actors and the tasks the
actors are responsible for are specified.

� Task Refinement Diagrams (TRDs): in a TRD diagram, the tasks
previously identified in RD diagrams are decomposed into indi-
vidual tasks and 3C tasks that support Workspace Awareness
features [30].

� Quality factors diagram (QFD): in these diagrams, the quality fac-
tors that contribute to achieve the main softgoals (quality fac-
tors), identified in the RD diagram, are specified.

Thanks to this tool, the most complex CSRML elements can be
easily specified. This was possible by coding the graphical elements
that VMSDK does not support natively, since it only supports basic
shapes such as circles, ellipses or rectangles. In addition, since
VMSDK does not support natively multiple views (diagrams) per
model, it was implemented successfully by using a novel Visual
Studio extension named ModelBus [48]. This extension supports
creating references to elements in other diagrams, thus maintain-
ing consistency among the diagrams. In order to differentiate the
original elements from their references, the latter are denoted in
the CT’12 toolbox and model explorer with the name of the dia-
gram where they must be originally defined and also, when these
references are dropped in the diagram, their name is shown in ital-
ics to differentiate them from the original element. The original
element can also be easily edited by double-clicking its reference.
Furthermore, CT’12 supports model validation in three different
ways (Fig. 3):

Table 1
Performance results summary.

Assisted Task Completion Rate Unassisted Task Completion Rate Mean Unassisted Task Completion Time Assistances Efficiency

99.55% 89.29% 3005700 11 303100 time/unassisted correct task

Fig. 1. CT’12 running under Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 and Windows 8.
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� Design-time validation: The graphical editor does not allow
users to add incorrect elements to certain diagrams or to con-
nect elements with incorrect links.

� Meta-model validation: CT’12 allows users to check whether
the specified model conforms to the CSRML meta-model.

� Other validations: The validation procedure checks other poten-
tial sources of inconsistencies, such as recursive tasks, goal
decompositions (as shown in Fig. 3) and duplicated references
among models.

Regarding integration with Visual Studio, several wizards and
item templates have been created allowing the users to proceed
as with any other Visual Studio project. For instance, by using
one of these wizards, new CSRML projects can be created made

up of 5 empty diagrams. Also, there is another wizard to add
new diagrams to the models. This tool [57] was deployed by using
the Visual Studio Gallery. Thus, any Visual Studio 2012 user who
wants to install this extension can do so directly from the Visual
Studio extension manager. Once CT’12 is installed, the user will
be notified when a new version of the extension is available so it
can be upgraded automatically. Finally, a context-sensitive help
component is available to the user which is integrated into the Vi-
sual Studio help system. This help component includes a descrip-
tion of all the elements and diagrams in CSRML, as well as
several tutorials covering the most complex aspects of the tool.
Further information can be found in a demo video which shows
the tool’s features in detail [57]. The following section deals with
the process of creating a DSL such as CT’12.

Fig. 2. CSRML diagram hierarchy.

Fig. 3. CT’12 validating a CSRML TRD diagram.
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3.2.1.2. Beyond Visual Studio: developing integrated exten-
sions. Needless to say, Microsoft Visual Studio is one of the most
widely used Integrated Development Environments (IDE) in devel-
oping applications for Windows desktop computers, tablets and
smartphones, as well as websites and services. However, not
everybody knows that Visual Studio can be extended by means
of custom plugins that will enrich this IDE with a whole new set
of capabilities. For example, Visual Studio can support new lan-
guages, deal with new external data sources, or enable developers
to customize the version control, among other capabilities that its
Software Development Kit (SDK) offers [49]. A new graphical lan-
guage, CSRML, was recently added to Visual Studio. The support
for this language could have been developed by using one of the
IDE’s two facilities. First, the Visual Studio language services could
have been used to manually code the new language, simply by

dealing with its syntax and graphical representation (if any) man-
ually. However Visualization and Modeling SDK (VMSDK) was fi-
nally used because it greatly facilitates the development and
inclusion of new Domain Specific Languages (DSL) in Visual Studio
thanks to the support it offers. The development process of a DSL,
which was applied to provide support to CSRML using VMSDK, is
described below in order to highlight the good support it offers:

1. Define the metamodel: the first step when creating a DSL with
VMSDK is to create the metamodel by specifying its ele-
ments and relationships. VMSDK provides a graphical meta-
model editor (left side of Fig. 4) for this that facilitates the
specification of the DSL elements and relationships. For
example, on the left of Fig. 4 the metamodel of one of the
CSRML diagrams is shown (Group Hierarchy Diagram,
GHD). It is worth noting that since VMSDK does not support
different types of views (diagrams) per model, each type of
view should be designed in a different project and later
linked to the others (see Step 5).

2. Design the graphical elements: once the DSL elements and
their interrelationships are specified, their graphical repre-
sentation must then be specified. For this, new (graphical)
elements have to be added to the metamodel (on the right
in Fig. 4). These elements have several properties that can
be customized according to the desired shape, color, size,
etc. However, VMSDK only provides a set of basic shapes
(square, rectangle, sphere and ellipse). Thus, if a developer
needs to add a graphically complex element, he/she has to
code it by using the .NET printing services [2]. As an exam-
ple, Code 1 shows the required code to define the CSRML
Task shape (irregular hexagon), not supported natively by
VMSDK.

3. Relate the metamodel elements to their graphical definition:
once both Steps 1 and 2 have been carried out, the elements

and their graphical definition must be related to each other
by means of graphical links. Also, the decorators of the
graphical elements (i.e., icons or texts used for the graphical
shapes) have to be mapped to the attributes of the meta-
model elements with the DSL Details editor. Thanks to this
facility, when a user creates a shape in the editor to model
an element it changes dynamically according to its attri-
butes. An example of this task can be seen in Fig. 4, where
the black lines represent the relationship among metamodel
elements and graphical definitions. Some of the decorators
used in our tool can be seen on the right of Fig. 4. Finally,
in order to map a decorator with a metamodel attribute,
the DSL Details editor must be used. Fig. 5 shows an example
of the mapping of a decorator in the CSRML Task element,
mapping the decorator ‘‘Name’’ with the property ‘‘Name’’
of the metamodel element ‘‘Task’’. As can be seen on the
right, this decorator will be shown only when the ‘‘Kind’’ ele-
ment is equal to ‘‘Communication, Coordination, Collabora-
tion or Individual’’.

Code 1. Implementation of a custom graphical definition for a CSRML Task.
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4. Define the DSL browser and toolbar: the next step is related to
how users will interact with the developed DSL. The VMSDK
provides the support needed to design toolbars that show
users the elements and relationships they can add to a dia-
gram. It also supports the development of DSL browsers
(tree-shaped graphs showing all the diagram elements) that
can be customized to show the elements and attributes spe-
cifically needed by the DSL. Fig. 6 gives an example of how a
toolbar is created with the DSL Explorer tool. It shows the
toolbar elements and relationships (left) and the properties
of the selected element, namely Actor (right).

5. Link diagrams: as has already been mentioned, VMSDK does
not support different views of a model, although this limita-
tion can be overcome by using ModelBus [48]. With this sup-

port, when the same element is to be included in two or
more diagrams, the user can specify the element in one dia-
gram and the other diagrams will have references to this ele-
ment. ModelBus not only enables references to elements to
be created, but also to complete diagrams. Fig. 7 shows the
ModelBus specific properties editor which was used to link
CSRML task references on Task Refinement Diagrams (TRD)
to the tasks on Responsibility Diagrams (RD).

6. Develop the validation system: since all DSLs developed with
VMSDK are based on a metamodel, a user will neither be
able to create instances of elements not specified in the
metamodel nor relate them by incorrect relationships. How-
ever, there are some aspects that cannot be properly vali-
dated by the metamodel specification alone and this is

Fig. 4. VMSDK metamodel editor.

Fig. 5. DSL Details editor for attributes and decorators mapping.
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why VMSDK provides an additional validation system based
on customizable rules. This means the diagrams can be val-
idated when they are shown, loaded, saved or under user
request. For example, Code 2 shows a validation method
specifying that a task with no sub-elements must be defined
as an abstract task.

7. Create templates: VMSDK can also be used to create tem-
plates to be shown to a user for creating a new project or
adding an element to an existing project by means of Visual
Studio wizards. To enable Visual Studio to show our custom-
ized wizards, we need to add an empty project template to
our DSL, thus providing the basic scaffolding to start the pro-
jects. To facilitate adding new elements with the ‘‘new ele-
ment wizard’’, additional templates could be added to the
DSL project (one for each type of diagram in our DSL). To
do this we need to add new projects of the type ‘‘Extensibil-
ity/Item – Project Template’’. This project will have an XML
file that will enable us to customize our template. For exam-
ple, Code 3 shows the XML template file for the CSRML GHD
diagram.

8. Document the DSL: the DSL should be documented to provide
the user with an appropriate help system. The first step is to
document the ‘‘description’’ field of every item (e.g. element,
relationship, toolbar button, etc.) so that whenever a user is

modeling and the mouse pointer hovers over an element or
relationship, some information about it will be displayed.
This basic help system can be complemented by extending
the Visual Studio integrated help, i.e. creating a set of HTML
pages that will be added to the current Visual Studio docu-
mentation. If this extension is available, users can either

press ‘‘F1’’ when an item is selected or browse the entire
help in order to access the DSL documentation. However,
each version of Visual Studio has a different help system
architecture. In Visual Studio 2012, this documentation
must be compliant with Microsoft Help Viewer 2.0 (an
HTML-based help system).

9. Create the VSIX file: a VSIX file is a container for new func-
tionality (plug-ins) for Visual Studio. This means that in
order to deploy our DSL a VSIX project must be created. This
project should include all the libraries of the DSL diagrams
developed, as well as the templates for new projects/ele-
ments. It should also be provided with additional metadata
on the DSL, such as its version, license and URLs in which
users can find additional information (Fig. 8).

10. Publish the DSL: finally, the finished VSIX file can be uploaded
to the Visual Studio Gallery, from which the DSL can be
directly installed using the Visual Studio extension manager
(Fig. 9).When anewversion of theDSL tool is ready, userswill

Code 2. Validation method for CSRML tasks.

Code 3. New element template for CSRML GHD.
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be notified about the availability of a new version so that they
can easily upgrade the DSL tool. This is the last step and the
DSL isnowready tobeused. Finally, once theDSL tool is imple-
mented, it should be evaluated to assess its functionality and
usability, as presented in this work.

3.2.2. Test objectives
The main goal of this experiment was to test the usability of

CT’12. According to ISO 9241-11 [36] usability consists of the effec-
tiveness, efficiency and satisfaction of a software product, so we
used several metrics to measure these three usability factors. Effec-
tiveness is measured by the task completion ratio and the number
of help accesses and assistance requests. Efficiency metrics are re-
lated to the time spent by the users and their productivity when
performing the tasks. Satisfaction is assessed by means of a ques-
tionnaire and facial expression analysis.

3.3. Method

This section presents the method used to conduct this test. De-
tails of the participants, the tasks performed and the experimental
procedure followed and other relevant features are described.

3.3.1. Participants
Twenty-eight Computer Science students belonging to the Soft-

ware Engineering II course participated in this study. It isworth not-
ingthat thisgroupofexperimental subjectswaschosenbecause they
had already taken theRequirements Engineering and Software Engi-
neering I courses. This meant they had had at least 2 years previous
experience in requirementsmodeling and CASE tools like Enterprise
Software Architect and Rational Software Architect. This age group
(20–25 years old) was also familiar with the domain that was used
to evaluate the tool, i.e. multiplayer computer games. However, it
was also mandatory that the participants did not have any previous
experience with either CSRML or its CASE tool. Thus, in order to en-
sure the suitability of the participants in the experiment, all partici-
pants were asked to have the following qualifications:

1. have previous experience in using Visual Studio (either 2010 or
2012);

2. understand written English;
3. have knowledge of Requirements Engineering;
4. have no previous experience in using CSRML.

In order to select the participants, all 92 students belonging to
the Software Engineering II course were invited to participate in
this experiment, of which 34 accepted, although only 28 of them
actually took part in the experiment (Fig. 10). Because the students
had a similar background, there is no reason to believe that there
were any significant differences between the participating sample
and the user population. Nevertheless, due to this common back-
ground we were not able to perform an additional analysis on
the tool usability according to the background of the participants
in using CASE tools, as suggested in [15].

Finally, as Budgen and Thompson have stated [9] ‘‘subjects
must be sufficiently motivated, to ensure that their performance
in the evaluation sessions reflects their true abilities’’, they were
told that their final grade in the Software Engineering II course
would be increased by 0.25 points.

3.3.2. Context of product use in the test
Theonly difference between the evaluated and expecteduse con-

text could be in computer performance, because the subjects’ desk-

Fig. 6. CSRML Group Hierarchy Diagram toolbox editor.

Fig. 7. ModelBus specific properties editor.
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top and face were recorded in a Full HD resolution video
(1920 � 1080), which could have had a negative effect on the
CT’12 performance. Nevertheless, once the experiment was con-
cluded and the resulting videos were analyzed, we found that the
recording procedure had had no effect on performance. Thiswas be-
cause the video recordingwas done by a lowpriority systemprocess
which only uses the system’s idle resources and the video frame rate
was reduced when the computer was in a high load state.

3.3.3. Tasks
Description of task scenarios: Because CSRML is a RE language for

CSCW systems, we selected a task scenario based on an online
collaborative application. The Age of Empires Online strategy game
[47] was chosen because the subjects were more familiar with
computer games than other more ‘‘formal’’ CSCW environments.
The subjects were given a CSRML project containing an incomplete
and error-filled specification [66] of the aforementioned game and
they had to perform 18 modifications on it (8 modifications direc-
ted during the training session and 10 non-directed subsequently).
The CSRML project provided comprised 7 different CSRML files
(one diagram per file), which included the elements shown in
Table 2.

The students first performed 8 tasks during the training session
guided by the instructor, to familiarize them with all the features
of CT’12. They then had to perform by themselves the other non-
directed tasks, by using the tool context-sensible integrated help

Fig. 8. CT’12 metadata.

Fig. 9. Visual Studio extension manager.

Fig. 10. Population distribution.
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(F1 help) as the only reference, although if they were not able to
perform the task with the F1 they could ask for the instructor’s
help (this would be recorded in the final results). Tables 3 and 4
show both the directed and non-directed tasks used in the exper-
iment, the type of CSRML diagram that each task was related to,
the skills needed to carry out the tasks and their difficulty level
(which was established according the number of steps required
to carry out each task following the recommendations from [15]).

It is worth noting here that the difficulty of the tasks was as-
signed by following the guidelines of the framework for evaluating
model-driven tools developed by Condori-Fernández [15]. This
framework divides tasks into activities and activities into steps.
Two aggregation stages are then carried out. The first aggregation
stage is computed by calculating the ratio between the number of
steps in each difficulty and the total number of steps necessary to
carry out the activity being aggregated. The second aggregation is
computed by dividing the sum of all the previous ratios for each
difficulty level by the number of activities in the task being aggre-
gated. The results of applying these guidelines to obtain the diffi-
culty level for each task in our study are shown in Tables 3 and
4. Additionally, two examples of how these calculations were per-
formed are illustrated in both Table 5 (easy task) and Table 6 (hard
task). For example, task ND1 (Table 5) is divided into four different
activities. The first of these (Add elements) is divided again into
three steps: select the elements from the toolbar (easy difficulty),
drag elements into the work area (null difficulty) and drop them
(null difficulty). Therefore, the ratios for this activity are 1/3 and

2/3 for the difficulties Easy and Null, respectively, since there is
one easy step and two null steps, and the total number of steps
is three. Finally, the row ND1 calculates the percentage of each dif-
ficulty level for task ND1. This percentage is computed by dividing
the sum of all the ratios for each difficulty level by the total num-
ber of activities in the task. For instance, the average difficulty per-
centage is (2/4 + 1/3 + 2/5)/4 (i.e. 0.308, or 30.8%). However, the
percentages of easy and null difficulties are 52.5% and 16.7%,
respectively. Therefore, task ND1 is classified as easy, since the
higher percentage corresponds to easy difficulty (52.5%).

Why tasks were selected: These tasks were selected because they
provide a full coverage of the CT’12’s capabilities (adding, modify-
ing, deleting and verifying different elements, relationships, refer-
ences and diagrams). Additionally, as can be seen in these tables,
the task difficulty was gradually increased throughout the test in
order to evaluate the students’ reactions when dealing with tasks
at different difficulty levels.

Task source: The tasks required from the participants were de-
fined by the five CSRML language creators and five external usabil-
ity experts (not related to CSRML) belonging to SymbiaIT, a
software development company. The key consideration was the
inclusion of every task that could be performed during the specifi-
cation of a CSCW system with CSRML.

Task data given to participants: Regarding the materials and doc-
umentation given to the students, there was no material for the di-
rected tasks, as they followed the instructor during the training
session. For the non-directed tasks they were given a document

Table 2
Provided CSRML project size (in number of elements).

GHD SGD RD PlaySkirmish TRD Attack TRD Build TRD DevelopEconomy QFD ProvideAQualityGamingExperience

Actors 3 (3)*

Awareness Resources 3 2
Goals 4 1
GroupActors 2 (3)*

Resources 5
Roles 4 (3)* (3)* (2)*

Softgoals 2 12 (1)*

Tasks 3 4 (1)* 10 (1)* (1) 12 (1)*

* The number of references to elements specified in other diagrams is shown in parentheses.

Table 3
Tasks performed under direction.

Task Diagram Skills (model element/property affected) Difficulty

D1 TRD Add Elements (Goal, Softgoal, Task, Resource) Easy

D2 TRD Link Elements (Task Decomposition Link) Easy

D3 TRD Add Elements (Task) Easy
Link Elements (Task Decomposition Link, Participation Link)
Change Properties (Kind of Task)

D4 TRD Validate Medium
Change Properties (Cardinality)

D5 TRD Add Elements (Task) Medium
Link Elements (Task Decomposition Link, Participation Link)
Change Properties (Kind, Importance, Cardinality)

D6 TRD Add Elements (Task, Awareness Resource) Hard
Link Elements (Task Decomposition Link, Participation Link)
Change Properties (Kind, Importance, Cardinality)
Delete Links (Participation Link)
Expand Awareness Resource
Add Elements Awareness

D7 QFD Create Diagrams Medium

D8 QFD Create References (Softgoal) Hard
Add Elements (Softgoal)
Link Elements (Contribution Link)
Change Properties (Name)
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in which the 10 to-do tasks were explained in both textual and
graphical format, showing the initial and final state of the diagram
that the task was related to (see Appendix A).

Task performance criteria: A task was considered successful if its
outcome fully corresponded to the expected result. That means
that if a task was only partially complete, it was not considered
successful. The final score for each participant was the sum of all
successfully completed tasks, obtaining results ranging from 0%
to 100%.

3.3.4. Test facility
Intended context of use: Any workplace in which computers have

Visual Studio 2012 and CT’12 installed, as well as a desktop and
webcam recording software would be a valid context of use. These
settings include a classroom, a lab, or other workplace environ-
ments with standard desktop computer workstations.

Context used for the test: The usability test was conducted at the
Faculty of Computer Science’s ‘‘Software 3’’ Laboratory (University
of Castilla-La Mancha, Albacete, Spain). The laboratory was config-

Table 4
Non-directed tasks to perform.

Task Diagram Skills Difficulty

ND1 GHD Add Elements (Actor) Easy
Link Elements (Participation Link)
Change Properties (Leadership, Cardinality)

ND2 SGD Add Elements (Goal) Easy
Link Elements (Participation Link, Task Decomposition Link)
Change Properties (Cardinality)

ND3 RD Add Elements (Role) Easy
Link Elements (Playing Link, Responsibility Link)
Change Properties (Guard Condition)

ND4 TRD Expand Awareness Resource Medium
Add Awareness Elements
Change Properties (Kind, Importance)

ND5 TRD Add Elements (Task) Medium
Link Elements (Task Decomposition Link, Participation Link)
Change Properties (Kind of Element, Importance)

ND6 TRD Create References (Role) Medium
Link Elements (Participation Link)
Change Properties (Cardinality)

ND7 TRD Delete Links (Participation Link) Hard
Add Elements (Awareness Resource)
Change Properties (Role and Task in The Awareness Connector)

ND8 TRD Validate Diagrams Hard
Delete Links (Task Decomposition Link)

ND9 TRD Create Diagrams (TRD) Hard
Add Elements (Task)
Link Elements (Participation Link)
Change Properties (Cardinality, Importance)
Create References (Task, Role)

ND10 QFD Add Elements (Softgoal) Easy
Link Elements (Contribution Link)

Table 5
Calculation of difficulty for task ND1.

Activity Hard Medium Easy Null

A1. Add Elements (Actor) 1/3 2/3
A2. Link Elements (Participation Link) 2/4 2/4
A3. Change Properties (Leadership) 1/3 2/3
A4. Change Properties (Cardinality) 2/5 3/5

Task ND1 (2/4 + 1/3 + 2/5)/4 (1/3 + 2/4 + 2/3 + 3/5)/4 (2/3)/4
0.308 0.525 0.167

P(ND1) 30.8% 52.5% 16.7%

Table 6
Calculation of difficulty for task ND9.

Activity Hard Medium Easy Null

A1. Create Diagrams (TRD) 4/6 1/6 1/6
A2. Add Elements (Task) 1/3 2/3
A3. Link Elements (Participation Link) 2/4 2/4
A4. Change Properties (Cardinality) 2/5 3/5
A5. Change Properties (Importance) 1/3 1/3 1/3
A6. Create References (Task) 6/8 2/8
A7. Create References (Role) 6/8 2/8

Task ND9 (4/6 + 1/3 + 6/8 + 6/8)/7 (1/6 + 2/4 + 2/5 + 1/3 + 2/8 + 2/8)/7 (1/3 + 2/4 + 3/5 + 1/3)/7 (1/6 + 2/3)/7
0.357 0.271 0.252 0.119

P(ND9) 35.7% 27.1% 25.2% 11.9%
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ured to represent a closed four-row computer room with a desktop
(Fig. 11). During the directed tasks, participants were guided by the

instructor and during the non-directed tasks they were supposed
to work alone in silence. They were monitored by the instructor
and their actions and facial expressions were tracked by video
recording software.

3.3.5. Computing environment
Intended context of use: CT’12 version 2.0.130110 is intended for

use on any PC running Windows 7, 8, Server 2008 R2 or Server
2012 and Visual Studio 2012. In addition, Microsoft Help Viewer
2.0 must be installed, including all the documentation on CSRML
and CT’12.

Context used for the test: The test was conducted on PCs running
Windows 7 (6.1) Ultimate Edition 64-bit Service Pack 1 (Build
7601) as operating system and Visual Studio Ultimate 2012 Ver-
sion 10.0.51106.01 Update 1 with Microsoft Help Viewer 2.0. These
PCs had Intel Xeon W3503 2.4 GHz processors, 4 GB DDR3
1333 MHz RAM and NVIDIA Quadro FX 580 512 MB GPUs. The dis-

Fig. 11. Lab used for the test.

Fig. 12. Recorded video sample.

Fig. 13. The Emocards tool (adapted from [20]).
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play units were 2300 HP monitors set at 1920 � 1080 pixels, true
color, and 60 Hz refresh rate with an integrated webcam.

3.3.6. Test administrator tools
During the non-directed tasks we used ManyCam (Version

3.1.21) multi-source recording software [44], which is able to re-
cord a video from several sources. A WebM video file was recorded
with a resolution of 1920 � 1080 pixels and 30 frames per second
with the user’s face recorded in the bottom-left corner and his
desktop in the background (Fig. 12). These multi-source video files
were used to match the users’ facial expressions with the tasks
they were dealing with. Users were also instructed to perform
the tasks in order, so as to facilitate the subsequent video analysis.
After the sessions they completed a subjective USE questionnaire

[43], which was rated on a 7-point Likert scale and also asked to
make an oral comment for the record.

3.3.7. Experimental design
A mixed factor design was not used in the test as all the partic-

ipants had approximately the same experience in Software and
Requirements Engineering as well as in Visual Studio. In addition,
as the tasks were ordered in increasing complexity we did not per-
form any mixed factor design within tasks. Neither was counter-
balancing used because two of the tasks needed to occur in
chronological order, although success or failure in performing a
task did not affect the performance of the following ones.

There were 6 dependent variables: unassisted task completion
rate; time to task completion; number of assistances; on-line help

Fig. 14. Aggregation method (first stage).

Fig. 15. Aggregation method (second stage).
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accesses; facial expression observed when performing the tasks;
and questionnaire results. The observed facial expression variable
was measured by observing the videos of the users at their tasks
and matching their facial expressions to those recommended in
the Emocards tool [20], as proposed in [15]. This tool is based on
16 Emocards (including eight male and eight female faces) that
represent 8 different emotional expressions (Fig. 13), based on
the variations of pleasantness and arousal, which are considered
the two most accepted dimensions of emotions in psychology
[51]. Automatic facial expression recognition would also be possi-
ble by using an approach such as [54]. In our case we obtained and
measured a facial expression (matched with the Emocard tool
faces) for each user and task. Each subject’s facial expressions were
aggregated (or clustered) according to task difficulty. Every Emo-
card represents a specific value for arousal and pleasantness. e.g.,
Emocard 4 in Fig. 13 has an arousal value of �1 and a pleasantness
value of 1. In the first stage of the aggregation method, the average
value for all the arousal, pleasantness tuples for the tasks for a gi-
ven difficulty and user is obtained. For instance, the facial expres-
sions of a user for the four easy tasks were matched with the
Emocard faces 1, 2, 3 and 8 (see Fig. 13). Considering his/her arou-
sal and pleasantness values, the average value found for these four
facial expressions was 0.25 for pleasantness and 0.75 for arousal as
shown in Fig. 14. The distances from this average point to each
Emocard face was calculated by applying the Pythagorean Theo-
rem (see Fig. 15). In Fig. 15 the minimum value for these distances
is 0.35, corresponding to face number 1. Therefore, we can con-
clude that Emocard 1 is the one that best represents the arousal
and pleasantness of this user for the easy tasks in our experiment.
In the event of a tie between distances, the Emocard of the longest-
lasting task is chosen as the final result for facial expression.

Finally, a subjective questionnaire was also filled in by all the
participants to obtain qualitative satisfaction data, including 30
questions on the CT’12’s utility, ease of use and learnability, as well
as a written personal opinion.

3.3.8. Procedure
The participants were allowed to sit down randomly at the lab

workplaces before the training session. After thanking the partici-
pants for their contribution to the usability improvement of CT’12
and telling them that the evaluation was designed to test the soft-
ware and not their individual performance, the instructor briefly
explained CSCW systems and the issues found in the requirements
specification of this kind of systems [59]. CSRML was presented as
a solution to the CSCW requirements issue, emphasizing its mod-
eling capabilities in collaborative tasks, actors, groups and roles
as well as in representing Workspace Awareness [30] elements.

The instructor then presented the case study involved in the
test, which was the incomplete requirements specification of a col-
laborative game (see Section 3.3.3). Eight directed tasks were then
carried out to demonstrate the use of CT’12, while the instructor
explained CSRML in greater detail in the form of a walkthrough
of the main CSRML modeling features. To start the evaluation,
the student had to download a Visual Studio project containing
the incomplete requirements specification for the case study from
the Virtual Learning Environment of the University of Castilla-La
Mancha. They then performed the directed tasks under the guid-
ance of the instructor, who also taught them how to use the
CT’12’s integrated help system. This training session lasted for
30 min (see Fig. 16), after which the participants were free to ex-
press any doubts about what had been explained. Only one re-
quested further information on how to browse the CSRML
documentation, so this was explained again. The students, who
were supposed to be able to use CT’12 at that point, were then
asked to perform the non-directed tasks. This included starting
the video recording application before starting the tasks, stopping
it at the end and uploading the Visual Studio project for evaluation.
There was no time limit for the tasks. After the last task was com-
plete, the participants were asked to fill in a subjective question-
naire. Finally, after the project evaluation, the participants’ marks
were increased by 0.25 points out of 10.

3.3.9. Participant general instructions
The participants were told that, because they were performing

an individual test, they were not allowed to interact with the other
participants, although they could ask the instructor for assistance if
they were not able to perform a task after using the F1 help. The
number of assistances provided to each participant was registered
in the results (see Fig. 17).

3.3.10. Participants’ task instructions
Please see Appendix A for an example of the tasks performed by

the participants. A list with both directed and undirected tasks, as
well as their difficulty level and the skills required for the perfor-
mance can also be found in Section 3.3.3. Further information on
the test material given to the participants can be found in [58].

Fig. 16. Training session in progress.

Fig. 17. Assistances and help accesses per participant.

Fig. 18. Task completion results.
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3.3.11. Usability metrics
3.3.11.1. Effectiveness. Completion Rate: Defined as the percentage
of participants who completed each non-directed sub-task cor-
rectly. It was divided by the difficulty level, establishing different
completion rates for easy, medium and hard tasks. The completion
rate for the directed task was included, although not considered as
a usability metric but as an indicator of how much benefit the par-
ticipants had obtained from the training session.

Number of references to the manual: number of separate refer-
ences made to the F1 help, obtained from the session videos.

Assistances: Assistance was defined as verbal help given by the
test administrator to guide a participant to the next step in com-
pleting a task.

3.3.11.2. Efficiency. Task time: The amount of time to complete each
non-directed task, extracted from the video.

Completion rate efficiency: Mean non-directed completion rate/
mean task time.

3.3.11.3. Satisfaction. Questionnaire: At the end of the session, the
participants completed a subjective questionnaire based on USE
[43] to address satisfaction issues with CT’12. Subjects rated the
questionnaire on a 7-point Likert scale and made a textual com-
ment. Scores were given for each participant’s perception of: util-
ity, ease of use, learnability and global satisfaction.

Observed facial expressions: Numeric values according to the
Emocard pattern observed (see Section 3.3.7) for easy, medium
and hard tasks.

3.4. Results

This section gives the test results in both tabular and graphical
style. The interpretation of the results is included in Section 4, in
order to comply with the ISO/IEC Common Industry Format [38].
Further details of the results can be found in Appendix C, including
information on the participants, tasks and questionnaire.

3.4.1. Data analysis
Data Scoring: the behavior of the participants was categorized

into task completion rate, verbal assistances, context-sensitive
help accesses and observed facial expressions. Behaviors were
marked as errors when a participant did not fully complete a task.
Each time the test administrator recorded a verbal assistance, the
participant received a score for verbal assistance. Each time the
participant accessed the on-line help for one of the sub-tasks, they
were scored for accessing context-sensitive help. Finally, the facial
expressions results were gathered by observing the session videos
and matching the participants’ expressions with the Emocard Tool
faces.

Data Reduction: Data for each task were analyzed separately and
summarized together. Data was also separated into several groups
based on task difficulty.

Statistical Analyses: Descriptive statistics used include: means,
modes, standard deviations, minimum values, and maximum
values.

3.4.2. Presentation of the results
3.4.2.1. Performance results. On the one hand, the 8 directed tasks
carried out during the training session were performed with an al-
most perfect completion rate of 99.55% (see Fig. 18). On the other
hand, the 10 non-directed tasks achieved an 89.29% completion
rate, with partial results of 91.07%, 94.05% and 82.14% respectively
for easy, medium and hard tasks (see Table 7). The mean total non-
directed task time was about 31 min, with an average efficiency of
17.85 correct tasks per hour (see Figs. 19 and 20). 11 verbal

Table 7
Resumed performance results (effectiveness and efficiency).

Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

Directed tasks completion rate 99.55% 2.36% 87.50% 100.00%
Easy tasks completion rate 91.07% 12.20% 75.00% 100.00%
Medium tasks completion rate 94.05% 13.00% 66.67% 100.00%
Hard tasks completion rate 82.14% 21.24% 33.33% 100.00%
Non-directed tasks completion rate 89.29% 9.00% 70.00% 100.00%
Assistances 0.3929 0.5669 0 2
Help Access 0.1429 0.3563 0 1
Total non-directed tasks time (m0s00) 3005700 0501700 2204000 4004700

Completion rate efficency (tasks per hour) 17.8465 3.8008 11.7695 26.476

Fig. 19. Total non-directed tasks time.

Fig. 20. Completion rate efficiency (correct tasks per hour).
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assistances were registered and 4 help accesses, resulting in a
mean of 0.39 and 0.14, respectively, as depicted in Table 7.

Four undirected tasks (see Table 8) were successfully completed
by all the participants. These tasks were ND2 (easy), ND3 (easy),
ND4 (medium) and ND7 (hard). On the other hand, the tasks with
the worst results were ND1 (easy) and ND8 (hard) with a 67.86%
completion rate. These results will be discussed latter in the inter-
pretation of the results (Section 4).

3.4.2.2. Satisfaction results. The test participants were asked to fill
in a USE questionnaire [43] in order to rate CT’12 on 30 metrics
grouped into 4 categories (usefulness, ease of use, ease of learning
and satisfaction), by assigning a score between 1 and 7 to each
metric, with 7 being high (strongly agree with the question) and
1 low (strongly disagree), as shown in Fig. 21. All 28 participants
filled in the questionnaire and almost all of them included a

personal comment. The results for this questionnaire showed an
average value of 6.06, the values for ease of learning (6.53) and sat-
isfaction (5.88) being the highest and lowest, respectively (see Ta-
ble 9). The question with the best score (see Appendix C, Table 10)
was ‘‘I learned to use it quickly’’ (6.64). The worst score was given
to ‘‘It is fun to use’’ (5.43). The complete questionnaire can be
found in Appendix B.

The participants’ facial expressions were observed in order
to evaluate user satisfaction when using the tool. Fig. 22 shows
these results after matching the observed expressions with the
Emocard Tool faces. These results are categorized into task dif-
ficulty levels. The reactions tended to be pleasant when dealing
with easy tasks, calm with middle-level tasks and unpleasant
with hard ones. For further details, Appendix C presents
detailed results of the questionnaire and the observed user
expressions.

Table 8
Task completion results summary.

Kind of task Difficulty Task Mean (%) Std. Dev. (%)

Directed Easy D1 100 0
D2 100 0
D3 100 0

Medium D4 100 0
D5 96.43 18.90
D7 100 0

Hard D6 100 0
D8 100 0

Non-directed Easy ND1 67.86 47.56
ND2 100 0
ND3 100 0
ND10 96.43 18.90

Medium ND4 100 0
ND5 85.71 35.63
ND6 96.43 18.90

Hard ND7 100 0
ND8 67.86 47.56
ND9 78.57 41.79

Fig. 21. Questionnaire results grouped by category.

Table 9
Questionnaire results summary.

Category Questions Mean

Usefulness Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8
5.56 5.60 5.96 5.96 6.32 6.17 6.08 6.15 5.98

Ease of use Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19
6.29 6.21 6.00 6.11 5.71 5.68 5.86 6.19 5.96 6.31 6.39 6.05

Ease of learning Q20 Q21 Q22 Q23
6.64 6.32 6.57 6.58 6.53

Satisfaction Q24 Q25 Q26 Q27 Q28 Q29 Q30
6.21 6.04 5.43 5.68 5.65 6.04 6.08 5.88

TOTAL 6.06
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4. Results interpretation

This section contains an analysis and interpretation of the re-
sults. The directed tasks obtained a 99.55% completion rate, as
can be seen in Table 7. From the detailed results shown in Table 11
in Appendix C, we can see that only one participant did not per-
form correctly one of the directed tasks (which can be considered
an isolated mistake), so that it can be said that the subjects under-
stood the training session perfectly.

Regarding the effectiveness of the non-directed tasks, the par-
ticipants achieved the high completion rate of 89.92%, but more
interesting conclusions can be obtained if this result is broken
down according to difficulty level. They obtained 91.07% for the
easy tasks, 94.05% for the medium-difficult and 82.14% for the dif-
ficult ones. These are really surprising results, since the participants
obtained a better completion rate for medium tasks than for the easy
ones. This finding led us to perform a task-by-task analysis. Observ-
ing the results of the three medium-difficult tasks, consistent val-
ues can be seen, with completion rates of 100%, 85.71% and 96.43%
for tasks ND4, ND5 and ND6. It is worth analyzing the results of
ND5, which consisted of adding a collaborative CSRML task to a
diagram and assigning it to two different roles. Curiously, the most
frequent mistake was that even if this task was added correctly,
adjusting its properties and relating it to the corresponding roles,
some participants did not change its name (they did not establish
it as ‘‘Send’’ as asked, and left the default name unchanged:
‘‘Task1’’), so although changing elements’ names was a very common
sub-task in our test, we can discard a usability problem since it was
successfully performed in all the other tasks.

On the other hand, the easy task completion rates were 67.86%,
100%, 100% and 96.43% for tasks ND1, ND2, ND3 and ND10 respec-
tively, so the problem was obviously in task ND1, in which partic-
ipants were asked to add a CSRML actor to a group of actors and set
it as group leader. All the participants added the actor to the group
and correctly established its cardinality, but almost one third of
them did not set it as a leader, which is simply done by toggling
one of the element properties. Since all the other tasks involving
toggling an element property had been correctly performed, it
can be said that there is a problem with the current graphical method
of denoting an actor as leader, which consists of underlining its
name (refer to Section 6 for further details).

The hard tasks had completion rates of 100%, 67.86% and 78.57%
for ND7, ND8 and ND9, respectively. First, achieving a score of
100% in a hard task is somewhat surprising. This result was for task
ND7, consisting of adding a new Awareness Resource (which is by
far the most complex CSRML element) to an existing relationship
between a Role and a Task, and involved the highest number of
steps in any task. To do this, the participants had to first remove
the relationship (something they had to discover for themselves,
in order to increase the difficulty). They then added the element
and re-established the relationship (see Appendix A), which re-
quired almost all the skills involved in using CT’12 or any other
CASE tool (e.g. creating elements, deleting relationships, modifying
properties). It is worth noting that in spite of this one-hundred-
percent result, some participants let us know through the personal
comment field on the questionnaire that they did not like the way
this task had to be performed. This factor, along with the confused
facial expressions observed in the video recordings, means we will
have to analyze this aspect in further studies.

Tasks ND1 and ND8 obtained the worst results (67.86%). These
were hard tasks, consisting of solving a recursion problem in ele-
ment decomposition by verifying the diagram and removing a rela-
tionship between two of the elements identified as causing
problems. All the participants correctly verified the diagram, but
did not know exactly which element had to be removed. This
may have been due to the problem being above the subjects’
knowledge level of CSRML and not due to CT’12.

The completion rate of ND9 was 78.57% (quite high for a hard
task). This task was by far the most complete, as the subjects had
to deal with elements, relationships, diagrams and cross refer-
ences. Initially, we believed that the main source of mistakes
would be the cross-referencing system, implemented by using
ModelBus (see Section 3.2.1), but we were wrong. In fact, the
medium-difficulty task ND6 consisted basically of creating a cross ref-
erence between diagrams through an element, and it obtained a
96.46% (only one participant did not understand the cross-
referencing system). However, in task ND9 there was no common
error, but rather an assortment of mistakes due to the complexity
of this task. Perhaps there was one common mistake, consisting of
adding a new element to a diagram instead of adding a reference to
the same element which was already defined in a different dia-
gram. It can therefore be considered that method of identifying a

Fig. 22. Facial expression results grouped by task difficulty.
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reference to an element is not sufficiently clear (the element’s
name is shown in italics), but unlike task ND1, it can be checked
by validating the diagram.

Once the task results have been analyzed, the interpretation of
the other dependent values is performed, starting with the number
of help accesses and verbal assistances. First of all, we found a sur-
prising result: the participants asked for verbal assistance 11 times
but only used the integrated help system 4 times (Fig. 19). There-
fore, although they were told to try the help system before asking
for assistance, they preferred the instructor’s verbal help rather than
using the tool context-sensitive help, which prevented us from prop-
erly assessing the usability of the help system. Nevertheless, it is
worth noting two interesting facts: first, not all the verbal assis-
tance was directly related to CT’12, but two of them were about
the Visual Studio interface. Secondly, three participants asked for
assistance and also used the help system and in all of the three
cases, the aim of the help access and verbal assistance was different,
the participants were able to solve the problem at hand with verbal
or computer assistance, but never with both.

Regarding completion time, it can be seen in Table 7 that the
participants took an average of 3005700 minutes to finish the non-di-
rected tasks, with a maximum of 4004700 and minimum of 2204000

(Fig. 19). The fastest participant, who neither used the help system
nor asked for assistance, obtained a 100% completion rate in
2204000, close to the 19 min of the reference time obtained by a
CSRML expert. The times obtained are thus highly satisfactory for
users who had never used CSRML.

Directly connected to completion time, the efficiency results re-
late the participants’ accuracy in performing the tasks to the
elapsed time, for which an average efficiency result of 17.8465 cor-
rect tasks per hour (ct/h) was obtained, with individual results
ranging from 11.7695 to 26.4706 ct/h (see Fig. 20). As the CSRML
expert obtained an efficiency of 31.5789 ct/h, the average partici-
pant obtained 56.51% of an expert’s efficiency, which is a high figure
for a user unfamiliar with CSRML.

After analyzing efficiency, the satisfaction results are inter-
preted. This interpretation starts with facial expressions, shown

in Fig. 22 and expanded in Fig. 23. As can be seen, when the partic-
ipants dealt with easy tasks, they tended to behave pleasantly, but as
the difficulty increased, this tendency changed to a calmer and less
pleasant behavior, probably because they started getting used to
interacting with CT’12 during the medium tasks. Nevertheless,
when they finally had to deal with the hard tasks, there was a drastic
change to more unpleasant behavior, due to the high complexity. As
for arousal, in this last task difficulty category, there is no straight-
forward tendency, but a protruding average arousal behavior. This
last result for arousal (average instead of calm) led us to discount
unpleasantness due to fatigue (corresponding to the calm-unpleas-
ant 6th emotion in Fig. 13). It was also observed that when the par-
ticipants reached the easy task ND10 their expression generally
changed to a more pleasant one, but was still an average-arousal.
Finally, besides showing the users’ tendency to behave calmly
and pleasantly when dealing with easy and medium tasks, but feel-
ing unpleasantness with the hard ones, these results confirm the
pre-assigned task difficulty levels used in our study. This means that
the tasks that we considered easy were in fact easy for the partic-
ipants (as were the medium and hard).

To finish with the interpretation of the results, we analyzed the
questionnaire outcomes. Broadly speaking, the results obtained were
satisfactory, with an average result for the whole questionnaire of
6.06, taking into account that the questions were answered in a
scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The 40 ques-
tions were grouped into 4 categories (usefulness, ease of use, ease
of learning and satisfaction), with ease of learning being the most
positive. Thus, this result not only contributes to assessing the
usability of CT’12, but also confirms, as did the directed task com-
pletion rate, that the training session was very successful as the
participants soon learned how to use the tool.

On the other hand, although the results obtained for the other
3 categories were similar (5.98, 6.05 and 5.88), only one question
obtained less than 5.5 points in the questionnaire. This was N� 26,
about whether the tool was fun to use. Despite the less-positive
result, we can discard a usability flaw related to this question,
since fun was not one of CT’12’s usability goals. As for the

Fig. 23. Facial expression results.

Fig. 24. Word cloud generated from the questionnaire personal comments.
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personal comments in the questionnaire, mainly positive reviews
were obtained such as the ease of solving errors or the simplicity
and intuitiveness of the user interface (Fig. 24 shows the word
cloud generated from the user’s comments). Finally, conflicting
opinions regarding Visual Studio were obtained. Some partici-
pants appreciated the integration of CT’12 with Visual Studio
but, on the other hand some were not too keen on using this
Microsoft development suite.

With the interpretation of questionnaire answers, we conclude
the analysis of the usability test results, which can be considered
positive for all the above-mentioned reasons. Nevertheless, as said
before, we found some shortcomings in both CT’12 and CSRML that
must be addressed in further work.

5. Threats to validity

Next, the usability test is analyzed according to the four types of
threats to validity proposed by [67].

5.1. Conclusion validity

In this test, one of our main concerns was to avoid ‘‘fishing for
the result’’. That means we did not perform the test to demonstrate
the usability of this tool, but attempted to find usability flaws in or-
der to improve the software. That is why tasks of several difficulty
levels and skills were used, aiming to discover usability problems
in all aspects of CT’12, as stated in Section 4.

5.2. Internal validity

The number of subjects that participated in the test was large
enough, according to the central limit theory [28]. Nevertheless,
this number was slightly lower than 30 (actually 28) so, even
though we did not perform any hypothesis contrast, such as ANO-
VA, which requires the samples to follow a normal distribution, the
normality of the data was tested by means of a one-sample Kol-
mogorov–Smirnov test [13]. The three most significant variables,
which were the non-directed task completion ratio, elapsed time

Fig. 25. One-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test results.
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and efficiency, did follow this normal distribution (obtained from
SPSS v21), as can be seen in Fig. 25 (assuming a significance level
of 0.05).

A Cronbach’s Alpha test [17] was performed in order to assess
the reliability of the scale used in the satisfaction questionnaire.
This test was performed by using SPSS v21, obtaining an
a = 0.924, which can be considered an excellent result (aP 0.9 is
considered excellent, 0.7 6 a < 0.9 is good, 0.6 6 a < 0.7 is accept-
able, 0.5 6 a < 0.6 is poor and a < 0.5 is unacceptable [40]). We
can therefore dismiss a threat to the internal validity of the satis-
faction questionnaire regarding the scale used.

In order to avoid a possible source of bias, the tasks given to the
subjects were reviewed by several experts in collaborative systems
development, not related to the CSRML development, who work for
Symbia IT Corp., a university spin-off in Albacete (Spain). The ques-
tionnaire could also be considered to be bias-free, since it was
based on the standard USE questionnaire, widely used for usability
evaluations.

Furthermore, we only used a partially completed model instead
of a blank one to prevent the students from getting tired or bored.
Nevertheless, the tasks to be performed on this model covered all
the features of CT’12, as explained in Section 3.3.3. In addition,
with the aim of motivating the students, they were given 0.25
points out of 10 in their final mark of their respective courses.

5.3. Construct validity

Regarding construct validity, we avoided the mono-method bias
by including several dependent variables (e.g. completion rate,
elapsed time, facial expressions, etc.). Mono-operation bias was
avoided by including 10 different tasks including all the tool’s
features.

Since the subjects were not involved in more than one study
(participating only in the evaluation of CT’12 during this academic
year), there was no possibility of interaction among different stud-
ies. In order to avoid the interaction of testing and treatment, the
participants were not told that their requests for verbal assistances
and help accesses would be recorded, so that they would not try to
complete tasks without assistance.

5.4. External validity

The participants had sufficient experience to participate in the
experiment due to their previous courses on Software Engineering
and Requirements Engineering. As the tasks to be performed did
not require a high level of industrial experience, according to
[5,35] these experimental subjects can be considered appropriate
in a similar way to other Empirical Software Engineering studies
[1,18], therefore avoiding interaction between subject selection
and treatment.

On the other hand, interaction of setting and treatment was
avoided as the experimental setting was representative of an
industrial setting. In fact, we used high-end workstations as well
as the most updated versions of both Visual Studio and CT’12.

6. Lessons learnt

The aim of this section is not only to show what we learnt in
this study, but also to contribute to other usability assessment
studies in which our successes can be extrapolated and our failures
avoided.

(LL1) First of all, it is worth pointing out the almost-one-hun-
dred-percent result obtained by the participants in the directed
tasks. In the light of this positive result, it can be said that it is
appropriate to give a practical training session (learning by doing)
rather than giving a classical lecture on how to use the evaluated tool,
thus avoiding potential sources of distraction, such as the use of
the computer on tasks outside the experiment, especially in lab
environments.

(LL2) Secondly, regarding the results obtained for task ND1, in
which the participants had to establish a CSRML Actor as a group
leader (among other sub-tasks), they obtained quite a low comple-
tion rate, considering that this was an easy task. After analyzing the
task results, we concluded that the reason for the low completion
rate was that the notation for a leadership condition (underlining
the actor’s name) was not representative enough. Thus, both
CSRML and CT’12 can be blamed for this problem, which could
be solved with a new more representative graphical definition of
the CSRML leader actor. Fig. 26 shows the current leader actor
graphical definition (left actor) with sketches for a possible new
definition to solve the shortcoming. The lesson learnt here is that
in both graphical languages and CASE tools, the different graphical
representations of the elements must be representative of the domain
they are involved in, to avoid a potential source of confusion.

(LL3) Thirdly, the hard task ND7 (adding a CSRML collaborative
task) obtained a 100% completion rate, which contradicts the neg-
ative reviews gathered in the satisfaction tests, in which some par-
ticipants did not like the way the 3-ary relationship of the CSRML
Awareness Resource was created (Fig. 27), because these relation-
ships have to be created in a different way to the others. This is be-

Fig. 26. New sketches for a CSRML Actor acting as a group leader.

Fig. 27. CSRML Awareness Resource related to a Role and a Task.
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cause VMSDK does not support 3-ary relationships natively and we
had to choose between two implementation alternatives:

Once the Awareness Resource is added, relate it to the Role by
means of a toolbox element and after that, relate it to the Task with
another toolbox element.

Once the Awareness Resource is added, select the correspond-
ing Task and Role from the properties windows.

We opted for the second solution as we could simplify the tool-
box by eliminating two elements, although it would force the users
to add this special relationship in a way different from the others.
Nevertheless, despite the 100% result, some participants seemed to
prefer the first implementation solution, so we should compare both
relationship creation methods in further work. We would also like to
open the following discussion: is it better to overload the toolboxes
in CASE tools to the detriment of the standard mechanism for creating
relationships?

(LL4) Another lesson was learnt when analyzing the hard tasks
results. We found out that in one of these tasks (ND8, identifying
and fixing errors in a diagram) the low completion rate and the
unpleasant reaction could be due to the need for a good knowledge
of CSRML. In further work we will therefore consider that tasks
whose result depends on a knowledge of modeling language (and
not only of CASE) should be thoroughly explained during the training
session and/or in performing directed tasks similar to the problem
being dealt with.

(LL5) Next, as mentioned in Section 4, the usability of the con-
text-sensitive help system could not be properly assessed due to
the low amount of requests for help (significantly lower than those
for verbal assistance). We therefore learned a really important les-
son regarding an issue that can be solved in future usability tests in
two different ways: the participants are either not allowed to request
the instructor’s assistance at all, and can only use the integrated help
system, or they can still ask for the instructor’s assistance, but if the
problem can be solved by the help system, the instructor will tell them
to use it and not provide him/her with any further assistance.

(LL6) Another positive aspect we can consider from the results
is that facial expression analysis was really useful in assessing user
satisfaction. In fact, if only the questionnaire results had been taken
into account to measure usability (obtaining 6.06 points out of 7),
we could have considered the participants to be generally satisfied.
This would have prevented us from finding out important prob-
lems, such as the one mentioned in LL4, which could be difficult
or even impossible to discover without this kind of analysis. It
can also be used to detect fatigue during the test, thus discarding
a possible threat to the validity of the experiment.

(LL7) Finally, it is worth noting that the use of the ISO/IEC CIF
standard for usability test reports [38] facilitated the presentation of
this evaluation. This standard provides a set of guidelines for
reporting usability assessments, and includes examples which
were a source of inspiration to us. The CIF also includes a detailed
checklist of all the required and recommended elements that must
be addressed in a usability report, which we followed step by step
in this work. Of particular importance is that in our experience it
can be said that it is easier to perform this sort of assessment fol-
lowing this standard, and we can recommend its use in evaluating
CASE tools or any other software with a user interface. However,
the downside is that this standard lacks guidelines/examples for
analyzing the test results, and focuses only on their presentation.
We expect to be able to use these lessons in future usability assess-
ments and CASE tools developments.

7. Conclusions and further work

This work describes the usability evaluation of CSRML Tool
2012 (CT’12), the CASE tool that provides support to CSRML [61],

in which twenty-eight fourth-year Computer Science students took
part. The participants had to complete 8 directed tasks during a
training session and continue with another 10 non-directed tasks
(grouped in 3 difficulty levels), whose results would be used to
measure the tool’s usability. Besides task completion rates, other
dependent values were considered, such as total elapsed time,
the number of verbal assistances, context-sensitive help accesses
or the participants’ facial expressions recorded during the test.
The participants were also asked to complete a subjective USE
questionnaire [43] in order to measure their satisfaction when
using the tool.

One of the most important results is the 99.55% average com-
pletion rate for the directed tasks, which, along with the ease of
learning category questions in the questionnaire (6.53 in a scale
from 1 to 7), shows that it is advisable to give the participants a
preliminary practical training session rather than a theoretical lec-
ture in order to teach them how to use a CASE tool in a more enjoy-
able way and to avoid sources of distraction, especially in lab
environments (for example, using the computer during the lec-
ture). Another interesting result was that the completion rate for
easy tasks was lower than the one obtained for medium-difficult
tasks. After analyzing the results tasks by task, we concluded that
the graphical representation of the CSRML Actor element should be
redesigned, as when this Actor is a group leader its name is under-
lined, something that is not directly related to the leadership con-
dition. Thus, this type of graphical elements in CT’12 (or in any
other CASE tool) should be more descriptive of what it represents.
In addition, we also assessed the usability of the tool when creating
cross references among several diagrams (not natively supported
by VMSDK, the framework used to implement CT’12). But although
we considered the implemented cross referencing relationship too
complex, the test results did not back up this hypothesis, obtaining
a completion rate of 96.43% in the task directly related to our ref-
erencing mechanism. Moreover, the CT’12 help system could not
be evaluated properly in this test because only 4 help accesses
were registered, versus 11 requests for the instructor’s verbal
assistance. In spite of this issue, and after checking the results,
the four participants that used the help system correctly per-
formed the task for which they needed help. Also directly related
to efficiency, the participants took an average time of 3005700 to
complete the non-directed tasks, with a completion rate efficiency
of 17.8465 correct tasks per hour. Comparing these results with
those obtained by our reference CSRML expert (1900000 and
31.5789 correct tasks per hour), highly acceptable efficiency fig-
ures were obtained since the participants had never used either
CSRML or CT’12 before.

The participants’ satisfaction was analyzed in two different
ways. On one hand, their faces were recorded during the perfor-
mance in order to assess their satisfaction. When they performed
easy tasks they tended to react pleasantly, but as the difficulty in-
creased this tendency changed to a calmer but less pleasant behav-
ior. It is also worth pointing out that this dynamic change in the
participants’ behavior could not have been detected only by the
satisfaction questionnaire, which basically provided positive re-
sults. Finally, when the participants performed the hard tasks, their
pleasure changed drastically to the other extreme. Nevertheless,
we found that in one of the hard tasks, the unpleasant behavior
could have been due to their lack of familiarity with CSRML. This
lesson can be of use for future usability assessments: tasks whose
results depend mainly on knowledge of modeling language (not
only of CASE tool) should be thoroughly explained and/or demon-
strated during the training session. The satisfaction of using the
tool was measured by a questionnaire, which obtained a high over-
all result of 6.06 (scaling between 1 and 7), which was higher than
the ease-of-learning questions, as mentioned above. We obtained
positive comments from the free comments field in the question-
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naire, such as its ease of solving errors or the simplicity and intu-
itiveness of the user interface.

From these results we can conclude that CT’12 achieves a high
level of usability, but it also has several flaws that must be

addressed. In further work we aim to change the graphical defini-
tion of some of the CSRML elements (and consequently CT’12) in
order to solve the problems with the Actor element and then assess
whether CSRML users understand this graphically redefined

Fig. 28. Task ND7 initial (top) and final (bottom) diagram states.
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Table 10
Performance results.

Participant Directed tasks
completion rate
(%)

Easy tasks
completion
rate (%)

Medium tasks
completion rate
(%)

Hard tasks
completion
rate (%)

Non-directed tasks
completion rate
(%)

Total non-
directed tasks
time (m’’s)

Assists Help
Access

Efficiency
(correct tasks
per hour)

1 100 100 100 67 90 3200800 0 0 16.8050
2 100 100 100 100 100 2405500 0 0 24.0803
3 100 100 100 100 100 3902300 2 0 15.2349
4 100 100 100 67 90 2402100 1 0 22.1766
5 100 75 100 100 90 2801700 0 0 19.0925
6 100 75 100 100 90 3603000 0 0 14.7945
7 100 100 100 100 100 2501000 1 0 23.8411
8 100 100 100 67 90 3602500 0 0 14.8284
9 100 75 100 33 70 2705500 0 0 15.0448

10 100 75 100 67 80 3405600 0 0 13.7405
11 100 100 100 67 90 4003300 1 1 13.3169
12 100 75 100 100 90 2801300 1 0 19.1376
13 100 75 100 100 90 2705400 0 0 19.3548
14 88 75 100 33 70 2704300 1 0 15.1533
15 100 100 100 100 100 3302400 0 0 17.9641
16 100 100 100 100 100 2800000 1 1 21.4286
17 100 100 100 100 100 2904500 1 1 20.1681
18 100 100 67 67 80 2704800 0 0 17.2662
19 100 100 100 100 100 2904200 0 0 20.2020
20 100 100 67 100 90 2603500 1 0 20.3135
21 100 100 100 67 90 2703700 0 1 19.5534
22 100 100 67 67 80 2903600 0 0 16.2162
23 100 100 100 67 90 2602500 0 0 20.4416
24 100 100 67 67 80 3703000 0 0 12.8000
25 100 75 100 67 80 4004700 0 0 11.7695
26 100 75 100 100 90 3302800 1 0 16.1355
27 100 75 67 100 80 3804800 0 0 12.3711
28 100 100 100 100 100 2204000 0 0 26.4706

Mean 99.55 91.07 94.05 82.14 89.29 3005700 0.39 0.14 17.8465
Std. Dev. 2.36 12.20 13.00 21.24 9.00 0501700 0.57 0.36 3.8008
Min 87.50 75.00 66.67 33.33 70.00 2204000 0.00 0.00 11.7695
Max 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 4004700 2.00 1.00 26.4706

Table 11
Task completion results.

Difficulty DIRECTED TASKS EASY MEDIUM HARD

Participant D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 ND1 ND2 ND3 ND10 ND4 ND5 ND6 ND7 ND8 ND9

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
14 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
18 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
20 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
23 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
26 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
27 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
28 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Mean 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.96 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.68 1.0 1.0 0.96 1.0 0.86 0.96 1.0 0.68 0.79
Std. Dev. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.48 0.0 0.0 0.19 0.0 0.36 0.19 0.0 0.48 0.42

(1 = correct; 0 = incorrect).
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element. In addition, since some of the participants did not like the
CT’12 mechanism of adding three-ary relationships (different to
the two-way relationships, as mentioned in Section 4), a question
must be raised: is it better to overload the toolboxes in CASE tools
to the detriment of the standard mechanism for creating relation-
ships? In future work we will perform an empirical evaluation of
two different CT’12 versions; one with enough elements to stan-
dardize adding relationships, and the other similar to the current
version, in which these special relationships are created by means
of an element context menu.
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Table 13
Facial expression results.

Participant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 Mode

Easy task 3 5 4 1 3 1 5 3 2 5 4 5 3 1 5 1 3 3 4 6 4 3 4 4 3 1 5 1 3
Medium task 4 6 5 5 1 1 7 5 1 4 7 5 4 1 5 1 1 3 7 7 4 3 5 5 4 1 4 5 5
Hard task 3 5 5 5 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 6 7 7 1 1 7 1 8 7 6 5 7 7 1 1 5 1 7

USEFULNESS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 n/a
1. It helps me be more effective specifying requirements.
2. It helps me be more productive.
3. It is useful to create specifications.
4. It gives me more control over the activities I make.
5. It makes the things I want to accomplish easier to get done.
6. It saves time when I use it to create specifications.
7. It meets my needs.
8. It does everything I would expect it to do.

EASE OF USE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 n/a
9. It is easy to use.
10. It is simple to use (not complex).
11. It is user friendly.
12. It requires the fewest steps possible to accomplish what I want to do with it.
13. It is flexible.
14. Using it is effortless.
15. I can use it without written instructions.
16. It is consistent with CSRML.
17. Both occasional and regular users would like it.
18. I can recover from mistakes quickly and easily.
19. I can use it successfully every time.

EASE OF LEARNING 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 n/a
20. I learnt to use it quickly.
21. I can easily remember how to use it.
22. It is easy to learn how to use it.
23. I quickly became skillful with it.

SATISFACTION 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 n/a
24. I am satisfied with it.
25. I would recommend it to specify requirements.
26. It is fun to use.
27. It works the way I want it to work.
28. It is wonderful.
29. I feel I need to have it.
30. It is pleasant to use.

1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree.
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Appendix A. Example of a task used in the study1

ND7. In the TRD Attack, add an Awareness Resource named Flare
the map to the participation of the Role Skirmish player in the Task
Establish attack point (see Fig. 28).

Appendix B. USE Questionnaire given to the participants

What did you like the most about the tool?What do you think it
is the most difficult aspect? Do you have any suggestion to im-
prove the tool?

Appendix C. Complete result tables

See Tables 10–13.
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Abstract—A proper requirements specification is paramount for 
achieving the quality of the developed software products. 
However, well-known Requirements Engineering (RE) techniques 
lack of enough expressiveness to model the requirements of CSCW 
systems (Computer Supported Collaborative Work). This is due to 
the inherent complexity of collaboration among users and their 
need of awareness. Moreover, the way in which users interact with 
CSCW systems have evolved greatly to more sophisticated 
interfaces, beyond the classical desktop computer environments, 
to those called Post-WIMP (Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointer). 
Awareness is magnified in such a way that users have to be aware 
of their context: the artifacts with which to interact, his/her own 
capabilities as well as those of the others. All this awareness is 
necessary to allow them to collaborate in virtual and/or augmented 
environments. This PhD thesis aims at solving this problem by 
developing a RE framework able to deal with the requirements of 
CSCW and Post-WIMP systems, making emphasis on the 
awareness requirements about user’s context. 

Index Terms—Requirements, quality, CSCW, Post-WIMP, 
awareness, CSRML. 

I. MOTIVATION 
A CSCW system is a kind of software product enabling 

groups of users to get involved in a common task or goal. 
Thereby, by means of these CSCW systems, people are able to 
communicate with each other as well as to work in a 
collaborative manner. This implies that the group of users can 
coordinate their activities, solve problems, edit documents and 
diagrams, or negotiate by using specific technologies. Moreover, 
the way in which user interacts with computer systems has 
evolved towards a new paradigm beyond the classical windows, 
icons, menus and pointing devices (WIMP). This new paradigm, 
namely Post-WIMP, is based on virtual reality, gesture 
recognition and wearable computers [30] (among other 
technologies) that makes the development of these systems 
significantly different than that based on classical WIMP 
interaction. 

Accordingly, one of the main challenges in the development 
of avant-garde interactive systems, especially when considering 
their end-users, is the stage corresponding to the requirements 
specification. The LoUISE (Laboratory of User Interfaces & 
Software Engineering) Research Group has been carrying out 
research activities related to the development of both WIMP and 
Post-WIMP systems for the last 15 years. In this sense, this PhD 
thesis aims at following the same research line, thus improving 

the development of collaborative and Post-WIMP systems from 
a quality perspective, focusing on the specification 
requirements. 

II. SOCIO-ECONOMICAL STAKES & INDUSTRY ISSUES 
Because of the popularity gained by the Internet in the last 

years, lots of classical working scenarios have changed to Web-
based collaboration systems. Nowadays, millions of users share 
information and efforts by remotely collaborating on multiple 
application domains, either in a synchronous or asynchronous 
way. In this manner, the expected results of this PhD thesis are 
focused on several application domains: administration, 
business, education, medicine and so on. 

Moreover, the introduction of new social and collaborative 
features in most of the existing applications makes necessary to 
develop avant-garde tools, environments and methodologies that 
facilitate its support. Concretely, collaboration tends to be 
performed in a more natural way by taking advantage of Post-
WIMP interaction. Consequently, the limitations of current 
interactive systems developments need to be overcome, 
especially to provide support to the context awareness. 

III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
Taking into account both a literature review and the previous 

research carried out by the LoUISE group, the following 
shortcomings and needs for the development of Collaborative & 
Post-WIMP systems were identified: 

1. We have identified  different proposals for the development 
of CSCW systems [10, 28, 35] and Post-WIMP systems [18, 
20, 29]. Nevertheless, they only focus on design activities 
hardly dealing with the first stages of the development 
process itself.  

2. For the development of CSCW systems, a critical issue is 
the identification of the user’s awareness [11–13], that is, 
the identification of artifacts to manipulate, users  to interact 
with, etc. Such awareness concept is mainly associated to 
characteristics of the software product itself and 
accordingly, to requirements awareness.  

3. Another important issue when developing CSCW & post-
WIMP systems is related to adaptation, especially when a 
system has to be used in different contexts as claim 
international standards, such as ISO/IEC 9126-1:2001 [17] 
or ISO/IEC 25010:2011 [15].  
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Taking into account the previous shortcomings and needs, 
our research questions (RQ) were established as follows: 
 RQ1: What, if any, are the shortcomings of current RE 

techniques for specifying CSCW systems? If so, how can 
they be improved?  

 RQ2: What, if any, are the shortcomings of current RE 
techniques for specifying Post-WIMP systems? If so, how 
can they be improved? 

 RQ3: What awareness requirements can improve the user-
perceived quality of CSCW & Post-WIMP systems? 

 RQ4: What adaptation requirements would help to make the 
CSCW & Post-WIMP systems self-adaptable to their 
context? 

With these RQs, the main technical challenges associated 
with them are mainly related to the novelty of the studied 
domain. On the one hand, CSCW systems have been widely 
dealt from the nineties. However, almost none effort have been 
put into their RE specification. On the other hand, avant-garde 
Post-WIMP applications are relatively new-fangled systems.  
Consequently, we will have to deal with a not-very-mature 
family of emerging systems for which RE is just starting. 

IV. STATE OF THE ART 
As aforementioned, a CSCW system is a software product 

where several users work in a collaborative manner, thus 
performing collaboration, communication and coordination 
tasks (3C) [5]. In order to perform such tasks, users must be 
aware of who is able to collaborate, where they are working, 
what they are doing, when they did certain action and so on. 
These and several other elements of which the user of a CSCW 
system must be aware of were identified in the Gutwin’s 
Workspace Awareness (WA) [11]. 

The problem arises when trying to specify the requirements 
of these CSCW systems by using well-known RE techniques 
such as Use Cases [19], Viewpoints [8] or Goal-Oriented (GO) 
[21]. That is because these techniques are not able to properly 
specify CSCW requirements due to the complexity of the 3C 
tasks and the user’s awareness needs. Because of that, well-
known RE techniques should be adapted in order to deal with 
CSCW requirements properly. Moreover, awareness in Post-
WIMP applications goes beyond the collaborators themselves, 
thus creating the need of being aware of the whole context that 
surrounds the user [9]. As an example, in classical WIMP 
application, it could be relatively easy to know where the 
artifacts we are working with are (e.g. the paragraphs in a 
document or the items in a 2D classical game). However, when 
interacting with Post-WIMP systems, users must be aware of the 
system’s artifacts by using several senses. For instance, in a 
Virtual Reality (VR) environment, a user cannot see something 
that is behind him/her although it can be perceived by using the 
rear speakers of a surround sound system, as shown in Fig. 1. 
Because of this need of context awareness, the set of awareness 
requirements needs to be enriched to properly specify the 
requirements of Post-WIMP applications. 

Finally, although there are several proposals for the 
development of Post-WIMP systems, they are mainly focused 
on the design and implementation of their user-interface, not 

paying special attention to early stages of such developments, 
i.e. the requirements specification [10, 28, 35]. Because of this 
lack of RE techniques for Post-WIMP systems, its requirements 
are usually specified by using well-known techniques, in a 
similar way to CSCW systems. The limitation here is that well-
known RE techniques focus on WIMP systems, so that the 
introduction of the context adaptation during the software 
development is just delayed to the latest stages of the process. 
This means that, basically, the WIMP systems are able to self-
adapt to the device screen and/or communication capabilities 
[27, 34]. Nevertheless, context adaptation for Post-WIMP 
applications is far more complex due to the richest real-time 
hardware-depending adaptation. For instance, in VR games, a 
user could be aware of receiving damage by means of vibrators 
[24][26] located on several parts of his/her body. However, if 
these wearable vibrators were unavailable for any reason, it 
would be needed an adaptation to provide the user with a visual 
method such as to show him/her a body representation in a VR 
display device highlighting the damaged area. Because of these 
complex adaptation features, it is necessary to deal with them 
from the very early stage of the development, i.e., since the 
requirements specification. As far as we know, some works 
related to adaptation requirements have been carried out [1][2], 
although none of them focus on Post-WIMP. 

 
Fig. 1. User playing a Post-WIMP First Person Shooter 

V. RESEARCH METHOD 
In order to perform this PhD thesis, the design science 

research method [14] is being applied. Hence, in order to be 
compliant to this method, its seven research guidelines will be 
followed: 

1. Design as an Artifact: The aim of this research is to produce 
a series of artifacts: a CSCW & Post-WIMP RE 
specification language (model), a methodology to apply it 
(method) and a CASE tool (construct). 

2. Problem Relevance: The application domain of this PhD 
thesis is CSCW and Post-WIMP systems. The former is 
getting more and more popular since the nineties. The later 
constitutes the foundation of future (and even present) 
applications. Because of these reasons, the problem 
relevance is ensured.  

3. Design Evaluation: Our research will be led by empirical 
evaluations. In this sense, all the developed models, 
methods and constructs will be evaluated by means of 
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controlled experiments and case studies in order to assess 
and improve them. 

4. Research Contributions: As anticipated in the first
guideline, the clear contribution of this research is a
framework for the specification of CSCW and Post-WIMP
systems including a modeling language, a supporting tool, a
set of methodological guidelines, and a collection of user’s
awareness requirements.

5. Research Rigor: Throughout the research process, several
Software Engineering methods [23, 55], statistical
techniques [4, 54] and international standards [15–17] will
be used in both the construction and evaluation of the
artifacts.

6. Design as a Search: The research will follow an iterative
process whose goal is the quality improvement of CSCW
and Post-WIMP systems by providing proper RE
techniques. Then, the set of obtained results will be
iteratively evaluated and improved until the previous goal is
fulfilled.

7. Communication of Research: The research result must be
presented to a technologically-oriented audience. With this
aim, there will be detailed publications related to the
research artifacts, focused on RE practitioners, enabling
them to use the research artifacts. Moreover, it will also
provide researchers with the required documentation for
further extension and evaluation of the research artifacts.

Within this PhD thesis, the PhD candidate and the LoUISE
group members will participate in the performance of the next 
activities, whose timing is depicted in Fig. 2: 
 State of the art: Research issues related to RE, CSCW, Post-

WIMP environments, awareness interpretations and 
adaptation will be identified. This activity will be performed 
repeatedly throughout the whole PhD thesis. 

 RE for CSCW Systems: Development of a RE integrated 
proposal for the specification of CSCW systems, supported 
by Model-Driven Development (MDD) techniques taking 
advantage of previous experiences of the LoUISE group 
[32][33]. Moreover, modifications of processes described by 
existing CSCW methodologies will be also considered. 

 RE for Post-WIMP Systems: The suitability of the developed 
CSCW proposal will be assessed for Post-WIMP systems. 
Consequently, those modifications required to achieve its 
suitability will be analyzed. 

 Awareness Requirements: Identification, development and 
assessment of an integrated awareness interpretation 
gathering the most important awareness requirements that a 
user participating in Post-WIMP environments (whether 
collaborative or not) can need or expect. 

 Adaptation Features and RE: Analysis of the RE proposal 
with regard to the adaptation features necessary for post-
WIMP systems. Moreover, the proposal will be integrated 
into a new version of UsiXML (USer Interface eXtensible 
Markup Language) [7, 22]. This language, in whose 
definition the LoUISE group has been actively involved, is 
widely accepted by the community for expressive 
capabilities for specifying adaptation needs of WIMP 
systems. Therefore, it will be extended or adapted for dealing 
with Post-WIMP systems.  

 Support: Throughout this PhD thesis, several tools will be 
implemented in order to put into practice the developed 
proposal. 

 Validation: In order to validate the developed proposal, 
several prototypes will be implemented focusing on different 
application domains such as e-learning or rehabilitation or 
Post-WIMP CSCW in which the LoUISE group has previous 
experience [6, 25, 31]. 

 Diffusion: Throughout the whole process of this PhD thesis, 
different publications will be submitted to both national and 
international conferences and journals in order to receive 
feedback. Moreover, as a part of this diffusion process, the 
dissertation associated to this PhD will be written. 

Fig. 2. Schedule of activities 

VI. CONTRIBUTIONS

In this Section, the contributions of this PhD thesis so far are 
presented. This will be done by describing the contributions 
according to the RQ they are related to in different subsections. 
Finally, the list of the papers published by the candidate will be 
presented. 

A. RQ1: RE for CSCW Systems 
The very first task performed when this PhD thesis started 

was the study and comparison of the existing RE techniques 
when dealing with CSCW requirements. With this aim, Use 
Cases [19], Viewpoints [8] and GO [21] were empirically 
evaluated, concluding that GO approaches were the most 
adequate to specify CSCW requirements [41]. This results led us 
to analyze the most widely adopted GO proposals, NFR 
Framework [3], KAOS [21], i* [56], in order to identify which 
one was the most suitable for CSCW systems. After a second 
empirical evaluation [37, 45], i* was selected as the best 
alternative. However, it was also detected that i* suffers a lack 
of expressiveness to specify features of CSCW requirements, 
such as to specify the collaboration among users as well as the 
need of awareness to perform such collaboration. These 
shortcomings led us to the development of CSRML 
(Collaborative Systems Requirements Modeling Language), a 
GO approach based on i* to properly specify the requirements 
of complex CSCW system, able to deal with 3C tasks and 
awareness needs [42, 49]. Moreover, CSRML was empirically 
validated with regard to i* by means of a family of experiments 
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[44, 51], showing that it is more understandable than i* when 
CSCW systems have to be specified. 

Once CSRML was evaluated, a CASE tool, namely CSRML 
Tool 2012 (CT’12), was developed in order to help RE 
practitioners to specify CSCW requirements with CSRML. 
Hence, CT’12 was created as a Visual Studio extension to model 
and validate CSRML requirements specifications in a visual and 
straightforward manner [48]. Moreover, the usability of the tool 
was empirically evaluated by means of a controlled experiment 
[38] that provided really positive results. Thanks to this 
evaluation, several usability flaws were detected and solved in 
the following release of the tool CT’13.  

Furthermore, the aforementioned CSRML language and its 
supporting tool were combined to define CSRMF 
(Collaborative Systems Requirements Modeling Framework) 
[46]. This framework also includes a set of guidelines helping 
analysts to identify and model the whole set of requirements of 
collaborative systems. Hence, by using the CSRMF guidelines, 
a CSCW system can be specified starting from the 
identifications of its (groups of) users and roles, and finishing 
with the collaboration, awareness and quality factors 
specification. 

Finally, CSRML has proven to be suitable for different 
application domains, as demonstrated on its brand new extension 
called CSRML4BI [53]. By means of this extension, CSRML 
has been used to model collaboration in systems of Business 
Intelligence (BI) by specifying a clear view of the involved 
tasks, their participants, and the information to be shared 
between them. 

B. RQ2: RE for Post-WIMP Systems 
Regarding the second RQ, its analysis has been started 

recently so that, there are no significant results yet. Concretely, 
the first work is being carried out and consisted in specifying the 
requirements of a complex highly-awareness-demanding and 
context-depending Post-WIMP system by using the CSRML 
language. The main goal of this work is to assess whether 
CSRML provides enough expressive power for specifying post-
WIMP systems. It is worth noting that the case study is being 
defined with the support of several researchers of the LoUISE 
group who are experts in Virtual Reality (VR).   

C. RQ3: Awareness Requirements 
As far as this RQ is concerned, the state of the art regarding 

awareness interpretations has been already carried out. The first 
conclusion has been that Workspace Awareness (WA), as 
defined by Gutwin et al. [11], is the most widely and applied 
interpretation when talking about CSCW. Nevertheless, when it 
is applied to Post-WIMP applications, such as Augmented 
Reality (AR) or VR environments, there are some awareness 
requirements that WA cannot identify. For instance, awareness 
of future facts or social characteristics cannot be identified by 
using WA. Because of that, a deeper analysis of the available 
awareness interpretations has been carried out paying special 
attention to those concepts shared by more than one 
interpretation. 

The result of this analysis was an awareness requirements 
catalogue able to represent the most frequent concepts. This 
catalogue led us to develop a new awareness interpretation for 
Post-WIMP systems, able to represent the awareness 
requirements of such systems, that includes present, past, future 
and social features [36]. Furthermore, the proposed awareness 
interpretation was empirically evaluated in order to determine 
whether all the considered awareness elements would improve 
the user experience of Post-WIMP systems. Concretely, two of 
the most widely played contemporary 3D games were chosen to 
perform this evaluation. It was concluded that all the elements 
of this interpretation improve the user’s gaming experience, 
especially, those which were not already identified in WA. 

Finally, based on WA, a design pattern has been defined to 
provide CSCW designers with the scaffolding for their 
collaborative applications [40]. This pattern includes elements 
that feature CSCW systems implementing WA, such as 
collaborative actions among users, shared artifacts and views, 
common goals, etc. 

D. RQ4: Adaptation Features and RE 
The last one of the RQs is in an early stage yet. So far, we 

are working on the integration of UsiXML and CSRML. 
UsiXML, the specification language for user interface design, is 
being adapted or extended to support Post-WIMP applications. 
Hence, CSRML is intended to be the part of the next UsiXML 
version by providing proper traceability between requirements 
and the following stages of the software development process. 
However, since this integration is being carried out, there are no 
publications related to this RQ. 

E. Publications 
The papers published by the candidate up to date related to 

his PhD Thesis are shown in Table I. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND PENDING WORK 
This PhD thesis, which started with the study of the 

suitability of current RE techniques for CSCW systems, has 
achieved its greatest accomplishment with CSRML, a Goal-
Oriented RE language to model CSCW system requirements. It 
is worth noting that our research process has been fully led by 
empirical evaluations, thus assessing every result.  Nevertheless, 
in spite of the suitable acceptation that CSRML has had (as the 
number of downloads of both the tool and the different papers 
shows), a considerably amount of work remains to be done. 

Regarding RQ1, the CSRMF framework has been defined. 
However, this framework requires a full methodology in order 
to help RE practitioners to elicitate, model, analyze, verify and 
validate CSCW systems. With this aim, the already available 
methodologies for i* are being studied for their integration into 
the CSRMF framework.  

The work related to the RQ2 has just started. In this sense, 
once the case study is specified, the suitability of the current 
CSRMF framework for Post-WIMP requirements will be 
assessed. It is very likely that this assessment will lead to an 
adaptation of CSRMF so that it provides the necessary guidance 
for specifying the requirements of Post-WIMP systems.
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TABLE I.  PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO THIS PDH THESIS TO DATE 

Publication RQ 
JCR Journals 

Analyzing the Understandability of Requirements Engineering 
Languages for CSCW Systems: A Family of Experiments [51] (IST, Q1) 1 

A CSCW Requirements Engineering CASE Tool: Development and 
Usability Evaluation [38] (IST, Q1) 1 

An Awareness Interpretation for Contemporary Computer Games 
(submited, HCI, Q2) [36]  3 

CSRMF: A Framework for Modeling Requirements of CSCW Systems 
(submited, RE, Q2) [46] 1 

International CORE Conferences 
An Empirical Evaluation of Requirement Engineering Techniques for 
Collaborative Systems [41] (EASE, CORE A) 1 

A Comparative of Goal-Oriented Approaches to Modelling 
Requirements for Collaborative Systems [37] (ENASE, CORE B) 1 

CSRML: A Goal-Oriented Approach to Model Requirements for 
Collaborative Systems [49] (ER, CORE A) 1 

A Design Pattern for Representing Workspace Awareness [40] 
(CSCWD, CORE B) 3 

CSRML4BI: A Goal-Oriented Requirements Approach for 
Collaborative Business Intelligence [53] (ER, CORE A) 1 

International Workshops 
An extension of i* to Model Requirements for CSCW Systems Applied 
to Conference Preparation System with Collaborative Reviews [42] 1 

Assesing the Understandability of Collaborative Systems Requirements 
Notations: an Empirical Study [44] 1 

CSRML Tool: a Visual Studio Extension for modeling CSCW 
Requirements [48] 1 

Book Chapters 
Comparing Goal-Oriented Approaches to Model Requirements for 
Collaborative Systems [45] (selected paper from ENASE) 1 

National Conferences (a Published in Spanish) 
Modeling Collaborative Systems Requirements with CSRMLa [50] 1 
CSRML Tool: A Tool for Modeling Collaborative Systems 
Requirementsa [47] 1 

Analyzing the Understandability of Requirements Engineering 
Languages for CSCW Systems: A Family of Experiments (disclosure of 
relevant published papers) [43] 

1 

A CSCW Requirements Engineering CASE Tool: Development and 
Usability Evaluation (disclosure of relevant published papers) [39] 1 

Multidevice Tool for Collaborative Editing EMF-based Modelsa [52] 2,3 

Regarding RQ3, a new awareness interpretation has been 
defined to gather the awareness requirements of CSCW & Post-
WIMP systems. This interpretation has been positively 
evaluated by means of a survey filled in by users. However, in 
order to evaluate it more exhaustively, further experiments will 
be carried out involving in a more active way to the subjects. 
Moreover, and also related to RQ1, the WA design pattern 
purposed will be extended to consider this new awareness 
interpretation. Once the new pattern be developed, and taking 
advantage of the MDD approach, the necessary transformations 
will be specified to allow the designers to instantiate this pattern 
from the requirements, specified by means of CSRML, in an 
automatic way. This support is considered a must for this 
proposal to provide the necessary traceability throughout the 
whole development process.  

Finally, since the analysis of the RQ4 has just started, there 
is a great deal of work to do. The first task is the integration of 
CSRML in the new version of UsiXML. This integration is 
being defined to provide CSRML with expressive power for 
specifying adaptability requirements necessary for Post-WIMP 
systems. Currently, it has been detected that the expressiveness 

for tasks, already provided by CSRML, should be extended or 
adapted to consider the context of the system (i.e. available 
hardware, communication channels, user capabilities and even 
environmental factors). 
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Abstract. Similarly to any other system, an accurate requirements specification is essential while 
developing a collaborative system. These systems have special kinds of requirements which are hard 
to specify by means of current Requirements Engineering (RE) techniques. In order to address this 
problem, the Collaborative Systems Requirement Modeling Framework (CSRMF) has been 
developed. With this aim, the original CSRML (Collaborative Systems Requirement Modeling 
Language) has been extended and metamodeled to properly deal with requirements regarding 
collaboration and awareness. The developed CSRMF framework consists of three components. First, 
a RE modeling language able to represent collaboration among users as well as awareness needs. 
Second, a set of design guidelines that drives the specification of CSCW systems by means of five 
different types of diagrams. Finally, CSRMF is supported by a CASE tool that is used to specify and 
to validate the requirements of CSCW systems. CSRMF provides Requirements Engineers with a 
complete solution to the specification of awareness-demanding collaborative systems. In this manner, 
they can take advantage of a language and a set of guidelines supported by a tool that guide them in 
the specification of the requirements of such systems.

Keywords: Awareness; CASE tool; CSCW; Goal-Oriented; Requirements Engineering Process.

1 Introduction

During the last years, the way services, applications, etc. are provided throughout the Internet has 
clearly changed, being collaboration everywhere. Collaboration can be defined as working with each 
other to do a task and to achieve shared goals [1]. Nowadays, if we take a look at the most visited 
websites, almost all the top 100 ones are collaborative websites [2]. Social networks, collaborative 
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document editors, online games, everything is becoming collaborative and/or cooperative [3]. An 
excellent example to understand how collaboration between users works are multiplayer computer 
games, where players must be aware of their current allies status, position and/or capabilities,  in 
order to cooperate and coordinate with them to win the game [4]. Therefore, this kind of systems are 
very interesting examples of CSCW systems (Computer Supported Cooperative Work) [5], since they 
rely on an extensive use of collaborative features. This CSCW label defined as “a shorthand way of 
referring to a set of concerns about supporting multiple individuals working together with computer 
systems” was coined by Greif and Cashman in 1984 [6]. Owing to CSCW systems, in addition to the 
functionality already provided by classic software applications, users can also perform tasks related 
to collaboration, communication and coordination (a.k.a. 3C model [7]). Examples of this kind of 
tasks can be currently found in a great amount of CSCW applications. For instance, in Google Docs 
text editor [8], the users are able to work together on the same document (collaboration), to chat about 
the document issues (communication) and to manage the access rights of the documents 
(coordination). 

Because of this collaborative trend on nowadays software, sophisticated methods and tools aimed 
at build this sort of applications are really needed. Actually, we can comprehensive methodologies to 
the design of CSCW systems [9], [10]. However, this methodologies do not put much attention into 
one of the most important stages of the software development process, namely the Requirements 
Engineering (RE), just using conventional RE techniques or just obviating this stage. Actually, one 
of the main problems while developing CSCW systems is the specification of their requirements 
related to 3C tasks, because the inherent complexity of such collaboration as well as the users’ 
awareness needs.

Figure 1. The relationship of 3C model with awareness [11]

This need of awareness consists in the users’ ability to perceive, to feel, or to be conscious of 
events of the system, shared objects or users with whom to perform the aforementioned 3C tasks [12].
Indeed, the lack of this awareness information might make the users’ work inefficient and clumsy, 
and at worst, infeasible [13]. Along the literature, one of the most widely accepted awareness 
interpretation within the CSCW community is Workspace Awareness (WA), proposed by Gutwin 
that is defined as “the up-to-the-moment understanding of another person’s interaction within a shared 
workspace” [14]. WA involves knowledge about, for example, who is available to collaborate with,
what the other users are doing now (or what they did in the past), where in the shared workspace are 
they working in, when an artifact was modified or how a certain operation happens. As can be 
observed, how to describe these elements of WA in the requirements specification becomes a critical 
issue to build proper collaborative systems. Nevertheless, when dealing with a real CSCW system, 
the complexity of the collaboration tasks [15], the participant’s roles involved [16] and the awareness 
needs [17] make it difficult to specify and understand them by using current RE techniques, which 
can produce incomplete and/or imprecise requirements models [18]. According to Schmidt [19], this 
field, as other multidisciplinary ones, lacks of the necessary scaffolding for the integration of different 
views coming from different disciplines, that is, the need of a common framework integrating both 
the social and the technological aspects of CSCW systems.
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In order to address this issue, we present in this work a framework, named CSRMF (Collaborative 
Systems Requirements Modeling Framework), for the specification of a whole CSCW system by 
modeling its 3C tasks, as well as WA features and the concept of group of users. This framework uses 
as specification language CSRML (Collaborative Systems Requirements Modeling Language) v2, an 
extension of the original CSRML language that supports all the WA requirements specified by 
Gutwin [14], a much deeper support for groups and users, and a new set of elements and relationships 
which make the specification of collaborative tasks much more expressive. Thanks to the additional 
expressive power offered by CSRML v2, not only can classic CSCW systems be specified, but also
avant-garde collaborative systems such as multiplayer games or Post-WIMP immersive applications.
Additionally, to make easier this specification, a CASE tool, namely CSRML Tool, has been 
developed to support the analysts in using CSRMF to model and verify CSCW system requirements 
specifications. Finally, in order to lead the specification of a CSCW system with CSRML, a set of 
guidelines have been developed, thus helping RE practitioners model an entire CSCW systems from 
the identification of their users (and groups of users) to the definition of the tasks they will perform 
and the awareness information needed for such performance. 

In order to evidence the benefits of using CSRMF will be put into practice in this work. Concretely,
the CSCW requirements of Age of Empires Online™ have been modeled.  It is a widely played multi-
user real-time strategy game, which is highly demanding in terms of WA information. In fact, 
CSRMF has been applied to the specification of several applications, such as a conference review 
system or a collaborative e-learning system. However, a collaborative game is used here to put 
CSRMF into practice because it is the most complex system we have ever modeled with this 
framework as a result of its wide range of CSCW characteristics: the diversity of collaborative tasks 
to perform, the huge amount of awareness information to deal with in real-time and the different 
relationships among participants (allies, foes and neutral). Bearing these ideas in mind, our research 
questions are defined as follows:

RQ1. How a new metamodel-based framework based on the Collaborative Systems Requirements 
Modeling Language can deal with CSCW’s 3C model and Workspace Awareness features?
RQ2. What guidelines can drive the specification of a CSCW system by using the Collaborative 
Systems Requirements Modeling Framework?
RQ3. How to provide tool support for modeling a CSCW requirements specification considering 
Collaborative Systems Requirements Modeling Framework guidelines?
RQ4. Is the Collaborative Systems Requirements Modeling Framework expressive enough to 
model the requirements of a real awareness-demanding CSCW scenario like a mainstream game?

This paper is structured as follows. After this introduction, in Section 2 the related work is 
discussed. In Section 3, the process led by empirical evaluations that resulted in the development of 
CSRMF is summarized. In addition, CSRMF is presented by showing its metamodel, modeling 
language and guidelines and how they are integrated into our case tool. Next, Section 4 describes how 
CSRMF has been put into practice to model a real CSCW system. Finally, Section 5 includes some 
conclusions drawn and further work.

2 Related Work

CSCW systems (Computer Supported Cooperative Work systems) [7], [20] are getting more and 
more attention. CSCW discipline addresses “how collaborative activities and their coordination can 
be supported by means of computer systems” [21]. Thus, we can find CSCW examples ranging from 
traditional everyday collaboration tools, such as e-mail, videoconferences, or newsgroups, to the 
nowadays commonly used social networks [22], on-line games [23], collaborative text editors [24] or 
e-learning systems [25]. The main purpose of CSCW is to make users able to work collaboratively in 
a computerized environment as they would work in a physical environment. With this aim, users need 
to be aware of other collaborator’s presence and activity. This ability, trivial in a physical 
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environment, is not that easy in CSCW, but they can be provided to users by means of Workspace 
Awareness (WA) elements [26].

Figure 2. Collaborative application supporting Workspace Awareness
In order to exemplify the use of Workspace Awareness techniques, Figure 2 shows a collaborative 

code editor called SubEthaEdit [27] featuring 3C (collaboration, communication and coordination)
and WA elements support, that provide the user with awareness about the other participants he/she is
collaborating with. As can be observed in the middle of Figure 2, this application has a text editor 
that enables several users to edit the same source code simultaneously (collaboration task). This editor 
provides awareness about who edited each part of the document by means of a color code 
(implementation of Gutwin’s awareness question “Who is doing that?”), as well as showing the 
position of each user by means of the colored rectangles in the scroll bar (the amount of selected code 
is represented by the rectangle length), which implements the Gutwin’s question “Where are they 
looking at?”. In addition, the User Statistics window provides information about the actions 
performed by the participants (deletions, insertions and selections). It also shows details about when 
these actions were performed (implementations of “What has a person been doing?” and “When did 
that event happen?”). Regarding to communication tasks, the Connections window makes it possible
to communicate with other participants either by chat or e-mail, providing awareness about “Who is 
participating? Who is that?” Finally, regarding coordination, in the Document Access window the 
exact position of the users in the document (Gutwin’s “Where are they working?”) and whether they 
have selected some text (number between parentheses) is shown. It also supports the assignment of
the document’s permissions (read/write, read only or even kick out users).

Closely related to WA, several works are available in the literature. A relevant one is presented by 
Gutwin and Greenberg [14]. These authors did not only propose a framework for classifying WA 
elements according to when an awareness event happens and to its category, but also presented 
several sample questions to be used as guidance to identify WA elements. However, in spite of being 
the most widely accepted awareness interpretation in the Groupware community, there are other 
interesting proposals. For instance, Situation Awareness [28] was proposed for designing some 
special needs of military vehicles. It ranges from basic theories about human psyche to the automatic-
decision process on dynamic environments. Actually, it is defined as “the perception of elements in 
the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the 
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projection of their status in the near future”.  Another interesting proposal is known as Social 
Awareness [29], which emphasizes the understanding of the social practice. Thus, when users
participate in a shared workspace as a group member, it is important to be aware of the other 
members’ roles and activities, as well as how the other group’s members are contributing to the 
performance of a certain collaborative task. Hence, the main goal of Social Awareness is to make
participants aware of other group members’ social situation, that is, to make them feel that they belong 
to a group with which they can collaborate to achieve group goals. In addition to these awareness 
interpretations, Schilit et al. defined Context Awareness [30], mainly related to mobile systems. In 
this proposal, context is considered as everything surrounding an object or an idea, either physically 
or logically. The main aim of this definition is that both objects and information are accurately 
defined, avoiding several interpretations of the same concept. An application developed by 
considering Context Awareness features will be able to adapt itself to a run-time environment that 
will not only depend on the (groups of) users’ location (either physical or virtual [30]) but also on the 
application itself.

Regarding awareness evaluation, an interesting work was presented by Dourish and Belloutti [31].
This work identifies awareness as a critical issue that facilitates the progress of the group by providing 
users with shared feedback, reducing the cost of information production and helping users to obtain 
information from other participants in an easier way and to find relevant information about shared 
objects. Related to WA, Gutwin and Greenberg [32] presented an empirical study based on a usability 
test of several user interfaces with different levels of WA. They concluded that WA helped to perform 
the experimental tasks in a better way by using the highest level of WA. Some works are currently 
being conducted aimed at the systematization of WA consideration during the development of 
CSCW. With this aim, in Figueroa-Martinez et al. [33] the authors enrich UsiXML [34], a language 
for the specification of user interfaces, with WA support. They aim at integrating WA into a model-
driven user interface development process. Similarly, CSRML (Collaborative Systems Requirements 
Modeling Language) [35] has been defined by extending the Goal-Oriented (GO) language i* [36] to 
support the specification of WA, as well as to model the collaboration among users.

Besides CSRML, a great deal of work can be found regarding the development of CSCW systems, 
such as design guidelines [37], implementation techniques [38], empirical evaluations of CSCW 
systems [39], and even specific development methodologies[37]. For instance, related to CSCW
systems design, particularly for mobile applications, Antunes [40], [41] presents some design 
guidelines to help designers to identify places, users, artifacts and geo-referenced knowledge.  These 
guidelines identify what information is of interest to designers and how user requirements may be 
applied. Regarding implementation, Goldberg et al. [42] developed a CSCW multi-user
communication and synchronization framework that provides developers with a conversation tool, a 
collaborative text editor with revision control management, an interactive meeting scheduler and even 
some multi-user games. The evaluation of CSCW systems has been an issue studied, among others, 
by Ali Babar et al. [43]. They performed an empirical study about the applicability of CSCW systems 
for the evaluation process of distributed Software Architectures (SA) by comparing face-to-face 
(F2F) meetings to distributed meetings. They concluded that distributed meetings for SA evaluation 
are as good as F2F meetings, and even better under some conditions. Finally, there is an interesting 
work from Molina et al. [44] focused on modeling CSCW systems. In this work, the authors presented 
a graphical language (and a DSL tool named CIAT) that allows for specifying a whole groupware 
system by means of different system views. Unfortunately, they did not consider including aspects 
related to WA.
Despite the important amount of work regarding CSCW already conducted, not much attention has 
been paid to its requirements specification. Currently, CSCW methodologies, such as AMENITIES 
[37] or CIAM [41] are mainly focused at design activities. These authors specified awareness 
requirements by using an extension of the templates developed by Duran et al. [45], which may cause 
linguistic problems due to its text-only-based nature [46]. These templates are based on UML’s Use 
Cases [47] that do not have a specific mechanism to represent neither 3C tasks nor WA. Unlike current
techniques such as Use Cases, which focuses on describing what the system functionality must be, 
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Goal Oriented (GO) techniques ask “why” this functionality is needed by documenting it through 
goals, which are considered stakeholders’ intentions with regard to the objectives, properties or use 
of the system [48]. Therefore, the use of GO techniques leads analysts to specify systems in a way 
that can be more properly understood by stakeholders. Moreover, they facilitate the identification and 
analysis of alternative realizations of the system. Within the GO techniques, several approaches such 
as the NFR Framework [49], KAOS [50], i* [36] or even an unifying framework that take advantage 
of the strengths of several GO methodologies [51] can be found. Actually, the CSRMF framework 
presented in this work is based on i*, which is a GO approach whose main aim is to document and 
analyze goals and their dependences. Based on the idea that an actor depends on other actors to 
achieve its goals, i* requirements models are divided into two different diagrams, namely Strategic 
Dependency Model (documenting the actor and their dependencies) and Strategic Rationale Model 
(detailing the goals, tasks, etc. of each actor). Additionally, i* provides a metamodel [52] that can be
extended for its use in domain-specific scenarios [53].

Regarding tool support for GO techniques, a considerably amount of CASE tools can be found. 
For instance, the Organization Modeling Environment (OME) [54] provides graphical support for 
specifying and analyzing requirements by using several GO approaches like i*. This tool evolved to 
the open-source Eclipse-based OpenOME [55], which was enriched with some new features, such as
forward and backwards requirements analysis. Directly related to i*, J-PRiM [56] is a tool that
supports modeling and analysis of requirements by means of a reengineering process. This tool guides 
the analysis of existing systems and their representation by using several alternative hierarchies of i*
elements.

However, when trying to specify a complex CSCW system by using i*, it lacks the required 
scalability features, advanced role management and 3C / awareness representation features [57].
Therefore, it generates hardly understandable requirements specifications when used for this purpose.
Actually, the understandability of the last two models was empirically evaluated [18], evidencing that 
the CSRML language, which this framework is based on, have enough expressive power to model 
these systems, obtaining much better results than i*. Nevertheless, it was also evidenced several issues 
that this first version CSRML have, such as an awareness representation mechanism based on no 
widely accepted proposal or no support for representing groups of users, together with some minor 
understandability issues. For these reasons, the CSRMF framework has been developed to solve the 
previous shortcomings, making it possible to specify complex CSCW systems, guiding the RE 
process owing to its guidelines and facilitating the edition and validation of models by means of its 
CASE supporting software: CSRML Tool. In this manner, we are taking a step forward to “cover the 
gap” between CSCW requirements, which are directly related to human activity, and the 
computational entities as stated by Ackerman [58].

3 Collaborative Systems Requirements Modeling Framework 

In this work CSRMF (Collaborative Systems Requirements Modeling Framework) is presented. It 
is a framework for specifying CSCW (Computer Supported Cooperative Work) systems, paying 
special attention to the modeling of 3C tasks and their underlying Workspace Awareness (WA) 
features. In this way, CSRMF aim at establishing a framework for the specification of CSCW 
requirements by means of the use of a common language, a tool and guidelines. Therefore, the 
communication difficulties among involved stakeholders can be reduced [59]. It should be noted that 
CSRMF focuses on requirements specification, but not on elicitation / capture stages, for which there 
are other alternative techniques [60]. This framework (see Figure 3) consists of the following 
elements:

CSRML v2 (Collaborative Systems Requirements Modeling Language): this framework uses an 
improved version of CSRML, a Goal-Oriented Requirement Engineering language focused on 
specifying 3C tasks and WA features.
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Design guidelines: a set of guidelines to drive the specification of CSCW systems requirements. 
These guidelines describe how to specify all the 5 kinds of CSRMF diagrams necessary for the 
specification of a CSCW system.
CSRML Tool: a CASE tool that provides analysts with the necessary support for the specification 
of CSCW systems requirements with CSRML. CSRML Tool has been implemented as a Visual 
Studio extension.

Figure 3. CSRMF components
By means of the CSRMF framework, the following characteristics of CSCW can be specified:

Group hierarchy: usually, a CSCW system has groups of users who work together in order to 
achieve some goals and perform common tasks. Thereby, in addition to actor2, groupactor has been 
also included in CSRMF so that analysts can specify both users and groups of users involved in the 
system. Moreover, when a groupactor is specified, it is also related to the actors that make up the 
group by using participation links. Finally, another interesting feature included in CSRMF is that 
it allows analysts to specify which actors are the leaders of a group.
Role management: when developing a CSCW system, it is crucial to define its user’s capabilities. 
In CSRMF, these capabilities are assigned by means of playing link, which specifies the condition 
that must be accomplished for an actor to play a role. In addition, the framework is able to represent 
the role responsible for a task by using responsibility link.
Collaboration among users: the specification of collaboration is a cornerstone of CSRML v2.
Owing to both the role and task elements, this framework is able to specify the collaboration among 
users as 3C tasks (collaboration, communication and coordination, as shown in Figure 2), according 
to the model presented in [7], which is the most widely-used in the CSCW field . Therefore, the 
roles (or role in case of individual tasks) participating in a task are specified by means of 
participation links, which also denote how many instances of each role are involved (cardinality).
Awareness: awareness is as important as difficult to specify when modeling a CSCW system. For 
this reason, CSRMF introduces the awareness resource, which specifies the awareness needs that 
a user has in order to perform a task. This is done owing to the elements used in the definition of 
an awareness resource, the present and past awareness elements, which denote the concrete 
awareness needs for each task based on Gutwin’s descriptive framework of WA [14]. Thus, the 
awareness resources are related to tasks and roles by means of a 3-ary relationship, namely 
participation link. However, Gutwin’s framework elements are not the only ones considered in 
CSRMF, but the main characteristics of Social Awareness [61], like group members, roles and
collaborative tasks, can be also specified by means of other elements of the framework 
Goal-Orientation: the CSRMF framework is based on i* [36], in order to support goal-oriented 
requirements modeling and supporting the specification of goals and its corresponding refinement
into resources, tasks or softgoals as well as establishing dependencies among roles and elements.
Quality factors management: as for any other software system, quality factors must be taken into 
account for the development to be successful. That is why in CSRMF, the contribution links are
used to specify softgoals which represent quality factors that contribute to achieve the software 
quality. With this aim, tasks and softgoals can contribute to achieve these quality factors.
Hierarchical organization: the specification of a CSCW system is performed hierarchically, thus 
solving the scalability issue of i* mentioned in Section 2. Actually, the specification is performed 
from high-level system goals to concrete task performed by the users (top-down decomposition), 
which has been proven to improve Software Engineering diagrams understandability [62].

                                                
2 All the elements are explained in Section 3.1
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In addition, this framework promotes the specification of the requirements of CSCW systems by 
means of 5 different types of diagrams in order to improve the readability and understandability of 
the specification. These diagrams, already depicted in the metamodel of Figure 5, are the following
ones:

Group Hierarchy Diagram (GHD) (Figure 5a): this diagram depicts the different stakeholders (and 
groups of them) involved in the CSCW system by using actors and groupactors, respectively. 
Examples of this kind of diagram are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 16.
Quality factors diagram (QFD) (Figure 5b): in these diagrams, the quality factors that contribute 
to achieve the main softgoals (quality factors) identified in the RD diagram are specified. Several 
examples of these diagrams can be found in Figure 13 and Figure 21.
System Goals Diagram (SGD) (Figure 5c): this diagram is used to identify the goals of the CSCW 
system. Each one of these goals will be assigned to the actors and groupactors involved in their 
achievement. Figure 10 and Figure 17 show examples of these diagrams.
Responsibility Diagram (RDs) (Figure 5d): each one of these diagrams corresponds to one of the 
goals identified in the SGD. In a RD diagram, both the roles played by the actors and the tasks the 
actors are responsible for are specified. Figure 11 and Figure 18 show examples of RD diagrams.
Task Refinement Diagrams (TRDs) (Figure 5e): In a TRD diagram, the tasks previously identified 
in RD diagrams are decomposed into individual tasks and 3C tasks that support WA features. 
Figure 12, Figure 19 and Figure 20 illustrate examples of this kind of diagrams.

Once the main features of this framework have been explained, next the different components of 
CSRMF are detailed. First, in Section 3.1, the modeling language CSRML v2 of the CSRMF 
framework will be explained by describing both its elements and relationships, corresponding to the 
graphical representation of the metamodel elements (Figure 4 and Figure 5). After that, the design 
guidelines to drive the creation of CSCW specifications will be presented in Section 3.2. Finally, the 
CASE Tool of the CSRMF framework will be presented in Section 3.3.

3.1 A modeling language: CSRML v2

Originally based on Yu’s i* [36], the first version CSRML [35] was designed for the specification 
of CSCW systems by extending i* elements and relationships with new ones that enable the 
specification of the 3C model and WA. Furthermore, not only add CSRML v2 CSCW awareness 
modelling capabilities, but also solves the understandability issues of both CSRML v1 and i* detected 
in [18] by means of  hierarchical diagrams and the inclusion and redefinition of some of their 
elements. CSRML v2 is based on a metamodel that is made up by extending the elements of the first 
CSRML. For the sake of readability, this metamodel has been split into two different diagrams. Figure 
4 shows the hierarchy and composition relationships as well as the elements’ attributes and the 
enumerations used (highlighting with a red discontinuous line those elements and relationships not 
present in CSRML v1), whereas Figure 5 shows what relationships connect what elements in what 
diagrams. Note that in these figures a color code has been used in order to improve their readability: 
red classes represent CSRMF elements, blue classes represent relationships among elements, yellow 
classes represent diagrams and finally, green classes represent enumerations. Owing to this color code 
it is easy to understand how the different elements are connected by means of the corresponding 
relationships. A filling pattern has also been used together with the color code to improve the 
readability when the diagram is not printed in color. Additionally, the abstract classes are shown with 
their names in italics. Each element, relationship and diagram is further explained later on in this 
section.
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Figure 5. CSRML v2 metamodel: diagrams containing elements and relationships
It is worth noting that he awareness modeling system of this new version of CSRML has been 

completely redesigned based on Gutwin’s WA [14]. Thus, the CSRML v2 elements used in this 
framework are the following ones (note that the added or modified elements in CSRML v2 are 
denoted with an asterisk (*)):

Actor*: it is a user, program, or entity with certain acquired capabilities (skills, category, and so 
forth) that can play a role while it executes, uses devices or is responsible for actions An actor has 
to play a role (specified by means of a playing link) in order to participate in a system.
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GroupActor*: it is a designator for a group composed of one or more actors whose aim is to achieve 
one or several goals By using this element, the representation of groups of users is possible.
Role: it is a designator for a set of related tasks to be carried out. An actor playing a role can 
participate in individual or collaborative tasks (through participation links) and it can be
responsible for the achievement of a goal (through responsibility links).
Goal: it answers “why?” questions. It describes a certain state of the world that an actor would like 
to achieve. However, a goal does no prescribe how it should be achieved.
Softgoal: it is a condition in the world that the actor would like to achieve, but unlike the concept 
of (hard) goal, the condition to achieve it is not sharply defined. A softgoal is typically a quality 
attribute that constrains other element, such as a goal, a task or a resource.
Task*: it specifies a particular way of doing something. As can be seen in the metamodel (see
Figure 4), this element has an importance level that corresponds to the development priority a task 
must have.. In addition, two types of tasks have been identified:

─ Abstract task: it is an abstraction of a set of concrete tasks and, optionally, other elements. 
─ Concrete task: These tasks are refinements of abstract tasks and they have roles responsible for 

their accomplishment. There are four types of concrete tasks: an Individual task is a task that an 
actor can perform without any kind of interaction with other actors. Collaboration / 
Communication / Coordination tasks require two or more actors to be involved in order to 
perform any kind of collaboration / communication / coordination between them.

Resource: it is an entity (physical or informational) that the actor needs to achieve a goal or perform 
a task. The main concern about a resource is whether it is available and from whom.
Awareness Resource*: This element represents some awareness perceptions that a role needs to 
accomplish a task. As the metamodel shows (Figure 4), this element is composed of several 
Awareness Elements based on the Gamespace Awareness features identified by conducting a 
Thematic Synthesis on the existing awareness interpretations [63]. In addition, these elements are
specialized according to their temporal category and classified according to their importance (nice 
to have, desirable, highly desirable or mandatory).

Now, once the modeling elements have been defined, they can be related among them according 
to the CSRML v2 metamodel (Figure 5). The previous elements can be related by means of the 
following set of relationships:

Dependency: it is a relationship between a depender and a dependee for a dependum. The depender
and the dependee are actors and the dependum can be a goal, a task, a resource, or a softgoal. The 
depender depends on the dependee for achieving a goal, performing a task, or using a resource. If 
the dependee fails to provide the depender with the required dependum, it becomes difficult or 
impossible for the depender to achieve the goal, perform the task, or use the resource. Based on the 
type of dependum, there are four types of dependencies: goal dependency, task dependency, 
resource dependency and softgoal dependency.
Means-end link*: a means-end link documents which softgoals, tasks, and/or resources contribute 
to achieve a goal. A means-end link also facilitates the documentation and evaluation of alternative 
ways to satisfy a goal [64], i.e., different decompositions of a goal into subgoals, tasks, and
resources.
Task decomposition link: a task decomposition link describes the essential elements of a task. A 
task decomposition link relates the task to its components, which can be any combination of sub-
goals, sub-tasks, resources, and softgoals. The decomposition of a task can thus comprise sub-tasks 
that must be performed, sub-goals that must be achieved, resources that are needed, and softgoals 
that typically define quality goals for the task.
Contribution link: A contribution link documents an influence from a task or softgoal to other 
softgoal. It is defined by means of the kind attribute of the corresponding metamodel element, and 
can be positive, negative or unknown (Figure 4).
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Playing link: a playing link is used to represent when an actor plays a role. This link has a guard
condition attribute (Figure 4) that represents when a role can be played by an actor.
Responsibility link*: a responsibility link assigns a role (played by an actor) to a (soft)goal or task. 
This link represents who is the stakeholder responsible for a goal/task accomplishment. 
Participation link*: it can connect different elements depending on the context (diagram) where 
this relationship is used (see Section 3.2 for a complete reference about the different diagrams in 
CSRMF):

─ TRD context: A participation link denotes who is involved in a task. This link has an attribute to 
specify its cardinality, i.e., the number of users that can be involved in a task. It can optionally 
have an awareness resource attached to it (examples shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20). In this 
way, it represents that the role has a special perception need (specified by means of the awareness 
resource) in order to participate in the task. Without this perception, the accomplishment of the 
task could be negatively affected or even the role could not be able to participate in the task.

─ GHD context: this relationship is used to assign an actor to a groupactor (Figure 16 exemplifies
its use). By using its cardinality, we are able to represent how many actors constitute each 
groupactor.

─ SGD context: it is used to specify which actors are involved in the accomplishment of the main 
goals of the system (see Figure 17 for an example). Additionally, the number of occurrences of 
each actor or group actor is denoted by using the cardinality field.

In order to make easier the specification of CSCW system requirements by using CSRML, a 
graphical notation was designed to create the CSRML v2 diagrams in a more intuitive manner, as 
well as to increase the models understandability. Moreover, it is worth noting that the graphical 
elements added to the original i* notation follow Moody’s prescriptive theory principles [62] in order 
to create a cognitively effective visual notation. The graphical definitions for the CSRML v2 elements 
(Figure 6) and relationships (Figure 7) are the following:

Figure 6. Graphical description of CSRML elements

Figure 7. Graphical description of CSRML relationships

Goal, Resource and Softgoal: these elements keep the original i* notation.
Task: The original i* notation for this element (an irregular hexagon) is complemented with several 
icons representing the kind of task (see Figure 6). Moreover, the importance of a task is defined by 
using a graphical notation [62] based on a color code (green, yellow, orange, red), being the green 
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color the least important and the red the most important one. Furthermore, for the sake of color-
blind readers or black and white print-outs, the importance is also denoted by using an alternative 
notation based on exclamation marks (none – normal, [!] – high, [!!], very high, [!!!] – highest) that 
will reinforce the meaning of the tasks importance.
Awareness Resource: this kind of element can be shown in the diagrams by using two different 
graphical notations: expanded or reduced. In its expanded form, the Awareness Resource shows all 
the Workspace Awareness features identified by Gutwin [14], whose importance can be set (if a 
specific WA feature is needed) according to the relevance they have to the accomplishment of a 
task. This importance can be nice to have (N), desirable (D), highly desirable (HD) or mandatory
(M). Furthermore, these awareness features are categorized into two different sections. One is 
related to the present and the other one to the past, as in Gutwin’s work. Note that as the awareness 
is not only related to sight, but to hearing, touching, knowing, or any other mean that provides the 
users with feedback about people collaborating with them in a shared workspace, the icon of this 
element is a brain a with question mark inside.
Actor, GroupActor and Role: the new graphical representations for these elements can be seen in 
Figure 6. Note that CSRML does not use the boundary concept from i*. Instead, the relationships 
of actors and roles to tasks and goals are done by using participation links.
Dependency, Means-end Link and Task Decomposition Link: these relationships keep the original 
i* notation.
Contribution Link: this link has a symbol representing the kind of contribution (see Figure 7). It 
can be either “+” (positive), “-” (negative) or “?” (unknown).
Playing Link: this link represents its guard condition my means of a text between brackets ([guard 
condition]).
Participation Link: this link represents their cardinality in a UML-like style. For example:

─ 1: only one actor / role is participating
─ 1..3: from one to three actors / roles are participating
─ 2..*: a minimum of two actors / roles are participating

Responsibility Link: the new graphical representation for this relationship can be seen in see Figure 
7.

3.2 CSRMF Design Guidelines

Once the modeling language of the CSRMF framework has been presented, in this section, the set 
of guidelines (Gi) that drives the specification of CSCW systems by means of CSRML is presented. 
As it is shown, the specification of CSCW systems is organized according to five different kinds of 
diagrams. 

(G0) CSRMF roadmap
A CSCW system specified by following the CSRMF guidelines must have the diagrams structure 

shown in Figure 8. It is the first guideline about how the final structure of a CSCW system must be 
specified, leading the CSCW analysts through the following steps:

1. Identification of the actors and groups of actors participating in the system
2. Definition of system’s main goals
3. Assigning the responsibilities and specifying the main tasks
4. Refinement of tasks and definition of collaboration and awareness
5. Specification of quality factors

Therefore, this procedure follows the Goal-Oriented recommendations, that is, starting the 
specification from an abstract need to a concrete one. Thus, this procedure is performed in CSRMF 
by refining the system’s main goals into abstract tasks, that in turn, will be refined into less abstract 
ones until reaching concrete tasks that can be assigned to actors (playing the required role to 
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participate in that task). This procedure reflects also that the main constituents of CSCW systems 
(actors / groups and system goals) guide the specification.

Figure 8. CSRMF model roadmap
The rest of CSRMF guidelines are shown below. It is worth nothing that the guidelines to create 

each type of diagram are explained in the following subsections. Therefore, in order to create RDs, 
TRDs and QFDs, we must follow the guidelines for these diagrams more than once until we get a 
diagram structure like the one shown in Figure 8. Additionally, in order to facilitate the understanding 
of the guidelines, examples of how they are put into practice are also presented in each subsection
(see Figure 9 to Figure 13). Note that owing to the capabilities of the CSRML Tool when an element 
defined in a diagram is referenced in a different diagram, its name is shown in italics. Finally, when
dealing with complex systems, the requirements specification process using the CSRMF guidelines 
can be performed iteratively in order to refine the model until it is properly and fully specified.

(G1) Group Hierarchy
The first step to do while creating a CSRMF model is to identify the participants (and groups of 

participants) that are going to be involved in the system. Then, for each one of the participants / 
groups, a new actor / groupactor must be added to the GHD diagram. Then, these actors must be 
related to their corresponding groupactors by means of participation links whose cardinality must be 
assigned depending on the number of participants in each group. Finally, if a group has a leader, the 
leader actor should be specified. For example, Figure 9 shows a groupactor that has one or more 
actors and also, another actor who is the group leader (represented by the hand icon). Additionally, 
an example from a real scenario is shown in Section 4.2.1 (Figure 16), related to an online 
collaborative game.

Figure 9. Basic Group Hierarchy Diagram
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(G2) Systems Goals
Just after the creation of the GHD, tasks and goals of the CSCW system must be specified. Then, 

the system main tasks must be specified in this diagram and, afterwards, they must be decomposed 
into the system main goals (and related to the tasks of the system by using task decomposition links). 
Now, with the system goals defined, the actors and groupactors must be related to the goal they are 
involved in by means of participation links. Finally, the number of actors and groupactors that 
contribute to the accomplishment of each goal must be specified by setting the cardinality property 
of the corresponding participation links. For instance, Figure 10 presents a SGD that has two tasks 
decomposed into two system main goals each one. In addition, the actors and groupactor, previously
defined in the GHD (see Figure 9), are related to the goals they are involved in. For further details,
see Figure 17 in Section 4.2.2.

Figure 10. Basic System Goals Diagram

(G3) Responsibilities and Roles
Once the system main tasks and goals have been defined, a RD diagram must be created for each 

task defined in the SGD. That task must be decomposed into one or more sub-tasks and, optionally, 
into one or more softgoals related to quality factors. Then, the different roles that each actor of the 
system can play must be defined here. With this aim, all the sub-system roles must be added and 
related to actors specified in the SGD by means of playing links. These links have a guard condition 
that indicates when the actor can play a role. Finally, it is necessary to set a role responsible for every 
task and softgoal. This can be done hierarchically by assigning a role to the main task (and 
consequently, to all of its sub-tasks and softgoals). However, this responsibility assignment can be 
overridden if a different role is assigned to a sub-task or quality softgoal. For example, in Figure 11
one of the tasks of the SGD above is decomposed into two sub-tasks and two quality softgoals. In this 
example, Role 2 is responsible for every sub-task and quality softgoal except for Sub-task 2, whose 
responsibility falls on Role 1. Additionally, Figure 18 in Section 4.2.3 depicts an additional example 
from a real system.

(G4) Task Refinement
Every sub-task, which the RD main task is decomposed into, must be refined into several goals, 

resources, softgoals and sub-tasks in a TRD diagram. With this aim, the tasks will be decomposed by 
using task decomposition links following the same procedure as for goals, but using means-end links 
instead. This procedure must be repeated over and over until the abstract tasks are refined into 
concrete tasks. For example, in Figure 12 one of the sub-tasks from the RD previously specified (see 
Figure 11) is decomposed into two concrete tasks (an individual and a collaborative one) are 
specified. Moreover, roles specified in the RD must be assigned to concrete tasks by means of 
participation links. These links have a cardinality property to indicate the number of actors playing a 
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role necessary for a task to be performed. Note that an individual task only needs one role, but a 3C 
task needs more than one (or only a role with a cardinality of 2 or more). Furthermore, the importance 
of the tasks can be also specified in this diagram.

Figure 11. Basic Responsibilities Diagram

Figure 12. Basic Task Refinement Diagram 
In the TRD, dependencies and awareness resources can be specified as well (refer to Section 3.1 to

see how dependencies work). An awareness softgoal is represented in a TRD as a 3-ary relationship, 
because it must be related to a task and to the role that needs awareness about other users in order to 
participate in the task. Then, several awareness elements (related to the past and the present) can be 
added to the awareness resources. Moreover, the importance of every awareness element in the 
awareness resource can also be specified (information about awareness resources can be found in 
Section 3.1). As an example, Figure 12 shows an awareness resource related to the Role 2, who 
participates in the Collaboration Task and requires ([M]) to know the history of actions performed 
by the users participating in such task. Additionally, it has been specified that it would be nice to have 
([N]) information about the presence of other users. Two additional examples for this type of diagram
can be found in Figure 19 and Figure 20 in Section 4.2.4.

(G5) Quality Factors
In order to conclude the specification of a CSCW system with CSRMF, optionally, one or more 

QFD diagrams could be created (depending on whether the system requires the specification of the 
quality factors or not). Thus, if any softgoal has been added to the RDs, a new QFD must be created 
to specify each of these softgoals. With this aim, each softgoal defined in the RD must be also added 
to a QFD and refined into softgoals and tasks that contribute to its accomplishment (Figure 13). This 
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refinement is done by means of contribution links. These contributions can be positive, negative or 
unknown, as shown in Figure 13. Moreover, the specification of this kind of diagram can be carried 
out by following international quality standards such as the ISO/IEC 25010:2011 [65]. A
complementary example of this kind of diagram is shown in Section 4.2.5 (Figure 21).

Figure 13. Basic Quality Factors Diagram

3.3 CASE Support: CSRML Tool

A powerful CASE tool that supports modeling and validation is a cornerstone for the success of a 
new technique, language, method or whatever [66]. CSRMF was not an exception because, in order 
to facilitate modeling CSCW requirements, a CASE Tool was created (Figure 14). Moreover, the 
CSRMF CASE tool is able to represent all its elements and relationships, as well as support the 
diagram organization and validate the models created by checking whether they conform to the 
CSRMF metamodel (among other design restrictions) or not. Furthermore, CSRML Tool supports
model validation in three different ways:

Design-time validation: The graphical editor does not allow users to add incorrect elements to
certain diagrams as well as to connect elements with incorrect links. 
Meta-model validation: CSRML Tool allows users to check whether the specified model conforms 
to the CSRML meta-model or not.
Other validations: The validation procedure checks other potential sources of incoherence such as
recursive tasks and goal decompositions (e.g. Task_1 is decomposed into Goal_1, which is fulfilled 
by means of Task_1). In addition, duplicated or void references among diagrams are checked, thus 
ensuring the integrity of diagrams. Finally, the validation system checks other aspects untestable 
by means of the metamodel. For instance, the correctness of the participation links is checked, 
preventing users from specifying incorrect cardinalities (such as 3..1, -2..2).  

This tool is integrated with Visual Studio, so several wizards and item templates have been created 
that support the users as with any other Visual Studio project. For instance, by using one of these 
wizards, a new CSRMF project can be created that includes 5 empty diagrams (one of each type). 
Moreover, a context sensitive help component is available to the user which is integrated into the 
Visual Studio help system. This help component includes a description of all the elements and 
diagrams of CSRMF, as well as several tutorials covering the most complex aspects of the tool.

It is worth noting that the usability of this tool has been empirically evaluated [67] using a facial 
expression analysis technique [68] and an user satisfaction questionnaire [69], and reported the results 
following the ISO Common Industry Format for usability test reports [70]. This evaluation, which 
was performed by 28 Computer Science students, concluded with an 89.29% of the experimental 
tasks correctly completed and a satisfaction result of 6.06 out of 7, which can be considered really 
good results. In addition, the facial expression results helped us to identify the key aspects of the tool 
to be improved.
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Figure 14. CSRML Tool running under Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 and Windows 8

4 Putting CSRMF into Practice: Specification of a Real Multiplayer Collaborative Game  

Once the CSRMF (Collaborative Systems Requirements Modeling Framework) has been presented, 
how it is applied to a real CSCW (Computer Supported Cooperative Work) system is described next. 
During the development of CSRMF, it has been used to specify several information systems such as 
a multi-user text editor, a collaborative conference review system and an e-learning platform. 
However, despite having such a wide range of collaborative tasks, none of these systems was as 
awareness-demanding as to take CSRMF awareness modeling capabilities. Therefore, a different 
system has been chosen this time. Concretely, an online multiplayer collaborative game was chosen 
for this purpose: Age of Empire Online™ (AoEO) [71]. In order to play AoEO, as most of the real-
time strategy games, players needs constant awareness information about their allies (their location, 
actions and resources) in order to jointly collaborate for a group victory. In addition, a game has a 
characteristic that is not demanded by most of the other CSCW systems: opponents who will 
collaborate in order to defeat other players and neutral entities that are not aligned with any other 
player. Because of that, three sources of awareness must be specified, one of them regarding our 
allies, other one for our opponents and the final one for other entities a player should be aware of.
Furthermore, although the game had been already developed, the use of CSRMF could have covered 
the game’s lacks, demonstrated in the last year with lots of patches. In the next section an overview 
of the game is included (Section 4.1), as well as an introduction of its requirements specification by 
using CSRMF (Section 4.2).

4.1 Age of Empires Online

AoEO is the 12th and last title of the Age of Empires™ (AoE) series, which is a collection of real-
time strategy games. Originally developed by Ensemble Studios and published by Microsoft, the AoE 
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series has been a commercial success, having sold over 20 million copies. For this work, we selected 
the last release of this game, AoEO, which has been designed to be massively played through the 
Internet.

Figure 15. AoEO 2vs2 skirmish game with detailed map
An AoE battle game, called skirmish (see Figure 15), consists in creating a virtual city (inspired on 

an ancient civilization) along with its corresponding army. Once the city has been developed, the 
player must defend it and try to defeat the enemies by destroying their cities, optionally with the help 
of one or more allied players. 

For this work, we have used AoEO because of the following reasons. First, it is a game widely 
played by millions of users, which is also free-to-play. Second, in AoEO, collaboration among users 
is everywhere: players have to trade, get coordinated and help each other. Currently, there are several 
game missions hard to be won (or even impossible) without the aid of other players. Finally, this 
game demands a lot of Workspace Awareness (WA) elements for the collaboration among players.

In this game, players’ collaboration is achieved in several ways. For instance, players need to 
coordinate and communicate with each other (either to attack the enemies or defend their own bases) 
by means of the chat (see Figure 15 bottom left corner) or the flares (blue circles Figure 15). In 
addition, when a player needs some resources that the player cannot obtain by himself, he can 
exchange resources with allies by trading or paying tributes. However, before asking for resources, 
players can see information about their allies looking at the information area located at the top left 
corner (see Figure 15). To make the previous collaborative actions possible, this game has several 
WA elements to provide some feedback to the players. These AoEO WA elements can be easily 
identified with those proposed in Gutwin’s framework elements [14]. For example, the most valuable 
element is the game map (see Figure 15), corresponding to the Overview+Detail WA display 
technique [72]. This element, similar to a radar view [73], shows a reduced version of the entire 
skirmish battlefield. By having a look at this map, a player can see the general status of the battlefield 
by means of a color code (blue – user, yellow – allies, and red – enemies) and also, he can move 
throughout the battlefield and send located signals to his allies by clicking the map. Finally, this map 
provides user with feedback about what his allies are looking for owing to a set of telepointers (yellow 
rounded squares) [74], without talking / chatting with them (something really complicated when a 
skirmish is in an advanced stage).

However, this is not the only feedback received from other users, because in AoEO the players are 
always receiving status messages and audio feedback related to what is happening in the battlefield. 
With this audio feedback, players can be aware of the most serious events in the game, such as
knowing when and where the enemies are attacking a building not shown in the screen at that moment. 
This audio feedback is supported by using a surround sound system which can provide positional 
feedback. Next, CSRMF is used in order to show its expressive power for modeling a wide variety of 
collaborative requirements.
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4.2 Modeling Age of Empires Online CSCW Requirements with CSRMF: Putting into 
practice guidelines and the CASE tool

Once AoEO has been presented, in the following we present the results of the reverse engineering 
process carried out to obtain its requirements specification. In this section, we discuss the AoEO 
requirements we obtained which were modeled with CSRMF by following the guidelines previously 
described and using the CASE tool presented in Section 3 to graphically design and validate it.
Nevertheless, despite not having used the original requirements of this game, it is enough to show the 
capabilities of the whole CSRMF framework when it is applied to a real and complex CSCW system.

4.2.1 Identifying actors and groups (G1)

First of all, as pointed out in the roadmap guideline G0, the Group Hierarchy Diagram (GHD) was 
defined.  This diagram is defined to identify the actors and groupactors, as well as to assign actors to 
their corresponding groups by using participation links (guideline G1). As it can be observed in Figure 
16, the Administration board has one Coordinator and one or more Administrators. Also, this group 
has a leader (Coordinator, showing a hand in the diagram), but not the other two groups. Moreover, 
the Realms will consist of several users, and the game’s AI will consist of the different Computers
playing against the users.

Figure 16. Group Hierarchy Diagram (GHD)

4.2.2 Specifying group-level goals and system main tasks (G2)

After defining GHD, the SGD (System Goals Diagram) was created to specify the actors’ goals 
(guideline G2). Figure 17 shows that the tasks Play skirmish and Rule empire (corresponding to the 
two main system tasks of this game) are decomposed into different goals related to several 
groupactors. For instance, the goal Provide quality service is achieved owing to the participation of 
several Realms of players (a realm consist of a bunch of players, usually from the same country) and 
an Administration board (all the game administrators). Actually, on the one hand, Provide quality
service will affect the Realms, whose players will be provided with a better gaming experience (GX)
[75]. On the other hand, the game administrators should be interested in achieving this goal, because
the more quality is provided, the more users will play the game (and accordingly, the income will 
increase). As it can be observed, because of the cardinality in the participation links, one or more 
Realms could participate to achieve this goal, but only one Administration Board.

Figure 17. System Goals Diagram (SGD)
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4.2.3 Defining roles and responsibilities (G3)

Once the GHD and SGD have been defined, the system main tasks have to be refined by using the 
Responsibility Diagrams (RDs) (guideline G3). Note that in this work we focus on Play Skirmish,
because it is the one with more collaborative aspects of the game. Therefore, in this diagram (shown 
in Figure 18), the Play Skirmish task has been decomposed into subtasks and quality softgoals. In 
addition, the responsibility assignments are also established in this diagram by means of responsibility 
links. As can be observed, the role Skirmish player (played by a user during a skirmish) is the one 
responsible for the Play Skirmish task and also, for the Attack, Build and Populate sub-tasks. User
also plays the role Skirmish player in other sub-tasks such as Attack or Develop Economy.

Figure 18. Responsibility Diagram (RD) for Skirmish sub-system

4.2.4 Modeling tasks, collaboration and awareness (G4)

Following the guideline G4, the next step is refining each one of these four sub-tasks, shown in 
Figure 18 into a different Task Refinement Diagram (TRD). However, because of space constraints 
only two are illustrated here. For instance, Figure 19 shows that Develop Economy is an abstract task 
refined into sub-tasks (both individual and non-individual tasks). The assignment of roles (played by 
actors) to tasks is established by means of participation links. The most important characteristics of 
awareness are specified in the TRD diagrams. An awareness resource specifies knowledge about the 
state of the workspace. This information is relevant to the roles involved in tasks. For instance, in 
Figure 19 and Figure 20 several awareness resources are shown. These resources provide relevant 
information for perception, comprehension and prediction in the workspace.

In Figure 19, from one to three Allies and a Skirmish player are needed to perform the Do external 
trade task. Note that the participation link from the Skirmish player has an awareness resource (Ally’s 
base visualization). This is because to create a trading route between an ally’s base and the player’s 
base, the Skirmish player needs to be aware of the other allies’ bases status (the player needs to locate 
the ally’s town halls and choose the most appropriate to create the trading route). Thus, it is mandatory 
(M) to know the allies’ town halls and their location (What – Artifact, and Where - Location). Also, 
it is desirable (D) to know who is the owner of each city hall (Who - Identity) and it would be nice 
(N) to have information about if a user is building a new city hall. In addition, it can be observed that 
another awareness resource (Private chat) is related to the Deal task, thus helping the players to set 
the amount of each resource that has to be sent to his allies.
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Figure 19. Task Refinement Diagram (TRD) for Develop economy task

Figure 20. Task Refinement Diagram (TRD) for Attack task
However, there are not only awareness resources related to the Develop Economy TRD. For 

instance, in the Attack TRD (see Figure 20) the need of feedback from other players is even higher. 
For instance, in order to coordinate troops before a battle, the players can use the chat (Team chat, 
similar to the one illustrated in the previous TRD, but shown in a reduced form this time) and once 
this task is done, players should be aware about where their allies are going to attack by Flaring the 
map (see Figure 15). Afterwards, and once the player knows that his allies are ready to attack by 
looking at their Telepointers, he is able to attack. During this attack, he will receive Audio feedback
from the combat about his allies’ troops as well as from his own troops. Moreover, in this diagram it 
can be observed how CSRMF facilitates the specification of the different importance levels of a task. 
As an example, Hunt has normal importance, but Begin attack has the highest one. Although the 
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importance level corresponds to the development priority that these tasks must have, in this concrete 
case, it also corresponds to Gaming eXperience (GX). Currently, not implementing the Hunt
functionality will not affect the GX seriously, but it makes no sense leaving out Attacks in a Real 
Time Strategy (RTS) game.

The awareness resources specified in the previous diagrams can guide developers in choosing an 
appropriate design solution to satisfy certain awareness needs. For example, audio surround feedback 
can be considered appropriate to satisfy the Audio feedback awareness resource in the CSRMF 
requirements specification, since it provides the user with useful information about important events 
during the game, such as reporting when and where the player’s base is being attacked. Nevertheless, 
other awareness resources, such as the Ally base visualization, could not be properly implemented 
with the design solution chosen in AoEO. In fact, the Ally base visualization awareness resource could 
be properly satisfied by including information in the map about the allies’ base distance, because it is 
really interesting for a player to know this information when creating a new commercial route. 
Probably, if the game designers had used a RE technique focused on CSCW (supporting 3C tasks and 
WA) such as CSRMF, they would have provided straightforward information to the developers about 
the user’s feedback needed and they would have used better design solutions. Furthermore, the 
inclusion of awareness resources in the requirements specification could be used to implement a game 
difficulty selection based on the feedback provided to the user (currently, it is not available in this 
game). As an example, the easy level could provide a full view of the battlefield in the map (the 
enemy’s movements are always visible), but the normal level would add the typical “fog of war” of 
real time strategy games. Finally, the hard level could remove the map, only enabling the player to 
identify the enemy’s attacks by means of the audio surround feedback.

4.2.5 Establishing system’s quality factors (G5)

Lastly, Figure 21 shows the last CSRMF capability, that is, quality interaction characteristics can 
be modeled by using QFD (Quality Factors Diagram) as the guideline G5 determines. In this model, 
the quality factors that contribute to achieve a high quality gaming experience (quality of interaction) 
are specified. This time, as we were unable to know the quality requirements of AoEO, in this diagram 
a quality evaluation framework is modeled based on the factors and criteria of the ISO/IEC 
25010:2011 [65] standard, but modified so that it was suitable for game quality evaluation (for 
instance, entertainment instead of productivity). This diagram has some quality factors and criteria 
which are represented as softgoals and they are related to the main quality softgoal by means of 
contribution links with positive contributions. Using this quality factors, the quality assurance experts 
would be able to perform an analysis about the inclusion of new awareness features. For instance, 
will the inclusion of a new awareness element that provides feedback of other allies’ troops and 
resources help the collaboration between users or will it overload the user interface?

Figure 21. Quality Factors Diagram (QFD) for Play Skirmish sub-system
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4.2.6 System diagrams overview (G0)

Finally, in order to present a graphical overview of the resulting requirements model, Figure 22
summarizes the diagrams modeled by following the design guidelines G1-G5, resulting in a hierarchy
of diagrams that follows the guideline G0. 

Figure 22. Overview of the modeled diagrams 
As can be observed, throughout the previous specifications, the special expressiveness needs of the 

requirements of CSCW systems (and more exactly a multi-player game) such as the description of 
the actors and groups, the specification of awareness resources, tasks, subtasks, goals and quality, can 
be specified by means of the CSRMF guidelines. Actually, when the participants ended the last 
iteration of the AoEO requirements specification, they were interviewed in order to know how their 
experience was while modeling with CSRMF. The five engineers answered that they found CSRMF 
powerful enough to specify a real awareness-demanding CSCW system. Regarding the guidelines, 
the engineers informed that they found them particularly helpful because they help to carry out the 
specification in an ordered manner. They also informed that the language, CSRML, has the expressive 
power necessary for the specification of CSCW systems, especially owing to the support offered by 
CSRML Tool, and the automatic validation it implements. They also considered very valuable the 
context sensitive help CSRML Tool has in order to support novice engineers in using CSRMF. 
Finally, the engineers also suggested the definition of heuristics that could help novice engineers to 
detect the awareness needs of CSCW systems. Therefore, this first evaluation of CSRMF leads us to 
answer positively the fourth research question (RQ4). However, we are planning to conduct additional 
evaluations, with larger groups of participants, to obtain further feedback about the framework when 
used to specify other kinds of CSCW systems. Specifically, we are evaluating the use of CSRMF in 
the context of business intelligence systems.

5 Results and Further Work

In any software system, the requirements specification is paramount to achieve the success of its 
development. It is not an exception when we talk about CSCW (Computer Supported Cooperative 
Work). Nevertheless, this special kind of system has some special types of requirements which are 
difficult to represent by using traditional Requirements Engineering techniques [57], [76]. This paper 
focuses on this issue, that is, to present a new metamodel-based framework for the specification of 
CSCW requirements. Based on the Goal-Oriented CSRML (Collaborative Systems Requirements 
Modeling Framework)  Requirement Engineering language [35],  this framework named CSRMF 
(Collaborative Systems Requirements Modeling Framework) consists of three main components. 
First, this framework uses as requirements modeling language a major revision of CSRML that allows 
analysts to specify collaboration among users as well as workspace awareness requirements. 
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Secondly, this specification is conducted by applying a set of guidelines that allow the analysts to 
model the requirements of a whole CSCW system by means of 5 different kinds of diagrams. Finally, 
a CASE tool named CSRML Tool facilitates the CSCW requirements modeling, by creating and 
validating requirements specifications compliant to the CSRMF metamodel. Thus, by using this 
framework the most complex features of CSCW systems, such as the collaboration among users as 
well as its underlying awareness needs, can be specified. Additionally, a case study based on a 
cooperative multiplayer online game, highly demanding in terms of Workspace Awareness (WA),  
has been used and presented in this work, highlighting the expressive power of this framework when 
dealing with CSCW requirements.

To sum up, this framework facilitates and guides the specification of complex CSCW systems by 
providing: (RQ1) a highly expressive and empirically validated goal-oriented language able to specify 
the paramount features of a collaborative application such as the collaboration among users, the 
awareness needs or the management of actors, roles and groups; (RQ2) a set of guidelines aimed at 
leading a CSCW requirements model step by step, helping to identify roles, tasks, actors and so on; 
and (RQ3) a CASE tool supporting the RE modeling process while using CSRMF, being able to edit 
and verify the five different kinds of diagrams available in CSRML. In addition, owing to the system
modeled by the five SE practitioners presented on Section 4 (RQ4), we are able to state that our 
research questions have been answered.

Our on-going work consists in three main goals. On one hand, we are focusing on improving and 
extending CSRML Tool. With this aim, we are integrating CSRMF into CIAM [77], a methodological 
proposal for the development of user interfaces for CSCW systems. Currently, CIAM exploits Use 
Cases as requirement specification technique, but no attention has been paid about WA at the RE 
stage. Therefore, the integration of CSRMF will provide stakeholders with full support for WA 
features, paramount in the development of collaborative systems. Additionally, a different CSRMF 
CASE tool based on Eclipse EMF/GMF is being developed, so both tools (the EMF and the current 
Visual Studio one) will be empirically compared when the new one reaches the necessary maturity 
level. Moreover, CSRMF is being empirically validated through the development of a business 
intelligence system in collaboration with a company with a wide expertise in this kind of systems.
Finally, as future work, CSRML Tool is going to be extended, in order to provide it with collaborative 
requirement management features [78], thus enabling distributed work teams to work altogether on 
CSCW requirements specifications.

On the other hand, we are working on the extension of CSRMF design guidelines presented in this 
work. With this aim, Anton and Potts’ heuristics [79], which are focused on identifying Goal-Oriented 
elements, will be extended in order to deal with the specific characteristics of CSCW systems. Once 
this is completed, we will integrate this new support into CSRMF, thus obtaining a complete 
methodology for the specification of CSCW systems.
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Abstract— Similarly to what happens when designing a 
single-user system, designers and developers will probably have 
to address some design problems that have often appeared 
previously in some other developments. This kind of recurrent 
problem can be identified, documented and captured in a design 
pattern that provides a reusable solution to a common problem. 
The main aim of this work is to provide a design pattern that can 
be applied to the design of CSCW applications supporting 
Workspace Awareness (WA). The object-oriented pattern 
presented answers all WA questions by means of a class structure 
representing the typical entities and behaviors available in 
collaborative applications (e.g. users, artifacts, collaborative 
actions). Moreover, a proof of concept is presented, thus 
assessing the feasibility of this pattern for a concrete technology, 
namely C# and Visual Studio 2012. 

Keywords— design pattern; Workspace Awareness, Visual 
Studio 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A design pattern is a reusable solution to a recurrent 

problem that appears when designing software. Nevertheless, 
the use of patterns was not first proposed for Computer 
Science, but in Alexander’s et al. book on architecture, urban 
design, and community livability [1]. In this book, the authors 
presented 253 patterns answering questions like “How high 
should a window sill be?” or “How much space in a 
neighborhood should be devoted to grass and trees?”, thus 
creating what the authors call “a pattern language”. Thereby, 
one of the main advantages of using design patterns is that of 
trying to solve a design problem which has been previously 
identified in a design pattern. There is no use in reinventing the 
wheel when there is a widely accepted and validated pattern 
which provides a proper design solution to our problem.  

The foundations of patterns can be extrapolated to CSCW 
field, whose users usually have common behaviors that can be 
captured by means of design patters [2], [3]. For example, 
when performing a task that involves collaboration, it is usual 
that several users perform collaborative actions over an artifact 
whose state will be modified as a result of this action. Thus, by 
providing a design pattern collection rich enough we can 
contribute to solve an important amount of collaboration 
“problems” by reusing well-known solutions. 

Another problem that arises when designing a collaborative 
system is how to deal with users’ awareness information needs. 
Briefly, in order to participate in a CSCW system, users must 

be aware of the other users with whom to perform 
collaborative tasks. That means the users should be provided 
with information about who are available to collaborate with, 
what the other participants are doing, where they are working 
on, when they performed an action or how an artifact got into a 
certain state. In order to answer these questions, as well as 
several others, Gutwin presented his awareness interpretation, 
Workspace Awareness [4], a framework describing all the 
elements, regarding both present and past, that must be 
considered when providing awareness to a CSCW system’s 
users. 

Since WA is considered one of the most widely-accepted 
awareness interpretations for groupware, many collaborative 
applications implement awareness features by answering these 
WA questions. Because of that, we present in this work an 
object-oriented design pattern supporting the definition of all 
the concepts and questions underlying WA. Nevertheless, other 
awareness interpretations are available in the literature [5], [6] 
that could also be used.  

The WA pattern presented herein can be reused in the 
design of a new collaborative system which needs to support 
all (or some of) the elements of WA. In addition, this pattern 
facilitates its adaptation to different systems by means of 
several class hierarchies which in turn, can be extended in 
order to support a more specific environment. In addition, a 
proof of concept of the pattern is presented in this work 
implemented by using Visual Studio 2012 as development 
environment and C# as programming language.  

This paper is structured as follows. Just after this 
introduction, some related work is discussed en Section II. 
Next, the object-oriented design pattern supporting WA is fully 
described. Then, the proof of concept that demonstrates the 
feasibility of the pattern presented is explained. Finally, some 
conclusions and further work are shown in the last section. 

II. RELATED WORK 
There is plenty of literature about design patterns in 

general. For instance Gamma et al. presented a collection of 
object-oriented design patterns aiming at solving specific and 
recurrent problems in software design [7]. This collection of 
creational, structural and behavioral patterns helps designers in 
reusing well-known solutions, thus reducing both development 
time and design errors. 
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As far as CSCW is concerned, an important amount of 
work has been done in order to elaborate collections of 
patterns. For instance, Schummer and Lukosch guide the 
design of Human-Computer-Human Interaction by providing a 
collection of patterns supporting communities and groups of 
users [2]. Thus, by using a pattern language   they propose an 
important amount of patterns focusing on the human user of 
the system as well as assisting developers in the development 
process of CSCW systems. Another work, focused on CSCW 
was presented by Isla et al., consisting in the definition and 
application of patterns to model social organizations [8]. In this 
work, the authors proposed a template for describing the social 
organization of the members participating in collaborative 
processes. This technique, which models patterns by using an 
extension of UML state machine diagrams, was included in 
AMENITIES [9], a methodology aimed at the analysis, design 
and development of CSCW systems. 

A different pattern collection is proposed by Vreede et al. 
in [10]. In that work, the authors propose 60 predictable and 
repeatable patterns, called ThinkLets, aimed at specifying 
Group Support Systems (GSS) and mapping seven basic 
patterns for thinking: diverge, converge, organize, elaborate, 
abstract, evaluate, and build consensus. Moreover, these 
patterns are supported by a tool [11] that guides the design of 
GSS by using those Thinklets. Another work of an empirical 
nature regarding patterns for CSCW was presented by Iacob 
[12]. In this study, she evaluated the impact of using a 
collection of CSCW patterns [13] in the design of synchronous 
applications by evaluating 18 students’ teams. Moreover, by 
means of that experiment, the understandability of those 
patterns was measured as well as the strategies that novice 
designers developed when working with that collection of 
design patterns.  

However, as far as we know, there are no design patterns 
providing a reusable solution for applications with WA 
support. Moreover, taking into account the fact that WA is 
considered the most widely-accepted awareness interpretation 
for groupware development, a design pattern that answers the 
different WA questions can be considered an interesting 
contribution, which constitutes the main aim of this work. 

III. A DESIGN PATTERN FOR WORKSPACE AWARENESS 
In this section the pattern that supports WA is presented. 

Thus, by implementing this pattern (see Fig. 1), the developed 
CSCW can support the required WA elements identified by 
Gutwin more easily. Moreover, this pattern provides the basic 
class structure that a collaborative application should have, that 
is, a set of users who will perform whether individual or 
collaborative actions over artifacts (whose state will be 
modified by these actions) in order to satisfy a goal.  

This pattern consists of several classes related among them 
by inheritance and association relationships which will enable 
the implemented CSCW applications to provide its users with 
awareness information about the other users with whom to 
collaborate. Concretely, the classes that are part of this pattern 
are the following: 

• User: this is the class representing an entity (either 
human or computational) who is participating in the 

collaborative system. It has several methods that answer 
some of the WA questions. For instance, the method 
whatIsWorkingOn() is answering to the question “What 
object are they working on?” for the 
present/what/artifact category. It is worth noting that 
this pattern distinguishes two different types of past: the 
recent past and the distant past. The reason for having 
these two types of past is that in a CSCW applications 
users are interested in what their collaborators are doing 
or what they have recently done, being the information 
regarding the distant past actions hardly ever queried. 
Because of that, this class has, for instance, the method 
whatHasBeenDoing() that returns the last actions 
performed by the user (i.e. in the last session, thus 
representing the recent past), and the method 
whatDid(from, till) returning the actions performed in 
the past between two dates (representing the distant 
past). The rest of WA questions regarding the users are 
represented in the pattern by means of association 
relationships. For example, the association between 
User and Location answer the question “Where are they 
working?” 

• Action and KindOfAction: The class Action represents 
an action performed by a user on an artifact and, 
optionally, aimed at satisfying a goal. By including in 
the Action class a field representing the time when the 
action was performed, this class is able to answer the 
question “When did that event happen?”. Note that in 
this pattern the term “event” appearing in WA question 
has been replaced for the term “action” in order to avoid 
the confusion between Gutwin’s events and programing 
events (software pattern in which a notification source 
makes callbacks to one or more handler methods). In 
addition, this class has association relationships with 
Goal and User, to answer the questions “What goal is 
that action part of?” and “Who is doing that?” 
respectively. The class KindOfAction represents the 
different kinds of actions that can be performed in the 
system. For instance, in a collaborative model editor, 
the kinds of actions could be: adding an element, adding 
a relationship, modifying an element, removing a 
relationship, etc. Therefore, an Action can be considered 
as an instance of a KindOfAction. Moreover, 
KindOfAction can be refined when necessary into 
different sub-classes when special fields or methods are 
needed for specific kinds of actions. 

• Goal: as aforementioned, an action can contribute to 
satisfy a goal. Consequently, this concept is represented 
by the Goal class which, by means of its association 
with the class Action, answers the WA question “What 
goal is that action part of?”, thus defining the intention 
of an action. Moreover, provided a Goal-Oriented 
Requirements Engineering technique, such as CSRML 
[14], has been used to specify the system requirements, 
this class can be directly traced to the goal concept of 
the requirements model. 

• Artifact and State: the Artifact class represents the 
domain elements that the users will perform their 
actions on. This class answers to the WA question 
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“What object are they working on?” with a method 
returning an array of User corresponding to the user(s) 
who is/are working with this artifact. In addition, as 
previously discussed for the User class, two different 
types of past are considered for the Artifact class. The 
former offers information about the artifact history in 
the near past; and, the latter provides further historical 
information bounded by two dates. Furthermore, the 
different states that an artifact has are represented by 
means of instances of the State class. Each instance has 
information about when and how (by means of what 
action) the artifact came to be into that state. 

• Position and sub-classes: the Position abstract class can 
represent either where in the workspace an artifact is 
positioned or where a user is looking at. Due to the 
wide variety of CSCW systems, this class must be 
specialized in a class representing the positioning 
mechanism of a concrete system. For instance, we 
propose in this pattern three of them corresponding to a 
two-dimensional position of a typical WIMP system 
(Position2D), a three-dimensional position of a virtual 
reality workspace (Position3D) as well as the position 
where the user is looking at (Cursor). 

• View and sub-classes: the View abstract class is used to 
answer “Where can they see / reach?”. For this class, on 
one hand, we use an specialization for WIMP 
environments corresponding to a bounding rectangle, 
that is, the part of the whole workspace that the user is 
viewing (or can reach if he/she does not have access to 
the complete workspace) which, in this specific case, is 
represented by a rectangular view. On the other hand, 

the View class is also specialized into a tridimensional 
bounding box in order to make the pattern able to deal 
with 3D virtual environments. Nevertheless, the View 
class can be specialized into different view/reach 
mechanisms when dealing with other interaction 
paradigms (i.e. augmented reality environments). 

• Location and sub-classes: when the user’s context 
information is relevant to the collaborative application, 
these classes must be taken into account. With this aim, 
the location of a user is represented by means of the 
Location abstract class. However, in a similar way to 
the Position class, a specialization is needed with regard 
to the system that the users are collaborating in. For 
instance, a GeographicalLocation should be used when 
it is necessary to manage the physical location of the 
user on Earth and a VirtualLocation when users have a 
virtual representation instead of a physical one. 
Moreover, these classes can be re-specialized if  
additional information is needed 

• Management: the class Management is responsible for 
managing the workspace (users, artifacts, actions). This 
class implements the methods isAnyone(), 
whoIsParticipating() and whoWas(from, till) answering 
to the WA questions “Is anyone in the workspace?”, 
“Who is participating?”, “Who is that?”, and “Who was 
here, and when?” respectively. Nevertheless, although 
only one management class appears in the pattern, it 
should be decomposed into several management classes 
(e.g. UsersManagement, ArtifactsManagements, etc.) in 
order to avoid the implementation of the design anti-
pattern “the blob” [15].  

 

 
Fig. 1. Workspace Awareness design pattern 
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TABLE I.  RELATIONSHIP AMONG WA QUESTIONS AND PATTERN 
ELEMENTS 

Categ. Element (Questions) Pattern answer 
PRESENT 

Who 

Presence (Is anyone in the 
workspace?) Management: isAnyone() 

Identity (Who is participating? 
Who is that?) 

Management: 
whoIsParticipating() 

Authorship (Who is doing that?) Action: whoIsDoingThat 

What 

Action (What are they doing?) User: whatIsDoing() 
Intention (What goal is that 
action part of?) Action: whatGoal 

Artifact (What object are they 
working on?) User: whatIsWorkingOn() 

Where 

Location (Where are they 
working?) User: whereIsWorking 

Gaze (Where are they looking?) User: whereIsLooking 
View (Where can they see?) User: whereCanSee 
Reach (Where can they reach?) User: whereCanReach 

PAST 

How 

Action history (How did that 
operation happen?) 

Artifact: 
howHasHappened() & 
howDidHappen(from, till) 

Artifact history (How did this 
artifact come to be in this state?) 

Artifact: howHasCome() & 
howDidCome(from, till)  

When Event history (When did that 
event happen?) Action: whenDidHappen() 

Who Presence history (Who was 
here, and when?) Management: whoWas() 

Where Location history (Where has a 
person been?) 

User: whereHasBeen() & 
whereWas(from, till) 

What Action history (What has a 
person been doing?) 

User: whatHasBeenDoing() 
& whatDid(from, till) 

 

In order to clarify the relationship between the WA pattern 
and the WA questions proposed by Gutwin [4], TABLE I.  
depicts how the different pattern classes, methods or 
associations answer the questions.  

Finally, it should be noted that, when the system under 
development does not need all the WA elements, it does not 
have to implement the whole pattern. For instance, if there is 
no need to deal with users location, the Locations class, sub-
classes and the association relationship with User, should not 
be implemented. 

IV. PROOF OF CONCEPT 
In this section, the implementation of the previous pattern 

that has been developed by using C# 5.0 [16] is presented as a 
proof of concept. With this aim, Visual Studio 2012 was used 
to perform such implementation which resulted in the class 
diagram shown in Fig. 3. Moreover, all the sub-classes for 
View, Location and Position have been implemented so that 
the resulting Visual Studio project, which can be downloaded 
from [17], can be used and/or extended in any CSCW 
application. 

In this implementation, we took advantage of the advanced 
development functionality provided by C#.  Actually, the 
association relationships among the pattern classes have been 
implemented by means of C# properties. They are class 
members that provide a flexible mechanism to read, write, or 
compute the value of a private field.  

In order to exemplify the use of this pattern, a concrete 
CSCW application, namely Age of Empires Online (AoEO, 
[18]) is used. This is a collaborative massive-multiplayer-
online strategy game, whose users combat collaboratively with 
their allies in order to defeat their foes. Concretely, Fig. 2 
shows a radar view [19] used in this game to provide the user 
with information about its environment. In order to put into 
practice the pattern, the designers of the AoEO would have to 
customize the elements of the pattern according to their needs. 
For instance, two sub-classes of Artifact could be defined to 
represent the user’s bases and troops (blue icons). As Artifact is 
related to Position, and therefore to Position2d (see Fig. 3), 
each one of the new subclasses would have automatically this 
relationship. For instance, every instance of the subclass Troop 
could be placed in the radar view thanks to this capability (see 
yellow icons in Fig. 2). As Artifact is related to State, the 
instances of the new subclasses could have information about 
their state, such as the remaining life of a soldier of a troop or 
the evolution age of a base. The class User could be also 
specialized to define the players. As User is related to 
BoundingRectangle, the player could know “where can he/she 
reach?”. Moreover, as in this game a player can be virtually 
located in several places at the same time, this information 
could be automatically managed thanks to the relationship 
between User and VirtualLocation. In this game, players can 
perform several KindsOfActions (e.g. move, attack, repair, 
create, select, etc.), being an example of a concrete Action to 
attack the enemy’s base with the selected troops, thus 
modifying its State. Moreover, depending on the selected mode 
of game being played, players would have to achieve different 
Goals, for instance, to defeat all the enemies or being the first 
ones to build a wonder. Therefore, as has been shown 
throughout the example, most of the design regarding the WA 
is already provided by the pattern so that the designer only has 
to customize those elements he/she deems appropriate by 
inheriting from them. 

 
Fig. 2. Radar View of Age of Empires Online 
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Fig. 3. Class diagra
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common entities and behaviors (i.e. several users collaborating 
on a task to achieve a common goal). 

Another common characteristic of CSCW systems is the 
users’ need of awareness about the other users with whom they 
collaborate. Regarding awareness, several interpretations can 
be found in the literature, being Gutwin’s Workspace 
Awareness the most widely-accepted one with respect to 
groupware systems. Thus, in order to answer the questions that 
Gutwin and Greenberg described in their framework, we 
presented in this work an object-oriented design pattern 
consisting of several classes (with the corresponding 
inheritance and association relationships among them) that 
provides the answers to these questions. Hence, the application 
of this pattern in the design of a CSCW system will provide it 
with a basic structure to answer the WA questions by means of 
the methods and association relationships of several classes. In 
addition, that class structure includes the entities commonly 
used in a collaborative system: users that satisfy their goals by 
performing collaborative actions over artifacts whose state is 
modified. Therefore, it can be used as the starting point for the 
development of complex CSCW systems.  

Furthermore, as a proof of concept, this pattern has been 
implemented by using C# and Visual Studio 2012. It must be 
highlighted that the advantage of using this pattern is twofold. 
First, it provides designers with guidance to support WA 
features in their application. Second, it provides automatic 
support for its exploitation, since a web service is automatically 
generated that offers answers to all the questions described in 
TABLE I. In addition, since the described pattern distinguishes 
between two kinds of past (recent and distant), the available 
implementation makes use of a database engine (SQL Server 
2012) to manage the information related to the distant past. The 
information regarding the recent past, which is more frequently 
accessed, is managed by means of C# lists and automatically 
inserted into the database when a user logs out. This 
information can then be accessed by means of the methods 
parameterized by two dates (from and till) available in the 
corresponding classes. 

Several issues constitute our on-going work related to this 
pattern. One of them focuses on the development of wizards 
that guide the designers in the use of the pattern. We are also 
working on the extension of the pattern to include new 
elements on the basis of the analysis of the different awareness 
approaches found in the literature, such as Situation Awareness 
[24]. 
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a b s t r a c t 

Context: Collaborative computer games have evolved from single-player to massively multiplayer

awareness-demanding games, usually involving collaboration to achieve team goals. As a consequence

of such evolution, these players should be provided with awareness information that enables them to

perform collaborative tasks with other team members.

Objective: The objective of this work is the analysis of current awareness interpretations in order to

develop an awareness interpretation that collects the awareness needs of such games.

Method: This analysis has been conducted by means of a step-by-step Thematic Analysis of current inter- 

pretations that led us to extract the most relevant awareness elements defined in existing interpretations.

The developed awareness interpretation was empirically evaluated by means of several surveys aimed at

assessing whether the implementation of the interpretation elements in a game would improve the play- 

ers enjoyment.

Results: The Thematic Synthesis Analysis concluded that none of the current awareness interpretations

can deal properly with collaborative computer games, specifically due to collaboration and social & group

dynamics. This Thematic Synthesis Analysis led us to coin Gamespace Awareness , a new awareness inter- 

pretation based on a combination of the previously analyzed awareness interpretations, which is suitable

for collaborative computer games. The interpretation was positively evaluated for two games, namely a

first person shooter and a real-time strategy game.

Conclusions: Gamespace Awareness combines the potential awareness elements needed for collaborative

computer games, making it possible to identify the awareness requirements of these games from the very

beginning.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction: collaboration and awareness in computer

games 

If we take a look at Forbes top 10 best-selling videogames of 

2014 [43] we can see a melting pot of games belonging to sev- 

eral platforms and genres. However, all these games have some- 

thing in common: they feature a collaborative mode, indicating 

that nowadays players certainly enjoy playing together. This mul- 

tiplayer trend started back in 1958, when William Higginbotham 

created the first multiplayer computer game, Tennis for two , which 

simulated a tennis match on an oscilloscope (see Fig. 1 ). Nev- 

ertheless, the two-player mode was necessary due to the non- 

computing capabilities of the oscilloscope. The trend for two op- 
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posing players continued until 1978, when John Ray and Howard 

Delman designed the very first cooperative arcade game, Fire Truck 

[5] , whose two players had to drive a truck as fast as possible, the 

gas and brakes being controlled by the player sitting at the front, 

while the other player controlled the rear wheel tiller (see Fig. 2 ). 

Since then, those computer games which used to be played by a 

single player or at best up to four players, have evolved beyond 

all recognition. Nowadays, together with such classic 2D games, 

which are having a revival thanks to the increasing popularity of 

smartphones, 3D collaborative multiplayer games have also be- 

come really popular. This style of gaming has evolved dramati- 

cally, especially since the inception of massively multiplayer games. 

The increasingly popular Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing 

Games (MMORPGs) are simultaneously played by millions of peo- 

ple, World of Warcraft [12] being the best-known example, with 

8 million paying subscribers. Nevertheless, such players do not all 

play together, but are organized into different realms with a capac- 

ity for 80 0 0 players per server. However, different MMORPGs such 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.infsof.2016.01.009

0950-5849/© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Tennis for two (1958). 

Fig. 2. Fire truck (1978). 

as Ultima Online [36] have a higher capacity for 15,0 0 0 simulta- 

neous players. MMORPGs usually organize their enormous num- 

ber of users into groups, whose members collaborate with each 

other to achieve common goals that would be impossible to attain 

individually. 

Since a collaborative multiplayer game is a special kind of col- 

laborative system whose users play collaboratively [16] , they need 

real-time information about the other players (e.g. what they are 

doing, where they are, what capabilities they have). In other words, 

players must be provided with awareness of other users (both al- 

lies and enemies) and the game’s environment [4] . Dourish and 

Belloti defined awareness as the “understanding of the activities 

of others, which provides a context for your own activity” [34] . 

Many modern computer games are 3D-inmersive, so that you must 

not only be aware of the other players, but also of the context, 

i.e. of objects hidden in the environment and their characteris- 

tics. Providing players with awareness benefits them in two dif- 

ferent ways: first, this information makes them better players and 

thus increases their enjoyment [51,85] , and second, it makes the 

game easier to play for novel entertainment-oriented players since 

it will facilitate the players choice within the game [90] . This is 

because further awareness information of the different elements 

(allies, foes, items, active skills, etc.), means the players are able 

to interact with each other and with the different elements more 

easily. In Gutwin’s words, “being able to stay aware of others plays 

an important role in the fluidity and naturalness of collaboration, 

and supporting awareness of others is looked on as one way of 

reducing the characteristic awkwardness of remote collaboration”

[50] . In other words, awareness makes collaborative games more 

natural. Furthermore, this awareness will also increase some of the 

different forms of fun defined in [46,55] , such as fellowships or so- 

cial interaction. 

Awareness in games can be considered as additional informa- 

tion about the game the players are provided with in order to im- 

prove different aspects such as usability, user’s enjoyment, the ever 

more in demand in-game socialization, etc. In other words, if the 

players are provided with no awareness, they may be able to play 

the game, but would do so in a clumsy and uncomfortable way 

due to the lack of information about the game environment (other 

players, items to interact with, social aspects and so on). Aware- 

ness information also increases the players’ interest in the game 

[109] , or in other words, makes them feel that they are involved 

in the game and not just playing it [75] . For example, in a real 

situation it is common to be aware of a player behind us. How- 

ever, in a computer game we are not aware of his presence unless 

some awareness mechanism is implemented. With similar needs 

in mind, several authors (see Section 2 ) have defined their under- 

standing of awareness by focusing on different domains that range 

from the design of military vehicles to groupware systems. Some 

of the most well-known interpretations are Collaboration Aware- 

ness, Situation Awareness, Workspace Awareness, Location Aware- 

ness, Context Awareness, Social Awareness, Activity Awareness, as 

well as other interpretations of awareness focused on more specific 

domains. However, none of these interpretations can be considered 

enough by itself to cover all the awareness needs in a modern col- 

laborative computer game (as will be shown in Section 3 ). This 

constitutes the main motivation for this work: the development of 

a new awareness interpretation, by compiling elements from dif- 

ferent existing ones, that helps game designers and developers to 

identify awareness needs of new and more successful [94] collab- 

orative games. In this regard, our proposal could be used as a ba- 

sis that includes the most recurring awareness elements of such 

interpretations. Nevertheless, it could also be enriched with new 

awareness elements if needed. 

As Wohlin states [113] , “despite the increased focus on conduct- 

ing systematic literature studies in software engineering, there is 

still too little attention on conducting research synthesis”. There- 

fore, in order to properly identify the awareness needs of collab- 

orative (or non-collaborative but immersive) computer games, a 

Thematic Synthesis [14,25,105] has been conducted in this work. 

Thematic Synthesis is a synthesis method of qualitative evidence 

that guides researchers in the process of analyzing literature and 

identifying important and recurrent themes that are summarized 

later on. As the main result of the Thematic Synthesis we present 

Gamespace Awareness (GA), a new awareness interpretation fo- 

cused on representing the real-time awareness information re- 

quired by players of modern computer games. To present our pro- 

posal, we rely on one of the analyzed awareness interpretations, 

namely Workspace Awareness [50] which offers a way of repre- 

senting the knowledge behind GA in a clear manner which can 

be easily used by game designers. GA was developed by analyz- 

ing and extending Workspace Awareness with different elements 

obtained from the other interpretations analyzed which are re- 

lated to several awareness requirements such as the social features 

of collaborative computer games. Similarly to previous awareness 

interpretations, GA will provide game developers with a scaffold 

on which they can specify and build the awareness capabilities 

needed for modern games. Moreover, we conclude our work by in- 

tegrating GA into a game development process that guides game 

developers while they identify awareness needs from the very 

beginning of the game development, i.e. the requirements engi- 

neering step [28] . Finally, GA is empirically evaluated by using 

two surveys related to well-known collaborative games, obtaining 
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positive results. Thus, the research questions of this work can be 

stated as follows: 

• RQ1: What awareness characteristics are required by collabora- 

tive computer games?
• RQ2: What awareness interpretations have been defined until

now?
• RQ3: Is there any awareness interpretation that can be used to

identify and define the awareness characteristics of collabora- 

tive computer games?
• RQ4: Can the integration of the existing interpretations provide

a solution?

This work is structured as follows. After this introduction,

Section 2 presents the question of awareness in computer games 

as well as the existing awareness interpretations, which are then 

analyzed in Section 3 by means of Thematic Synthesis. Based on 

the results achieved by the Thematic Synthesis method, Section 4 

presents our proposed approach, namely Gamespace Awareness 

(GA), and shows how it can be used in different games. Section 5 

shows how Gamespace Awareness could be used during a game 

development process. Section 6 describes an evaluation of two 

well-known Collaborative Computer Games, focusing on the GA el- 

ements rather than the games themselves that could be used to 

evaluate both new and existing games. Lastly, Section 7 presents 

some conclusions and outlines our future work. 

2. Related work

This section reviews different studies related to awareness and

games, including the importance of awareness (as well as other 

characteristics such as social features) in games and a summary of 

the current awareness interpretations that can be found in the lit- 

erature. Section 2.1 focuses on work related to awareness in games. 

After that, Section 2.2 describes those awareness interpretations 

that will be used afterwards to perform the Thematic Synthesis. 

2.1. Awareness in games 

Something absolutely necessary when playing with other peo- 

ple is to know who is available to play with [67] , where the other 

players are, what they are doing and so on. Nevertheless, although 

much has been written about game design [10,92,115] , the prob- 

lem of awareness in collaborative computer games has only been 

addressed by analyzing specific awareness elements, yet never cre- 

ating a framework aimed at identifying them. The perception of 

the other players in the group is taken for granted in physical 

face-to-face games such as the classic board games [66] , traditional 

playground environments or sports events. Nevertheless, when 

talking about computer games, where players do not need to be 

necessarily in the same physical place, this perception of the other 

users is far from being a minor matter [35] . This is why multi-user 

computer games have to implement several awareness techniques 

to provide information about the other players, especially when 

these are not physically present. Actually, the lack of other user 

awareness feedback in a collaborative game will probably make the 

player feel that he/she is alone in the playing environment, hin- 

dering collaboration. A whole new set of awareness requirements 

arises when playing with a considerable number of people. 

The problem of being aware of others gets magnified in mas- 

sively multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPG), in which 

hundreds of users form groups sharing a common goal [99] and 

play a wide range of roles, thus supporting different playing styles. 

In this sort of game, players must be aware of others’ roles and lo- 

cation in order to make player-to-player interaction more frequent 

[63] . Furthermore, role awareness is necessary for proper commu- 

nication (synchronous or asynchronous), which usually depends on 

Fig. 3. User playing a Post-WIMP first person shooter.

the players’ roles or status. Moreover, the enormous number of 

participants of many online multiplayer games, such as World or 

Warcraft [12] or Diablo [11] , has led to the creation of really com- 

plex groups of communities [95] . These groups have to carry out 

complex tasks whose fulfillment depends on a precise coordinated 

effort, as well as on the resolution of potential conflicts. Players 

must therefore be aware of both their own and shared goals at 

all times in order to have a positive experience when playing this 

sort of game. To sum up, the complexity and massiveness of col- 

laborative computer games has led them to be extremely intri- 

cate communities of users collaborating for a common goal, whose 

achievement can be eased thanks to the right awareness elements. 

Regarding a different sort of game, Manninen and Korva analyzed 

the design of collaborative puzzles [69] , a typical scenario featuring 

a cooperative mode. In this work, the authors describe the group 

dynamics and social roles related to multiplayer puzzle solving. Fi- 

nally, together with this awareness about other players, it is impor- 

tant to provide users with Spatial Awareness , i.e. to provide them 

with information about their position in the game with regard to 

the objects and environment of the game [9] . By means of Spatial 

Awareness, players can be provided with visual and aural stimuli 

closely related to the human psyche. For instance, when the game 

designers want the player to feel relieved and safe, they can make 

him/her interact with an open scenario with wide-open vistas of 

their surrounding terrain. However, in order to create feelings of 

fear and nervousness, the game can feature dark and claustropho- 

bic spaces [30] . 

Not only has the complexity of game scenarios and user com- 

munities evolved, but also the way players interact with the game. 

Contemporary games are nothing like the games in the last cen- 

tury, in which user interaction used to be as simple as control- 

ling a directional gamepad and several buttons [27] . Now collab- 

orative computer games can be considered complex post-WIMP 

(post-Window, Icon, Menu, Pointer) applications where users are 

immersed in a 3D world and use evolved game controllers as well 

as avant-garde sensors that enable them to interact by using their 

body movements [79] (see Fig. 3 ). Because of this immersion in 

virtual worlds, the awareness of the elements with which to in- 

teract (and not only the users with whom to play) is paramount 

in achieving the usability of such games [45] . The importance of 

awareness in games is about to be increased with the upcoming 

fully-immersive virtual reality systems, such as Oculus Rift [80] or 

Project Morpheus [97] . The awareness in these systems should be 

provided in a more natural way, not just visually, but aurally or 

sentientally (i.e. by means of haptic actuators) [70] . 

2.2. Current awareness interpretations in different fields 

Even though the term “awareness” has been used for centuries, 

it was first introduced to the Computer Supported Collaborative 
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Fig. 4. Endsley’s model of Situation Awareness (adapted from [39] ). 

Work field by Dourish and Bellotti [34] , who defined it as “an un- 

derstanding of the activities of others, which provides a context for 

your own activity.” Since then, several awareness interpretations 

have been defined in the CSCW field [6] to be applied to different 

domains. The most widely accepted interpretations are Collabora- 

tion Awareness [61] , Situation Awareness [39] , Workspace Aware- 

ness [50] , Location Awareness [32] , Context Awareness [93] , Social 

Awareness [33] , Activity Awareness [15] , as well as other kinds 

of awareness focused on specific domains. These interpretations 

are described in the following sub-sections. As far as we know, 

no awareness interpretation has been developed focusing on the 

awareness requirements of collaborative computer games defined 

in Section 2.1 . In Section 3 , these concepts are analyzed be means 

of Thematic Synthesis in order to identify those most commonly 

used. 

2.2.1. Collaboration Awareness 

The term Collaboration Awareness (CA) [61] does not have a 

precise definition, but usually refers to the users’ perception of 

group availability. When perceiving group availability, users get 

feedback on whether the other users in the group are in the same 

physical place, the online/offline status of other people as well as 

their virtual availability (term related to the quality of the com- 

munication links among participants). Rodden and Blair [89] also 

added to this interpretation of awareness the communication mode 

that they defined as: 

• Synchronous (real-time communication). 
• Asynchronous (reduced interaction without real-time direct 

communication). 
• Semi-synchronous (a mixture between the two previous ap- 

proaches, including some of their advantages and disadvan- 

tages). 

Dennis et al. [29] also extended this interpretation of aware- 

ness by considering the relationship among the communication 

medium capabilities, the performance of the different groups of 

users, and the communication needs of the tasks performed. They 

concluded that it is necessary to adapt the media to the group and 

the task and vice versa. In addition, they also claimed that net- 

work operations must be considered as design features during the 

development of CSCW systems because they directly affect the way 

users collaborate. These network facilities are mainly the manage- 

ment of network connectivity (connected or disconnected working 

modes), the use of message delivery systems (with or without syn- 

chronism) and the handling of possible delays when the delivery 

has been performed. 

Finally, the difference between place and space has been de- 

scribed in [54] . On one hand, spaces are a way to structure real 3D 

worlds in a specific CSCW context in which people move around. 

In these spaces people have to be aware of others and artifacts. 

On the other hand, the concept of place goes beyond space, since 

it considers the meaning and context of an action performed in a 

space. 

2.2.2. Situation Awareness 

The definition of Situation Awareness (SA) [37–39] is said to 

be the most generic of all the existing proposals because it uses 

the term “situation” to describe almost anything, such as e.g. pres- 

ence, localization, context or shared knowledge. It is also the most 

widely accepted in the CSCW field. Endsley [39] defined SA as 

“the perception of elements in the environment within a volume 

of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the 

projection of their status in the near future”. Based on this def- 

inition, a theoretical model was defined based on three cogni- 

tive steps ( Fig. 4 ): perception, comprehension, and projection. The 

first step (perception) implies the use of sensory means to gather 
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Table 1 

Information elements of WA related to the present. 

Category Element Specific questions 

Who Presence Is anyone in the workspace? 

Identity Who is participating? Who is that? 

Authorship Who is doing that? 

What Action What are they doing? 

Intention What goal is that action part of? 

Artifact What object are they working on? 

Where Location Where are they working? 

Gaze Where are they looking? 

View Where can they see? 

Reach Where can they reach? 

Table 2 

Information elements of WA related to the past. 

Category Element Specific questions 

How Action history How did that operation happen? 

Artifact history How did this artifact come to be in this state? 

When Event history When did that event happen? 

Who Presence history Who was here, and when? 

Where Location history Where has a person been? 

What Action history What has a person been doing? 

information about relevant elements of the environment (people, 

objects, environmental factors, etc.). The comprehension step im- 

plies an intelligent process to create new knowledge based on that 

already known. Finally, in the projection step, the future values 

of the environmental elements are calculated based on the under- 

standing of the situation. As can be observed, this awareness inter- 

pretation ranges from basic theories on the human psyche to the 

automatic-decision process in dynamic environments, mainly due 

to its use for designing military vehicles. 

SA is considered not only for individuals, but also for groups. 

Thus, on the one hand, the term “shared SA” represents the SA 

that all the group’s members have in common, i.e. the intersec- 

tion of the individual SA. The shared SA enables individuals to per- 

form collaborative tasks in which each participant needs to have 

the same SA as the other participants. On the other hand, “team 

SA” is the sum of everyone’s SA, and enables the performance of 

collaborative tasks without a common SA among the group’s mem- 

bers, forcing the participants to keep open their communication 

channels in order to make decisions and execute tasks. 

2.2.3. Workspace Awareness 

Within the CSCW community, Workspace Awareness (WA) 

[50,52,53] is one of the best known awareness interpretations and 

is also a must for any Groupware system. Defined by Gutwin as 

“the up-to-the-moment understanding of another person’s interac- 

tion within a shared workspace”, it can be considered as a spe- 

cial case of Situation Awareness, because it involves knowledge 

about who is available to collaborate with, where others are work- 

ing, what they are doing now and what they are going to do next 

and how a certain operation happens (among other information). 

Tables 1 and 2 show the WA information elements related to both 

the present and the past. 

This information about the shared workspace facilitates effec- 

tive collaboration, helping to simplify the communication and co- 

ordination of actions and activities. WA information can also be 

used to anticipate events, manage work groups or assist users. 

These characteristics mean that WA could be used as the founda- 

tion of a new interpretation of awareness, in which users need to 

communicate with each other and coordinate their actions. 

While modeling a CSCW system that supports WA, several fac- 

tors should be considered. Communication can be designed to 

have two different modes (similarly to CA): synchronous or asyn- 

chronous (semi-synchronous mode is not considered in WA). The 

groups’ structure and size also affect WA mechanisms, especially 

the user interfaces, which must be adapted to enable a continuous 

data update and to reduce the cognitive load generated by the WA 

mechanisms themselves. 

2.2.4. Location Awareness 

Location Awareness (LA) [32] mainly focuses on mobile sys- 

tems, considering the geographical relationship among collabora- 

tors. LA is based on the understanding of the location in the space, 

the mobility through the space, the kinds of bodies populating 

the space and the awareness of these bodies. These four features 

have been defined as follows: first, LA distinguishes two kinds of 

space: Cartesian (based on the Cartesian definition of distance) 

and topological (using the concept of nearness). Second, the LA 

framework defined in [65] identifies three levels of mobility within 

the environment: fixed (no mobility at all), mobile (provided by 

portable computers such as mobile phones) and autonomous (self- 

controlled movement such as that of a robot). Third, LA classifies 

the environment population into three different categories: people, 

devices and objects. Finally, regarding the considered awareness in- 

formation, LA considers four categories: presence, identity, internal 

attributes and external attributes. These attributes can refer to ei- 

ther the user (or device) itself or other bodies, and they can be 

obtained either directly (e.g. proximity sensors) or indirectly (e.g. 

system announcements). 

2.2.5. Context Awareness 

Context Awareness (CoA) [93] is mainly related to mobile sys- 

tems, where context is considered as everything surrounding an 

object or an idea, whether physical or logical. The aim of this 

context is to define accurately the objects or information, thus 

avoiding several interpretations of the same concept. Additionally, 

CoA considers different simultaneous contexts: group context, in- 

dividuals’ context and shared task context. CoA also introduces the 

concept of virtual space [88] as a collection of computer-supported 

interactive spaces that can be shared, populated, modified and nav- 

igated (thanks to their virtual topology). In addition, CoA provides 

support for groups of users (allowing its collaborators to be aware 

of what is happening in the virtual space) and public objects which 

have virtual attributes, relationships and constrains [23] . 

This interpretation of awareness (complementary to Location 

Awareness) is mainly applied in the fields of mobile devices, ubiq- 

uitous computing or environmental intelligence (among others), 

where the physical location of people, places or activities can be 

considered “of interest”. One of its main applications is the adap- 

tation of user interface of the device to the physical, technological 

or conceptual context in which the device is going to be used to 

improve user experience. 

2.2.6. Social Awareness 

Social Awareness (SoA) emphasizes the understanding of so- 

cial practice [18] . When participating in a shared workspace as a 

group member, it is important to be aware of the other members’ 

roles and activities, as well as how the other group members are 

contributing to the performance of certain collaborative tasks. The 

main goal of SoA is to make participants aware of the group mem- 

bers’ social situation [106] , so that they feel that they belong to a 

group when collaborating to achieve group goals. Similarly to Con- 

text Awareness, which establishes the concept of virtual space, a 

new concept called social space [15,33] is introduced in SoA to 

specify the importance of being aware of some social space char- 

acteristics, such as members’ privileges or group history. 
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Fig. 5. The four facets of AA (adapted from [15] ). 

2.2.7. Activity Awareness 

Activity Awareness (AA) [19] focuses on complex systems in 

which users share activities and not merely concepts. This inter- 

pretation refers to the awareness generated when participating in 

collaborative tasks and is based on a framework that consists of 

four different facets ( Fig. 5 ). The first one, common ground, has to 

do with the shared knowledge created as a result of collaboration. 

It includes knowledge about the activities performed and the users 

who performed them, the resources and tools used and results ob- 

tained. The second facet, communities of practice, refers to the 

goals, values and practices shared by group members. It includes 

communication protocols, ways of expression, vocabulary and even 

dress codes. The third facet is the social capital that is created 

when there are satisfying interactions among members. This facet 

refers to the accumulation of the social benefits of past social in- 

teractions in order to avoid conflicts and other risks in future in- 

teractions. Finally, the human development facet is related to the 

development of new knowledge and abilities (whether human or 

professional), ultimately creating a shared human development. 

2.2.8. Other awareness interpretations 

Besides the aforementioned awareness interpretations, other 

approaches can be found that focus on different domains, such as: 

• Anticipated Awareness [86] : is defined as a conceptual model 

to anticipate future expectations in shared workspaces, it au- 

tomatically checks and notifies whether these expectations are 

met or not. 
• Change Awareness [100] : focuses on the information that must 

be tracked when performing asynchronous changes to collabo- 

rative documents or the graphical workspace. Closely related to 

WA, it also deals with high-level questions (where, who, what, 

how, when and why). 
• Difficulty Awareness [20] : is applied to the software engineer- 

ing and software development field. This approach tries to send 

automatic semantic awareness information about the members 

who are having difficulty with their programming tasks. 
• Emotional Awareness [76] : establishes the user interfaces and 

mechanisms necessary to express, capture and transmit human 

emotions among users. Affective interfaces are created by ex- 

ploiting the social meaning of common physical objects. 
• Knowledge Awareness [81] : is used in collaborative learning en- 

vironments to make users know who is (or was) discussing, 

looking up or changing the same (or different) knowledge that 

they already have. 

• Shared-Knowledge Awareness [22] : is also used in collaborative 

learning and focuses on shared knowledge construction on the 

basis of self-learning and collaborative work. 
• Schedule Awareness [62] : aims at team coordination in order 

to deal with the shared knowledge of each other’s schedules 

within a work group, making the members aware of others’ 

availability. 
• Peripheral Awareness [83] : does not focus on the awareness 

information that should be exchanged, but on the support- 

ing method of exchanging it, whether computational (screens, 

speakers, etc.) or human (touch, scent, pressure, temperature, 

etc.). 
• Rhythm Awareness [8] : is considered as a sense of regularly re- 

curring temporal patterns that can help to coordinate interac- 

tions among collaborators. It can be used to schedule meetings 

or appointments. 
• Collaborative Virtual Environment Awareness [45] : focuses on 

the awareness information needed in a Collaborative Virtual En- 

vironment to facilitate collaboration on closely-coupled tasks. 

It includes information about the context (objects, tasks and 

world), the system (network and systems characteristics) as 

well as group and social information that allows users to ma- 

nipulate these Collaborative Virtual Environments. 

3. Using thematic synthesis to discuss and synthesize current 

awareness interpretations 

Thematic synthesis is a technique used to bring together find- 

ings from different primary studies, helping us to create higher or- 

der or meta-concepts [49] . Furthermore, according to Gough, Oliver 

and Thomas, Thematic Syntheses “works so well when synthesiz- 

ing multiple research studies, which are often multidisciplinary 

and require the researcher to consider their analysis from dif- 

ferent sides of the paradigm divide” [49] . Therefore, this section 

presents the results of applying Thematic Synthesis to bring to- 

gether and integrate existing awareness interpretations for dealing 

with the needs of collaborative computer games. Firstly, we ana- 

lyzed whether any of the existing awareness interpretations can 

deal properly with the whole set of the awareness characteris- 

tics of collaborative computer games. As was already described in 

Section 2.1 , players especially need to be aware of: 

• other players in the game (whether collaboratively or not) 

[112] ; 
• what they are doing (or did, or will do) or even feeling [21] ; 
• conditions of the game environment (virtual gamespace and 

game items to interact and collaborate with [69] ); 
• existing organizational structures (groups, roles, communication 

procedures, etc. [63,95] ); 
• the information available to the others [66] . 

These awareness requirements cannot be represented by using 

only one of the existing interpretations because: 

1. Many contemporary games can be considered groupware since 

players collaborate ( Collaboration Awareness, CA ) in a shared 

workspace ( Workspace Awareness ). 

2. In these workspaces, players share activities ( Activity Awareness, 

AA ) and personal information within the groups they belong to 

( Social Awareness, SoA ). 

3. When players battle against each other in a war game, it is im- 

portant for them to be aware of the current state of the virtual 

battlefield ( Context Awareness, CoA ) in order to foresee the fu- 

ture ( Situation Awareness, SA ). 

4. New and emerging games for personal devices (e.g. smart- 

phones, tablets or wearable computers) require the location of 

the user to be indicated ( Location Awareness, LA ). 
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Table 3 

Set of documents used for Thematic Synthesis. 

Interpretation Documents 

Collaboration 

Awareness 

• Leading business teams: how teams can use technology and group process tools to enhance performance [61] 
• CSCW and distributed systems: the problem of control [89] 
• Media, tasks, and communication processes: a theory of media synchronicity [29] 
• Re-place-ing space: the roles of place and space in collaborative systems [54] 

Situation 

Awareness 

• Situation awareness: progress and directions [38] 
• Toward a theory of situation awareness in dynamic systems [39] 
• Designing for Situation Awareness: an approach to user-centered design [37] 

Workspace 

Awareness 

• Workspace Awareness support with radar views [53] 
• The effects of workspace awareness support on the usability of real-time distributed groupware [52] 
• A descriptive framework of Workspace Awareness for real-time groupware [50] 

Location 

Awareness 

• Exploiting space and location as a design framework for interactive mobile systems [32] 
• Your mobile computer is a stationary computer [65] 

Context 

Awareness 

• Context-aware computing applications [93] 
• Populating the application: a model of awareness for cooperative applications [88] 
• A multiple view approach to support common ground in distributed and synchronous geo-collaboration [23] 

Social 

Awareness 

• Notification and awareness: synchronizing task-oriented collaborative activity [18] 
• Supporting social awareness @work design and experience [106] 
• Storied spaces: cultural accounts of mobility, technology, and environmental knowing [15] 
• Re-space-ing place: “Place” and “Space” ten years on [33] 

Activity 

Awareness 

• Awareness and teamwork in computer-supported collaborations [19] 
• Storied spaces: cultural accounts of mobility, technology, and environmental knowing [15] 

Other 

aware- 

ness 

interpretations 

• Anticipative awareness in a groupware system [86] 
• A framework for asynchronous change awareness in collaborative documents and workspaces [100] 
• Are you having difficulty? [20] 
• Designing Emotional Awareness devices: what one sees is what one feels [76] 
• Sharlok: bridging learners through active knowledge awareness [81] 
• Introducing knowledge-shared awareness [22] 
• How to build awareness-supported systems without sacrificing privacy [62] 
• AROMA: abstract representation of presence supporting mutual awareness [83] 
• Incorporating human and machine interpretation of unavailability and rhythm awareness into the design of collaborative applications [8] 
• Enhancing collaborative manipulation through the use of feedback and awareness in CVEs [45] 

Awareness 

in 

games 

• Exploring anonymity in cooperative board games [66] 
• Designing puzzles for collaborative gaming experience – case: eScape [69] 
• Supporting communities in massively multiplayer online role-playing games by game design [63] 
• Conflict management and leadership communication in multiplayer communities [95] 
• Touch-space: mixed reality game space based on ubiquitous, tangible, and social computing [21] 
• At the heart of it all: the concept of presence [67] 
• Virtual "Third Places": a case study of sociability in massively multiplayer games [35] 
• A bona fide perspective for the future of groups: understanding collaborating groups [99] 
• The evolution of game controllers and control schemes and their effect on their games [27] 
• Measuring presence in virtual environments: a presence questionnaire [112] 

5. Finally, some collaborative computer games can require specific 

kinds of awareness as regards players’ emotions (e.g. Nintendo 

prototypes using Vitality Sensor could take advantage of Emo- 

tional Awareness ) or their skills (e.g. to implement a dynamic 

difficulty system, Difficulty Awareness ). 

To sum up, the great complexity of awareness in collabora- 

tive computer games cannot be specified by using only one of the 

awareness interpretations analyzed, but by using a combination of 

them . Because of this, a new awareness interpretation is going to 

be developed by synthesizing those elements present on the cur- 

rent interpretations that collaborative computer games must fea- 

ture. With this aim, a technique to synthesize qualitative research 

is used. 

Several qualitative research techniques have been defined to 

date, such as Meta-Ethnography [77] , Grounded Theory [48] or Nar- 

rative Synthesis [96] amongst others. However, we decided to use 

Thematic Synthesis (TS) [14,105] , which has been already applied 

to other software engineering studies [25,26] , since our goal was 

to identify the important or recurrent concepts (themes) defined 

by the current awareness interpretations. By using this technique, 

findings are summarized under thematic headings and the infor- 

mation is tabulated enabling us to identify important themes. This 

technique also offers us structured ways of dealing with the data 

in each theme. Additionally, TS also allows us to integrate the an- 

alyzed proposals in a systematic and deeper manner than if this 

integration had been performed by an ad hoc method. 

TS was applied by following its four stages, namely Familiariz- 

ing with the data, Code data, Translation of codes into themes and 

Model creation that will be explained in the following subsections. 

However, according to Patton [82] , there are no strict rules when 

performing this type of synthesis and consequently, this four-stage 

method can be modified to fit the research questions and data to 

the goal of the study. Finally, it is worth noting that this work can 

be used as an example of how a TS could be conducted in order to 

identify key concepts other than awareness interpretations in re- 

search areas. 

3.1. Familiarizing with the data 

The TS process usually starts off by taking as an input either 

raw data or the results of primary qualitative studies such as sys- 

tematic reviews. Nevertheless, as far as we know, there are no pri- 

mary studies focused on collaborative games’ awareness, and so it 

was decided to retrieve the initial set of documents in a system- 

atic way by using scientific search engines, namely Scopus, ACM 

and IEEE Xplore Digital Libraries ( Fig. 6 ). Our search string was 

therefore “awareness AND (games or CSCW) AND (interpretation 

OR framework OR theory OR model)”, and it was decided to search 
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Fig. 6. Search and filtering process. 

only in the metadata (title, abstract and keywords). Hence, the 

search was performed within the computer games and CSCW field, 

but restricted to documents related to awareness theory (interpre- 

tations or frameworks or theories or models). The sets of docu- 

ments retrieved from the different sources were merged and fil- 

tered to remove duplicates ( Fig. 6 ). Then, the resulting set was split 

and distributed among the authors (107 papers per author approx- 

imately) who applied the following exclusion criteria: 

• Papers referring to serious games aiming at promoting aware- 

ness of a problem (to make people conscious of such problem) 

or networking-related game research documents. For instance, 

the work “eVision: A Mobile Game to Improve Environmental 

Awareness” [91] was found but finally discarded, since it is un- 

related to our target domain as it focuses on promoting users’ 

environmentally-friendly awareness. 
• Case studies regarding the application of an awareness interpre- 

tation to a specific domain. 
• Following the advice in [14] , we avoided a big corpus of doc- 

uments by not choosing more than four documents related to 

each kind of awareness (for the best-known awareness inter- 

pretations). In the event of finding more than four papers be- 

longing to the same awareness interpretation, the four most 

referenced ones were kept. 
• Just one for domain-specific awareness interpretations (pro- 

vided it could be somehow related to collaborative games), fil- 

tering by number of references once again. 

Finally, after analyzing the search results, the set of documents 

shown in Table 3 was selected. Starting with this corpus of docu- 

ments to synthesize, a data set was created by extracting those key 

segments of text which are considered relevant to the topic to syn- 

thesize. It is worth noting that, according to Braun and Clarke [14] , 

this is the most time-consuming stage and therefore, the num- 

ber of documents in the corpus should be far smaller than when 

using other techniques for secondary studies such as Systematic 

Table 4 

Obtained codes from the data set classified by awareness interpretation. 

Collaboration 

Awareness 

Situation 

Awareness 

Workspace 

Awareness 

Location 

Awareness 

Context 

Awareness Social Awareness 

Activity 

Awareness Other awareness 

Awarness in 

games 

Group availability Situation Groupware Geographical 

relationship 

Mobile Social Activities Future Anonymity 

Physical place Shared 

knowledge 

Shared 

workspace 

Location Context Shared 

workspace 

Collaborative 

tasks 

Changes Inclusive 

People Perception Knowledge Space Object Group Common ground Difficulty Group dynamics 

Communication 

mode 

Time Who Mobility Physical Roles Shared 

knowledge 

Human emotions Cooperative 

Synchronous Space Where Kinds of space Logical Activities Resources Knowledge Goal 

Asynchronous Comprehension What Cartesian Group context Collaborative 

tasks 

Tools Shared 

knowledge 

Collaboration 

Semi- 

synchronous 

Projection How Topological Individuals’ 

context 

Social situation Results Schedules Game 

environment 

Network 

operations 

Future Present Nearness Shared task 

context 

Goals Communities of 

practice 

Method Social roles 

Network 

connectivity 

Environment Past Identity Virtual space Social space Goals Temporal 

patterns 

Communities 

Place People Communication Autonomous Shared Privileges Values Collaboration Communication 

Space Objects Coordination Environment 

population 

Populated Group history Practices Context Conflict 

Artifacts Knowledge Events People Modified Group Group Leadership 

Individuals Groups Devices Navigated Social capital Social Social 

Groups Synchronous Objects Virtual topology Future Status 

Collaborative 

tasks 

Asynchronous Presence Groups Human 

development 

Tangible 

Communication 

channels 

Groups’ structure External 

attributes 

Public objects Knowledge Virtual objects 

Elements Size Internal 

attributes 

Virtual attributes Abilities Presence 

Status When Relationships Who Perception 

Goal Constrains What Third places 

Collaborative task Who Immersive 

Presence What Virtual 

environments 

Artifact Individuals 

Task 
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Fig. 7. Extraction of codes form a paragraph of [39] . 

Mappings [87] or Literature Reviews [98] , since it requires re- 

reading the documents several times. 

3.2. Code data 

Once the corpus of documents is created and read, the key 

concepts defined in these documents are identified. Each one of 

these concepts are labeled as codes , which refer to “the most 

basic segment, or element, of the raw data or information that 

can be assessed in a meaningful way regarding the phenomenon”

[13] . Therefore, these codes represent relevant concepts, categories, 

findings or results across the documents to be synthesized. The 

words (or segments of text) that were meaningful for the collab- 

orative game domain were translated into codes. Then, the data 

extraction stage was performed by reading all these 41 documents 

and compiling relevant segments of text from which to obtain the 

codes. This can be done either manually or in a computer-aided 

manner. In our case, we used Mendeley [71] to highlight the text 

of the codes in the papers. As an example, Fig. 7 shows the extrac- 

tion of codes from one segment of text extracted from [39] consid- 

ered relevant. It is worth noting that we followed the advice given 

in [14] : to identify as many codes as possible and to keep a little of 

the surrounding data only if it is relevant. As a result of the code 

extraction a list of 157 codes (see Table 4 ) was obtained. 

3.3. Translation of codes into themes 

The previously obtained codes must be translated into themes 

with a higher level of abstraction which are easier to manage. Ac- 

cording to Cruzes and Dybå [25] , a theme is “an abstract entity 

that brings meaning and identity to a recurrent experience and its 

variant manifestations. As such, a theme captures and unifies the 

nature or basis of the experience into a meaningful whole”. In this 

manner, codes with similar meaning or even repeated ones will 

be compiled into common themes. In other words, the goal of this 

stage is to find repeated patterns within the codes. For this aim, 

tables, mind-maps or even pieces of papers with the codes written 

on them can be used [14] . In our case a diagraming tool, namely 

Microsoft Visio 2013 [74] , was used to identify themes from the 

initial set of codes. In addition, in order not to lose the relation- 

ship between a code and its awareness interpretation, they were 

represented by means of a color code (as well as an acronym for 

the sake of colorblind readers) in Figs. 8 and 9 . During the trans- 

lation of codes into themes, repeated codes (e.g. knowledge ap- 

pears 4 times), variations of the same concept in different codes 

(e.g. group and groups ) or quite different codes representing the 

same concept (e.g. who is available refers to what people is avail- 

able) were identified. Therefore, such codes were grouped into a 

common low-order theme [25] . After that, the obtained low-order 

themes were grouped into higher-order themes until reaching the 

expected highest-order theme, i.e. awareness. To sum up, the 157 

Fig. 8. Translation of codes into themes (part 1 of 2). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 9. Translation of codes into themes (part 2 of 2). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

themes previously defined were finally translated into 38 higher- 

level themes (see Figs. 8 and 9 ). 

The model shown in Figs. 8 and 9 depicts the relationship 

among awareness interpretations and the codes identified. As can 

be observed, several concepts are related to more than one inter- 

pretation. For instance, group, people , and collaborative task are the 

most shared concepts, involved in seven and five interpretations, 

respectively. Other concepts, such as knowledge or shared knowl- 

edge , are also found in four different interpretations. Looking care- 

fully at Figs. 8 and 9 , it can be observed that the awareness ob- 

tained by synthesizing all the analyzed interpretations must deal 

with the group (of users) concept since such concept appears in 

several analyzed interpretations and it is an awareness elements 

required in collaborative computer games ( Section 2.1 ). Also, the 

(shared) knowledge and the awareness information related to col- 

laborative tasks must be considered. Another concept to take into 

account is people , which is related to the social and human char- 

acteristics of collaboration. Finally, the treatment of the future must 

also be considered since players could adapt their actions in a 

game if they knew the consequences of such actions in the future 

(e.g. a player could decide to complete a certain quest, if he knew 

that he would obtain a certain ability). 

It is worth noting that all the codes were translated into themes 

in a clear-cut manner except for those belonging to the space 

theme. That is because there is no consensus for the place and 

space concepts among authors. For instance, Collaboration Aware- 

ness [54] states that place is a space where the context is consid- 

ered. On the other hand, Context Awareness [93] states that spaces 

can be “shared, populated, modified and navigated” while places 

are physical locations of people and objects. Other awareness in- 

terpretations use both concepts indifferently. Situation Awareness 

[39] considers the space as the location of elements in the envi- 

ronment although, according to Location Awareness [32] , space is 

where people and objects can move around. Finally, for Workspace 

Awareness [50] and Social Awareness [18] , people participate in 

a space to perform collaborative tasks . Workspace Awareness con- 

siders the concept of location to describe where a participant is 

working whereas Context Awareness uses the concept of place . In 

short, there is no agreement among the different interpretations. 

Henceforth, the definition of space and place (or location) of Con- 

text Awareness and Workspace Awareness will be used, i.e. people 

and objects are located in a place and move around the whole space 

from place to place (see Fig. 10 ). 

Once the meaning of our themes place and space have been 

specified as well as all the other themes (low and high order ones) 

have been defined, it is possible to continue with the last step of 

the Thematic Synthesis, namely, the creation of a model (either 

graphical or textual) representing our findings. 

3.4. Creating the model 

The last stage of TS consists of the creation of a model which 

synthesizes all the documents by using the set of identified 

themes. The synthesized model can be represented by using a de- 

scription of high order themes, taxonomies, graphical models or 

theories [26] . In our case, it was decided to create a directed graph 
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Space

Place 1

Place 2

Place 3

Fig. 10. Space containing different places. 

whose nodes corresponded to the themes and its edges were la- 

beled with the relationships between the connected themes. Thus, 

by reading this graph, the relationship among all the themes in- 

cluded can be observed. For example, starting from the initial node 

awareness, it can be read that awareness facilitates the cognition to 

people by means of the perception of objects (which have charac- 

teristics which, in turn, constitutes their status ), events triggered 

by tasks, and presence of other people . Another interesting con- 

cept that can be found in the graph is context , which consist of 

people performing tasks (whether collaborative or not), the space 

they move around from/to different places , the time (which can be 

present, past or future ) when such tasks are performed and the de- 

vices they use (which are connected to a network ) to perform them. 

The model presented in Fig. 11 , represents the key awareness 

concepts for collaborative computer games which were identified 

by applying the TS procedure to current awareness interpretations. 

In this specific domain, a large number of elements were identi- 

fied by analyzing and combining several awareness interpretations. 

In other words, a Thematic Synthesis of the current awareness in- 

terpretations has been created in order to extract the key concepts 

from them. However, after identifying such concepts, it was found 

out that none of the interpretations analyzed in the Thematic Syn- 

thesis features by itself all the concepts identified as paramount 

to provide a proper awareness in collaborative computer games. 

As an example, Workspace Awareness deals with several aware- 

ness elements that are really relevant in this type of game, such as 

the awareness of groups or collaborative tasks, but it does not take 

into account important elements such as the game context or the 

future. However, other interpretations such as Situation Awareness 

do consider those elements, but not other relevant ones (e.g. social 

relationships or roles). Because of this reason, a new awareness 

interpretation for specifying the awareness needs of such games 

ought to be created by gathering the previously obtained aware- 

ness elements. Consequently, the creation of such awareness in- 

terpretation featuring the key awareness elements of collaborative 

computer games constitutes the main aim of the following section. 

Fig. 11. Directed graph of themes. 
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4. Gamespace Awareness: an awareness interpretation for 

collaborative computer games 

As explained at the end of the previous section, as there is no 

integrated solution able to deal with the awareness requirements 

of collaborative computer games, a new definition of awareness 

based on the identified elements already defined in previous inter- 

pretations must be developed as a result of the Thematic Synthesis 

performed in Section 3 . This new interpretation will enable game 

designers and developers to identify the players’ awareness needs 

at an early stage, which could result in better games and improve 

players’ awareness of the game context. 

In order to develop this integrating interpretation, it was de- 

cided to choose one of the existing ones as the foundation of our 

proposal to broaden it with the results of the Thematic Synthe- 

sis. Gutwin’s Workspace Awareness (WA) [50] was chosen as the 

core of this new definition of awareness for three reasons: firstly, 

it is the one that entails more awareness elements already present 

in current games. As can be seen in Figs. 8 and 9 , 18 out of the 

37 identified themes (49%) have a code from WA. Secondly, WA 

describes awareness elements according to questions (who, what, 

where, etc.) which eases the identification of awareness require- 

ments, thus providing a useful tool to requirements engineers de- 

veloping CSCW systems. Thirdly, WA has already been applied to 

computer games, improving the players’ collaborative performance 

[78] . However, some characteristics which differentiate collabora- 

tive computer games from CSCW are missing in WA, mainly those 

related to the emulation of the real world in the game environ- 

ment [75] . These characteristics include the presence of allies, foes 

and neutral entities or players, or the real-time awareness de- 

mands of 3D immersive games (a problem that is magnified in vir- 

tual reality environments). By providing players with these aware- 

ness characteristics, they will feel they “are in the game” instead 

of just “playing the game” [109] . 

In order to expand WA, we used as input the themes graph 

from Fig. 11 by reading the different nodes and edges, translating 

them to WA-like questions, naming them, and adding them to a 

specific category. With this aim, the following rules were used: 

1. A new entry was added to the WA table when the theme was 

not included (denoted in white in Table 5 ). 

2. An entry in the WA table was changed when it had to be 

adapted due to a theme related to the collaborative game do- 

main (denoted in dark gray in Table 5 ). 

3. The original entry in the WA table remained unchanged if the 

theme was suitable for the collaborative game domain (denoted 

in light gray in Table 5 ). 

4. The theme will not be traced directly to an entry in the WA 

table provided it has no direct relationship with an awareness 

need of a collaborative game player. 

As examples, Fig. 12 shows three sets of nodes and edges that 

can be traced to different awareness elements by following the 

aforementioned rules: 

(a) “Awareness in games facilitates the cognition by means of 

perception by using devices over a network” will be trans- 

lated to the following two questions (among others): (i) 

“How do I use a certain device to interact?”, which is related 

to the element “Device” and added to the category “Present 

– How”; and (ii) “What are the players perceiving?”, which 

is related to the element “Perception” and included in the 

category “Present – What” ( Fig. 12 a). 

(b) “Players are located in places which have geographical re- 

lationships with regard to a space of a kind of space” is 

translated to the questions (among others) “Where are they 

playing? Is it a physical or virtual location?” which com- 

pletes the definition of the element “Location” in the cate- 

gory “Present – Where” ( Fig. 12 b). 

(c) “Players perform tasks to accomplish goals” fits with the 

original WA question “What goal is that task part of?”, re- 

lated to the element “Intention” in the “Present – What” cat- 

egory ( Fig. 12 c). 

(d) Besides, just “Awareness in games facilitates the cognition”

does not trace directly to an entry in the table, since it 

constitutes a (partial) definition of the awareness concept 

( Fig. 12 d). 

The proposed interpretation of awareness (see Table 5 ), namely 

Gamespace Awareness (GA), extends WA by also adding social & 

group dynamics elements to the awareness elements related to 

time (present, past and future). This special category was added 

to those already defined in WA because some of the newly iden- 

tified elements do not have a direct relation to when the user is 

aware of them, but they are related to social relationships among 

players. Since WA is intended for online communication and coop- 

eration scenarios, there are also awareness elements not present in 

WA, which differentiates GA from other interpretations. This new 

approach includes some ideas from other interpretations such as 

future elements (not considered by WA) from Situation and Activity 

Awareness, social elements from Context, Social and Collaborative 

Virtual Environment Awareness and communication elements from 

Collaboration Awareness. All the awareness elements and the spe- 

cific questions used in GA to describe them have been adapted to 

games, applying the rules described above, so that they can be di- 

rectly used by game designers and developers. Thus, Gamespace 

Awareness has been defined as an awareness interpretation for 

gathering all the awareness information required by users of col- 

laborative computer games (e.g. with whom to collaborate, their 

past, current and future actions or social structures, as mentioned 

in Section 3 ). However, GA can also be used to identify awareness 

requirements in non-collaborative games (e.g. the player’s own sta- 

tus, the items in the game stage to interact with or the zones 

where the player’s avatar can move to). However, GA should not 

be confused with the in-game awareness concept described in [75] , 

which is aimed at differentiating what a player is currently do- 

ing in the virtual world or what a player is currently doing in the 

physical world ( real-world awareness ). 

Note that in the previous table, there are certain elements that 

focus on making players aware of either other players or their 

avatars (or both). For instance, in certain games players must be 

aware of the real-world status of their collaborators (online, of- 

fline, busy, away, etc.), but in other games, they need to be aware 

of the other players’ avatar status (healthy, damaged, dead, etc.). 

Moreover, GA aims at identifying what awareness information the 

player may need, but not whether such information should be pre- 

sented in a diegetic or non-diegetic way [111] . As an example, 

Fig. 13 presents the ammo of the player’s avatar in both man- 

ners: diegetic, showing the amount of ammo currently loaded in 

the weapon’s visor, and non-diegetic, presenting the total ammo 

in the top right-hand corner of the Head-Up Display. 

In the following it is explained how the awareness elements 

from different interpretations, analyzed by means of the Thematic 

Synthesis ( Section 3 ), can deal with the awareness needs of collab- 

orative computer games. With this aim, the elements integrated 

into GA will be identified with the awareness needs of several 

widely-known games. As can be observed, GA distinguishes two 

main concerns: Time and Social & Group Dynamics . The former 

is also sub-divided into three temporal groups: present, past (like 

Workspace Awareness) and future. In the following, the elements 

modified or added to WA will be explained and identified with real 

awareness resources of existing games. 
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Table 5 

Elements of the Gamespace Awareness interpretation. 

Concern Category Element a Specific questions Themes covered 

Time Present Who Presence Is anyone in the gamespace? People, presence 

Identity Who is playing? Who does this avatar 

belong to? Who is available to 

colaborate with? 

People, task,collaborative tasks 

Authorship Who is doing that? People task 

What Task What are they doing? What is the 

difficulty of this task? 

People, tasks, tasks characteristics 

Intention What goal is that task part of? Goals, tasks 

Object What object are they working on? What 

object can I work with? 

Objects, people, task 

Status What are the players/avatars status? What 

are their feelings? What is the objects’ 

status? 

Human characteristics, object 

characterictics, status 

Abilities What are the avatars’ abilities? What are 

the they able to do with such abilities? 

Human characteristics 

Knowledge What do the players know? What 

knowledge can they share? 

Knowledge, shared knowledge 

Perception What are the players perceiving? What can 

they perceive? (looking, touching, 

hearing…) 

Perception, objects, presence, people, 

event, task 

Where Location Where are the players / avatars playing? Is 

it a physical or virtual location? 

People, place, space, kind of space 

Gaze Where are the players looking at? Place 

Reach Where can the avatars reach? Objects, space 

Position Where is an object? How near is it? Objects, place, geograpical relationship 

Mobility Where are they able to move? People, move, places, space 

How Device How do I use a certain device to interact? Device 

Past How Task history How did that task happen? Tasks 

Object history How did this object come to be in this 

state? 

Objects, status 

When Event history When did that event happen? How often? 

Is there any network delay? 

Events, network 

Who Presence history Who was here and when? People, presence 

Where Location history Where has a player/avatar been? People, places 

Position history Where has an object been? Objects, place 

What Task history What has a player/avatar been doing? People, task 

Future When Next event When will the next event happen? How 

often? 

Events 

Who Next participant Who will be the next participant? People, collaborative task 

Where Next location Where will a player/avatar be? People, places 

Next position Where will an object be? Objects, places 

What Next task What will it happen next? Tasks 

Next status What will the players/avatar next status 

be? What will the next status of the 

object be? 

People, objects, status 

Next abilities What will the avatar’ abilities have? What 

will the avatars be able to do with such 

abilities? 

Human characteristics 

Next knowledge What will I know? Knowledge 

Social & group dynamics Who Members Who are the members of my group? Has 

anybody left the group? 

Groups, people 

Other members Who are the members of the other groups? Groups, people 

What Belonging What group do I belong to? Groups 

Role What are my privileges within my group? Roles, groups 

Others’ roles What are the privileges of my group’s 

members? 

Roles, groups 

Alliance What is my relationship with others? (ally, 

neutral, foe…) 

Social relationships, social 

characteristics 

Exposed information What do the others know about me? Anonymity 

Structure Is there any structure within my group? 

How is it? 

Group characteristics 

Group goal What are the goals of my group? Group, goals 

How Inner communication How should I communicate with each 

group member? 

Communication, communication mode, 

synchronous, asynchronous 

Outer communication How can I communicate with others? Communication, communication mode, 

synchronous, asynchronous 

a WA original element – WA element modified in GA – element added in GA. 

4.1. Elements related to the present 

With regard to the present category, several elements were ex- 

tended. The action element in WA was renamed task (to make it 

consistent with the rest of our interpretation) and modified by 

adding the difficulty of such action (Difficulty Awareness). By con- 

sidering game difficulty, players can know, for instance, when they 

should help a team member in trouble, i.e. he/she is having dif- 

ficulty with his/her current task/goal. This element can also be 

used to specify when the game’s engine should dynamically adapt 
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Fig. 12. Examples of nodes and edges extracted from Fig. 11. 

Fig. 13. Screenshot of Halo 4 [1] showing the avatar’s status in both diegetic and non-diegetic manner. 

the game difficulty, or suggest raising or reducing the difficulty 

level, according to the player’s skills [7] . The place theme has been 

divided into two different elements: location (already present in 

WA), indicating where the players are located and position, refer- 

ring to where the objects are. This GA location element is also 

used to distinguish between physical and virtual locations (Loca- 

tion and Context Awareness) helping to differentiate classic games, 

in which the player is represented by an avatar, from location- 

based games, in which the user’s GPS position is her/his loca- 

tion in the game (e.g. Tourality [24] ). Moreover, the user can also 

be provided with additional details about the theme space (see 

Section 3.3 ). For instance, some games could provide details about 

where the player is physically located, while other games could 

provide players with information about where the avatars are in 

the virtual space (i.e. in which world, stage, universe, etc.) as well 

as how this space is topologically (i.e. how high is every part of 

the space?, is there water?, is there a wooden lot to hide?). In ad- 

dition, the position element was enriched by adding the nearness 

concept (Location Awareness) because the players’ nearness could 

be used to change inter-player interaction. For instance, when they 

are close to each other, one player can use a certain ability on 

another (e.g. heal an injured character or attack an enemy us- 

ing a hand-to-hand combat weapon). Another element that was 

modified was the WA view , now presented as perception since in 

this kind of game the perception of the game goes beyond vi- 

sion, the players being able to perceive the game by hearing and 

touching [70] . 

Five more elements were also added. One of them is the sta- 

tus of both players’ characters and objects which usually has to do 

with the character’s level of health or ammo that the other players 

must be aware of. The abilities element represents what the partic- 

ipants can do (Activity Awareness). This element is especially nec- 

essary in role-playing games, because a player’s combat strategy 

usually depends on his opponent’s special abilities (as in Diablo 

III [11] , Fig. 14 ). Another element added is the knowledge of other 

users (Knowledge and Shared Knowledge Awareness). This may be, 

for example, the piece of the battlefield map each team user has. 

Thus, when a player needs information about an unknown map 

area, he/she will know who has this knowledge. The next one, 

namely mobility, tells the player where he can move to (Location 

Awareness). For instance, in war games, a player piloting a plane 

can reach zones where one driving a tank cannot reach. Finally, 

device is related to how the user have to interact with the game, 

being provided with awareness about what device must be used 

and how to use it. This element is especially useful when playing 

with several devices at the same time (e.g. a virtual reality headset, 

mouse and a keyboard, see Fig. 15 ). 

4.2. Elements related to the past and the future 

In the past category, the event history element was modified 

by adding information about the frequency of an action (Rhythm 

Awareness) and delays caused by the network (i.e. network lag 

or latency). This element can be applied, for instance, to massive 
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Fig. 14. Diablo III (console edition) [11] multiplayer game showing players’ available (small circles) and used abilities (squares). 

Fig. 15. Borderlands the pre-sequel [47] played with keyboard (left) and gamepad (right) showing the key/button to use. 

Fig. 16. Diablo III [11] network latency meter. 

turn-based strategy games to predict when each player is going 

to move. Furthermore, the network delay ( Event history ) is an el- 

ement that players must be aware of in real time games, in or- 

der to know if their results (which are typically bad under net- 

work delays of more than 300 ms) could be influenced by improper 

network conditions ( Fig. 16 ). Position history was also added be- 

cause players sometimes must be aware of not only where the 

other players were, but also the previous position of certain ob- 

jects (e.g. if a treasure chest has been found around the same area 

the last four times, it is likely to be found around there the next 

time). In the future category, several new elements were added 

based on present and past situations. This category consists of next 

event, position, participant, location, task, status, abilities and knowl- 

Fig. 17. Age of Empires online [73] tech tree. 

edge and due to “projection of their status in the near future”

(Situation Awareness) brings together the awareness elements that 

will provide the player with information about the next status of 

the game. For instance, he will know other players’ future abil- 

ities through a skill/tech tree ( Fig. 17 ). Players could also define 

their current strategy by being aware of their next weapon/tool or 
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Fig. 18. Advance Wars by Web [57] list of players (with three battle teams). 

knowing the identity of their next foe (thus saving resources in the 

current battle for the next one). 

4.3. Elements related to social & group dynamics 

Finally, the social & group dynamics category was added in or- 

der to deal with the aforementioned group and the social charac- 

teristics increasingly present in collaborative computer games. We 

added the elements roles and other roles to this category. These 

awareness elements provide the player with information about his 

own role, as well as those of others, which will influence the 

player’s behavior. As an example, the players of the seven-million- 

subscribers game World of Warcraft [12] can choose from eleven 

different roles (warrior, paladin, hunter, rogue, priest, death knight, 

shaman, mage, warlock, monk and druid), which will influence 

their playing style (e.g. if there is a priest in my group that can 

heal me, I will be less cautious in the battle). The concept of role 

in collaborative computer games is far more complex than classical 

roles in non-game environments; for example, in a typical CSCW 

document edition scenario, a user playing the Editor role is able 

to perform actions (e.g. deletion of documents or edition of text) 

that Reviewers cannot do. However, in the cited example of World 

of Warcraft, Warriors will have a better defense, deliver high melee 

damage, will make their rage grow, will be able to change their 

stances, will have different attributes of status (health and rage), 

will wear specific armor items (cloth, leather, coat of mail, plate 

and shields) and will wield a fixed range of weapons. In this game, 

whenever the user chooses a role, he cannot change it through- 

out the game. Finally, we added the belonging, members and other 

members elements that will provide the players with information 

about the group they belong to, who belongs to their group and 

who belongs to other groups [58] ( Fig. 18 ). 

The alliance element was added to the social & group dynamic 

category mainly to provide players with information about their 

relationships with other players or groups, whether they are al- 

lies, enemies or neutral. For instance, as Fig. 19 shows, in Age of 

Empires [73] a player can fight against other players and can be 

Fig. 19. Original diplomacy management system of Age of Empires. 

Fig. 20. Random Facebook game settings using personal information. 

supported by his/her allies while other characters stay neutral un- 

less they are attacked. The exposed information element is used to 

represent what personal data (i.e. real name, photo, address, phone 

number, etc.) the game publishes about its players. This element is 

especially important nowadays as collaborative computer games on 

social networks are becoming more popular and, unfortunately, the 

players’ personal information is often exposed without their con- 

sent. For instance, when a user is about to use a Facebook game 

[41] for the first time, the social network’ privacy control should 

request the user’s permission to share his/her information. Unfor- 

tunately, the user does not know either what information is ex- 

posed to others or the personal data that Facebook provides to the 

game developer, unless he/she accesses the hard-to-find app set- 

tings menu ( Fig. 20 ). 

The next two elements in the social & group dynamics category 

are related to the player’s group. First, it is important for players to 

know the structure of their group. This element is especially appli- 

cable to massively played games where players are grouped into 

alliances. For instance, the war and resource management game 

OGame [44] , which is played by over two million people, organizes 

its alliances by a rank system where the leader, who is higher up 

in the alliance, groups members according to the points they have 

accumulated. The other element related to the player’s group is 

group goals , which is used to specify the main objectives of the 

player’s group but not the player’s personal goals. For instance, in 

Role Playing Games such as World of Warcraft, users usually take 

on individual or team missions in which certain goals (individual 
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Fig. 21. The process of game development according to [17] . 

or group) must be achieved. Finally, the last two elements, inner 

and outer communication are related to how a player establishes 

communications with other members and other people. For ex- 

ample, when playing a First Person Shooter, players usually talk 

with their team members by voice chat (using headsets). However, 

when they want to communicate with other players (e.g. to cre- 

ate a new match) it is usually done by an asynchronous messaging 

system. 

This new GA interpretation covers the most commonly used 

awareness elements in current interpretations. It has been devel- 

oped thanks to the Thematic Synthesis performed and explained 

throughout this section. This Thematic Synthesis has helped us to 

synthetize current awareness interpretations and its results have 

been used to define GA. Next, the developed interpretation is go- 

ing to be integrated into a game development process in order to 

guide stakeholders when they have to identify the awareness re- 

quirements of a game from the very beginning of its development. 

5. Integrating Gamespace Awareness into a game development 

process 

This section shows how Gamespace Awareness (GA) is fitted 

into a game development process. First of all, it is important to 

highlight that it has been designed to be applied during the re- 

quirements (pre-production) and testing stages, so that it can be 

applied to other game development processes, such as [17,108] or 

[42] , since all of them consider requirements and testing stages. 

This section describes how GA could be used in the context of the 

process defined by Busby et al. [17] . Fig. 21 shows the whole pro- 

cess. Those tasks that should consider the use of GA (colored in 

black) are described in the following: 

• Before production – The player’s perspective : This stage, per- 

formed before the development of the game itself, consists in 

defining the gameplay and includes, in addition to the defini- 

tion of the players’ interaction with the game environment, a 

selection of the possible GA elements that the game will fea- 

ture. The typical GA elements implemented in games are shown 

in Table 6 , arranged according to six of the most popular cur- 

rent genres (see Fig. 22 for examples of games in each genre). 

The elements in this table can be used by game developers 

as a reference for the awareness elements the game must fea- 

ture depending on its genre, to avoid defining this pre-set of 

elements from scratch. The table should be used simply as a 

reference for the likely GA elements that should be refined in 

the next stage, although a different set of initial GA elements 

could be taken into account. It is worth noting that modern 

computer games rarely belong to just one genre. For example, 

current strategy games (e.g. StarCraft II, Age of Empires Online 

or Spell Force II) usually feature many of the characteristics of 

Role Playing Games, such as character levels, power-ups and 

weapons and big user communities. Hence, GA elements from 

different genres should be taken into account. 
• Internal testing – Alpha : Once the game’s alpha build has been 

developed, the GA elements selected in the previous step have 

to be tested to assess whether their implementation is cor- 

rect. The featured GA elements must be evaluated one by one 

to check whether they really provide players with the aware- 

ness required. For instance, if the Present – What – Action GA 

element was implemented, the testers would have to validate 

awareness of what the other players are doing. 
• External testing – Beta : Once the GA elements’ implementa- 

tion has been fully tested and the game project can be con- 

sidered almost complete, the beta-testing process should begin. 

The beta version will be offered to external beta-testers who 

will evaluate a release of the game featuring the GA elements 

identified in the previous stage. The evaluation of the GA ele- 

ments can have two different aims. First, the beta-testers may 

be asked how each GA element improves the user’s enjoyment 

of the game. For example, “Does seeing what your team’s play- 

ers are doing improve your enjoyment of the game? ( Present –

What – Action )”. Second, they may be asked about GA elements 

that are not present in the evaluated game, thus leading devel- 

opers to include new elements. This should be done if the beta- 

testers consider that some of the initially discarded elements 

would improve their enjoyment. Based on the results of the 
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Table 6 

GA elements typically present on different kinds of games. 

GA element A&A Strategy RPG FPS Sports Social 

Present Presence 
√ √ √ √ √ √ 

Identity 
√ √ 

Authorship 
√ √ √ √ 

Action 
√ √ √ 

Intention 
√ √ 

Object 
√ √ √ √ √ 

Status 
√ √ √ √ √ √ 

Abilities 
√ √ √ 

Knowledge 
√ √ √ √ 

Perception 
√ √ √ 

Location 
√ √ √ √ √ √ 

Gaze 
√ √ 

Reach 
√ √ √ 

Position 
√ √ √ √ √ √ 

Mobility 
√ √ √ √ 

Device 
√ √ √ √ √ √ 

Past Task history 
√ √ 

Object history 
√ √ 

Event history 
√ √ √ 

Presence history 
√ √ √ 

Location history 
√ √ 

Position history 
√ √ √ √ √ 

Action history 
√ √ √ √ 

Future Next event 
√ √ √ √ 

Next participant 
√ √ √ 

Next location 
√ √ 

Next position 
√ √ 

Next action 
√ √ √ 

Next status 
√ √ √ 

Next abilities 
√ √ √ √ 

Next knowledge 
√ √ 

S & G dynamics Members 
√ √ √ √ √ 

Other members 
√ √ 

Belonging 
√ √ √ √ √ √ 

Role 
√ √ √ √ 

Others’ roles 
√ √ √ √ 

Alliance 
√ √ 

Exposed information 
√ √ 

Structure 
√ √ √ √ 

Group goal 
√ √ √ √ 

Inner communication 
√ √ √ √ √ √ 

Outer communication 
√ √ 

first beta-evaluation, the list of GA elements in the beta version 

should be then refined. The developers will get rid of any ele- 

ment that the beta-testers considered would not improve their 

enjoyment. Any new GA element not initially included in the 

previous version that would improve their enjoyment would be 

evaluated according to time, budget, etc. This new version will 

then be evaluated by the beta-testers again. This refinement 

stage can be repeated over and over again until the beta-testers 

are satisfied. 

With this last stage, the identification process of the awareness 

needs for collaborative computer games is complete. However, it 

is worth noting that, this process can be used not only to assess 

how game enjoyment [46,64] could be increased by adding new 

GA elements, but also to evaluate other factors, such as the game’s 

ease of use or player performance. This evaluation could include 

questions like “Is the game easier to play when I know where I 

can choose to move my character? ( Present – Where – Mobility )”

for ease of use assessment, or “Does knowing where my enemies 

have been improve my chances of shooting at them? ( Past – Where 

– Location )” for players’ performance measurement. These aware- 

ness elements are especially important in massive online games, in 

which the performance-oriented players are becoming professional 

gamers [60] who make their living as world-class sportsmen [68] . 

6. Evaluating how Gamespace Awareness improves players’ 

game enjoyment 

This section describes the surveys used to assess whether the 

presence of Gamespace Awareness (GA) elements in a game would 

improve users’ enjoyment, i.e. whether they will have more fun 

when the game feature GA elements are considered. According to 

[64] , fun arises from trying to understand the pattern of a game. 

Therefore, when a game implements GA elements, it will be easier 

to undertand since the players will be aware of what is hapen- 

ning in the virtual world of the game. However, instead of eval- 

uating a game under development, we performed the assessment 

on well-known existing games. With this aim, a first survey was 

conducted to identify the games most played by our experimental 

subjects ( Section 6.1 ). After that, the evaluation per se is performed 

by using the two best known games by the experimental subjects 

Fig. 22. Examples of collaborative computer games according to genre. 
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Table 7 

Games included in the first survey. 

Action & 

adventures 

Strategy RPG FPS Sports Social 

Diablo (III or II) DOTA (2 or 1) World of Warcraft 

(any expansion) 

Call of Duty (Black 

ops 2 or Modern 

Warfare 3) 

FIFA (13 or 12) Candy Crush Saga 

Resident Evil (6 or 

5) 

Civilization (V or IV) Guild Wars (2 or 1) Bioshock (Infinite 

or 2) 

PES (2013 or 2012) FarmVille (2 or 1) 

Assassin’s Creed 

(Revelations or 

Brotherhood) 

Age of Empires (Online or III) Mass Effect (3 or 2) Far Cry (3 or 2) NBA (2K13 or 2K12) Texas HoldEm Poker 

Max Payne (3 or 2) Total War (Rome 2 or Shogun 2) The Elder Scrolls 

(V: Skyrim or IV: 

Oblivion) 

Battlefield (3 or 

Bad Company 2) 

F1 (2012 or 2011) Diamond Dash 

Saints Row (4 or 3) Starcraft (II or I) Fallout (New Vegas 

or 3) 

Borderlands (2 or 

1) 

Football Manager (2013 or 2012) Dragon City 
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Fig. 23. First survey results (experience per game). 

( Section 6.2 ). Finally, any threats that could harm the experiment 

are discussed in Section 6.3 . 

6.1. First survey: what are the most well-known collaborative games 

by our experimental subjects? 

As the main goal of the evaluation was to assess whether GA 

improves the players’ enjoyment, first we had to find participants 

with wide gaming experience. We therefore decided to conduct a 

survey among the 89 fourth-year Computer Science students en- 

rolled in the Software Engineering II course. This group of ex- 

perimental subjects was chosen (21–25 years old, 59 men and 6 

women) as Computer Science students are usually keen computer 

gamers. Our first objective was to identify the most widely played 

games in a survey of 35 games divided into genres, including: ac- 

tion & adventures, strategy, role playing games (RPG), first person 

shooter (FPS), sports and social network games . We collected infor- 

mation on the most popular games from five different sources: the 

American Entertainment Software Association [40] , Pan European 

Game Information [84] , Spanish Association of Video Games [3] , 

MeriStation [72] , a Spanish gaming magazine, and Facebook Apps 

statistics [41] for the social network games category. The games 

chosen are depicted in Table 7 . In order to ensure that the partici- 

pants had expertise in these games, we included in the survey the 

last two versions of each game whenever possible. 

The participants were asked to fill in the survey by scoring 

their expertise in each game according to a scale from 0 to 3 (0 

– none, 1 – low, 2 – normal, 3 – high). The final score of each 

game was calculated as the average expertise per game. The par- 

ticipants were also asked whether they had multiplayer expertise 

with other games not listed in the survey (one per genre) in or- 

der to find other interesting games that had not been included. 

Finally, 65 participants answered the survey in the five days they 

were allowed. The results of this survey are graphically shown in 

Fig. 23 . In order to choose the games to be used in the next sur- 

vey, the games were sorted according to the average expertise per 

game ( Fig. 24 ). As the scores were from 0 to 3, any games that 

exceeded the average value of 1.5 were chosen for the second sur- 

vey. Two of them stood out, namely Call of Duty (CoD) and Age of 

Empires (AoE) ( ̄x = 1 . 7692 , σ = 1 . 1062 and x̄ = 1 . 7231 , σ = 1 . 0 0 01 , 

respectively). A second analysis was then performed using the re- 

sults from the survey to check whether the participants who an- 

swered 1, 2 or 3 (low, normal or high expertise) were really suit- 

able for the second survey (expertise level higher than normal (2)), 

obtaining positive results of x̄ = 2 . 1698 , σ = 0 . 8899 for CoD and 

x̄ = 2 . 0364 , σ = 0 . 8014 for AoE. The open question about whether 

the participants had expertise in other games did not give any in- 

teresting results. However, the most frequent answer to this ques- 

tion was that the first two versions of AoE were also habitually 

played by the participants. 

6.2. Second survey: how do Gamespace Awareness elements improve 

player enjoyment? 

In this survey, our main goal was to assess whether the inclu- 

sion of GA elements in Call of Duty (CoD) and Age of Empires 
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(AoE), the games selected after the first survey, would improve 

players’ enjoyment [56] . This survey was answered according to 

the participants’ gameplay reflections (not during gameplay). It is 

worth noting that evaluations similar to this one have already been 

performed. Actually, Desurvire and Wiberg [31] used a question- 

naire similar to the one used by us to evaluate their 116 heuris- 

tics aimed at improving game usability. They also used well-known 

games belonging to 3 major game genres. Their 52 experimental 

subjects had to answer whether or not (2-point scale) each imple- 

mented GA awareness element would improve game usability. 

To evaluate the GA elements, the participants had to fill in a 

two-part survey (one part per game) with 42 questions: one ques- 

tion for each of the 42 GA elements and another regarding their 

expertise in each game, to ensure that they were suitable for the 

survey. Only two games were used in order to avoid the fatigue ef- 

fect [114] , due to the large number of questions they had to answer 

for each game. It is worth noting that, as claimed in Section 5 , not 

all the GA elements were supposed to be initially evaluated in each 

game. Since the target games belong to the FPS and strategy gen- 

res, only 16 and 32 GA elements, respectively, would have to be 

evaluated ( Table 6 ). However, since we are not the developers of 

the evaluated games and consequently, we cannot add or remove 

more awareness elements to these games, it was decided to evalu- 

ate the whole set of GA elements in just one survey. 

The questions were adapted to the games chosen in order to 

facilitate the participants’ understanding. For instance, the ques- 

tion for the present – what – abilities GA element “what can they 

do?” was adapted to AoE and CoD as “what abilities do other play- 

ers’ troops have? (heal, attack, convert)” and “what abilities do the 

other players have? (sniper, commando, stealth…)”. To avoid them 

having to fill in a survey about a game they did not play, only 

those who did not answer with a 0 (no expertise) to the corre- 

sponding game question in the first survey, were allowed to per- 

form that part of the second survey. Otherwise, participants with 

no experience in a game would have been able to evaluate it, thus 

involving a possible threat to the validity of the experiment (non- 

representative sampling effect) [114] . After creating the survey, all 

the questions were validated by two PhD students with a high 

level of expertise in both games (more than 5 years of experience), 

thus ensuring that all the questions made sense for both games. 

Once the survey questions were ready (the whole survey can be 

seen in [101] ) the participants were given another five days to fill 

it in (45 AoE and 43 CoD surveys were filled in). In the previous 

survey, 55 and 53 participants answered that they had expertise 

in AoE and CoD respectively, thus obtaining a participation ratio 

of 81.82% and 81.13% for each game. The survey results for both 

games can be seen in Figs. 27 and 28 . Note that in these charts, 

the numerical results represent the average values for the gaming 

enjoyment improvement (GEI) that each GA element provides, as 

measured by choosing one of the answers from a 5-point Likert- 

type scale ( Fig. 25 ) [59,107] : 

• (2) It will greatly improve my game enjoyment. 
• (1) It will improve my game enjoyment. 
• (0) It will neither improve not harm my game enjoyment. 
• ( −1) It will harm my game enjoyment. 
• ( −2) It will greatly harm my game enjoyment. 

Additionally in the results shown in Figs. 27 and 28 , we will 

differentiate into four different outcomes per GA element: 

• The element was considered initially and increases the users’ 

enjoyment ( ̄x GEI ≥ 0 . 5 , shown as a green bar). 
• The element was considered initially but should be removed 

since it does not increase the users’ enjoyment ( ̄x GEI < 0 . 5 , 

shown as a red bar). 
• The element was not considered initially and should not be 

added since it does not increase the users’ enjoyment ( ̄x GEI < 

0 . 5 , shown as an orange bar). 
• The element was not considered initially and should be added 

since it increases the users’ enjoyment ( ̄x GEI ≥ 0 . 5 , shown as a 

blue bar). 

As can be seen in Fig. 26 , the two games obtained different 

results, which indicates that games belonging to different genres 

need different kinds of awareness. Figs. 27 and 28 show the re- 

sults for this second survey after applying the scale and the afore- 

mentioned color code. An element will be considered enjoyment- 

improving if it obtains a score higher than 0.5 (threshold value in 

Fig. 25 ). A summary of the results classified according to whether 

they improve the game enjoyment or not is shown in Fig. 29 . As 

can be seen, 34 (22 + 12) AoE GA elements and 35 (20 + 15) CoD el- 

ements obtained a GEI higher than the threshold value of 0.5. AoE 

obtained an average GEI of 0.7921, ( σ = 0 . 3276 ) and the result ob- 

tained for CoE was quite similar, thus obtaining an average GEI of 

0.7918 ( σ = 0 . 2816 ). However, as regards conformity with the orig- 

inal set of GA elements proposed in Table 6 , only 25 (22 + 3) and 20 
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Fig. 25. Scale used in the second survey. 
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Age of Empires Call of Duty

Fig. 26. Second survey results for both games (game enjoyment improvement). 

(15 + 5) of them would have remained the same after a hypothet- 

ical second prototype of the game (see Section 5 ). Consequently, 

such a prototype would include a large number of new awareness 

elements that the development team should evaluate for inclusion 

according to their time-to-market deadline. 

By analyzing the results element by element, it can be observed 

that all would improve the players’ enjoyment to some extent, ex- 

cept for the Gaze element in AoE. These Gaze results make sense, 

since knowing where the others are looking will provide the player 

with information about where they will fire (in FPSs, your charac- 

ter’s eyes are usually focused on the aiming point, Fig. 30 ). How- 

ever, knowing the exact point at which the other players are look- 

ing is almost useless for the player’s awareness in strategy games. 

Actually, having this information in the game user interface will 

only overload it and would possibly make the game more difficult 

to play. 

Another significant result can be seen on the right in Figs. 27 

and 28 . The elements belonging to the Social & Group Dynam- 

ics concern (except for Exposed Information) obtained a high GEI, 

which in fact was always higher than 1 for AoE and around 1 for 

CoD. It should be pointed out that the Gaze and Exposed Informa- 

tion GA elements are not considered among those to be initially 

taken into account, according to the strategy and FPS genres in 

Table 6 , so their low score makes sense. The result for Exposed In- 

formation could have been due to the fact that the games studied 

did not have that functionality (no personal information such as 

the player’s real name, email, photo, etc. shared with others). The 

participants therefore had to assess how their gaming experience 

would be improved in the hypothetical case that the game had that 

functionality, obtaining a low rate. Such a low score can be consid- 

ered logical, since the Exposed information element is intended for 

games belonging to social and RPG genres, as stated in Table 6. 

After observing the outstanding result for the Social & Group 

Dynamics concern’s element, an additional analysis ( Fig. 31 ) was 

performed, grouping the results according to their GA category 

( Present, Past, Future and Social & Group Dynamics ) in order to 

find the GA concern that contributes most to the players’ enjoy- 

ment ( Table 8 ). This turned out to be the Future for CoD and 

Social & Group Dynamics for AoE, with average values of 0.9709 

and 1.0 6 67, respectively. In order to demonstrate the influence 

of the different GA concerns on GEI, a two-way ANOVA (test of 

between-subjects effects) [110] was carried out. As can be seen in 

Table 10 , a significance level ( p -Value) of ≈ 0.0 0 0 was obtained for 

the concern independent variable. Considering an α = 0.05, it can 

be stated that the GA concern clearly influences the obtained GEI 

(H 0A is rejected). The significance level of 0.89 for the game inde- 

pendent variable tells us that the obtained GEI was not influenced 

by the game evaluated (H 0B is accepted). The combination of game 

and concern do not influence the GEI, as the significance level of 

0.489 shows (H 0AB is accepted). These results lead us to conclude 

that including some of the characteristics related to future and so- 

cial aspects (as Situation, Activity, Schedule and Social Awareness 

suggest) are suitable for Collaborative Computer Games’ awareness 

needs. 

This last analysis, which finished the assessment, concluded 

that the GA elements, which were taken from the integration of 

the awareness interpretations analyzed, can contribute to improv- 

ing gaming enjoyment, as the overall GEI of x̄ = 0 . 7921 , σ = 0 . 3276 

for AoE and x̄ = 0 . 7918 , σ = 0 . 2816 for CoD highlight ( Table 9 and 

Fig. 31 )). New game developers can therefore take the GA aware- 

ness interpretation into account to provide users with helpful 

awareness features. They must pay special attention to the ele- 

ments rated highest by the users, such as the future and social & 

group dynamics concerns. This evaluation can be replicated in fu- 

ture game developments (with the required adaptation) by follow- 

ing the process described in Section 5 , during the preproduction 

and/or prototype phases of a game [9] in a structured and guided 

manner. 
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Fig. 27. Second survey results for Age of Empires (game enjoyment improvement). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 

Table 8 

Details of the study of the influence of GA elements’ concern in the obtained GEI. 

Null 

hypothesis 

H 0A : The GA elements’ concern does not influence the obtained GEI. H 1A = ¬H 0A 
H 0B : The game does not influence the obtained GEI. H 1B = ¬H 0B 
H 0AB : The combination of a certain GA concern and game does not influence the obtained GEI. H 1AB = ¬H 0AB 

Dependent variable The obtainded GEI (game enjoyment improvement) 

Independent Variables The GA elements’ concern and the game used in the survey 

6.3. Threats to the validity of the surveys 

In this Section, the threats that could hinder the validity of the 

study are analyzed according to the four types of threats presented 

in [114] . First, regarding internal validity, time effects were avoided 

by giving the participants 5 days for the completion of each survey. 

However, history effects could not be completely assessed because 

the participants filled in the surveys on their own. Besides, the val- 

idation was performed by using only the two games best known by 

the participants. Although this could have been a threat to the va- 

lidity of our evaluation, it is worth mentioning that the two games 

selected belong to the most popular game genres, so the results are 

relevant to the evaluation of GA. Moreover, the participants had to 

answer 42 survey questions per game. If we had chosen 6 games 

(one per genre) they would have had to answer 252 questions, so 

that the fatigue effect could have emerged to compromise the re- 

sults of the survey. Further experiments should be performed in 

the future in order to mitigate this threat. The mortality effect also 

had to be considered because some participants dropped out of 

the evaluation. Around 18% of the participants who had previous 

experience with the selected games in the first survey did not fill 

in the second survey. However, the dropouts cannot be classified 

according to any specific category such as gender, age, etc., so the 

mortality effect can be dismissed. 

With regards to external validity, the non-representative sam- 

pling effect can be discarded because the participants were re- 

ally representative of the sector this evaluation was focused on. 

The participants were young Computer Science students (20–24 

years old) with wide experience in multiplayer computer games. 

Also, the fact that they study Computer Science made them more 

suitable due to their high game expertise and a more critical 

point of view. The subjects were used to participating in software 
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Fig. 28. Second survey results for Call of Duty (game enjoyment improvement). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article.) 
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Fig. 29. Results summary grouped by obtained GEI (the figures represent the number of GA elements under each category). 
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Fig. 30. Player aiming in Call of Duty: Back Ops II. 

evaluations such as usability assessments, and thus were able to 

evaluate a system from different perspectives. However, there was 

a significant difference in gender, since 59 were male but only 

6 were female (typically, there are more males than females in 

computer science courses). This made us consider whether the re- 

sults of the first survey (the selection of the games to be used to 

evaluate GA) could have been biased by the participants’ gender. 

We thus re-analyzed the data from the first survey, discarding the 

data from the males, obtaining the results shown in Fig. 32 . This 

chart highlights two important facts. On the one hand, the two first 

games are social games ( Fig. 32 ), so that there is a need for future 

work aimed at validating GA by using a social game. On the other 

hand, apart from these two games, the following ones are those se- 

lected in the first survey (note that the third and fourth game ob- 

tained the same score). This indicates that females did have exper- 

tise in the second game survey and that their answers were valid. 

This is shown in Fig. 32 , where it can be seen that AoE and CoD 

are the third and fourth games most played by females. Although 

the fact that they were Computer Science students could have 

influenced the game/gender preferences, in the first survey they 

Table 9 

Statistics of the analysis by GA concern. 

GA concern GA elements in 

each concern 

AoE CoD 

x̄ (GEI) σ x̄ (GEI) σ

Present 16 0.6361 0.6715 0.3063 0.2015 

Past 7 0.5968 0.6711 0.1490 0.2839 

Future 8 0.8972 0.9709 0.2985 0.30 0 0 

Social & group dynamics 11 1.0667 0.9133 0.2266 0.2419 

Total 42 0.7921 0.7918 0.3276 0.2816 

Table 10 

Two-way ANOVA for GEI by GA. Dependent variable: GEI. 

Source Type III sum of squares d f Mean square F Sig. 

Corrected model 2,324 a 7 0 .332 4 .567 0.0 0 0 

Intercept 48.929 1 48 .929 673 .182 0.0 0 0 

Concern 2.146 3 0 .715 9 .841 0.0 0 0 

Game 0.001 1 0 .001 0 .016 0.899 

Concern ∗ Game 0.178 3 0 .059 0 .816 0.489 

Error 5.524 76 0 .073 

Total 60.478 84 

Corrected total 7.848 83 

a R Squared = 0.296 (adjusted R squared = 0.231). 

Fig. 31. GEI analysis by GA concern. 
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Fig. 32. First survey results grouped by participants’ gender. 

selected two of the games most played worldwide [40] , which 

can be considered highly representative of their gender. Finally, as 

these two awareness-demanding games have quite a lot of GA ele- 

ments they were appropriate to validate our interpretation. 

7. Conclusions and future work 

Computer games have clearly evolved during the last decades 

from single-player games to massively played online games, in 

which players usually have to collaborate to accomplish team 

goals. This means they must be aware of what the others are do- 

ing, where they are situated in the game scenario and who is on 

their side, among other information. Actually, this identification of 

the awareness characteristics of collaborative computer games con- 

stituted the first result of this work (RQ1 – Section 2.1 ). After iden- 

tifying the awareness characteristics, we identified and analyzed 

the awareness interpretations that had been defined so far, regard- 

less of their target field. This meant that the awareness interpreta- 

tion analysis focused on quite different domains, such as military 

environments [39] or groupware systems [50] and we were able to 

expand the spectrum for the search of awareness elements (RQ2 –

Section 2.2 ). 

In order to find out whether current awareness interpretations 

are suitable for specifying the awareness needs of collaborative 

computer games, a Thematic Synthesis of such interpretations was 

performed, which allowed us to identify the key concepts (themes) 

for collaborative computer games. This analysis comprised several 

of the most well-known awareness interpretations, such as Col- 

laboration Awareness, Situation Awareness, Workspace Awareness, 

Location Awareness, Context Awareness, Social Awareness and Ac- 

tivity Awareness. Other more-domain-specific interpretations were 

also analyzed in order to gather information about awareness el- 

ements for more specific domains. This analysis concluded that 

none of these interpretations were expressive enough for con- 

temporary games, which require a wide range of awareness ele- 

ments. As computer games are becoming more and more social, 

any awareness interpretation involving them must take into ac- 

count the social and group characteristics that the players must 

be aware of (RQ3 – Section 3 ). To solve the lack of expressiveness 

of current awareness interpretations when dealing with collabora- 

tive computer games, a new awareness interpretation, Gamespace 

Awareness (GA), was developed by extending Workspace Aware- 

ness (WA) with other awareness elements extracted from other 

interpretations, with a significant number of elements related to 

social and group dynamics. WA was chosen as the basis for GA 

because of its suitability for groupware (collaborative computer 

games being a specific type of groupware), the considerable num- 

ber of elements shared with other interpretations, and its ease of 

use thanks to its awareness elements being identified by a set of 

questions. GA can therefore be used to identify the awareness re- 

quirements of modern computer games during the first stages of 

their development (RQ4 – Section 4 ). 

GA was then validated by conducting two surveys, which were 

carried out by third-year Computer Science students. The first sur- 

vey aimed at finding out which multiplayer games were most pop- 

ular with the participants and concluded that these were Age of 

Empires and Call of Duty. With these games in mind, the goal 

of the second survey was to assess to what extent GA elements 

improve the players’ game enjoyment. It was found that most of 

the 42 GA elements (34 for Age of Empires and 35 for Call of 

Duty) would improve the players’ game enjoyment. A supplemen- 

tary analysis was performed by grouping GA elements according 

to the category they belong to ( present, past, future and social & 

group dynamics ). This study concluded that GA elements belonging 

to the future and social & group dynamics concerns are those which 

the users are most interested in. This evaluation showed that the 

development of a new awareness interpretation for collaborative 

computer games, based on elements used in the current aware- 

ness interpretations, increases players’ enjoyment. Accordingly, GA 

can be used in future game developments to provide players with 

the information they really need to know about the other players 

as well as the environment in which they are involved. 

However, in spite of obtaining positive results in the evaluation 

performed, GA has two limitations. First of all, we were not able 

to properly assess all the GA elements, especially the one regard- 

ing exposing personal information. Because of this, in the near fu- 

ture we will perform an additional evaluation to find out how the 

social elements in GA can improve enjoyment of a purely social 

game (e.g. those played in social networks). Implementing GA ele- 

ments can improve both players’ enjoyment and performance, and 

as only the former has been evaluated in this work, further eval- 

uations will be done to determine whether GA elements can help 

players to improve their performance. In order to do the evaluation 

with a different population, PhD students will be our experimen- 

tal subjects and will be asked to evaluate the importance of each 

of the GA elements. Secondly, the fact that GA has been developed 

by Thematic Synthesis ensures the completeness of its awareness 

elements regarding the synthesized papers. However, this does not 
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necessarily mean that GA included all the possible awareness ele- 

ments that a collaborative game can feature, so that an evaluation 

will be carried out by expert game developers. The participants 

will be asked about the suitability of the different GA elements for 

the collaborative games domain, as well as whether they would 

include any missing awareness element in the GA (i.e. game story 

awareness, rules, mechanics, effects of actions, etc.). Nevertheless, 

the main aim of GA is not to completely cover all the awareness 

needs of any game, but is intended to serve as a solid founda- 

tion to identify and design a game’s awareness capabilities. An ex- 

periment of a different nature will then be performed, this time 

based on real-time game playing instead of on past gaming experi- 

ence. With this aim, a collaborative game featuring all (or as many 

as possible) of the GA elements is being developed, after which 

the players’ enjoyment and performance will be measured as re- 

gards the activation or deactivation of the implemented aware- 

ness elements. Finally, we plan to integrate our GA interpretation 

into a Requirements Engineering model. Initially, CSRML (Collab- 

orative Systems Requirements Modeling Language) [103] was se- 

lected because the empirical results have proven its suitability for 

collaborative system requirements specification [104] as well as the 

availability of a supporting tool [102] . This will mean a step for- 

ward in covering the gap between Requirements Engineering and 

awareness-demanding game developments [2] . 
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Abstract. 

When playing a collaborative game, being aware of our collaborators (where they are playing, 
what they are doing, the abilities they have, etc.) is paramount for achieving the game goals. In 
order to identify these awareness needs, Gamespace Awareness has been created as a 
compilation of the awareness elements that a collaborative game may feature. However, 
Gamespace Awareness do not establish how much awareness information players must be 
provided with. Therefore, this constitute the main motivation for this work: to assess the impact 
of different levels of Gamespace Awareness elements on collaborative games. For this aim, a 
multiplayer action game has been developed that support three different awareness 
configurations each one featuring different levels of awareness (high, medium and low). The 
impact of such awareness levels was measured with regards to game score, players’ happiness 
while playing, enjoyment and perceived usefulness. In order to perform this measurement, 
several techniques such as subjective surveys and facial expression analysis has been used. The 
analysis of the results shows that the higher the awareness, the better the game score. However, 
the players’ higher happiness level was not achieved with the most awareness-enabled 
configuration. Besides, the players’ enjoyment depends not only on the awareness level, but on 
the players’ expertise. Finally, those awareness elements related to the present and the future 
were the most useful ones as expected for a multiplayer action game.

Keywords: Collaborative Game; Awareness; Gamespace Awareness; Face Analysis.
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1 Introduction

The golden age of video games is back. If the original one took place from 1978 (with the 
release of Space Invaders (Kent 2001)) to the mid-1990s (Day 1998), it can be said that a new 
boom is here since the popularization of smartphones (Watkins et al. 2012). Indeed, looking at 
figures, the U.S. video game market have grown from the 7 billion dollar sales in 2003 to 15.4 
billion in 2014 according to the ESA annual report (Entertainment Software Association 2015).
The reason of this growth is not only the aforementioned popularization of smartphones, as 
almost everyone carries a portable video game platform at any time, but is also because the 
children of that golden age, now adults, are still playing, making the market figures grow. In 
fact, the average game player was 35 years old in 2015, so this is not a children-only matter. 
Furthermore, forecasts suggest that this increase will continue in 2016 with the revival of the 
Virtual Reality (Luckey et al. 2014; Oculus VR 2014). It has been estimated that the consumer 
spending in Virtual Reality hardware and software could reach 21.8 billion dollars by 2020
(Ewalt 2015).

In this new age, not only have the game platform changed, but also the way people play. In 
games of the last century, people tended to play alone or with only one person at a time. 
Nowadays, thanks to Internet, we are able to play with an almost unlimited number of players 
at the same time. As a matter of fact, according to the ESA report, 54% of the most frequent 
gamers play a multiplayer mode at least once a week. Thus, the current trend is to play online 
games, whose players usually are organized into groups to achieve the game goals 
collaboratively. Nevertheless, these collaborative games have made surface the need of 
awareness, that is, players need to know what is happening in the game space, who is connected, 
who the collaborators / enemies are, what they can do, etc. In other words, players must be 
aware of what is going on with the multiplayer game.

In order to overcome this need of awareness, Gamespace Awareness (GA) was developed by
compiling the awareness needs of collaborative computer games (Teruel et al. 2016) as a set of
elements along with questions that help developers to identify them. However, what GA does 
not establish is how much awareness information players must be provided with in order to play 
properly. This constitutes the main motivation of this work: to assess the impact of the 
awareness level on collaborative games. To carry out this assessment, a collaborative action 
game has been created ad-hoc for this work that supports three different configurations of 
awareness. Each one of these configurations has a different awareness level, that is, a different 
number of GA elements. The game score, players’ happiness, enjoyment and perceived 
usefulness of the GA elements of these three configurations were evaluated by means of a 
controlled experiment. It was performed in Amsterdam by 14 undergraduate students and 
replicated in Albacete by 29 for the sake of the validity of the experiment. The assessment of 
the awareness level was achieved by using different empirical techniques such as analyzing 
game results and post-game surveys as well as using face analysis techniques. The experiment 
results revealed that the higher the awareness level, the better the game results. Besides, the 
higher enjoyment level depended on both the expertise of players and the awareness level. 
However, the higher happiness level was not correlated to the higher awareness. These results 
are broadly detailed in Section 4.4.

This work is organized as follows: after this introduction, Section 2 presents the related works 
already performed. Section 3 presents Gamespace Awareness, the awareness interpretation 
which elements will be implemented in the game evaluated, which is presented in Section 3.
Next, Section 4 will present the experiment and finally, Section 5 will conclude with our 
conclusions and future work.
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2 Related Work

In order to evaluate a video game, as any other software product, from the very beginning 
the quality factors and metrics to be used must be identified (Fabricatore et al. 2002; Caroux et 
al. 2015). When evaluating games, it is common to measure the game’s User Experience, a.k.a. 
Game Experience (GX). However, according to (Bernhaupt 2015), this GX “still misses a clear 
definition especially when it comes to the fact to try to measure the concept or related constructs 
or dimensions”. Nevertheless, (Bernhaupt 2015) states that GX “focuses rather on positive 
emotions and emotional outcomes such as joy, fun and pride”. Therefore, when measuring GX, 
players’ emotions must be taken into account along with the widely known components of 
usability, namely effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a particular context of use (Bevan 
et al. 2015).

Besides, other authors have considered the evaluation and development of games from a 
different perspective. For instance, PLAY (Desurvire and Wiberg 2009) has been created as a
collection of 116 heuristics aimed at improving the quality of a game. These heuristics are 
classified into the following categories: (i) gameplay, (ii) coolness / entertainment / humor / 
emotional immersion and (iii) usability & game mechanics. These heuristics are more related 
to the game design than to the evaluation, as authors do not define a method to perform such 
evaluation. Furthermore, other work (Paavilainen 2010), focusing only on social games, has 
presented a different set of heuristics to design and evaluate such genre of games. Finally,
another collection of heuristics (Pinelle et al. 2008) has been also developed for evaluating the 
usability of games by analyzing 108 existing games from 6 different genres. 

Across the scientific literature, a vast number of proposals can be found related mainly to 
serious games involving both users (Mcgrenere 1996; Mekler et al. 2014) and gamified 
applications (Deterding et al. 2011; Bosse et al. 2014; Hamari et al. 2014). Regarding serious 
games, (Gresse von Wangenheim et al. 2009) evaluated an educational game to teach how to 
measure software. The goal of this study was twofold. First, authors wanted to assess whether 
the use of this game improved the learning capabilities of the participants to define and execute 
measurement programs of project management. Second, they wanted to evaluate the game 
itself, i.e. its content, teaching method, duration and engagement. As evaluation technique, they 
used pre- and post-tests. Although the experiment did not show a significant difference about 
the improvement of the learning, it did confirm that featuring awareness can improve 
educational games. In addition, the experimental results contributed to the evolution of the 
game. As far as gamification is concerned, (Herzig et al. 2012) applied several mechanics of 
game to SAP (Zaidi 2015), the widely-known enterprise resource planning platform.
Specifically, they created a manufacturing scenario covering material management, sales &
distribution and production planning. After the evaluation, in which 112 participants took part, 
they concluded that the use of gamification on their prototype improved the software 
enjoyment, flow experience and perceived ease of use. That is, gamification increases the 
quality of the work and improves organizational outcomes.

Directly focused on the evaluation of game enjoyment, (Mekler et al. 2014) presented in a 
recent work a systematic review of 87 quantitative studies about the enjoyment of video games. 
This study presented interesting findings related to the evaluation method. First, 82 out of the 
87 analyzed works used subjective questionnaires to evaluate enjoyment, being this the sole 
technique used in 75 of them. Regarding the studies focused on gathering physiological data, 
the most used technique was facial electromyography (Chanel et al. 2012), which measures 
muscle activity by detecting and amplifying electrical impulses generated by facial muscle 
fibers when they contract. Besides, other physiological techniques, such as electrodermal 
activity (measurement of skin conductance), electrocardiography or electroencephalography 
were also used. According to authors, these techniques cannot be directly related to enjoyment.
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However, other work (de Man 2014) confirms that these techniques can be used to measure 
other emotional aspects, like arousal, fear or stress. As an example, (Cusveller et al. 2014)
measured the skin conductance and heart rate of participants when playing three different 
games. Moreover, they concluded that, statically, not understanding a game did not cause a 
difference in the stress level. Besides, they also found a relationship between the stress level 
and skin conductance. However, such stress level was not directly related to the hearth rate,
being skin conductance a proper technique to measure stress.

In a different vein, multiples studies have been performed regarding awareness, originating 
a constellation of awareness interpretations. Among them, the most widely accepted 
interpretations are Collaboration Awareness (Johansen et al. 1991), Situation Awareness 
(Endsley 1995), Workspace Awareness (Gutwin and Greenberg 2002), Location Awareness 
(Dix et al. 2000), Context Awareness (Schilit et al. 1994) and Social Awareness (Dourish 2006),
Activity Awareness (Brewer and Dourish 2008). Other interpretations have been also defined 
that focuses on specific domains. Nevertheless, among these interpretations, Workspace 
Awareness is one the most used among the computer science community since it focuses on 
Computer Supported Cooperative Work systems (Schmidt and Bannon 1992; Polančič et al. 
2015). Related to Workspace Awareness and games, (Nova et al. 2007) performed an evaluation 
to assess the impact of Workspace Awareness elements on a collaborative serious game. They 
concluded that the teams who used the awareness-enabled version of the game obtained a higher 
score than those who used the non-awareness-enabled ones.

As far as we know, the only work that evaluated the impact of awareness on games is the one 
presented by (Nova et al. 2007), and only focuses on the game score. No studies for non-serious 
games have been performed so far. Moreover, the only awareness interpretation tackling 
specifically computer games is Gamespace Awareness (Teruel et al. 2016). When playing a 
collaborative game, being aware of our collaborators (i.e. their locations, abilities, status, etc…) 
is paramount to achieve both own and share game goals. Nevertheless, not only do we have to 
be aware of our collaborators, but also of information about ourselves, game scenario,
mechanics and, even, about our rivals. This constitutes the main motivation of Gamespace 
Awareness (GA) (Teruel et al. 2016). GA is a collection of 40 awareness elements aimed at 
helping game developers and designers to gather the awareness requirements of collaborative 
computer games in order to enable players to play collaboratively in a proper way. These GA
elements are the following:

Table 1. Gamespace Awareness elements 
Concern Category Element Specific questions

Time

Present

Who

Presence Is anyone in the gamespace?

Identity Who is playing? Who does this avatar belong to? Who is available to colaborate 
with?

Authorship Who is doing that?

What

Task What are they doing? What is the difficulty of this task?
Intention What goal is that task part of?
Object What object are they working on? What object can I work with?

Status What are the players / avatars status? What are their feelings? What is the objects’ 
status?

Abilities What are the avatars’ abilities? What are the they able to do with such abilities?

Perception What are the players perceiving? What can they perceive? (looking, touching, 
hearing…)

Where

Location Where are the players / avatars playing? Is it a physical or virtual location?
Gaze Where are the players looking at?
Reach Where can the avatars reach?
Position Where is an object? How near is it? 

How Device How do I use a certain device to interact?

Past

How Task history How did that task happen?
Object history How did this object come to be in this state?

When Event history When did that event happen? How often? Is there any network delay?
Who Presence history Who was here and when?
Where Location history Where has a player / avatar been?
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Concern Category Element Specific questions
Position history Where has an object been?

What Task history What has a player / avatar been doing?

Future

When Next event When will the next event happen? How often?
Who Next participant Who will be the next participant?

Where Next location Where will a player / avatar be?
Next position Where will an object be?

What

Next task What will it happen next?

Next status What will the players / avatar next status be? What will the next status of the 
object be?

Next abilities What will the avatar’ abilities have? What will the avatars be able to do with such 
abilities?

Social &
Group 
Dynamics

Who Members Who are the members of my group? Has anybody left the group?
Other members Who are the members of the other groups?

What

Belonging What group do I belong to?
Role What are my privileges within my group?
Others’ roles What are the privileges of my group’s members?
Alliance What is my relationship with others? (ally, neutral, foe…)
Exposed 
information

What do the others know about me?

Structure Is there any structure within my group? How is it?
Group goal What are the goals of my group?

When Next appointment When do I have to meet with my group?

How

Inner 
communication

How should I communicate with each group member?

Outer 
communication

How can I communicate with others?

As can be observed in Table 1, the GA elements are classified into 3 different temporal 
categories (present, past and future) and a non-temporal one which is related to social and group 
dynamics. Furthermore, in order to help game practitioners to identify the awareness 
requirements of a collaborative game, GA also features a set of questions related to each 
awareness element (Table 1, “Specific questions” column). Finally, it is worth noting that GA 
do not provide guidance about how to implement each one of its elements but such decision is 
left to game designers’ discretion.

3 The Game: Tanks! Mod featuring Gamespace Awareness

In order to evaluate how GA can impact the players’ experience while playing a collaborative 
game, it was decided to develop an ad hoc collaborative game2. However, instead of developing 
such game from scratch, an already-made game was used to speed up the development process.
Specifically, a game developed during the Unity Europe Conference 2015 was selected (Unity
Technologies 2015a). The game, Tanks!, was initially a local multiplayer non-collaborative 
comic-style action game with a tridimensional orthographic view (Figure 1). This game was 
chosen because of two reasons. First, its source code is public so we could create a game mod 
freely (Scacchi 2010). Second, it was created with Unity (Menard and Wagstaff 2014), a
powerful multiplatform game engine well-known by us. 

Tanks! mechanics were really simple. Each player controlled a tank and fired shells to the 
enemy until its health level were zero. The game was played for several rounds until one of the 
players won 5 rounds. Nevertheless, Tanks! only was played on one system among multiple 
players, that is, the collaboration was quite limited. Moreover, the awareness information about 
other players provided by the game was very elementary, being limited to the health level and 
the players’ name. Therefore, the game was extended so that it could be played in a distributed 
manner by up to 8 players by using the Unity UNET services (Unity Technologies 2015b). For 
this aim, this new version of the game, called Tanks!-Mod, was developed as a serverless 

                                                
2 The game (binaries and source code) can be downloaded from http://www.materuel.com/Tanks/
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network game with a matchmaking service to create game matches regardless of players’
location. Furthermore, the game was enriched by adding several power-ups that improve the 
players’ tanks in the following manner:

Hearth: Tank health is restored
Yellow gas tin: Fire range is doubled for 15 seconds
Red gas tin: Speed is doubled for 15 seconds
Blue gas tin: Fire power is doubled for 15 seconds
Green gas tin: Invincibility for 15 seconds

Figure 1 . Screenshot of the original Tanks! Game
These power-ups are activated when players’ tanks collide with them and their effects are 

accumulative (i.e. a player can have several active power-ups at the same time). These power-
ups are randomly placed in the game world every 30 seconds. Regarding awareness, although 
most of the GA elements were implemented in the new version of the game, some of them were 
left out because of the own nature discouraged it. For instance, the GA element Next participant
was not implemented since all players start the game simultaneously. However, in order to asses 
that we implemented the right GA elements properly, we asked a professional game studio for
advise, namely the Dutch company Radical Graphics3. They were interviewed about the 
following aspects of the game:

1. What the GA elements they would activate in the game for each kind of player regaining his 
/ her expertise (beginners, normal and advanced players) are

2. The correctness of the implementation of the GA elements (i.e. whether or not they would 
have implemented any of them in a different manner)

3. The addition of new GA elements or features not included in the current release of the game

Regarding the former question, they created three different combination of GA element for 
each kind of player. In our experiment, the configuration c2 (see Section 4.1) is based on the 
combination of GA elements for beginners, since the participants of our experiment had never 
played the game. As far as the implementation of the GA elements is concerned, the expressed 
that they would not have implemented any of the current elements by then. Nevertheless, as for 
the later question, they considered that the GA element Presence must be implemented. 
Moreover, since there was no communication mechanism for the players, they reckon that a 
chat would be paramount to play collaboratively. This led us to the implementation of the GA 

                                                
3 http://www.radicalgraphics.nl/
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elements Inner communication and Outer communication. The GA elements that were finally 
implemented in the game can be seen in Table 2. However, for this experiment, three different 
configurations for these GA elements were created in order to evaluate the impact of the 
awareness level. This distribution of awareness elements per configuration will be shown in 
Table 4 (Section 4.1). 

Finally, two additional features were developed for the new version of the game. First, a 
third-person perspective was developed, creating a more immersive experience of the player. 
Second, an artificial intelligence system was implemented, so that matches can be created 
without requiring the same number of human players than tanks in the game. Moreover, the 
difficulty level of those computer-controlled tanks can be tuned as easy, normal and hard 
depending on the expertise of the human players. A screenshot of the new version of the game 
can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2 . Screenshot of the new Tanks!-Mod
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Table 2. Implemented Gamespace Awareness elements 
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4 Assessing the Impact of Gamespace Awareness on Collaborative Games

Being awareness accepted as a must in the development of collaborative games (Rollings and 
Morris 2003; Pinelle et al. 2008), it could be thought that the more awareness the players are 
provided with, the best is the Game Experience (GX). But, is this statement just an opinion or 
a fact? In order to answer this question an experiment has been conducted whose goal has been 
defined by using the Goal-Question-Metric template (Basili et al. 1994) as follows: analyze the
awareness level for the purpose of assessing its influence with respect to the GX from the 
viewpoint of game researchers in the context of undergraduate students. GX, as 
aforementioned in Section 2 has not a clear definition, but certainly, it involve players positive 
emotions (Bernhaupt 2015). Therefore, in order to perform this evaluation, the typical 
components of usability (effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction) will be used, along with an 
emotional analysis of the players’ face while playing the game. Moreover, it will be also 
measured the usage and perceived usefulness of the awareness elements of the game. This led 
us to define the following questions that drove the design of this experiment:

What awareness level improves the effectiveness of players when playing a collaborative 
game?
What awareness level improves the efficiency of players when playing a collaborative game?
What awareness level improves the satisfaction of players when playing a collaborative 
game?
What awareness level improves the positive emotions of players when playing a collaborative 
game?
What awareness level improves the players’ perceived usefulness of the awareness elements
when playing a collaborative game?

In order to answer such questions, a metric was identified for each one of them as follows:

Players’ score was considered to assess the effectiveness regarding the awareness level.
Matches’ time was measured to assess the effectiveness regarding the awareness level.
Players’ enjoyment was surveyed to assess the satisfaction regarding the awareness level.
Players’ happiness was analyzed to assess the emotion regarding the awareness level.
Awareness elements’ usefulness was evaluated to assess the perceived usfulness of the 
awareness elements i.e. how usable the players consider these elements.

Figure 3 summarizes the different metrics that this experiment will take into account. In view 
of the above definition, the main features of the experiment, which has been carried out 
following the guidelines described by (Kitchenham et al. 2002) and (Wohlin et al. 2012), are 
presented in Table 3.

Figure 3 . Quality Factors and Metrics used in the experiment

Game 
Experience

Usability (ISO 
9241-11)

Effectiveness Score

Efficiency Time

Satisfaction Enjoyment

Positive emotion Happyness

Perceived 
usefullnes of GA 

elements
Usefulness
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Table 3. Main features of the experiment
Null hypothesis H0A: The different levels of awareness have the same result for the game score of the 

participants. H1A:¬H0A 
H0B: The different levels of awareness have the same result for the time of the game 
matches. H1B:¬H0B 
H0C: The different levels of awareness have the same result for the enjoyment according 
to the participants. H1C:¬H0C 
H0D: The different levels of awareness have the same result for the happiness of the 
participants. H1D:¬H0D

H0E: The different awareness elements are perceived equally useful by the players to 
achieve the game goal. H1E:¬H0E

Dependent 
variables 

Game score (Sco) 
Game time (Tim) 
Players’ enjoyment (Enj)
Players’ happiness (Hap)
Perceived usefulness of the awareness elements for achieving the game goal (Use)

Independent 
variables

The action game Tanks!-Mod. Three treatments: low-awareness level (c1), medium-
awareness level (c2), high-awareness level (c3)

Locations VU University (Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands)

University of Castilla – La Mancha 
(Albacete, Spain)

Date December 2015 January 2016
Subjects 14 Computer Science students 29 Computer Science students

4.1 Design

In order to measure the impact of the awareness level on the playability, Tanks!-Mod was
developed to offer three different configurations. Specifically, the idea was to offer a low, 
medium and high-awareness configuration. The low-awareness configuration (c1) included
only the GA elements required to play, that is, the game would be unplayable if these awareness 
elements were not in the game. As far as the medium awareness configuration is concerned, we 
had the invaluable help of a professional game studio, Radical Graphics, whose developers 
defined an optimal combination of GA elements (see Section 3). Using this combination, we 
obtained a medium-awareness configuration optimized by professional game developers for the 
likely players of our game. It is worth noting that such developers had never played such game,
but they did have developed similar games. Furthermore, these developers checked that each 
GA element was implemented in the right manner. For the high-awareness configuration (c3),
all the possible GA elements (i.e. all the implemented ones as explained in Section 3) were 
enabled. The elements implemented in each configuration of the game are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Summary of the implemented GA elements in each game configuration
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c1 X
c2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
c3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

The participants in this experiment were Computer Science students. It was decided they 
would be our experimental subjects since they are used to playing computer games. However, 
to ensure that participants had at least a minimum experience with games similar to the one
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being evaluated, it was decided to ask them about their experience in the registration form 
created to enroll in the experiment. We took advantage of this information to create more 
balanced game matches and, thus, avoiding weakest players had to battle with the most 
experienced ones. When playing the game, these participants would be distributed into 2-
versus-2 teams of 4 players. As Table 5 shows, for players of Team 1 the awareness level was 
increasing from match to match, being the opposite for players of Team 2. Therefore, the 
learning effect was cancelled out.

Table 5. Distribution of players, teams, tanks and game configurations
Player Player 1 Player 2 Player 3 Player 4
Team Team 1 (blue) Team 2 (red) Team 1 (blue) Team 2 (red)
Tank

Sequence in which 
configurations are played c1, c2. c3 c3, c2, c1 c1, c2, c3 c3, c2, c1

Regarding dependent variables, game score (Sco), game time (Tim), players’ enjoyment 
(Enj), players’ happiness (Hap), and perceived usefulness for achieving the game goal (Use)
were measured. The score and time of each game match was recorded and analyzed with a 
between-subject design. Note that during the first game match, players of Team 2 would have 
a technical advantage since their awareness information would be far higher than that provided 
to Team 1 (Table 5). Nevertheless, during the second match, both teams had the same awareness 
information and Team 1 had advantage during the third one. 

In order to measure players’ happiness, the players’ face was recorded during the experiments
and analyzed afterwards by means of an application created by using a face analysis SDK (Joho 
et al. 2009). This application provided us with several data about people’s emotions as Figure 
4 shows. Specifically, we used the happiness output value to measure the happiness of subjects
when playing each configuration of the game. Thus, experiment has a within-subjects design
with repeated measures.  

Figure 4 . Example of the emotional analysis of a participant with CrowdSight (Joho et 
al. 2009)

Finally, regarding game enjoyment and perceived usefulness, the participant would be asked 
to fill in an online questionnaire. In this survey, on the one hand, they evaluated each one of the 
three game configuration with up to 5 stars. On the other hand, all the implemented awareness 
elements were presented to the participants so that they evaluate them according to the 
following scale (Farris et al. 2010) (see Figure 5 for an example):
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I don’t remember it (0)
Not at all useful (1)
Not very useful (2)
Somewhat useful (3)
Useful (4)
Very useful (5)

Figure 5 . Example of one of the questions regarding usefulness of GA elements

4.2 Execution

The experiment took part in Amsterdam (The Netherlands) in December 2015 and it was 
replicated in Albacete (Spain) in January 2016. Nevertheless, aimed at detection any possible 
flaw, it was pilot tested by four post-doctoral students of the VU University of Amsterdam. 
Although the pilot participants did not find any issue regarding the experiment itself, they 
suggested an improvement over the physics component. They suggested that the physical effect 
shown after being impacted by a shell was very annoying, so it was decided to reduce the power 
of the explosions. Moreover, several minor bugs were also solved after analyzing the videos of 
the recording sessions, basically some minor problems with collisions of game objects.

Once the pilot test was performed and the game bugs were solved, we proceeded to recruit 
experimental subjects. For this aim, several techniques were applied. In Amsterdam, we turn to 
the distribution of flyers and posters, advertisements on the screens of the Faculty of Sciences 
of the VU University, as well as to the mail distribution list for students. Besides, in Albacete 
we exploited the e-learning system of the University of Castilla – La Mancha. In order to sign 
up for the experiment, each participant had to fill in an online registration form specifying their 
expertise in computer games, as well as the time frame they wanted to play in. Finally, we had 
14 and 29 participants from Amsterdam and Albacete, respectively. They participated in the 
experiments following the temporal scheduling shown in Figure 6. As far as the hardware 
environment is concerned, the game run in high-end computers (Intel Core i7 4790K, 16GB 
RAM, NVidia GeForce 970) so that the computer environment did not harm the players’ 
enjoyment. As Figure 7 depicts, these computers are arranged in a single row to facilitate the 
interaction between the instructor and the subjects, but separated by layers to avoid the
interaction among participants
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Figure 6 . Scheduling of the experiment for each group of players

Figure 7 . Participants’ computer for the experiment in Amsterdam
At the beginning of each experimental session, the instructor asked the participants to sign 

an informed consent form and introduced the experiment by using beamer slides. First, the 
instructor explained the distribution into teams and then he described the game mechanics. 
Concretely, the game goal, controls and power-ups support were explained carefully. Next, 
provided the participants did not have any doubt, the matches started. It is worth noting that 
despite being prearranged the participants into groups of four players, 2 of them in Amsterdam 
and 1 in Albacete did not show up. Consequently, to alleviate such situation, we used artificial-
intelligence-controlled tanks in those game sessions with absent participants. The game 
sessions lasted around 15 minutes (5 minutes per game configuration) and no participants 
dropped out of them.

At the end of the game sessions, the participants proceeded to fill in the survey that took 
around 5 minutes per participant. To conclude the experiment, the participants received their 
participation reward. Participants from Amsterdam received a snack, a drink and a free digital 
copy of the game for the participants. Participants from Albacete had an increment of 0.25 point 
out of 10 in the final marks in the Software Engineering II course.

Pre-
Gameplay

•Instructions
•Distribution of the participants into teams

Gameplay

•1st match
•2nd match
•3rd match

Post-
Gameplay

•Questionaire
•Participation reward
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4.3 Results

This subsection presents the results for game score (Sco), game time (Tim), players’ 
enjoyment (Enj), happynes (Hap) and perceived usefulness (Use) of GA elements for achieving
the game goal. Regarding Sco, the results are presented as the average of the differences of the 
scores of each game. As an example, if a game ended with a score of 3-5 for Teams 1 and 
Teams 2, respectively, the result of that game would be -2 (3-5=-2). The results are shown in 
Table 6 and Figure 8. As can be observed, Teams 1 was mostly defeated when they used 
configuration c1, and won when played using configuration c3.

Table 6. Results for Sco
c1 c2 c3

Amsterdam -1.60 0.40 1.80
Albacete -1.25 0.75 3.00
Total -1.38 0.62 2.54

Figure 8 . Results for Sco
Regarding the game time (Time), it is just presented in Table 7 and Figure 9 as the average

of the game matches in minutes and seconds. As can be seen, games played with configuration 
c2 took longer than those played with c1 and c3. Besides, those matches played with c1 and c3 
should have taken almost the same time and, as Figure 9 depicts, the results are consistent. 
When the players of the blue team had the configuration c1 active, they were playing against 
the red team whose players had the configuration c3 active (and vice versa).

Table 7. Results for Tim
c1 c2 c3

Amsterdam 5’37’’ 6’31’’ 5’27’’
Albacete 6’49’’ 7’20’’ 6’50’’
Total 6’26’’ 7’04’’ 6’23’’
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Figure 9 . Results for Tim
The participants rated the three different game configurations to evaluate the enjoyment 

(Enj). They used a scale based on stars (see Figure 10), being one star the worst result and 5 
stars the best one, to evaluate each one of the three configurations. It is worth noting that we 
asked the participants to rate each configuration according to the order it was played, instead of 
referencing them using a specifically name in order to avoid any potential source of bias. The 
results for this variable are illustrated in Table 8 and Figure 11. Note that the results for Enj are 
shown according to the players’ levels of expertise (low, normal and high), the configuration 
and number of participants in each category.

Figure 10 . Survey question to rate the game configurations

Table 8. Results for Enj according to location, expertise and configuration
c1 c2 c3 Participants

Amsterdam - High 2.57 4.57 4.14 7
Amsterdam - Normal 3.00 3.50 4.00 4
Amsterdam - Low 3.00 4.00 4.00 3
Amsterdam - All 2.79 4.14 4.07 14
Albacete - High 3.17 3.83 3.83 6
Albacete - Normal 2.68 3.95 4.00 19
Albacete - Low 2.00 3.50 5.00 2
Albacete - All 2.74 3.89 4.04 27
Total - High 2.85 4.23 4.00 13
Total - Normal 2.74 3.87 4.00 23
Total - Low 2.60 3.80 4.40 5
Total - All 2.76 3.98 4.05 41
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Figure 11 . Results for Enj according to location, expertise and configuration
In order to measure the happiness (Hap) of the participants while playing certain 

configuration, we recorded the participants’ faces during the experiments. These videos were 
analyzed with an application developed by using CrowdSight SDK (Joho et al. 2009). The 
analysis of each one of these videos provided us with 6 different emotion measurements 
(happiness, sadness, disgust, surprise, fear and anger) per video frame. Concretely, for each one 
of these emotions, the application returns a value from 0 to 1. However, since our goal is to 
measure their happiness (i.e. their positive emotions (Bernhaupt 2015) since such emotion is
tightly related to the players GX), we just use such value. Finally, the average of happiness of 
the frames recorded for each participant was used as the measurement of the enjoyment of each 
player. The aggregated results are shown in Table 9 and Figure 12. Note that these results 
distinguish between those players whose awareness level was being incremented and 
decremented from match to match.

Table 9. Results for Hap

c1 c2 c3 Participants
Amsterdam - Increasing 25.96% 25.86% 22.02% 7
Amsterdam - Decreasing 29.14% 48.07% 37.81% 7
Amsterdam - All 27.55% 36.96% 29.91% 14
Albacete - Increasing 9.47% 14.80% 10.37% 15
Albacete - Decreasing 6.93% 8.29% 9.42% 14
Albacete - All 8.25% 11.66% 9.91% 29
Total - Increasing 14.72% 18.32% 14.08% 22
Total - Decreasing 14.34% 21.55% 18.88% 21
Total - All 14.53% 19.90% 16.42% 43
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Figure 12 . Results for Hap
Finally, the results for perceived usefulness of GA elements for achieving the game goals

(Use) are presented in Table 10 and Figure 13. However, for this last metric, only 41 results 
were obtained since two participants did not fill in the survey.  The scale used to measure this 
value was explained in Section 4.1.

Table 10. Results for Use
Amsterdam Albacete Total

Identity 4.21 3.89 4.00
Presence 2.86 3.30 3.15
Authorship 3.43 3.89 3.73
Task 4.07 3.11 3.44
Status 4.64 4.89 4.80
Abilities 3.29 4.00 3.76
Location 4.14 4.30 4.24
Gaze 4.29 4.11 4.17
Reach 3.36 3.74 3.61
Position 3.93 4.11 4.05
Device 2.36 2.93 2.73
Task History 2.86 2.70 2.76
Event History 1.86 2.00 1.95
Next Event 3.21 3.48 3.39
Next Abilities 3.64 4.11 3.95
Members 3.36 3.89 3.71
Other Members 3.43 3.81 3.68
Belonging 3.07 3.59 3.41
Group Goal 2.21 2.89 2.66
Inner Communication 2.57 2.56 2.56
Outer Communication 2.29 2.37 2.34
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Figure 13 . Results for Use

4.4 Analysis

This section analyzes the results shown above. Regarding game score (Sco), it can be noted
that the higher amount of awareness information, the higher game score is, usually, as well. The
results for the configurations c1 and c3 for the average Sco were =-1.38, =3.33 and =2.54, 

=2.79, respectively. That is, the players used to win when playing with configuration c3 (high 
awareness) and they tended to lose if the configuration c1 was active (low awareness).
Moreover, for configurations c2, Sco had =-0.62, =2.81, which point that, under the same 
levels of awareness, the victory depends mostly on the players’ skills. Figure 14 depicts the 
results for Sco, where an outlier for game c3 in Albacete can be appreciated. In order to assess 
if there are differences among means, a repeated-measures ANOVA was performed (Table 11).
Obtaining a p-value of 0.003. Therefore, we can conclude that there are differences among the 
means at the 0.05 level of significance (p-value of 0.473 for the sphericity test). Therefore, the 
null hypothesis H0A is rejected, so the awareness level does not have the same result for the 
game score of the participants.
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Figure 14 . Boxplot for Sco

Table 11. Tests of Within-Subjects Effects for Sco

Source Type III
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Configuration

Sphericity Assumed 100.051 2 50.026 7.293 0.003
Greenhouse-Geisser 100.051 1.774 56.391 7.293 0.005
Huynh-Feldt 100.051 2.000 50.026 7.293 0.003
Lower-bound 100.051 1.000 100.051 7.293 0.019

Error(Configuration)

Sphericity Assumed 164.615 24 6.859
Greenhouse-Geisser 164.615 21.291 7.732
Huynh-Feldt 164.615 24.000 6.859
Lower-bound 164.615 12.000 13.718

Regarding the game time (Tim), those players with configuration c2 needed slightly more 
time to finish the game ( =7’04’’, =3’58’’) than those players with configuration c1 and c3 
( =6’26’’, =2’54’’ for c1 and =6’23’’, =2’32’’). Figure 15 summarizes the results (note 
that the time is measured in milliseconds).  The similarity between the results of c1 and c3 are
coherent because when a team was playing with c1, the rival team did so with c3, so the timing 
must tend to be the same. In order to assess whether there is a statistical difference among 
configurations, a Within-Subjects ANOVA is performed. On this occasion, data did not pass 
the sphericity test (p-value of 0). Therefore, the repeated-measures ANOVA result was 
considered with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction (Field 2009), thus obtaining a p-value of 
0.335. Consequently, we can conclude that there are no differences among the means at the 
0.05 level of significance, so H0B cannot be rejected. Hence, the awareness level has no effect 
on the game time.
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Figure 15 . Boxplot for Tim

Table 12. Tests of Within-Subjects Effects for Tim

Source Type III Sum of 
Squares df Mean

Square F Sig.

Configuration

Sphericity 
Assumed 3.7714E+10 2 1.887E+10 0.958 0.388

Greenhouse-
Geisser 3.7714E+10 1.022 3.692E+10 0.958 0.335

Huynh-Feldt 3.7714E+10 1.024 3.686E+10 0.958 0.335
Lower-bound 3.7714E+10 10000 3.774E+10 0.958 0.333

Error(Configuration)

Sphericity 
Assumed 1.655E+12 84 1.970E+10

Greenhouse-
Geisser 1.655E+12 42.936 3.854E+10

Huynh-Feldt 1.655E+12 43.006 3.848E+10
Lower-bound 1.655E+12 42.000 3.940E+10

Next, regarding the subjective result for Enj (enjoyment), the configuration which obtained 
a higher score was c3 ( 4.05, =0.77), followed closely by c2 ( 3.98, =1.04) and 
finishing with c1, which obtained a remarkably worst result ( 2.76, =1.20). These results 
for c2 and c3 are opposed to those obtained for the objective variable Hap, where c2 surpassed 
c3. To evaluate if there is difference among these results, considering the game configuration 
as the within-subjects factor and the sequence among configurations (increasing or decreasing 
awareness) and players’ expertise (according to their survey answer) as the between-subjects 
factors, a repeated-measures ANOVA was performed (Table 14). With a p-value of 0 we can 
conclude that there are differences among the means at the 0.05 level of significance (p-value 
of 0.804 for the sphericity test). Therefore, the null hypothesis H0C is rejected, so the awareness 
level does not have the same result for the enjoyment. Besides, as can be seen in Table 14, the 
combination of the configuration and the other between-subject factors does not affect 
significantly the results for Enj. However, an interesting conclusion can be drawn from the 
results: players with a high expertise prefer c2 rather than c3 (Figure 16), that is, they do not 
need too much awareness since they rely on their own ability to win the game.
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Table 13. Descriptive statistics for Enj

Expertise Configuration N

High

c1 2.8462 1.40512 13
c2 4.2308 1.09193 13
c3 4.0000 0.81650 13
Total 3.6923 1.25978 39

Low

c1 2.6000 0.89443 5
c2 3.8000 0.83666 5
c3 4.4000 0.54772 5
Total 3.6000 1.05560 15

Normal

c1 2.7391 1.17618 23
c2 3.8696 1.05763 23
c3 4.0000 0.79772 23
Total 3.5362 1.15783 69

Total

c1 2.7561 1.19959 41
c2 3.9756 1.03653 41
c3 4.0488 0.77302 41
Total 3.5935 1.17234 123

Table 14. Tests of Within-Subjects Effects for Enj

Source Type III Sum of 
Squares df Mean

Square F Sig.

Configuration

Sphericity Assumed 24.136 2 12.068 10.888 0.000
Greenhouse-Geisser 24.136 1.975 12.221 10.888 0.000
Huynh-Feldt 24.136 2.000 12.068 10.888 0.000
Lower-bound 24.136 1.000 24.136 10.888 0.002

Configuration * 
Sequence 

Sphericity Assumed 1.379 2 0.689 0.622 0.540
Greenhouse-Geisser 1.379 1.975 0.698 0.622 0.538
Huynh-Feldt 1.379 2.000 0.689 0.622 0.540
Lower-bound 1.379 1.000 1.379 0.622 0.436

Configuration * 
Expertise

Sphericity Assumed 1.426 4 0.356 0.322 0.863
Greenhouse-Geisser 1.426 3.950 0.361 0.322 0.860
Huynh-Feldt 1.426 4.000 0.356 0.322 0.863
Lower-bound 1.426 2.000 0.713 0.322 0.727

Configuration * 
Sequence *  
Expertise

Sphericity Assumed 1.737 4 0.434 0.392 0.814
Greenhouse-Geisser 1.737 3.950 0.440 0.392 0.812
Huynh-Feldt 1.737 4.000 0.434 0.392 0.814
Lower-bound 1.737 2.000 0.868 0.392 0.679

Error(Configuration)

Sphericity Assumed 77.586 70 1.108
Greenhouse-Geisser 77.586 69.121 1.122
Huynh-Feldt 77.586 70.000 1.108
Lower-bound 77.586 35.000 2.217
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Figure 16 . Boxplot for Enj

As far as Hap (happiness) is concerned, c2 obtained the best score ( 19.90%, =18.60%),
followed by c3 ( 16.42%, =18.60%) and c1 ( 14.53%, =13.72%)). Again, a repeated-
measures ANOVA (Table 15) was performed to assess whether there is a significant difference
among these results, considering the game configuration as a within-subjects factor and the kind 
of awareness (ascending or descending) as a between-subject factor. With a p-value of 0.004
we can conclude that there are differences among the means at the 0.05 level of significance 
(p-value of 0.988 for the sphericity test). Consequently, the null hypothesis H0B is rejected, so 
the awareness level do not have the same result for the happiness. Besides, a p-value of 0.281 
was obtained for the combination of both game configuration and increasing/decreasing 
awareness level (sequence), so there are no differences among the means when considering this 
combination of factors. Therefore, these results led us to perform a one-way ANOVA of the
kind of awareness to assess whether increasing or decreasing the awareness level would affect
the participants’ happiness (Table 16). A p-value of 0.358 was obtained, thus indicating that the 
order of the game configurations does not affect the participants’ happiness, then rejecting H0D.
However, the standard deviations obtained were significant, as they were considerably high. 
Nevertheless, this result can be considered normal since the emotional states of the subjects at
the beginning of the experiment could be very different. As an example, participant p8 (Figure 
17) obtained considerably higher results for Hap in the three game configuration than the 
average participant. However, such participant’s results follow the tendency of the experiments 
(c2 > c3 > c1).
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Table 15. Tests of Within-Subjects Effects for Hap

Source
Type III
Sum of 
Squares

df Mean
Square F Sig.

Configuration

Sphericity 
Assumed 0.064 2 0.032 5.776 0.004

Greenhouse-
Geisser 0.064 1.999 0.032 5.776 0.005

Huynh-Feldt 0.064 2.000 0.032 5.776 0.004
Lower-bound 0.064 1.000 0.064 5.776 0.021

Configuration * 
Sequence

Sphericity 
Assumed 0.015 2 0.008 1.362 0.262

Greenhouse-
Geisser 0.015 1.999 0.008 1.362 0.262

Huynh-Feldt 0.015 2.000 0.008 1.362 0.262
Lower-bound 0.015 1.000 0.015 1.362 0.250

Error(Configuration)

Sphericity 
Assumed 0.458 82 0.006

Greenhouse-
Geisser 0.458 81.951 0.006

Huynh-Feldt 0.458 82.000 0.006
Lower-bound 0.458 41.000 0.011

Table 16. Tests of Between-Subjects Effects for the kind of awareness
Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Corrected Model 0.021 1 0.021 0.850 0.358
Intercept 3.718 1 3.718 150.798 0.000
Kind 0.021 1 0.021 0.850 0.358
Error 3.131 127 0.025
Total 6.858 129
Corrected Total 3.152 128

Figure 17 . Boxplot for Hap
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Finally, the results for Use (perceived usefulness for achieving the game goal) are analyzed. 
A wide range of results were obtained, being Status (the circle representing the tanks health 
level) the best rated GA element with a Use result of 4.8, =0.56 (close to 5, the 
hypothetical perfect result) and Event history (the exact time when an action happened) the 
worst one ( 1.95, =1.40). For the sake of the readability, the rest of results are presented in
Figure 18. At a glance, it can be seen that there is a difference among the average values for 
Use, although a one-way ANOVA was performed to demonstrate it statistically (Table 17). It
was obtained a p-value of 0, so we can conclude that there are differences among the means 
at the 0.05 level of significance. Complementarily, an additional analysis was performed by 
grouping the GA elements by their concern (present, past, future and social & group dynamics)
and the configuration they are active on, namely all of them (c1_c2_c3), c2 and c3 (c2_c3) or 
just c3. In this case, there are noteworthy differences between the best rated concerns (present 
and future) and the worst rated ones (past and social & group dynamics) as can be seen in Table
18 and Figure 19. Regarding the configuration, those elements active on all versions and those 
on c2 and c3 clearly surpassed the score for those on just c3 (Figure 20). Once again, a one-
way ANOVA was performed to assess such differences, thus obtaining a p-value of 0 for
concern  and 0.001 for configuration (Table 19). Hence, the null hypothesis H0E is rejected, so 
the different levels of awareness are not equally perceived as useful by the players to achieve 
the game goal.

Besides, the results for each configuration are coherent since the sole GA element in all 
versions (Identity) obtained the best result  = 4.00, =1.32) since this element is mandatory 
to play the game properly. This result is followed by the one obtained by those elements on c2 
and c3 (  = 3.66, =1.39) and finishing by those elements present on just c3 (  = 3.03, =1.47). 
The difference between these two last results confirms the appropriateness of the selection of 
GA elements for c2 performed by the external company Radical Graphics, whose usefulness 
was a 13,2% better than those on the other configurations. To conclude the analysis of Use, we 
analyzed which GA elements were unknown for the participants (i.e. they answered “I don’t 
remember it” in the survey). Four of them, namely Authorship, Status, Next activities and 
Belonging were recognized by all the participants (Figure 21). Since they belong to different 
concerns and they have a different implementation (in graphical form for Status and colored 
textual form for the other ones as shown in Table 2, we cannot find a common pattern among 
them. However, the elements which obtained the worst result, Event history and Outer 
communication (unknown for 14.63% and 12.20% of the participants respectively) were 
implemented as a non-colored text. This fact along with that these elements were not crucial 
for an action game (i.e. it is important to talk to the allies and know what is happening rather 
than talking to the enemies and to know exactly when something happens) explain the low score 
for these two GA elements. 
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Figure 18 . Boxplot for Use

Table 17. Tests of Between-Subjects Effects for Use
Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Corrected Model 418.093 20 20.905 12.549 .000
Intercept 10148.590 1 10148.590 6092.126 .000
Element 418.093 20 20.905 12.549 .000
Error 1399.317 840 1.666
Total 11966.000 861
Corrected Total 1817.410 860

Table 18. Descriptive statistics for Use grouped by GA element concern and
configuration

Concern Configuration N

Future
c2_c3 3.3902 1.49797 41
c3 3.9512 1.07124 41
Total 3.6707 1.32455 82

Past c3 2.3537 1.31817 82
Total 2.3537 1.31817 82

Present

c1_c2_c3 4.0000 1.32288 41
c2_c3 4.0772 1.25768 246
c3 3.3049 1.42018 164
Total 3.7894 1.37193 451

Social
c2_c3 3.2049 1.37448 205
c3 2.3415 1.45962 41
Total 3.0610 1.42297 246

Total

c1_c2_c3 4.0000 1.32288 41
c2_c3 3.6565 1.39168 492
c3 3.0274 1.46806 328
Total 3.4332 1.45371 861
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Figure 19 . Boxplot for Use grouped by GA element concern

Figure 20 . Boxplot for Use grouped by the configuration each GA element is active on

Table 19. Tests of Between-Subjects Effects for Use grouped by GA element concern and
configuration

Source Type III Sum 
of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Corrected Model 284.104 7 40.586 22.579 0.000
Intercept 3998.819 1 3998.819 2224.601 0.000
Concern 159.333 3 53.111 29.546 0.000
Configuration 16.363 2 8.181 4.551 0.011
Concern * Configuration 32.895 2 16.447 9.150 0.000
Error 1533.306 853 1.798
Total 11966.000 861
Corrected Total 1817.410 860
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Figure 21 . GA elements that participants did not remember
To summarize the analysis of the different metrics and hence, to assess which configuration 

has a higher GX, Table 20 presents the results for each pair configuration and metric. According 
to (Bernhaupt 2015), GX focuses on positive emotions and emotional outcomes such as joy, 
fun and pride. Therefore, the metrics that should be considered as the most important ones for 
GX are enjoyment and happiness. These metrics measure how fun the different configurations 
were for the players subjectively (enjoyment is measured thought a subjective survey) and 
objectively (happiness is measured thought an objective software), respectively. For these 
metrics, the result for enjoyment was rather similar for c2 and c3, but the obtained happiness 
was considerably higher for c2. Besides, c1 obtained the worst results for both metrics. 

Table 20. Summary of results for the experiment metrics
Metric c1 c2 c3
Score -1.38 0.40 1.80
Time 6’26’’ 7’04’’ 6’23’’
Enjoyment 2.76 3.98 4.05
Happiness 14.53% 19.90% 16.42%
Usefulness 4.00 (1 GA elment) 3.66 (13 GA elements) 3.03 (21 GA elements)

Regarding score and time, these metrics can be considered important since they are related
to achieve the game goal (i.e. obtaining more points than the other players do). However, these
metrics are not as important as the emotional ones, because when playing a game, winning 
easily and quickly, and thus obtaining a high score in a short period, could result boring for the 
players (Csikszentmihalyi 1975). For score, c3 obtained the highest result which can be 
considered coherent. That is because the higher the help the players receive, the higher they 
chance to win are. According to (Csikszentmihalyi 1975) winning easily can be boring for the 
player and losing constantly can increase the players’ anxiety. Moreover, “a game that is too 
hard is frustrating, while too little challenge can be boring. In multi-player games, it is important 
that the game be fair, offering no player an intrinsic advantage” (Southey et al. 2005).
Therefore, c2 can be considered as the most balanced configuration because its win/lose ratio 
was closer to zero. As far as the game time, the results were quite similar, being c1 and c3 the 
ones which obtained a lower result. Nevertheless, opposed to non-gaming software, taking long 
to finish a game is not a negative aspect provided the player is having fun while doing it. Lastly,
usefulness was focused on measuring the different GA elements. Table 20 shows the average 
of the usefulness of the GA elements active on each configuration. In spite of being c1 the best 
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rated configuration, this rating could be considered unfair since each configuration have a 
different number of GA elements. This fact is especially relevant for c1, whose one and only 
element (Identity) obtained a result of 4 out of 5, thus balancing the results towards such 
configuration c1. These results of usefulness are explained in Section 4.4.

In view of the results, and considering those related to positive emotions as the most 
important components of GX, we can conclude that such GX was higher on configuration c2 
whose results for positive emotions were better. Furthermore, it provided a more balanced result 
regarding score (neither too hard not to easy). Finally, its GA elements were best rated than 
those on c3, thus making its GA element useful for the players.

4.5 Observational findings

This subsection will present several finding observed during the experiment. They are related 
to a complementary study performed by using eye-tracking during the experiment in 
Amsterdam (Section 4.5.1) and the use of the chat (Section 4.5.2).

4.5.1 Eye-tracking study

Since eye-tracking has been already used in empirical software studies (Cepeda Porras and 
Guéhéneuc 2010; Binkley et al. 2013) it was decided to apply this technique to our study. 
Therefore, during the first experiment (Amsterdam), an eye tracking device was used to assess 
whether the different GA elements were used. This device was used for one player per game
which was located on the right side of the computer (see Figure 7). Therefore, data from 5 
different subjects were gathered, although for one of them the recorded data were not valid (the 
eye tracking device was accidentally moved during the experiment). Previously to the eye-
tracking data recording, several areas of interest (AOI) had to be defined, as shown in Figure 
22. It is worth noting that an AOI can cover one or several GA elements. The GA element 
identity is not covered by any AOI (see Table 21 for the relationship between AOI’s and GA 
elements). Moreover, the number of times that a participant looked at a GA element, namely 
fixations (Salvucci and Goldberg 2000), can be inaccurate because of two reasons. First, several 
AOI covered items could not be active at the time of the fixation. For example, the Fire range
AOI is capturing fixations even if the player is not firing. Second, several screen areas are 
covered by more than one AOI. For instance, at the bottom of the screen, the Health and 
Controls AOIs are overlapped, so it is not possible to know if a participant is looking at the 
game controls or the tank health.

Figure 22 . AOIs defined for eye tracking
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Table 21. Relationship between GA elements and AOIs

GA Element

C
hat

A
ctive item

s

G
oals

H
ealth

M
ap

N
ext Item

Present

T
eam

s

C
ontrols

Fire R
ange

Iteam
s

Past

Players

Presence X
Identity
Authorship X
Task X
Status X
Abilities X
Location X
Gaze X
Reach X
Position X
Device X
Task History X
Event History X
Next Event X
Next Abilities X
Members X
Other Members X
Belonging X
Group Goal X
Inner Communication X
Outer Communication X

The results of the eye tracking sessions are shown Table 22. As can be seen in Figure 23, the 
AIO with a higher number of fixations was Active items (518 fixations for c3 and 381 for c2),
followed by Fire range (428 for c3) and Present (261 for c2 and 324 for c3). However, because 
of these AOIs were located in the center of the screen, it is possible that the participants did not 
looked specifically at the GA elements within these AOIs. Nevertheless, either voluntarily or 
involuntarily, these elements were seen by the participants. Besides, the lower results were 
obtained for Control, Past and Players, with 1, 2 and 4 fixations respectively (only for c3).
Unlike the previous AOIs, these ones were located at the edges of the screen, so these elements 
may have been voluntarily used. Furthermore, for those elements available in both c2 and c3,
the results were higher for c3 (except for Next item). Regarding the average durations of 
fixations, the results are more similar among them, with an average of 0.25 seconds per fixation
(s/f) ( =0.10 s/f). Moreover, only three AOIs surpassed 0.35 s/f. These AOIs were Active items
(0.37 for c2 and 0.48 for c3) Teams (0.40 for c2 and 0.21 for c3) and Fire range (0.38 for c3).

Table 22. Fixations per AOI

AOI Configuration Fixation
Count

Total Fixation
Duration

Average Duration
of Fixations

Chat

c1 8 1.85 0.23

c2 60 18.72 0.31

c3 61 14.24 0.23

Active items
c2 381 139.29 0.37

c3 518 248.73 0.48

Goals c2 5 1.07 0.21
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AOI Configuration Fixation
Count

Total Fixation
Duration

Average Duration
of Fixations

c3 10 2.28 0.23

Heath
c2 58 15.74 0.27

c3 74 19.67 0.27

Map
c2 105 16.84 0.16

c3 125 22.72 0.18

Next item
c2 10 1.66 0.17

c3 0 0.00 0.00

Present
c2 261 86.66 0.33

c3 324 80.45 0.25

Teams
c2 3 1.20 0.40

c3 4 0.84 0.21

Controls c3 1 0.17 0.17

Fire range c3 418 158.70 0.38

Items c3 24 5.73 0.24

Past c3 2 0.30 0.15

Players c3 4 0.62 0.16

Figure 23 . Fixation count per AOI

Figure 24 . Average fixation duration per AOI
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Figure 25 . Graphical eye tracking results for players with increasing awareness

Figure 26 . Graphical eye tracking results for players with decreasing awareness
Finally, the eye tracking results were gathered in a graphical way. Specifically, clusters, gaze 

plots and heat maps were used. These results can be seen in Figure 25 and Figure 26, depending 
on whether the participants were playing with an increasing (Figure 25) or decreasing (Figure 
26) awareness level. Some interesting results can be seen in the clusters representation where, 
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generally, the GA elements in the map, and those in the chat area were clustered. Therefore, the 
participants focused their attention mainly in these three areas, so those GA elements that 
obtained a low usage score (see Sections 4.3 and 4.4) may be relocated inside such areas to 
increase their usage rate. Finally, the gaze plots and heat maps endorse the usage of those 
elements located at the edge of the screen, but having a considerably lower usage that those 
located at the center. This result leads us to conclude that those GA elements that provide instant 
awareness information should be located in the center of the screen in order to make sure that 
the player sees them. However, those elements with more-static awareness information can be 
located at the edges of the screen for the player to consult them when needed.

4.5.2 Chat usage

In a previous work, (Herring et al. 2009) positively validated the use of a voice chat inn a  
First Person Shooter game. Nevertheless, our analysis of the players’ behavior while using 
(rather not using) the chat provided had not such positive result for our action game, as players 
preferred to talk out loud, regardless it was banned. It is worth noting that during the pre-
gameplay introductory session, the players were trained to with the other players through the 
chat. This was implemented so that sending a text message was as fast as possible. Indeed, in 
order to communicate with other players, they only had to press ‘c’, type the message and press 
return to send it. Besides, they were told insistently that talking loud to other players was 
absolutely forbidden. Moreover, in order to avoid this viva voce interaction, they were separated 
physically by means of dividers and provided with a gaming headset so that they were unable
to hear their surroundings and listened to the game sound instead.

In spite of all our efforts to avoid this voice interaction, some of the participants kept on doing 
it. In addition, the use of headsets and separators only made them spoke louder, thus annoying
their mates in adjoining lab. This fact was especially frequent among highly experienced 
players. These were interviewed after the game sessions. Basically, they answered that the game 
was so intense that make impossible for them to remain quiet. Besides, some players experience 
difficulties in sending messages with the chat. The problem here was that when the chat was
active then the tank’s controls were disabled, otherwise the tank would have moved while 
typing as the game is played by means of the WASD-keys (Gerling et al. 2011). When this 
problem come up, the experiment conductor helped the players disabling the chat.

Because of such problem with the chat, we can conclude that for actions games like the one 
used in the experiment, it is more appropriate to implement a voice chat instead (Tang et al. 
2012), since prompt communication is a cornerstone of games belonging to this genre. Besides, 
a double chat system could be suitable, so that players could talk to their rivals using a text chat 
when no-real time communication be needed but using a voice chat for in-game conversations 
with their allies.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This work presents an assessment of the impact of the Gamespace Awareness elements on 
several aspect of the game and the players. More specifically, it was analyzed whether having 
a higher or lower awareness level would affect the game score, the players’ happiness and 
enjoyment and the perceived usefulness of such GA elements to achieve the game goal. In order 
to perform this assessment, a collaborative action game with three different awareness 
configurations was developed. The configuration c1 integrates the basic awareness to play the 
game, the configuration c2 has the GA elements considered optimal by an external company 
and the configuration c3 has as many GA elements as possible for this action game. The 
experiment was performed initially in Amsterdam, with the participation of 14 Computer 
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Science undergraduate students, and replicated in Albacete for the sake of the experiment 
validity, with 29 new participants.

The analysis of the experimental results showed several interesting conclusions. Regarding 
the game score, the two teams involved in each match played with all the game configurations 
but in a different order: Team 1 played following an increasing awareness level c1, c2, c3, and 
Team 2 a decreasing level c3, c2, c1. The analysis of the results concluded that having a higher 
awareness level provides players with technical advantage and, therefore, their scores are 
higher. Regarding participants’ happiness, the participants were recorded in videos that were 
processed with a facial analysis software afterwards. This automated analysis concluded that 
the players were happier when playing with the game c2, followed by c3 and, then, c1. In 
addition, the order in which the awareness was provided (i.e. ascending or descending) did not 
affect such happiness. Furthermore, it can be concluded that our experimental subjects’ 
happiness did not depend directly on winning, but on playing the proper game configuration.

Besides, the game enjoyment was measured by means of a post-game survey. As opposed 
to the previous results, the participants considered that the game c3 was the one they enjoy the 
most, followed by c2 and c1. Nevertheless, a complementary analysis revealed that this result 
is not applicable to player with a high expertise, who preferred c2. In other words, a high 
awareness level would help beginners, but it could annoy or distract expert ones. Additionally, 
this survey helped us to measure the usefulness of GA elements for achieving the game goal. 
According to the survey results, the level of usefulness of the elements was very different, being 
the most useful ones those GA elements related to the present and the future. This result can be 
considered coherent for an action game, since the most important information is what is 
happening or what will happen, rather than what happened in the past. 

As part of our on-going work, we are developing a framework that will help game designers 
to identify the GA elements that a new game must feature depending on the genre. This
framework will also establish which GA elements should be implemented depending on the 
players’ expertise, so that awareness will be provided in an adaptive manner, according to the 
player’s needs. Besides, as future work, other experiments similar to the one here presented will 
be conducted but using games belonging to other genres (e.g. role, shooter, strategy, gamified 
applications, etc.). This will enable us to evaluate a wider range of the playability components
defined by (González Sánchez et al. 2012). The main aim is to compare the results obtained for 
an action game with that for other games in order to generalize our results. Moreover, because 
of the finding shown in Section 4.5, Tanks!-Mod will be improved by re-implementing and 
relocating those awareness elements that obtained lower perceived usefulness scores. Finally,
a voice chat will be implemented so that a comparison between voice chat and text chat will be 
conducted for action games, similarly to (Geerts 2006).
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13. DISCUSSION AND
FUTURE WORK 

Once the results have been presented in the previous sections, this dissertation concludes 

by starting a summary of our results by presenting the conclusions of this dissertation 

(Section 13.1). Finally, Section 13.2 will introduce the on-going and future work of this 

thesis. 

It is worth noting that, among all the works included in Sections form 3 to 0, the following 

ones endorse this dissertation by compendium of publications due to its relevance: 

 Miguel A. Teruel, Elena Navarro, Víctor López-Jaquero, Francisco Montero, 

Javier Jaén, and Pascual González. 2012. “Analyzing the Understandability of 

Requirements Engineering Languages for CSCW Systems: A Family of 

Experiments.” Information and Software Technology 54 (11): 1215–28. 

doi:10.1016/j.infsof.2012.06.001. (IF:1.522, Q1) 

 Miguel A. Teruel, Elena Navarro, Víctor López-Jaquero, Francisco Montero, and 

Pascual González. 2014. “A CSCW Requirements Engineering CASE Tool: 

Development and Usability Evaluation.” Information and Software Technology 

56 (8): 922–49. doi:10.1016/j.infsof.2014.02.009. (IF:1.046, Q2) 

 Miguel A. Teruel, Elena Navarro, Pascual González, Víctor López-Jaquero, and 

Francisco Montero. 2016. “Applying Thematic Analysis to Define an Awareness 

Interpretation for Collaborative Computer Games.” Information and Software 

Technology 74 (June): 17–44. doi:10.1016/j.infsof.2016.01.009. (IF: 1.569, Q1) 
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13.1  Discussion and Conclusions 
During the last decade software have evolved from single-user applications to 

collaborative one, thus enabling users to work together regardless of their physical 

location. Moreover, collaborative applications as well a single-user ones have evolved 

toward Post-WIMP paving the way to new user interaction techniques required by new 

bleeding-edge devices, namely wearable computers, virtual and augmented reality 

headsets, motion sensors and so on. These collaborative and Post-WIMP systems 

constitute the main focus of this thesis. More specifically, this work tackles the 

requirement specification for such systems, which current methodologies have 

disregarded. With this aim, our effort was driven by three different research questions. 

The first research question (RQ1) is related to RE for CSCW systems. Therefore, the main 

RE techniques were empirically evaluated to assess their suitability for CSCW systems, 

being Goal-Oriented the most proper one (Teruel et al., 2011b) [Section 2]. Next, a study 

of a similar nature was carried out with different Goal-Oriented approaches, resulting i* 

the most adequate technique for CSCW among its competitors (Teruel, Navarro, López-

Jaquero, Montero, & González, 2012a) [Section 4]. Consequently, i* was chosen as the 

foundation of our proposal for CSCW, namely CSRML, a RE language able to deal with 

the special requirements of a collaborative systems (Teruel et al., 2011e) [Section 5]. 

Thanks to a family of experiments carried out, CSRML proved to be far more 

understandable when modeling CSCW requirements than i* was. 

As far as the second research question (RQ2) is concerned, the suitability of CSRML for 

Post-WIMP was assesses. With this aim, several collaborative Post-WIMP systems were 

specified with the new version of CSRML (Teruel, Oliver, Montero, Navarro, & 

Gonzalez, 2015; Teruel, Rodriguez, Montero, Navarro, Lopez-Jaquero, et al., 2015b), 

which was created to deal with these complex systems. Moreover, this new version was 

supported by a brand new CASE Tool that enabled us to create and validate CSRML 

diagrams easily as an empirical evaluation demonstrated (Teruel, Navarro, et al., 2014a) 

[Section 7]. Finally, this language and tool were put together into the CSRMF framework 

(see Figure 3), which constituted the cornerstone of this thesis (Teruel, Navarro, López-

Jaquero, et al., 2016) [Section 9]. 
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Figure 3. Development process of CSRMF 

Last but not least, the research question related to awareness requirements (RQ3) was 

answered by performing a Thematic Synthesis of current awareness interpretations for 

different fields and using the results to create Gamespace Awareness. It is an extension 

of Workspace Awareness, which despite being the most suitable awareness interpretation 

for CSCW system, lacks of the necessary expressiveness to fully represent the 

characteristics of a Post-WIMP system (Teruel, Navarro, González, et al., 2016a) [Section 

0]. Moreover, Gamespace Awareness was empirically evaluated to assess the influence 

of its awareness elements on players’ efficiency, score, satisfaction and emotions. It was 

found out that, although awareness improves the gaming experience, too much awareness 

could be overwhelming for players (Teruel, Condori-Fernandez, et al., 2016) [Section 0]. 

Besides, a design pattern for Workspace Awareness was created to provide developers 

with a reusable solution for awareness-enabled applications so that they do not to be 

developed from scratch (Teruel, Navarro, et al., 2014c) [Section 10]. 

Finally, it is worth noting that this thesis was positively assessed at an intermediate stage 

by assisting to both a national (Teruel, González, et al., 2014) and international doctoral 

consortium (Teruel, 2014) [Section 8], obtaining positive feedback by experts of the 

Requirements Engineering community and the best doctoral thesis award at the former. 

Regarding the acceptance of the articles written during this thesis, 4 articles have been 

published in JCR journals (2 Q1, 1 Q2 and 1 Q3) and 2 additional articles are currently 

under review. In addition, the PhD candidate has published 6 articles in CORE 

conferences (4 CORE A and 2 CORE B). So far, 16 articles have been indexed by Scopus 
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(ORCID: 0000-0003-0102-6918) and referenced 55 times, providing the PhD candidate 

an h-index: 5. 

Nevertheless, despite of the achieved results, there are some limitations of this work that 

it is worth discussing. First, although this thesis covers the specification of requirements 

for CSCW Post-WIMP environments in a wide manner, it does not deal with other stages 

of the RE process, such as analysis, verification or validation. Nevertheless, since 

CSRML is a i*-based proposal, it could be assessed whether the analysis, verification or 

validation stages of i*’s are suitable to our proposal. Such assessment, as well as the 

definition of new activity in the event of need, constitute also our future work. 

Second, in Section 0, it was introduced how to integrate GA into a game development 

process regarding of the genre of the game to be developed. However, this relationship 

between game genre and awareness elements was not empirically validated. Indeed, this 

constitutes one of the future works that will be presented in Section 13.2, namely to 

establish a relationship among awareness elements, game genre and players expertise. 

Finally, Post-WIMP systems can be context-depending. In other words, the interaction 

with the system could change depending on the user capabilities, hardware availability, 

environmental factors, etc. The specification of context-adaptation requirements was not 

addressed in this thesis, although it will be done in a different research line that will be 

introduced in Section 13.2. 

13.2  On-going and Future work 
This thesis has tacked the issue of requirements specification of Post-WIMP CSCW 

systems in a comprehensive manner. Nevertheless, it still provides an opportunity to delve 

into the research of Post-WIMP systems and awareness requirements. 

First, Section 0 presented our awareness interpretation for Post-WIMP application, 

emphasizing on games. Because of the importance of the games industry cannot be 

ignored attending to the current market figures (Entertainment Software Association, 

2015), new research could be conducted by focusing on specific games and genres. 

Therefore, our on-going work consists in the development of a framework which would 

specify which Gamespace Awareness elements a game must feature depending on its 

genre and players’ expertise. For this aim, we are gathering the opinion of numerous 

professional game designers and developers that will lead to a framework created by and 

for the game development community. By using this framework, new game developments 

will have a comprehensive and validated set or awareness requirements already pre-
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identified. Moreover, because of the relationship among players’ expertise and 

awareness, an adaptive difficulty level could be implemented, thus enabling or disabling 

several awareness elements according to the in-game players’ progress. 

Another on-going research line is related to context adaptation requirements, as 

introduced in Section 2.4. CSRMF is being extended to deal with  the requirements of 

systems that have to be used in different contexts, as international standards such as 

(ISO/IEC 9126-1, 2001) or (ISO/IEC 25010, 2011) claim. By enriching CSRMF with 

context-adaptation features, the requirements of CSCW Post-WIMP systems will be 

specified to describe the need of change regarding context (e.g. user capabilities, 

hardware availability, environmental characteristics and so on). 

Moreover, so far CSRMF offers support for the requirements stage in a comprehensive 

manner. In order to provide guidance during the whole development of collaborative 

context-depending Post-WIMP systems, it will be analyzed its integration into one of the 

available CSCW and Post-WIMP design methodologies (Garrido et al., 2005; Jacob et 

al., 2008; Jetter et al., 2012; A. I. Molina et al., 2008; J. P. Molina, 2008; Penichet et al., 

2009).  

Moreover, as a proof of concept of our work, it is planned to develop a virtual reality 

collaborative system for disabled hospital patients. The main goal of such work will be 

to ease the feeling of loneliness of isolated patients who have a limited body movement 

by enabling them to move around a calm virtual world. In this sense, such patients could 

feel like they could move in such virtual world and interact with their relatives who can 

remotely communicate with them (i.e. video chat, walk together in the virtual world, share 

homemade videos, etc.). Moreover, the interaction features of this system will be context-

depending, thus providing us with facilities to analyze different characteristics of these 

systems from the point of view of both users and technology.  

As a future work, similarly to what was done for the design pattern for Workspace 

Awareness [Section 10], a new pattern for Gamespace Awareness will be created once 

the previous work is finished. In this sense, we could provide game developers with a 

complete scaffolding to develop games in which awareness would be previously designed 

for the game-to-be-created for the eight major types of contemporary genres (action & 

adventures, strategy, role playing game, simulators & sports, first person shooter, social 

games, puzzle and gamification). 
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SUMMARY
A proper requirements specification is paramount for achieving 

the quality of the developed software products. However, well-

known Requirements Engineering (RE) techniques lack of enough 

expressiveness to model the requirements of CSCW systems (Computer 

Supported Collaborative Work). This is due to the inherent complexity 

of collaboration among users and their need of awareness. Moreover, 

the way in which users interact with CSCW systems have evolved greatly 

to more sophisticated interfaces, from the classical desktop computer 

environments known as WIMP (Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointer), to those 

called Post-WIMP. Awareness is magnified in such a way that users have 

to be aware of their context: the artifacts with which to interact, his/

her own capabilities as well as those of the others. All this awareness is 

necessary to enable them to collaborate in virtual and/or augmented 

environments. This PhD thesis aims at solving this problem by developing 

a RE framework able to deal with the requirements of CSCW and 

Post-WIMP systems, making emphasis on the awareness requirements.
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